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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE

Professor Windelband's Geschichte der Alten Fhilo-

sophie is already well known to German philosophical

readers as one of the famous Miiller series of hand-books,

and yet to that wider circle of English readers it is still a

foreign book. In many quarters technical scholars of

Greek philosophy have already commended its important

innovations, and to these its erudition and scholarship are

patent. In its translation, however, under the title of " The

History of Ancient Philosophy," it will reach the general

reader and serve as an introduction to the beginner in phi-

losophy. I have personally never been able to see why the

approaches to the study of philosophy have been made as

difficult and uninviting as possible. In other hard sub-

jects all sorts of helps and devices are used to allure the

beginner within. Into philosophy the beginner has always

had to force his way with no indulgent hand to help. In

the P£5J:J%-hi«^^^y nf fVinng-Tif V.ag inn nff.pn V>pnn Anfi'i-a|y

SRpfi.rfl.tftd from thp biatnry nf nffnira^ na if flip gnhjffl-

tive historical processes Pou1d hs^*^ b^'^" pr.ogiKi9 lyi^

njit f.bp nhjf^ctiyft concrete events . ^Xiofessor^Wmdelband

has gone far to lead the general reader to the history

of thought thrniif^h tbp history of t^^ ^fpRirs ^f tbp Grppk

nati^on, This is^ to my minrlj f.hft Hifflp^j]!;
]
but absolutely

necessary._task ^i the historian of thought, if he wishes

to reach..a,ny..b.uttechnicaL„^L!laiSapliiiLS- Tliis work occu-

^
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pies a uni(jue position in this respect, and may mark the

beginning of an epoch in the rewriting of the history of

philosophy.

1 am indebted to many friends for help in my transla-

tion of this work. The reader will allow me to mention in

particular Professor George H. Palmer, of Harvard, my
friend and former teacher, for introducing me to the work

;

and my colleagues, Professor Charles St. Clair Wade for

nmch exceedingly valuable assistance, and especially Pro-

fessors Charles E. Fay and Leo R. Lewis, whose generous

and untiring aid in the discussion of the whole I shall

ever remember. Whatever merits the translation may

have, arc due in no small measure to their help; for

whatever defects may appear, I can hold only myself

responsible.

So complete are the bibliographies here and elsewhere

that I have found it necessary to append only a list of such

works as are helpful to the English reader of Ancient

Philosophy.

HERBERT ERNEST CUSHMAN.

Tufts College, June, 1899.



PREFACE

TO THE SECOND GERMAN EDITION

Having undertaken to prepare a r^sum^ of the history of

ancient philosophy for the Handhuch der Klassischen Alter-

tumswissenschaft, it seemed expedient to offer to my trained

readers, not an extract from the history of the literature of

the Greeks and Romans, which can be found elsewhere

;

but rather a short and clear presentation, such as would

awaken interest and ^ye an insight into the subject matter

and the development of ancient^j)hilosophy . The necessity

of a new edition gives evidence that this presentation has

won itself friends far beyond the circle of those most

nearly interested. This, moreover, would not have hap-

pened had I not abandoned the idea of presenting a col-

lation from the data usually furnished, and had I not given

to the subject the form which my long personal experience

as an academic teacher had proved to be most available.

As a result I found myself in the somewhat painful posi-

tion of being compelled to present didactically many very

considerable deviations from the previous conception and

treatment, without being able in the limitations of this

rdsum^ to advance for experts my reasons save in short

references. I should have been very glad if I could have

found time to justify my innovations by accompanying de-

tailed discussions. But, unfortunately, the execution of

my whole purpose has been postponed up to this time

through more important and imperative tasks. The new
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edition, therefore, finds me again in the same position of

being compelled to trust more in the force of the general

relations of the subject matter and in the emphasis briefly

laid upon important moments, than in a leisurely extended

polemical presentation, which would otherwise have been

usual in this particular field.

FoT-ihe-ehi^f matters in whwb- T haYa.,goiie_my ownj^s
— the separation of Pythagoras from th€--JEylhag;oreans

aiid the discussion of the latter under "Efforts toward

Reconciliation between Heracleitanism and the Theory of

Parmenides," the separation of the two phases of Atomism

by the Protagorean Sophistic, the juxtaposition of Democ-

ritus and Plato, the conception of the Hellenic-Roman phil-

osophy as a progressive application— first ethical and then

religious— of science, to which I have also organically con-

nected Patristics,— all this the reader finds unchanged in

its essentials. My treatment of these questions has found

recognition in many quarters, but in many also an expected

opposition ; and the reader may be assured that I have

always been grateful for this latter, and have given it care-

ful consideration. This weighing of objections was the

more needful since I had occasion in the mean time to deal

with the same questions in a larger connection and from

a different point of view. The trained eye will not fail to

recognize in this second edition the influence of the objec-

tions of experts, even where these have not convinced me,
in the numerous small changes in the presentation, and in

the choice of bibliography and citations. Here, again, the

revising hand needed to follow many a kindly suggestion in

the discussions of this book, and accept many a gratifying

explanation in the works that have appeared during the

past five years.

The only change in the external form of the book is in

the very desirable addition of an index to the philosophers

discussed.
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Then may my brief treatise continue to fulfil its task

:

to solicit friends appreciative of a noble cause, to preserve

alive the consciousness of the imperishable worth which

the creations of Greek thought possess for all human

culture.

WILHELM WINDELBAND.

Strassburg, April, 1893.
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OF

ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY

INTRODUCTION

1. Scientific interest in ancient, especially in Greek,"

phjlosophy.
,
is not confined to thp; vahm iha.t it |30Ssesses as

a peculiar subject f^r Jlis^^T-iVnl rpgpnrpli ^p rl for tbp stnHy

of the growth of jcixilizatijon. But it is also equally coiP'

cerned in the permanent significance that the content of

anci^t thought possesses by reason of its place in the

development of the intellectual life of Europe.

cXhe_§iQphasis falls primarily upon the lifting of mer©

knamSJ-iQ-ihe plane of systematic knowledge, or sclent

Not content with his storing of practical facts, and with

his fantastic speculations born of his religious necdg^the

Greek sought knowledge for its own sake. Knowledge^

^''.kg-a.rt) was dpYftlopf^d as an int^ependcnt functionjFrom

its iixyolsfiiiifiat in the other activities of civilization. So,

first ^nd foremost, the history of ancient philosophy is an

insiffht into the origin _of MMOj^^.c^n sjiicnce in general,.

It is, however, at_the same time thejhistory of the birth

of the_^sepamte,,jillei3Lces. ^f^^^ ^^^^ pronp|ss of differentia

ti "n^ -liijTiiiniT v»nnr-i'T^p; T
|
yith diptMi^^'iishin^; thought from con-

duct and mythology, was continued within the domain of

science itself. With the accumulation and organic ar

rangement of its facts, the early, simple, and unitary science}

to which the Greeks gave the name ^tXocro^ta, divided intc

1

^
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the si)ecial sciences, the single (f)LXocro<f)iai^ and these then

continued to develop on luoie or less independent lines.

Concerning the liistory and meaning of the name of " phi-

losophy," see especially 11. Ilaym, in Krsch and Gruber's Ency-

klnpwiie, III. division, vol. 24; Qeberweg, Grundriss, 1. § 1 ;

Windelband, Pradndien, p. 1 ff. The word became a technical

term in the Socratic school. It meant there exactly what sci-

ence means in German. In later time, after the division into

the special sciences, the word philosophy had the sense of

ethico-religious practical wisdom. See § 2.

The beginnings of scientific life that arc thus found in

ancient philosophy arc must influential upon the entire

development that follows. Wjlh proportionately few data
,

G reek philosophy produced, w ith a kmd of grand simplicity.

conceptual forma for thf> intf'11^^^"^^ plnlmmtinn of jfs facts.,

and with a remorseless logic it devcloped.-&v«i'y essential

point of view for the study of the univcrs^. Therein c^n-

°'°
!:H tllP p'-'^'ib'nt- pbnr'^ffpr nf nnnipnt thnimht nnd tln^jp-h

didactic significan ri^ nf its hi^itory Oiy:-^pfes£iQt_language

and our conception of the world are thoroughly permeated

by the results of ancienFscience. Tli ft_jnnjVe_ri3ggedn eas

Ivtili wMch ancientphilosophers followed out single niQlives

o f reflection to their most one-sided logical conclusions.

l>rimrs into, clearest relief that practical aml-psj^holo^ical

necessity whieli go^vernjj- iM)t--^dy..JJb,a_£Y.QlilMQiLJ3X^ ^t^

problems of ])hilo6opliy, but -also -the- repoatcd-higtorical

tendencies toward the sulutiou of _tlie&e_4iriiblems. We
may likewise ascribe a typical significance to the universal

stages of developQ^ent of ancient philosophy, in view of the

fact that njfjjojnpl iy nt firnfi turnr rl with unrJniiiited courage

to fbn fttiidy nf fbp nnfor wnrbl
j
tb^^^rfor^ tllGiiaa Jt tumcd

back to XlicJnne r world^ and from this point of view^jwith

renewed strfin,o;th, it attempted to conceive the World-All.

Even the manner in which ancient thought placed its

'!Uj.ircjvpparatus of conceptual knowledge at the service of
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socmLand religiQiis._.need.8 has a peculiar and more than

historical-JKaJue.

The real significance of ancient philosophy will be much ex-

aggerated if one tries to draw close analogies between the dif-

ferent phases of modern philosophy and its exponents, and
those of the ancients. Read K. v. Reichliu-Meldegg, D. Paral-

lelismus d. alten u. neuen Philosoj^hie, Leipzig and Heidelberg,

1865. A detailed parallelism is impossible, because all the

forms of the modern history of civilization have so much more
nearly complete presuppositions, and are moi-e complicated than

those of the ancient world. The typical character of the latter

is valid in so far as they have " writ large" and often nearly

grotesquely the simple and elemental forms of mental life,

which among moderns are far more complicated in their

combinations.

2. (The total of that which i« nsnnlly dpaignai.Pf

ia.

rfcTent philosoplrf'TnTTp""^"^^ ^^^^^^^ lin-gp ITTvisionaj whTgTr^

must be distinguished a s PT"^b in vAspppf-. tn f.ho civiliyntinna

fbnf, fnri-n thpjr backp^ronnd n.s in respect to the Jntcl-

lectual j)nnciples that move them. These divisions are,

(1) Greek philosophy, ana^g") Hellenic-Roman philosophy.
"
^

Wp'may~assiTfnel,Tre jpnr "^ ^"11^ d»ri^h of ArJP*^^"^^*^, -^2^ R ^
,

as the historical line of demarcation between the two.

i&reek philosoiAy^ grew out of an exclusive national

culture, and is the kgitimatc offspring of the Greek spiri t.

The Hgllenic-Romajijjhilps^^^^^ on the other hand.

I

niit, pf mnpb mnrp Tr>anifo^<T"»^ p.ontrtidictnry intpHectnal

j
movements. After the days of Alexander the Great a

culture that was so cosmopolitan that it broke down all

I
national barriers, increased in ever-widening circles among

j

the nations upon the Mediterranean Sea. The fulfilment of

'these intellectual movements was objectively expressed in

ithe Roman Empire, subjectively in Christianity ; and, be it

iremarked, the Hellenic-Roman philosophy forms one of the

Imightiest factors in this very process of amalgamation.

1 Moreover, there is a not l(>ss important difference in the

scientific interest of the two periods. Greek philosophy
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bo|;an withjtn iriflpppnrlp^it HpHJrft for knowledge. It was

ever concerned in the quest for knowledge tliatjwas^free

from all 3ubQrdinatc_piirj2Q8cs. It perjactadjtself in Aris-

totle, partly in hisbgic, which was a universal theory of

k'mnvlcdge, and partly in the scheme of a developed system

of sciences. The energy of this purely theoretic interest

was gradually extinguished in the following time, and was

only partly maintained in unpretentious work upon the

objective special sciences. The praotioal q-upstion how the

^ise Man should livc
_
cntered into " philosophy," however

,

and knowledge was no longer sought on account of itself

bnt asajacans of right living. ^In tlijs jvayi the, Hp.lloijic-

T^nmnn jjhnnsophyiioll into dependence upon the general

'.but temporary changes in societv,— a thing that never

happened in purely Greek philosophy^ TlTcn' later ifcs

original ethical tendency'^ianged entirely into the effort to

find by means of science a satisfaction for religious aspira-

tion. In Greece, philosophy, therefore, was science that

had ripened into independence; in Hellenism and the

Roman Empire, philosophy entered with a full possession

of its consciousness into the service of the social and

religious mission of man.

It is obvious, from the elasticity of all historical divisions,

that this antithesis is not absolute, but only relative. The post-

Aristotelian philosophy is not entirely lacking in endeavors
for the essentially tlieoretical, nor indeed among the purely
Greek thinkers are there wanting those who set for philosophy
ultimately practical ends, — the Socratics for example. How-
ever, comparison of the different definitions which in the course
of antiquity have been given for the problem of philosophy,
justifies, on the whole, the division we have chosen, which takes
the purpose of philosophy in its entirety as the princijnum
din'sioiiis.

Tiiese divisions approach most nearly among later writers
those of Ch. A. Hrandis in his shorter work, Geach. d. Entwick.
d. (jriechischen Phil. u. Hirer NocJavirkuvgen im romiscJien

I
Jiriclie (2 vols., Berlin, 1862 and 1864), although he distin-

guishes formally three periods here, as in his larger work.
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These periods are: (1) pre-Socratic philosophy; (2) the devel-

opment from Socrates to Aristotle
; (3) post-Aristotelian phi-

losophy. Yet he unites the first two divisions as " the first

half," and distinctly recognizes their inner relationship in con-

trast to the third division, which forms "the second half."

Zeller and Schwegler also employ these three periods as the

basis of their work upon the Greeks, while Ritter puts the

Stoics ancr P^picureans also in the second period. Hegel, on
the other hand, treats the entire Greek philosophy until Aris-

totle as the first period, to which he adds the Grreco-Roman
philosophy as the second and the neo-Platonic philosophy as

the third. Ueberweg accepts the divisions of Ritter, with this

variation, — he transfers the Sophists from the first period to

the second.

We purposely desist from dividing here the two chief periods

of_pbilosophY into suboxdiuate pexiods^ The demand for com-
prehensiveness, which alone,

'^•^"id ji> >-t;fy fm-fi^nr 4iv+^i^viH, is

satisfied with the simple gcneml fliviaions^w-hilp. a.comprehen-
sive view of the steps in development is provided for in anotlier

manner by the treatment of individuam"^^'''nps- If a completer
subdivision should be insisted upon, the following might be
adopted : — - —

^

(a) igrf.pk phi losophy into three periodsj^'^'—

(1) The cosmological, which includes~the entire pre-Socratic

BPeculation, and reaches down to about 450 b. c. (§§ 1-3) ;

(2) The anthropological, to which belong the men of the

Greek Enlightenment, i. e., the Sophists, Socrates, and the so-

called Socratic schools (§ 4)

;

(3) The systematic, which by its uniting the two preceding

periods is the flowering period of Greek science.

(b) Hellenic-Roman philosophy into two sections :
—

(1) The school-controversies of the post-Aristotelian time,

with the accompanying essential ethical tendency, critical skep-

ticism, and retrospective erudition (§§1 and 2).

(2) Eclectic Platonism, with its bifurcation into the rival sys-

tems of Christian and neo-Platonic religions (§§3 and 4).

3. ^Eescientific treatment of the history of philosophy

or of a part of that history, as in this treatise, has a

doublfi_J:ask^ On the one hand it must determine the

actual number of those concepts which are claimed to be

>^philosophic7*' ?vn(l must conceive them in their genesis.

paxticularly in their relation to each other- On the other /
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'^
philosophic doctr

'i
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determine the value of each individual

the development of the_ai;ientifi

c

couiiiUiiiiauess.

I n the first regard the history^of philosophy is^purc^J an

hiriTorrcal science. As such, it must without any preMfiC-

tinn_|)rg(;;eod
T
by a careful examination of the traditionJliO

establish with^lnloln^nl exactiiBas the content of the

It must explain their origin withpliilosophic Qoctrines .

al l the precautionary measures, oi tlie historical method.

iTTurthormore muat^ake clear their genetic relations,

^

pn

t]in_nnnjvand, to the pcrsonallife of the_philosophcrs, ftjid,

rm th^ (;)ther^ to r^Kili'yntinn ns'n,"jvjToTR_ Tn this way it

will be plain how philosophy has attained to_an actual

^ r)ro(;^ess oL-d^velopmcnt.

From thig hirtnrirnl point of viow, hnwpvp r . there arises

for thf^ history of philosophy the ^i-if'Vgl tin.sk of determin-

ing th^^ rpsults wliinh tho vnri^iis systems of philosophy

h^YP yi eldf^d for th^ nnnafmntir^n nf tha hnmnn pnnppp-

tion of the world. The point of v-iew-faiiiliis critical study

ncedjiot be the peculiar philosophical attitude of history.

Nevertheless it must, on thj one hiand, be that of jnner

criticism, which tests tlie teaching of a philosophical sy s-

tem by logical compatibility and consistency : it must^ on

tlip nth£uiJU»»flj ho iba±-nf historical ueneralization^^wbich

estimates j)liiloso])li4xjal teaeking-a^cording -tQ-ita_intellec-

tual fru itfulness and its practical historical efficacy

.

The history of ancient philosophy as a science has to

meet very great and sometimes insuperable difficulties in

the fragmentary character of the literary sources. On the

other hand, in its critical problem, it is fortunate in being

able, after a development of nearly two thousand years, to

judge the value of individual teaching with no personal

' bias.

• \ The^iffftront poinis jvf_jjgw takpn ip^ijiyggtiig^ting- thg. hifr

1
\
tory of

_ghilosopliY_are as follows :
—

r^
^^ & J^y>
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(rl^The naive point of view of description. According to

ihis the teachings of the different philosophers are supposed to

be reported with historical authenticity. So soon, however, as

any report is claimed to be of scientific value, the tradition

must be criticised ; and this, as all other historical criticism, /

caiO)e accomplished only by investigating the sourceg*____y

/2)* The genetic point of view of explanation, which has three

possible forms, —
(a) The psychological explanation. This represents the per-\

sonality and individual relations of the respective philosophers

as the actual causes or occasions of their opinions.

(&) The pragmatic method. This is an attempt to under-

stand the teaching of each philosopher by explaining the contra-

dictions and unsolved problems of his immediate predecessors.

(c) The Jculf'u'-historisch view. This sees in the philosophical

systems the progressive consciousness of the entire ideal de-

velopment of the human mind.

(p) The speculative attitude of criticism. Starting from a

sysrematic conviction, this seeks to characterize the different

phases of philosophical development by the contributions thereto

which they have severally furnished. (Compare Hegel, in Voi'-

Ic^anyen ilber d. Gesch. d. Phil., Complete Works, Vol. XIII.
19 ff. ; Ueberweg, Grandriss, I. § 3 ; VVin(le]l)and, Gesch. d.

Phil, Freiburg i. B., 1892, §§ 1 and 2.) IT n til wit,)iin the prpyj^^na

century enumeration of the placila pkilosophorum, with some
little application ofThe pragmatic method, essentially predomi-
natecTm theliTstory of .philosophy. _IIegel. wiih all the e.v;ig-ger-i

atiou__of this speculative point of^dew, ^yas the first to raise!

phi]osophy_Ji"om ainere^^lle^^ curiosities to a scisii£ej
His constructive and fundaiiiejitalJxlje^:rr:iJhat_iii_the-historiGaI

order of philogophical tlieoiies-thje-calegories of true philoso-
phy repeat themselves as prQgr£ssivs^_adiieyements_of__hi^
ity -— hn-'olved an emphasis upon the kultur-historisch and the
2)ragmatic explanations, and this required only the individual-
istic psychological supplementation. On account of Hegel's
speculative conception, on the other haml. hiblurical criluii n̂"^
fell^with the disappearance of taith in the absolute philosophy. ;

By this historical criticism th e mere estabTisKmlentof the facts 1

arTd^theiFgenetic explanation are changecrinto a. coniplete philo- I ,L^^

sophicaTscience. " Tlegel created the science of the history of /

philosophy according to its ideal purposes, but not until after his (
/-^<

day was safe ground presented for achieving such a science by/
the philological method of getting the data without presupposi-/
tions. Upon no territoiy has this method since recorded sucn
far-reaching success as upon the field of ancient philosophy. /

^
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' 4. The sdciitific hcli)g_MJbe--StudX-J3lJLQcient philos-

^ (,,) TJic Cruiinal Sources. Only a very few of the

writings of ancient philosophers have been preserved.

As to complete single works in the purely Greek philos-

ophy, they are to be found only in Plato and Aristotle.

The original sources, however, are richer in the Hellenic-

Roman period. The writings of the ancient Greek think-

ers are ]jreserved in only a fragmentary way through

incidental citations of later literature.

The most comprehensive collection not especially mentioned

hereafter, is that of F. W. A. Mullach, Fragmenta philosoplio-

rum Onvcorum (3 vols., Paris, 1860-81). Yet it satisfies to-

day neither the demands for completeness nor for accuracy.

Nevertheless the works that have come down to us are

'by no means to be accepted m toto and on trust. Not

alone unintentionally, but also from its desire to give to

its own teaching, so far as possible, the nimbus of ancient

wisdom, later antiquity substituted in many instances its

own compositions for the writings of the ancients, or in-

terpolated their texts. The sources of Greek philosophy

in particular are not only in a very fragmentary but also

in a very uncertain state, and we are still limited to a

conjecture of a greater or less degree of probability in

regard to many very weighty questions. The philological-

historical criticism, which seems indispensable under these

circumstances, requires a safe criterion for our guidance, and

this criterion we possess in the works of Plato and Aristotle.

Opposed to the easy credulity with which in the previous
century (according to Buhle) tradition was received, Schleier-
maoher had the especial merit of having begun and incited a
fruitful criticism. Brandis, Trendelenburg, Zeller, and Diels
were likewise the leaders in this direction.

5. (6) Tlie Corroborative Testimony of Antiquity. Early
(according to Xenophon) in ancient literature we find tes-
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timony on the life and death of notable philosophers. Of
importance for us, moreover, are the passages in whicli

Plato and Aristotle— especially in the beginning of his

Metaphysics— linked their own teaching to the early phi-

losophy. At the time of Aristotle there arose a widely

spread, partly historical and partly critical literature, con- I

cerning what was then ancient philosophy. Unfortunately,
/

this has been lost, excepting a few fragments. Especially

deplorable is the loss of the writings of this character of

Ariatotle—and his immediate disciples, — Theophrastus in

particular. Similar works, likewise no longer extant, issued

from the Academy, in which, moreover, commentating also

had its beginning at an early time. So, also, the historical

and critical works of the Stoics have gone forever.

This historiography of philosophy, the so-called dox-

.^MDgraphy, with its commentating and collating, developed

enormously in the Alexandrian literature, and had its three

philosophical centres in Pergamus, Rhodes, and Alexandria.

These voluminous and numerous works in their original

form are in the main lost. Yet with all recognition of

the erudition that doubtless permeated them, it must still

be maintained that they have exercised a bewildering

influence in various ways upon succeeding writers, who
took excerpts directly out of them. JBesides tMs ^^mns t

unavoidable danger of reading later concept ions and theo

rieslnto"EEe old teaching, j^^rt^. npppnr f,l )rppi p.binf rnnmn

oLeixar,

—

(1) Tn the inclination to fix the succession of ancient pbiloso-
phprajiftipr th^-ioimnpr nf t.ha Iq.tfr pjj/vygsmng^j^ll.^lnyelj'j.

(2) In the fantastic tendency to dignifv ancient Greece with

the miraculous anT"the extraordliiarv.

TB") Finally, in the effort tbat_SB]:aiig. outof^ji^ undefinfidJtefil-

ing_of the dependence of Grecian nponT)rientiri onltnre. En-

1

couraged by a new acquaintance with the East, some seholara

have tried to knit every significant fact as closely aa possible!

with Oriental influence.
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Statements at only third or fourth hand arc left over to

lis from the Roman period. The historical notes in the

fragments of Varro, in the writings of Cicero (Rud. llirzel,

Uuter^urh. zu 0. philos. Sehriften, 3 parts, Leipzig, 1877-

1883), as well as of Seneca, Lucretius, and Plutarch, are

valuable, but must be used with care. The philosophical-

historical writings of Plutarch are lost. The compila-

tion preserved under his name, De physicis philosophorum

(Iran'tli* (in Diibner's edition of the Morals, Paris, 1841),

is, according to Diels, an absti'act of the Placita of Aetius,

dating back to Theophrastus, and was made perhaps in the

middle of the second centuiy. The spurious book irepl

(})LXoa6(f)ov laTopia<i, which is falsely ascribed to Galen, is in

the main identical with it (published in the nineteenth vol-

ume of KiihtCschen Gesamtaiisgahe'). Many later excerpts

of Favorinus are included among the uncritically collected

reports; so, also, those of Apuleius and of Gcllius (Noctes

attiece, ed. Hertz, Leipzig, 1884-85 ; see also Mercklin,

Die Zitiermcthode u. Quellenhenutzung des A. Cr., Leipzig,

1860). Lucian's writings must also be mentioned in this

connection. Those numberless historical accounts in the

writings of Galen (especially De placitis Hippocralis et

rUitonh, separately published by Iwan Miiller, Leipzig,

1874) and of Sextus Empiricus {Op. ed. Bekker, Berlin,

1842 : Trvppcoveioi uTroTV7ru>a€L<i and 7rpo<; /jLa6r]fiaTiKov<;) are

|tliilosophically more trustworthy. Out of the same period

.irrew the work of Flavins Philostratus, Jltce sophistarum

(i il. Westermann, Paris, 1849), and of Athenaeus, Deipno-

i'njihlxtce (ed. Meineke, Leipzig, 1857-69). Finally, there

i

s

^the book which was regarded for a long time almost as

th^__principal source for a history of ancient philosophy

;

viz., that of<:DiQgenes Laertiu's;; irepl /3iq}v, Boy/jbdrcov koI

inro(f)9€y/j,dTiov tmv iv (f)i> ocro(f)ia evSoKtfnjadvTcov ^ifiXla

UKa (ed. Cobet, Paris, 1850).

Anoth^n kind-jof secondary sources ia furnished by the
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writinigs of the rTinrdb-JAiWrfij who h n.vo- pnlnm ica.1, fl.pol o-

getiCj.aiid dogmatic aims,.ln..re.prDduciiigthe~Qi££k_,phi-

losophj. This is especially true of Justin Martyi\ Clement

of Alexandi'ia,,0_rigen {Kara KeXo-oi;),<^ippolytus (-R^'/w^a-

tio omnium hcereskim, ed. Duncker, Gott., 1859, the first book

of this being formerly supposed to be a work of Origen

under the title ^tXocro^ou/iei^a), Eusebius (Prcep. eva7ig.,ed.

Dindorf, Leipzig, 1868), and in certain respects also TertuL

lian and Augustine. T]io imporfnnpf. of jhp. p.bm-r'h fn,t,1iprs

as sources.Jo.r the -stud^^-Qf_aDcient philosophYjtias sMbtained

'

recently to a completer and •mo-re-~fruitf«l--r.ecQgiiitiiui,

especially since the impulg^'^T"gii~by"Piels to4hek^-^tudy.

Finally, the activity in commentating and historical re-

search was carried on in a lively fashion in the neo-

Platonic school. The chief work indeed, that of Porphyry,

is not preserved (^(f)L\6ao(l3o^ la-ropla). On the other hand,

the writings of the neo-Platonists in general offer numerous

historical data ; and, as already the earlier commentaries

of Alexander of Aphrodisias {zu Arht. Met., ed. Hayduck,
Berlin, 1891, and zu Arist. Top., M. Wallies, Berlin, 1891

;

smaller works by Ivo Bruns, Berlin, 1898), — so the com-

mentaries of Themistius, and especially Simplicius, contain

many carefully and intelligently compiled excerpts from

the direct and indirect sources of earlier times. Among
the latest writers of ancient literature the collections of

Stobaeus and Photius, and those also of Hesychius, appear

useful for the history of philosophy.

Compare Diels, Doxograplii Grceci (Berlin, 1879). An ex-
cellent and, for a beginning, an extraordinarily instructive

collection of the most important passages from the primary and
secondary sources is that of Ritter and Preller in tiieir Historia
philosophic^ Grceco-romame ex fontium locis contexta (7 ed. is

brought out by Schulthess and Wellmann, Gotha, 1888).

6. (c) TJi£^_Modern Expositions^^. Scholarly treatment

of ancient-^jhilosophy was in modern literature con'
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_/^pc4 at first to a brief _criticiatfi of the latest .works of

nntiniiity.- Thus, the occaaionaL liistorLcaLcQlleciiDns con-

cerned with aiicicut philosophy which^j»:e_Jind in tlic

Iluiiuu iititk>litoratur«,^Ui ti»o nuun led. bagJk to neo-I^Iatoiuc

soui'cria- jr]lJrAL!li;i--ni'Pt J^'l"''- j ^hv Iii^f^7y of Philosophy^j

\\\- Tli'>ii'-^'-' ^tpiij ey ^London, lOGoY, scarcely more than

reprudiiccd the reiKH'ts of Diogenes Laortius. Bayle in his

Dictioutiaire historique et critique (1 ed., Rotterdam, 1697),

gave a powerful im])ulse to critical treatment/

Later appeared the writings of Brucker, thoroughgoing,

industriously compiled, but in point of fact not equal to

the task : Kurze Fragen aus der jfhilosophischen Ilistorie

(Ulm, 1731 f.), Historia critica philosophice (Leipzig,

1742 f.), Institutiones historice philosophice (Leipzig, 1747
;

a compendium for a school manual).

With the formation of the great schools of philosophy,

particularly in Germanx^the history of phLLopophyi^'^tran

to be treated with reference to its single directions and

systfiins. In the front D. Tiedemann came with his em-

pirical-sceptical Geist der Philosophie (Marburg, 1791 ff.).

Then followed, from the Kantian point of view, J. G. Buhle

with Lehrhuch der Geschichte der Philosophie (Gott., 1796

fT.) ; Tcnnemann, Geschichte der Philosophie, 1798 ff.)

;

then the Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophie (5tli

ed.), Amad. Wcndt, Leipzig, 1829, a much used epitome,

commending itself by its careful literary data ; and J. F.

Fries, Geschichte der Philosophie (1 vol., Halle, 1837).

From the Schellingen point of view, there are Fr. Ast's

Grundriss einer Geschichte der Philosophie (Landshut,

1807) ; E. Reinhold, Geschichte der Philosophie nach den

Ilauptpunkten ihrer Entivickelung (Jena, 1858). From
tlie point of view of Schleiermachcr, are his own notes

for his lectures on the history of philosophy in a collection

* Upon which a philosophical article of value in part even to-day has
been published in German by II. Jacob (1797-98, Halle).
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of three parts, four volumes (Berlin, 1839) : H. Rittcr,

Die Geschiehte der Philosophie (Hamburg, 1829 ff.) ; F.

Ch. Potter, Die Geschichte der Philosophie in Umriss

(Elberfeld, 1873).i From the Hegelian point of view,

are Hegel's lectures upon the history of philosoi)hy in his

complete works, XIII. ff. ; J. E. Erdmann, Gi-U7idris8

der Gesehichte der Philosophie (3 ed., Berlin, 1878).

From the Herbartian point of view, is Ch. A. Thilo, Kurze

pragmati^che Gesehichte der Philosojjhie (Cothen, 2 ed.,

1880), With especial reference to the factual development

of problems and concepts, ancient philosophy has also been

treated by W. Windelband, Gesehichte der Philosophie

(Freiburg i. Br., 1892). Of the other numerous complete

presentations of the history of philosophy, that of J, Berg-

mann (Berlin, 1892) may be finally mentioned. Of the

presentations in other languages than German which also

give valuable contribution to the study of ancient philosophy,

may be here mentioned : Y. Cousin, Histoire generate de la

philosophie (12 ed., Paris, 1884) ; A. Weber, Histoire de

philosophie europcenne (Paris, 5 ed., 1892) ; A. Fouill^e,

Histoire de la Philosophie (Paris, 3 ed., 1882) ; R. Blakey ,

History of the ^^^^^^r,<lnplJ r^f Mind (London, 1848) ; G. H.

Lewes, A Biographical History of Philosophy (London,

4 ed., 1871, German ed., Berlin, 1871).

The completest literary data for the historiography of philos-

ophy, and particularly ancient philosophy, are found in Ueber-
weg, Grundriss d. Philos., a work which presents also in its

remarkable continuation by M. Ileinze (7 ed., Berlin, 188G) an
indispensable completeness in its annotations. The texts fur-

nished by Ueberweg himself were at first only superficially

systematized by him, and were given an unequal, confused, and,

for beginners, untransparent character by his later additions,

interpolations, and annotations.

1 An inspiring statement of the development of ancient philosophy is

also that of Brandis's Gesehichte der Philos. seit Kant, 1 Part (Breslau,

1812).
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The profomider ph ilological studies at the beginning of

thfiJiinetecnTirccntiiry wcre _advantnp;poiiiS to thfi history

of ancient philoanphy, sinro n. critical siftinp^ of tradition

and a philological and methodical basi^J[or_Justorical-

philusophical roseai-^h-wag-iaciiitatcd (compare Zeller,'/aAr-

bilcher der Gegenwart, 1843). The greatest credit for such

/ a stimulus is due to Schlcicrmacher, whose translation of

riato was a j)owcrful example, and whose special works

uj»on Ileracleitus, Diogenes of Apollonia, Anaximander,

and others have been placed in Part III. book 2, of his col-

lected works. Among the numerous special researches are

to be mentioned A. B. Krische's Forsehungen avf dem

Gehiete der alten PJiilosuplde (Oott., 1840) ; also A. Trende-

Icnbin-g, Historische Beitriuje ziir Philosophic (Berlin,

1846 f.), the author of which deserves credit for his stimula-

tion of Aristotelian studies ; 11. Siebeck, Uatersuchungen zur

Phllosophie der Griechen (2 ed., Freiburg i. Br., 1888)

;

G. Teichmiiller, Studienziir Geschiehte der Begriffe (BerVm,

1874 ff.) ; 0. Apelt, Beitrdge ziir Geschieh'e der griechischen

Philosophie (Leipzig, 1891) ; E. Norden (the same title),

Leipzig, 1892.

As the first product of these critico-philological studies,

we may consider the praiseworthy work of Ch. A. Brandis,

JLnidhuch der Genchichte der griechisch-romischen Philoso-

phic (IJerlin, 1835-60), by the side of which the author

placed a shorter and especially finely conceived exposition,

Geschichte der Pntwiclcelungen der gricchlsehen Philosop>hie

undihrer Naclmirkungen im romischen lleiche (Berlin, 1^62

n. 1864). With less exhaustiveness, but with a peculiar

superiority in the development of the problems, Ludw.
Striimpell (2d part, Leipzig, 1854, 1861), K. Pruntl

(Stuttgart, 2 ed., 1863), and A. Schwegler (3 ed., espe-

cially, by Ktistlin, Freiburg, 1883) treated the same subject.

All these valuable works, and with them the numerous
synopses, compendiums, and compilations (see Ueberweg,
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\

above mentioned, pp. 27-29")^ are overshadowed beside that

masterpiece and, for many reasons, final word upon ancient

philosophy : E. Zeller, Die Philosopliie der Griechen (Tii-

hin^n; 1-'^44 ifTT the first book is published in the fifth edi-

tion, the second in the fourth edition, the others in the third

edition).^ Here, upon the brondp.st phi1o1np;ical-historical

foHp rl -''tion and npoii_j)riginal sources, a philosophical^

authoritative, nnd ilhiminntinp: statement is given of the

entire.-d.eyelapmMt. Zeller has published a clever sum-

mary of the whole in Grundriss d. Gesch. der Alien Philos,

(4 ed., Leipzig, 1893).

The special sides of ancient philosophy have been presented

in the following notable works :
—

Logic : K. Praiitl, Gesch. d. Lor/iJc im Ahendlande (vols. 1 and

2, Leipzig, 1855 and 1861) ; P. Natorp, Forschungen z. Gesch.

des Erlcenntnissproblems im, AUertum (Berlin, 1884) ; Giov.

Cesca, La teoria della conoscenza nella filos. greca (Verona,

1887).

Psychology: H. Siebeck, Gesch. d. Psy. (vol. 1, Gotha, 1880

and 1884) ; A. E. Chaignet, Histoire de la psy. des grecs

(Paris, 1887-92).

Ethics : L. v. Henning, D. Prinzipien d. Etliik, etc. (Berlin,

1825) ; E. Feuerlein, D. philos. Sittenlehre in i/iren geschicht-

lichen Ilauptformen (T bingen, 1857 and 1859); Paul Janet,

Histoire de la philosopliie morale et politique (Paris, 1858) ; J.

Maclvintosh, The Progress ofEthical PhilosojMy (LoikIou., 18G2)

;

W. Whewell, Lectures on, the History of Moral Philosophy

(London, 1862) ; R. Blakey, History of Moral Science (Edin-

burgh, 1863); L. Schmidt, D. Ethik d. al. Griechen (Berlin,

1881) ; Th. Zeigler, D. Ethik d. Gr. u. Eomer (Bonn, 1881) ;

C. Kostlin, Gesch. d. Ethik {1 vol., Tubingen, 1887) ; especially

compare R. Eucken, D. Lehensanschaiiungen d. grossen Denker
(Leipzig, 1890).

The folloM'ing particularly treat special topics : M. Pleinze,

D. Lelire v. Logos (Leipzig, 1872) ; D. Lehred. Eudaemoydsnms
in griech. Philos. (Leipzig, 1884) ; CI. Biiumcker, Das Problem

d. Materle in d. griech. Philos. (Munster, 1890) ; J. Walter,

Gesch. d. Aesthetik im AUertum (Leipzig, 1893).

* Referred to in this work usually as I^, II*., etc. — Tr.
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A. GREEK PHILOSOPHY

Introduction

The Preliminarii Conditions of Pliilosophj in the Greek

Intelleetual Life of the Seventh and Sixth Centuries B. C}

pT r 7. The history of the philosophy of the Greeks, like the

/^^llijstory of their political development, requires a larger con-

|ci'{)tion of the geography of the country jthan the present

conception of its politica l relations__would imply. Our

usual present idea of ancient Greece is of a country

wherein Athens by its literature overshadowed the other

portions, and by the brilliancy of its golden age eclipsed its

earlier history. Ancient Greece was the Grecian sea with

all its coasts from Asia Minor to Sicily and from Gyrene to

Thrace. The natural link of the three great continents was

this sea, with its islands and coasts occupied by the most

gifted of people, which from the earliest historical times

had settled all its coasts. (Homer.) WitTiin this circle,

r''"' the later so-called Motherland, the Greece of the continent

f ^yjJ of Europe, played at the beginning a very subordinate role.

^'
j In the development of Greek culture, however, leadership

^4A fell to tliat branch pf tb^ mpp wjiirh in itft Pnjjrfi^biafnry

was in closest contact with the Orient, the loniaiis. This

race_^laid the foundation of later Greek development, and

byjts commercial activity established the power of Greece.

'/ Atjlirst as-acafercrnr-t»wLsea-robbers in the train ofjthe

Piiocnidans^Jn__the nintli,.an4 eigh4:h-eent«rie8-tha^Ianian

s

won an increasing independence, and in the seventh cen-

tury they commanded the world's trade between the three

continentsT
'

Over the entire Mediterranean, from the Black Sea to

the Pillars of Hercules, the Greek colonies and trade cen-

^ Reference should be made to corresponding sections in historical

parts of this lx)ok for details.

r*^'
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tres were extended. Even Egypt opened its treasures to

the enterprising Ionian spirit. At the head of these cities

of commerce, and at the same time the^ leader of the Ionian

League^iilotus/'appeared in the seventh century as the

most-PQig^£iSiL-an4-4fie&t-ttotabl£_centre of the Greek genius.

It Hkewise became the cradle of Greek science. For here

in Ionia of Asia Minor the ricTres~or"ffie"~eritire world were

heaped together ; here Oriental luxury, pomp, material

pleasure held their public pageants ; here began to awaken

the sense of the beauty of living and the love of higher

ideals, while rude customs still ruled upon the continent of

Europe. The spirit became free from the pressure of daily

need, and in its play created the works of noble leisure, of

art, and of science. 'X^e cultured man is~lfe

leisure does" not become a "mere 'Id'le?;

8. Thus, wiiile wealth acquired from trade afforded the

basis for the free mental development of the Greek, so, on |

the^ptBer iand, thia-Siime wealth led to changes of poli t-

ical and_socia,l conditiaaa-which were likewise favorable to

the dpvplnpmpnt nf intpHf^ftual life. Originally^,' ansto-

cratic families had ruled Ionian cities, and they were

probabIy~des^jCTedi7rom the warll¥e bands that in the so-

called Ionian_niigratij)n from the continent of Europe had

settled the islands. B ut in^time, through their commerce,

there grewjipa class of well-conditioned citizens, who re-

stricted and opposed thejpower of the_amtocracy. On the

one hand bold and ambitious, on the other thoughtful and

patriotic men took advantage of these democratic ten-

dencies, and after destroying the power of the oligarchy

tried to set up monarchies and equalize, as far as possible,

the interests of all classes. i

The tjranny based on democratic princi])LesJs_the typical

governmental rule of this time, and extended its power,

although not without vigorous and often long partisan

struggle^.,^,irom Asia Minor ,.acTOM,the islands.., even to

2

Ice.
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European Groccc. Thrasyhiilus in Miletus, Polycrates in

Samos, Pittacus in Lesbos, Pei-iaiidcr in Corinth, Peisistra-

tus in Athens, Gclon and Hiero in Syracuse,— these men

liad courts that at this time constituted the centres of in-

tellectual life. They drew poets to them; they founded

libraries ; they supported every movement in art and sci-

ence. But, on the other hand, this political overthrow

drove the aristocrats into gloomy retirement. Discon-

1 f.^ifo.l witli piil>1i.-. nffnii-s. the a.ristocrnts withdrew_tojiri-

lYatcJlfp, vh''^^^ ^I'^y nflnmorl wifh fbo. p;ifts of the Muscs.

1 1 Ix'nic]'^i<;"s i^ ^ r.oiispicuous example of this state of

/ k\ 1 aSfttiTfr Tl^iig tliA rovPi-sofl r.^kfinna favored in many wars

\J^ f^ojvnfnl(Hn(r nnrl pvtpn dinnr of intellectnni interests.

This enrichment of consciousness, this increase in a

hierher culture amonsr the Greeks of the seventh and sixth

centuries, showed itself first in the development of lyric

poetry, in which the gradual transition from the expression

* of universal religious and political feeling to that which is

personal and individual formed a typical process. In the

passion and excitement of internecine political conflict,

the individual becomes conscious of his independence and

worth, and he " girds up his loins " to assert his rights

everywhere. In the course of time satirical poetry grew

beside the lyric, as the expression of a keen and cleverly

developed individual judgment. There was, moreover, still

more characteristic evidence of the spirit of the time in the

so-called Gnomic poetry, the content of which is made up

of sententious reflections upon moral principles. This sort
' of moralizing, which appeared also in fable-poetry and in

1 other literature, may be regarded as symptomatic of the

I

deeper stirring of the national spirit.

9. ^^^'^j ^PY "xt^Mi'h'd rpfl'^'rfion imon maxims of moral

/" tijujJ^gmcnt shows immcdiat^lj^jhat the validity of morality

i '^iyJi hasJacmi questioned iirsome way, that social consciousness
' has^jjccome unsettlp,ijj_aiul that the incTividual in Tiis'growing
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independence has transcended the bounds authoritativelj'^

drawn by the univ:ersal_consciousness. Therefore it was

entirely characteristic of this Gnomic poetryto recommend
moderation ; to show how universal standards of_J.ife_ had

been endantyered by the unbridled careers of single per-

sonSi an.d,Ji,aff_jnjtlie presence of threatening or present I

anarchj_the_indiyiduaj_must try to re-establish^ thesQ.xules--'

thraugliJn^^pejidiint-XiiikLctipn.
"

The eiid.of the snvnntli and the l^o^rinnino; of the sixthr-'^xf^

ppnAm^iAtt-iia-Gi'ppf^.p invmnr\
^
f]iprofnra- ft-r»"f pnnT^ rwg-ppr>n1i^r| >^,^gEU..

Othioal reflection, wh ir;h isi u&iinlly pnllpd-aitGr th ^ innnnpri \.^
of the ancients, the As^e of the Seven Wise MoQ-i'~~Tl was an

"

age of reflection. The simple devotion to the conventions"

of the previous age had ceased, and social consciousness was

profoundly disturbed. Individuals began to go their own
ways. Notable men appeared, and earnest ly exliorted i

Rnp.ipfy \.n p.nmp hnpTr f.^ jfs sensps. Rules of life were

established. In riddle, in anecdote, in epigram, thej

izing sermon was made palatable, and " winged words

"

passed from mouth to mouth. But, let it be remembered,

these homilies are possible only when the individual op-

poses the vagaries of the mob, and with independent judg-

ment brings to consciousness the maxims of right conduct.

Tradition selected early seven of such men, to whom
gave the name of the Wise Men. They were not men of

erudition, nor of science, but men of practical wisdom, and
in the main of remarkable political ability .^ They pointed

out the right thing to do in critical moments, and therefore

A

1 With this conception about the Seven Wise Men, it is conceivable

that Plato (Prolag., 343 a) should characterize them as forerunners of

the old strong Dorian morality in contrast to the innovations of the

Ionian movement : ^T]\a>Tcl koI (pacrral /cat fiadr^Toi ttjs AoKtbaifioviav

naiSelas-

2 Dicaiarchus called them oiVf <To(povs ovre (piXoaocpovs, crvytrovs Bi

Tipas Koi voyLoOfTiKovi. Diog. Laert., I. 40.
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in public and private matters were authorities to their

fellow-citizens. The spirit of Gnomic poetry was prom-

inent in the apothegms, the catchwords, which they are

supposed to have uttered. Nothing was repeated by them

80 often and with so many phrasings as the [xrjhev ar^av !

Tradition is not agreed as to the names of " the Seven."

Four ' only are inculioned by all: Bias of Priene,who upon the

invasion of the Persians recommended to the Jonians a migra-

tion lo Sardinia; Pittacus , who was tyrant of ]MityleuCj about

t)OU B. c; SuliilL the law-giver of Athens and the Gnomic poet;

Tlialcs, founder of tlie Milesian philosophy, who advised the

lonians to form a federation with a joint council in Teos. The
names of the otiiers vary. Tlie later age ascribed to the Seven

all kinds of aphorisms, letters, etc. (collected and translated

iuto German, but without critical investigation, by C. Dilthey,

Darmstadt, 1835). =*

;:x^^ While in this w^ay, through political and social relations,

^ y\ the independence of indivkluaL-4^Klg!i^r'iit,_ja^R__pdn£n_tpd

^ \ ^rsL-av,- \k% ppftctionl pidfi, nnd-jjhg^ proijenslty was formed

n I
for i;.yprcs.slng_such_2iidgment, it was an inevitable con-

'^^1
1 sequence that a similar emancipation, of single individuals

I
frnpi tho. nrrlinnry wny nf thinking should take place within

^tbe domain of theory Independent judgm^^it nnt,nrnlly np-

peaj-ed at this pointy and formed its own views about the

connection of things. Neyiuihelcss tliia_propensil^L_could

manifest itself ouly_iii_.a_revision_and rcconstructiga- of

thosejuatcrials, which the individuals discovered^-partly in

the intellectual treasures accumulated previously in the

nation's practical life,.,aad partly iathe rellgious^ideas.

10. The practical knowledge of the Greeks had in-

creased to very remarkable dimensions between the time of

Hesiod's Works and Days and the year 600 b. c. The
inventive, trade-driving Lmians undoubtedly had learned

very much from the Orientals, with whom they had inter-

^ Compare Cic. Rep., I. 12. Also LaeL, 7.

- Rrunco, Aet. Sem.-llrl, III. 299 ff.
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course and of whom they were rivals. Among these,

especially among the Egyptians, Phcenicians, and Assyrians,

there existed knowledge that had been garnered through

many centuries, and it is incredible that the Greeks should

not have appropriated it wherever opportunity offered.

The question how much the Greeks learned from the Orient

has passed through many stages. In opposition to the un-

critical, often fantastic, and untenable statements of the later

Greeks, who tried to derive everything important of their own
teaching from the honorable antiquity of Oriental tradition,

later philology, in its admiration for everything Greek, has^,

persistently espoused the theory of an autochthonic genesis.

But tlie more the similarities with the Oriental civilization,

and the relations between the different forms of the old and
the Greek culture have been brought to the light by acquaint-

ance with the ancient Orient, dating from the beginning of

this century ; and the more, on the other hand, philosophy

understood the continuity of the historical moments of civiliza-

tion ; so much the more decided became the tendency to refer

the beginnings of Greek science to Oriental influences, particu-

larly in the history of philosopliy. With brilliant fancy A. Roth
(Gesch. unserer abendlandlschen Philos., Mannheim, 1858 f.,)

attempted to rehabilitate the accounts of the neo-Platonists,

who by interpretation and perversion had read into the mythic
narratives, which were introduced from the Orient, Greek philo-

sophical doctrines ; he then rediscovered these doctrines as prime-

val wisdom. With a forced construction, Gladisch (D. Religion

u. d. Pliilos. in Hirer iceJfrjesch. j^^/wjc/.:., Brealau^l85 2_) tried to

see in all the beginnings of Greek philosopliy. direct-xelations

to individual Oriental, peoples.; ^and, hcfio ^fionc^Lved the. re-

lationship that thp. Oi-pplca fii-i^ Knppnsipd t.Q hn\'e
?i lip.llipnp^<^^2!l.

succession the ripe products of all the other civilizationg^-

This appears from the following titles of his special essays

:

Die Pt/thagoreer toid die Sdiiuesen (Posen, 1841) ; Die Eleaten

und die Indier (Posen, 1814) ; EmpedoTcles iind die Egi/pler

(Leipzig, 1858) ; Ileretcleitos und Zoroaster (Leipzig, 1859) ;

Anaxagoras und Israeliten (Leipzig, 1864). Besides the fact

that they first found many analogies through an artful in-

terpretation, both Rotli and Gladisch fell into the error of

transmuting analogies into causal relations, where equally

notable disparities might also have been found. Moreover,,

where, as usual, religion is concerned, that of the Greeks, which

i^
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iiiis influenced the beginnings of science in so many ways, was

found to be in genetic and historical relationship with that of

the Orient.
S ni'li PYJt<rireration8 are cerialulv-ccaaiirable. I ^ijt—oa th^

( •thcr hand, itVotrfa-ba -d^ayiug tM-£^igf,PnP.ft "nflibQ^uO- at

n()ontide_to refuse to acknowTejge that . the,Jlreeka in great

measure omi their informatiQu__tQ cmilact with 4iiejjarbarians.

It is^here even as in the history of art^ The (i reeks imported

a lani'e amount of inforfflatiou-aat-ot JthfijOi'ient^, This con-

sisted in special facts of knowledge, particularly of. a mathe-

matical and astronomical kind, and consisted perhaps besides in

ctirtaifi Hvy^liulogicaLifleas. iWil with the recognition Qltliia_sit-

uation, which recognition in tin: loug run is iuevital)le, one does

not rob tiit^ (rreek^ln the least, of lliuir trur origiuajity. For as

tho^jn n rt d'^''''^'^^^ pnrfifiil.n forms and norms from Egyptian

arulAssvi'ian +mdition, but in the ('iii[ilo\infiit and reconstrnctiou

of thes<- us('(l Ihfir own ailistic licniiis, so thci-r (lowed in upon

"them loo from the Orient many kinds of knovWedge, arising out

of the work and practical needs of many centuries, and various

kinds of mythobgLcaLJ.alesT-4j>a£Q_jQf the
j;
eligious imagination.

B ut neverthg]jgaaL-tli£jL,^ere the first to transmute this knowledgey
ipto a wisdomsought on ^courrr of itselt'^ "This spirit oT sci-

ence, like their original activity, resulted from emancipated and
independent individual thought, to which Oriental civilization

had not attained.

Pr incipallv*1n mathematics^ and astronomy do the Greeks

apgear_as the pupils of the Orientals. Since economic nee3s

compelled the Plicenicians to make an arithmetic, and from

early times led the Egyptians to construct a geometry, it is

probable that in these things the Greeks were pupils rather

than teachers of their neighbors. A proposition like that

concerning proportionality and its application to perspective,

Thalcs did not communicate to the Egyptians, but derived

from thein.^ Although there are further ascribed to him
propositions like that concerning the halving of the circle

l)y the diameter, the isosceles triangle, the vertical angles,

the equality of triangles having a side and two angles equal,

yet it may be safely concluded in every instance that these

elementary propositions were generally known to the Greeka

I See § 24.
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of his time. It is likewise a matter of indifference whether

Pythagoras himself discovered the theorem named after him

or whether his school established it, whether the discovery

was the result of pure geometrical reasoning or was an actual

measurement with the square and by an arithmetical calcu-

lation, as Roth says. Here, again, the reality of such knowl-

edge at that time is rendered certain, and its suggestion, at

least, from the Oriental circle is probable. In any case,

however, these studies in Greece soon flourished in a high

degree. Anaxagoras was reported, for instance, to have

busied himself in prison with the squaring of the circle.

Astronomical thought had a similar status, for Thales pre-

dicted an eclipse of the sun, and it is highly probable that

he here availed himself of the Chaldean Saros. On the

other hand, the cosmographical ideas ascribed to the oldest

philosophers point to an Egyptian origin, especially that

view, authoritative for later time, of concentric spherical

shells in which the planets were supposed to move around

the earth as a centre. From all re]>orts it appears that the

questions concerning the constitution of the world, of the

size, distance, form, and rotation of the planets, of the incli-

nation of the ecliptic, etc., keenly interested every one of

the ancient thinkers. The Milesians still thought the earth

to be flat, cylindrical, or plate-shaped, floating upon a dark,

cold atmosphere and in the middle of a world sphere. The

Pythflfynrfinnpi spem to be the first independen tly to disp.nvpr

iho. gplipripn] pT^ape of the earth. In the physics of this

fjiTip. tlm-m<=^pnat in niptpoTolooy is dominant. Every phi-

losopher felt bound to explain the clouds, air, wind, snow,

hail, and ice. Not until later did an interest in biology

awaken, and the mysteries of reproduction and propagation

called forth a multitude of fantastic hypotheses (Parmeni-

des, Empedocles, etc.).

Deficiency in physiological and anatomical knowledge

obviously delayed for a long time the progress of medical
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science. Therefore we arc safe in saying ^ thatjnedical

f^^qimgr in'^ ii^horltcd in its original tradition entirely inde-

pendently of Û otiier sciences as thc^esoteric teaching of

e r t :Tm_j>n£stlv families: ^r^(\ fhaf. pliilnHopliy al so hai^ly

gdjinv_2211Il^I^l^^ yjth mf^dicine down ^to^bimt the tmie

f_t]ie Pythagorfiana. Mediidllfi-JiQnsisted-simpl^att-empir-

ical rules, technical facts, and a mass of data accumulated

dyring the experience of centuries . It was not an aetiological

science, but an_art practised [nJ^P si^i'it'' of religion. We
have 'still the oath of thecAaclepiadcs^ (a priestly order of

this sort, which however had also lay brethren), who as well

as the gymnasts practised the art of healing. Such medical

orders or schools existed notably in Rhodes, Cyrene, Cro-

tona, Cos, and Cnidus. Rules for the treatment of the sick

were partly codified in documents, and Hippocrates knew two

versions of the yvMfiat Kvihtai (Cnidian sentences), the more

valuable of which (^carpiKcorepov) came from Euryphon of

Cnidus,

Likewise the geographical knowledge of the Greeks had

reached a high degree of completeness about this time.

The broad commercial activity whereby they visited the

Mediterranean Sea and all its coasts had essentially trans-

formed and enriched the Homeric picture of the world. Itjs

stated that A naxirnander drew up the first map of the world.

The statement of Herodotus^ is interesting, thaT'^S^-

tagoras, by showing such a chart in Lacedaemon, sought to

awaken the continental Greeks to a realizing sense of the

menaced geographical situation of Greece by the Persian

Empire.

Historical knowledge too was beginning to be accu-

mulated at this time,— yet strikingly late for a people

like the Greeks. From the old epic had issued the theo-

gonic jioetry, on the one hand, and the heroic on the other.

* Haser, Lehrbuch d. Gesch. d. Medizin, 2 ed., §§ 21-25.

« V. 49.
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Collections of saga and of the histories of the founding of

cities, as they had been gathered by the logographers, were

added to these for the first time in the Ionian cities of Asia

Minor. Men, who after long journeys gave to their logog-

raphies greater extent and variety of interest, introduced

then that form of historical presentation which we may
still recognize in Herodotus. At the same time, however,

this was pressed into the background by the grouping of all

accounts around the important event of the Persian wars.

In place of fantastic fables about strange people in the

form that Aristeas of Proconnesus related them, we now

have the more sober reports of the logographers. Of these

there appeared, in the sixth century, Cadmus, Dionysius,

and especially Hecateius of Miletus, with his '7repi7]j7}a-c<;, in

which geography and history are closely interwoven. In

these men realistic considerations had taken the place of

sesthetical, and their writings therefore have the prose

rather than the poetic form.

About 600 B. c. the intellectual circle of the Greeks was

replete with this manifold and important knowledge, and it

is clear that there w^ere men, otherwise favorably conditioned

in life, who took a direct and immediate interest in knowl-

edge which had hitherto been employed for the most varied

practical ends. They planned how to order, classify, and

extend these acquisitions. It is likewise comprehensible

how scientific schools for the same purposes were formed,

as it might happen, around distinguished men, and how in

these schools by co-operative labor a kind of scholastic

order and tradition maintained itself from one generation

to another.

After the investigations of H. Diels (Philos. Aufsdtze z. Zel-

lerjuhilaum, Berlin, 1887, p. 241 f.) it can scarcely be doubted
that in this very early time the scientific life of the C4 reeks

constituted itself into closed corporations, and that the learned

societies already at that time carried all the weight of judicial-

religious associations (diaa-oL) which v. Wilamowitz-MoUendorf
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((Aidiijonos von Karystos, p. 263 f.) has already proved for the

later seliools. The Pythugoreaus were undoubtedly such an

assoeiation. The schools of physicians were organized on the

same principle, — perhaps still more rigorously in the form of

the priestly orders. Why, then, should this not be the case

with the schools of Miletus, Elea, and Abdera?

"n

fU^

11. Likewise, in the religious notions of the Greeks lay

certain definite points of departure for the beginnings of

their philosoi)hy, especially since those religious notions

were in the liveliest fermentation about the time of the

seventh and sixth centuries. This is accounted for by

the great vitality which from the beginning characterized

the religious existence of the Greeks by reason of their

unparalleled development. Out of the early differentiation

of originally common ideas, out of the capricious formation

of local cults within families, tribes, cities, and provinces,

incidentally also out of the introduction of distinctive

foreign religious ceremonies, there grew up a rich and, as

it were, confusingly iridescent variety of religions. Stand-

ing over against this, epic poetry had already created its

Olympus, its poetic purification, and its human ennobling

of the original, mythical forms. These products of poetry

came to be the national religious property of the Hellenes.

But along with the veneration of these products there

were the old cults that shut themselves up only the more

closely in the Mysteries, in which now as ever the peculiar

energy of religious craving expressed itself in a service

of expiation and redemption. Wifli tho f\(]v^
,p r.(} ofciviliza-

tion, bowpvpr, tliQ n^gfhotlr'

—

myfjiolop-y SUCCnmbed to a

grad ual change in two dii-pptions whip li h n d bo^n blended

indjstLQgiiidmbly in tlie Olympian fot^ms.—Th£_fij:st_direc-

tion was towar^myQiicaLexplanation of nature; the second

\s:as toward- etliical idealizing

The^^st tendency showed itself in the development ol *

theji^smogojiifijout^the epic poetry^ Cosmogonic |3oetr"y^
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shows how the individual poets with their peculiar fancies

studied the question of the origin of things, and in addition!

mythologized the great powers of nature in a traditional or'

freely creative formf Two~~gfoups can be distingiiished

among them, coi'responding to the different interpreta-

tions of Homeric poetry. Such of the Orphic theogonies,

which go back thus far, belong, with the sole exception of

Hesiod, to one group, and Epimenides and Acusilaus are

among its better defined historic names. Whether they

presuppose only Chaos or Night as the original powers,

or whether with these Air, Earth, Heaven, or something

else,— they appear reasonably enough in Aristotle as ol eV

vvKTO'^ ryevva)VT€<i deoXoyoi. For it is always some dark and

reasonless primeval ground from which they evolve material

things, and they may be considered as representatives of

the evolutionist idea. Likewise in this respect Milesian

science followed immediately in their wake, and had in

part the same principles but with greater clearness of

thought (§§ 14-lG). Over against these was the later ten-

dency whose representatives were regarded by Aristotle as

standing between the poets and philosophers (/nefnyf^evoc

avTMv). By these the Perfect was supposed as the form-

ing (creative) principle at the beginning of time. To
them belongs, besides the entirely mythical Hermotimus of

Clazomense,^ the historical Pherecydes of Syrus, a contem-

porary of the earliest philosophers and a man who wrote

his conceptions in prose. He presupposed Zeus as the per-

sonality giving order and reason to the world, and that

Time 2 and Earth act with Zeus as original principles

(xpovo^, X^(^i')- He appears to have represented in grotesque

images the "five-fold" development of individual tliinps

out of the rational principle.

1 Whom some try to identify with Anaxagoras. See Carus, Nach
gelassene Werke, 4 vols., 330 f. ; Zeller, I^. 924 f.

' Xpovos may mean something else. Zeller, 1*. 73.
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Stiirz (Leipzig, 1834) bus published the fragments of

PherocycU's. Roth, out of most uucertaiu diita, Gesch. unserer

(th,',t(UiUi(lisrIi('n J'/iilos., II. IGl f., tried to attribute to Phere-

cycU's tlie iutroducliou into Ci recce of Egyptian metaphysics

and astronomy. .1. Conrad (Coblenz, 1857), R. Zimmermanu,

^ttKliea u. Kritiken (Vienna, 1870, 1 f.), also treat the " phi-

losophy " of Pherecydes. See 11. Diels, Arch. f. Gesch. d.

r/iilos., I. 11.

TJ[^osn later qosmog^iina were apparently n l ronrlv under

the inrtuence of the ^thicaLmov<^'T>eii-t^ wMcb. had pressed

into the circle_of rcligLyjJaJdcas, aQdyas-aguiustihajiaturc-

niythicaljnterprctation that ascribed sesjLhetic character to

ilw^iffp'-pnf. crods^ amig]it.J^(_ptribodjHn them the ideal of

moral life. The second tendency comes to light in the

Gnomic poetry in particular. Zeus is thus (Solon) honored

less as creator of Nature than as ruler of the moral world.

The fifth century, in following out this idea, saw the

Homeric mythology expressed completely in ethico-alle-

gorical terms (especially ascribed to ^Metrodorus of Lamp-

sacus, a pupil of Anaxagoras). Throo mnmrnts pspor.inlly

in tj^ff pfhiniy.ino; of reli^nous idcas appear: (1) the gradual

stripping-- off of naive -anibKipQniQrpliism frnm-ihe-gods,

which led to a violent oppositio44-4a-^sthctic.lQylJlQlQgy-£m

the pnrtnf Yf-i^^pl^n ^^f's, who was a direct descendant in this

r-na^nn^, ^f ihp. GnoiTii';^ p'^'^tf'
; (2) nec£fisajdl^_connected

withJJie--abovc7tht?-de¥«k4jmiialLMJlifi-nionotb^^

contained m4,he-pj:eidmis-idaas ; (3) th^ cmphasis on the

thought gf TTinrnl rpfriluifi'ori jp fbp farm nf fniih in immor-

tality and transmigration. So far as the last two thoughts

belm]^edjdtb^.greate.ri)rless de.gree of clearness algo to

the- MysJterieSj they wem in some degree the centre of an

ethical reaction^ agaiiid;.thLiL_panth^^^ constructed by the

poets."

12. In this direction tended the great movement which

shook the western part of civilized Greece about the end of

the sixth century, and in many ways influenced the devel-
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opment of science. ThisLjnovRmfijQt is the ethinn-rdiginuR

reformatiQji.iif. Mjfihagoraa.

It is absolutely necessary, in the interest of historical clear-

ness, to distinguish Pythagoras from the Pythagoreans, and the

practice of the former from the science of the latter. The in-

vestigations of modern time have more and more led to this

distinction. The accounts of the later ancients (neo-Pythago-
rean and neo-Platonic) had gathered so many myths about the
personality of Pythagoras, and had so ascribed to him the ripest

and highest thoiiglits of Greek philosophy through direct and
indirect falsification, that he became a mysterious and entirely

inconceivable form. But the fact that the cloud of myths
should thicken from century to century in ancient time around
him, makes it necessary ^ to go back to the oldest and, at

the same time, most authoritative accounts. Therein_it__Od>
pears that neither Plato nor Ari»;tnf1p k"(^-w anything abou t

a philosophy of Pythagoras,—btt t simply make mention of a
philosophy of the ^' so-called .„P.ythagoreans^" NowhereJiS-the
" number theor£^^'efejirjed to the.*^ T\rnsteiu'i_J]diasel f. It is

also to be regarded as highly probiible Jhnt Pythagoras himsel f

jvrote"jiotnugr i'Cr'anyTateV'iiotTiing is preserved which can be
confidently attributed to him, and neither Plato nor Aristotle

knew of anything of the sort. Qji the.other hand,..tha_fii:atJ3!hilQ-

sophjcal. writing nf t.lie sohool is Jiiai^^IPlffll3faa^^'°thF°'COTP

temporary of Anaxagoras, and therefore of Socrates and
Democritus. This philosophic teaching will be set forth in

the place which belongs to it chronologically in the develop-
ment of Greek philosophy (§ 24). Pythagoras himself, how-
ever, in the light of historical criticism, appears only as a kind
of founder of religion, and a man of grand ethical and political

efficiency. His work had an important place among the causes
and the preliminary conditions of the scientific life in Greece.

Concerning the life of P3'thagoras little is certain. He came
from an old Tyrrhean-Phliasian stock, which had migrated to

his home, Samos, at the latest in the time of his grandfather.
Here he was born, somewhere between the years 580 and 570,
as the son of Mnesarchus, a rich merchant. It is not impos-
sible that differences that arose between him and Polycrates, or

the antipathy of the aristocrat to this tyrant, drove him out of

^ See Zeller, P. 256 £f., against A. Roth {Gesch. unserer abendlan. Phi-

los., II. b, 2C1 f., 48 f.). Zeller shows clearly that Pythagoras had no

philosophy.

2 Diog. Lacrt., VIII. 15, 85.
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Sainos, whore he seems to have entered already upon a career

similar to that of his later life. It is not to be determined

with perfect surety, but may be regarded as by no means im-

probable, that he made a kind of educative journey to investi-

gate the sanctuaries and cults of Greece. At this time be

came to know Pherecydes. This journey may bave extended

also into foreign lands as far as Egypt.^ About the year 530,

however, he settled in Magna Graecia, the region where (at

a time when Ionia already was struggling with Persia for

existence) were brougiit together, in the most splendid way,

Greek power and Greek culture. Here was still a more motley

mixture of Hellenic stocks, and here between cities, and in the

cities between parties, the battle for existence was most i)assion-

ately waged. Pytliagoras appeared here and preached, founded

his new sect, and met with the most decided success. He
chose the austere and aristocratic Crotona as the centre of his

operations. It ai)pears that his sect co-operated in the decisive

battle (510 b. c.) in which Crotona destroyed its democratic

rival, the voluptuous Sybaris. But very soon after that event

democracy became predominant in Crotona itself and in other

cities, and the Pythagoreans were cruelly persecuted. These
persecutions were more than once repeated in the first half of

the fifth century, and the sect was entirely dispersed. "Whether

Pythagoras in one of these persecutions, perhaps even in the

very first instigated by Cylon in 504, found his end, or whether
in another way, or where, when, and how, is uncertain. His
death is surrounded by myths, but we shall have to place it

at al)out 500.

Jaml)lichus, De vita Pythagorica, and Porphyry, De vita

PijtlKKjorm (ed. Kissling, Leipzig, 1815-16, etc.), H. Ritter,

Ge.srhichte der pytharjorischen I'hilosophie (Hamburg, 1826) ; B.

Krische, De sorietatis a Pythagora in urbe Crotoniatarum con-

difrn scopo 2'>olitico (Gottingen, 1830) ; E. Zeller, Pyth. u. die

Pyth.-sar/a, Vortrag u. Abhdl. I. (Leipzig, 1865) 30 ff. ; Ed.
Chaignet, Pythagore et la pldlosopliie pythagoricienne (Paris,

1873) ; L. v. Schroeder, Pyth. u. d. Inder (Leipzig, 1884) ; P.
Tannery, Arch. f. Ge.sch. d. Ph., I. 29 If.

On _t,]io one, IijuhI^ Pytb?^,o-nr.ns fomul bin pnrpn"ir_Ln the

Tnoj-nj c1ni-lllc;itii)n npd p1^dila»i4f4yv^^44LilL£v wr^j-l^^j j^fj^liginng

^ There is scarcely a ground for doubting; the testimony of Isocrates

(Busir, 11). Tlie circumstances of the second half of the sixth century

make it appear as in no wise an exceptional case that the son of a patri-

cian of Samos should journey to Egypt.
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ideas. He stood in tins respect entirely in line with tlie

progress and innovation of the time, and he antagonized, as

a point of view antiquated or coming to be so, tlie religion

of the poets, in which he missed a moral earnestness. On
the other hand, he was inspired by the same ethical impulse

against that weakening of the moral bond to which the

new methods of Greek social life threatened to lead, and

in fact had already led. R£> rallpd^ fbomforp^ for n. rof.nrn

to fViP n]d jpsti^'"tinns n.nd convictions. Especially^J^n

politics^Jie,j:epresented a rpa'^tion in f^uigr^oL^^Q aristoc-

racy ns opposed to thp. grpwing democratic movement. This

oppositioujiletermined the peculiar po_sitim3L of tlie PytlTag-

orean society. The society was, in truth, one of the most

important factors in the religious and intellectual advance

of the Greek spirit, and at the same time it flung itself

against the current of the time as regards ethics and

politics.^ As to the latter, the Ionian Pythagoras preferred

the more conservative Dorian character, and the " Italian

philosophy" founded by him passed among the ancients

as an antithesis to the Ionian.

The emphasis upon the unity of the divine Being and a
purely moral conception of the same was carried no farther

by Pythagoras and by the Pythagoreans than by the Gnomic
poets. Neither was the conception of the purely spiritual here
attained, nor a scientific foundation and presentation given
to ethical concepts, nor, finally, a sharp contradiction made to
the polytheistic popular religion. (Of course we do not in-

chide in this statement the doctrines of the neo-Pythagorean
and neo-Platonic schools.) On the contrary, Pythagoras had
the pedagogic acumen to develop these higher conceptions from
those existing in the myths and religious ceremonies. He used
in this way the Mysteries, especially the Orphic, and he himself
appears to have been connected with the cult of Apollo in

particular. He laid particular emphasis upon the doctrine of
immortality and its application to a tlieory of moral religious

retribution, and this also took the mythic form of the doctrine

1 Similarly and on a lav^cr scale this is T-epeated by Plato's work.
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f metempsychosis. But doubtless the Mysteries themselves

onitainecl much iu hanuouy with the doctrine of transmigra-

tion, especially those Mysteries of the chthonic divinities.

lUit to the ordiniiry Greeks transmigration was and remained

a foreign conception, which in early times they had mocked

at,' and they were most inclined to lay it at the door of foreign

inllucnce.

Whatever of the Pythagorean ethical teaching is certainly

proved, may be found in the Gnomic teachings. But at all

events we see there, in the consciousness of duty, in introspec-

tion, and in subordination to authority, a greater earnestness

and rigor, with at the same time a decided abandonment of

sense-pleasure and a powerful tendency to spiritualize life.^

Many ascetic tendencies doubtless were already connected

with this. The pronounced political turn which Pythagoras

at the same time gave to his society determined its fate and

led it first to victory, then to destruction. Xet^ this political

tonH^vnpy ia nnt tn hp rPg>^,-f]^f) gs npginal. but ns tj^fi^at.nrnr

fonsequpnfp nf the, mnral-religious ideal of life.

In order to attain such a goal, Pythagoras founded at

first in Crotona his religious society, which soon spread

over a greater part of Magna Grsecia. But this sect was,

to be sure, at first only a kind of Mysteries, and nearest

related to it were the Orphics. It is to be distinguished

from these only so far as it expressly determined also the

political and in part even the private life of its members by

its regulations. It sought to evolve also a general educa-

tion and an all-round method of life out of its moral-

religious principle. Its most commendable feature was,

that within the society the external goods of life were

relatively little prized, and the common activities were

directed toward fostering science and art. Thus, the

religious in time became a scientific 0laao<;. To Pythago-

ras himself may be referred the thorough study of music,

* See Xenophanes' witty distich against it : Diog. Laert., VIII. 3G.

^ The so-called " golden poem " wherein the Pythagorean rules of

life are laid down was, according to MuUach, collated by Lysis. Zeller

is certainly right in saying that it was probably earlier handed down

in verse form.
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Iind perhaps in the same connection the beginnings of

mathematical investigations which therefore, like medicine,

have a point of departure equally independent of that of

" general philosophy." ^

It is no louger certain how much the society directed b
Pythagoras himself was in possession of all of the rules by which
according to later accounts, the community life of the members
their initiation, their education even to the particulars of eac

day's duties, were provided for. The conception taken fro

later analogies is scarcely credible, that the Pythagoreans
were a secret society in which the novitiate first after a longj

preparation and after the performance of many symbolica
formalities could share in the " mysteries." Roth in particula

has tried to re-establish this distinction of the esoteric and ex
oteric. Pythagoreanism was certainly no more and no les

a secret society than all the other Mj'^steries, and there is no
the slightest ground for assuming a secret science in it. Tha
the stimulus given by Pythagoras to the spiritual communit
of life was concerned with music and mathematics, may safel

be accepted. All else is doubtful, and probably fabulous. So,

too, it is impossible to find out anything certain as to the founder's

personal familiarity with these subjects. Even the well-knowi

geometrical proposition is not to be attributed to him in entir

confidence. He himself belongs rather to the religious anc

political life. But the spirit in which he founded his schoo

was of such a nature that scientific interest could and actually

did flourish iu it.

13. In Greek national life such were the essential condi-j

tions for the origin of the philosophy which appeared at thej

beginning of the sixth century as an independent phenom-

enon. Its entire course, however, since it was dependent'

upon the general civilization of the nation, shows a gradual

drifting from circumference to centre. The beginnings lie

scattered in those circles of Hellenic life where, in friendly

as well as in hostile contact with neighboring peoples, it

first developed into full independence. Afterwards in the

entire Sophistic Enlightenment philosophy centred itself in

^ See G. Cantor, Vorlesungen iiber d. Gesch. d. Math., I. 125 f.

3
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the Athens of Pericles ; and there through the great per-

sonality of Socrates it became naturalized, it perfected itself

,

and established its great schools.

/ Subjectively viewed, the development of Greek science is

a fully rounded whole. Like all naive and natural think-

ino-, it began with a recognition of the outer world. Its first

tendency was entirely cosmological, and it passed through

the physical into metaphysical problems. Foundering in

these and at the same time troubled by the dialectic of

public life, the Spirit made itself an object of reflection.

An anthropological period began, in which man appeared

as the most worthy object of consideration, and ultimately

as the only object of investigation. Finally, science in its

perfected strength, acquired in the profound study of the

laws of its reason, turned back to the old problems, the

conquest of which came to it now in great systematic

continuity.

See § 2, note. — Hegel, Gesch. der FJiilos., Complete Works,
Vol. Xlir. 188. If one strips away the formal from Hegel's

terminology, which served him in his systematization of the

historical processes, then one meets here, as so often in Hegel,
an inspired insight, with which he apprehended the essential

features in the development of historical phenomena.

The origins of scientific reflection are to be sought in the

cities of the scacoast of Ionia, which were in a flourishing

condition about GOO b. c. The happy nature of the Ionian

race was here accompanied by all the necessary material,

social, and intellectual requisitions for science. Its men-
tal alertness, its frequently dangerous curiosity for the novel,

and its creative talent were remarkable. Here, for the

first time , mature minds hronghtjlieir indopnndnnt. judg-

mcaLifl bear not only npnn pjiap.tif-.nl hnh npnn flionrpiinnl

qucstiuiis^^ The idca„oLJLhfi C()nnectiQii_oLthings_was.JQ

' Plutarch Sol., 3 (concerning Thales) : irepaiTepoi tPjs xp^^as e^iKca-Bai

T^ 6f(opia.
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longs^jEarmcd after the models of mythology, but by per*
|

sojbaL reflection and meditation. Nevertheless these new
pnrjpajni'S Ipn fling to Rp.ience grew out of the circle of reli-

gi^llg-idP^^. """^ tliPTPhy f^'d.,agience prove itself to be one

of ^he_functions which had honn differentiated out oMj^o

originj;l_x.r'lio;inna lifp. of hnmnn .cjop.ip.ty. At first sciencc

treated the same problems that concerned mythological

fancy. The difference between the two does not Ke in

their subject matter, but in the form of their interrogation

and the nature of their reply. (Science begins where a

conceptual problem takes tlie place of curiosity as to se-

quepces
,
and ..where, therefore, fancies and fables are

rrpl nrrd by thn in von ti ^'nition n nf pprmn n ent relnjionsy

Tlipv (^nmmnn fnsk for tbe^ Greek philosopher layjnjbhe

necessity to^mid^ir'^tand the change o^-tbings. . their origi-

nation^ de^rufition, and transmutation into ojie another.

This_ very change, this process of hii])i)en\nj^^JjGfesche7ien')

wasaccepted as a matter uf cours^xmdL\\:iis_not required

to be explained qrjTdn ced to its f^ausf^-fr- !UJUa4j:athe£_to

be described, objectified, and conceptually stated._The myth

accomplished this in the form of a narrative . To the ques-

tion, What existed previously ? it made answer with a

description of the origin of the world, and tells of the

battles oi TltaTis and how tliey finally produced this world. ,

Ajaipng men of science this interest in the past gave way/

f.n nn intprpst in whfit 1° portn^npn t. Thoy no lon geii

asked for the temporal b ut for the real prius of perceived

Being. Face to face witirTlie perpetual vicissitudes of in-

dividual things, they expressed the thought of a world

unit}', by asking what is permanent amid the changes.

Consequently they formed as the goal of their research

the concept of a world-stuff that changes into all things, /

and into which all things return when these things vanish f

from perception. The idea of a temporal origin of things
|

gives place to that of eternal Being, and thus arises the
J

\
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\dpxny^ the first concept of Greek philosophy. Tl^e fjfst

question of Greck_sgieiicn wiis^ •J_Wluit-iiL_the stuff out of

vvUIcli the world is made^nd how is the stuff changed

iitcr^tiTglc things 'i
" Science tliiis aixjse from cosmogonies

^nd theogonics.

The traiisit[on_from the myth to science consists in

stripping off the historical, in rejecting chronological nar-

ration, and in reflecting upon the Unchangeable., Tlie first

science was obviously an investigation_of_niiture.

See S. A. Byk. Die vorsocratische Philos. d. Or. in ihrer organ'

ischen Gliederung, 2 parts, Leipzig, 1875 and 1877.

1. The Milesian Nature Philosophy

14. The principal centre for these beginnings in science

was the chief of the Ionian cities, Miletus. From two gen-

erations of scientists in this city, tradition has preserved

three names : Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes.^

^ Arist. Met., I. 3, 983, b. 8. : e^ ov yap ecrriv anc.vTa ra ovra Koi t^

ov yiyvfrat. irpioTov Kai eli b (f)deipfTai TeXevToiov, rr/s fiiv oiaias VTrofifvov-

(Tr]s, toIj 8e nudecri peTujijXXovarjs, tovto (rToi)(fLnv koi tgvttjv dpxTj" (pacriv

flvai TW' uvTuj. Omitting the deduction of the Aristotelian categories,

ovvia and ndOos, this definition of dpxi), which furnishes an immediate

suggestion of the transition from the temporal to the conceptual, may
be takt-n as historical in the sense that it existed among the old lonians.

It is of little importance who introduced the term o/'X'} i" this concep-

tual way. Simi)l. f'h;/s., 6 redo, 24, 13 asserts it to be due to Anaxi-

mander. The thought was already present in Thales.

2 It is evident that one need not limit the Milesian philosophy to

these three well-known men ; but nothing is traditionally certain.

For the allusion of Theophrastus, who (Simpl. Phy.t., G) speaks of pre-

decessors of Thales, may also I)e applied to the cosmogonies ; and the

reports of Aristotle, according to which the physicists were those who
accepted as dpxfj the iniermediaries between air and water (Z>e ccelo,

III. 5, 303 b, 12) or between air and fire (PJiys., I. 4, 187 a, 14) leave

open the possibility and probal)ility that he has in mind the later eclec-

Compare § '25.
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R. Ritter, Gesch.der ionisclien Philosoplde (Berlin, 1821) ; R
Seydel, Der Fortschritt der Iletaphysik unter den illtesten ioni-

schen Philosopheti (Leipzig, 18G1) ; P. Taunery, Four Vhistoire

de la science hellene, 1. (Paris, ISfil).

2) Thales (about 600 b. c.) answered the q uest!nn_onnfwn-

' ing the substantial constitution of the_3mi'ld (Weltstoff)

by declaring, it to be water. Tins is^ tlie_only assertioiijthat

can be attributed to^ liim with perfect certainly. Even,

Aristotle,^ who could give only traditional reports concern-

ing Thales, as early as his time had only conjectures about

the grounds of this assertion. When Aristotle states that

the moist character of the animal seed and animal_nuti-i-/

tion was the occasion for this statement_Qf Tliales (and tol

Aristotle's inference,^ all later supplementary^ conjecturesi

S'PRsar to refer

)

, we arejjermitted-to attributeihis inference

to the specific interest in biology, which appealed strongly

to the Stagirite, but, for all we know, not at all to Thales.

More probable is the conjecture, likewise reported by

Aristotle,^ which brings the teaching of Thales into connec-

tion with ancientcjQginological ideas!!!: Tn thp.cje tbo ocf^nn

<

S

was considered the oldest and most important thing. It

would be exceedingly strange if the Ionian thinker, in an-

swer to the question as to the constitution of the world,

had not decided in favor of the element so important to his

people. The thought of its infinite mobility, its transfor-

mation into earth and air, its all-engulfing violence, could

not but have held an important place in the minds of sea-

faring folk. The reported cosmographical * ideas of Thales

also agree with this, for he is said to have thought that the

earth floated in water, and to have given, in connection

with this, a Neptunian explanation of earthquakes.

^ Met., I. 3, 983 b, 22, \a^a>v taws ttju VTrokrjylfcv.

2 Plut. Plac.pML, I. 3 {Dox.y 276). Compare Zeller, I*. 175, 2.

* See beyond.

< Arist. De ccbIo, TT. 13, 294 a, 28.
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But it makes no difference whether Thales came to his

assertion more through organic than inorganic observations.

So tniliih '° ^^''iir, tl'"^ the chemical composition of water,

tlie jMire II,|(). ditl not cU-torminc his choice of it as the cos-

niic matte r. Rath er its liiiid state of aggregation and the

impnrtnnt rnir that it pinypil in tho m()hi1e_1jfe_of_nature

determined ,iiiia-jdo.<'i.si(Uiv_ai)__that in_th-C anoieJ)t_X£pQt'ts

vypov is often auhiiiitutcd Joi' vocop. The idea of Thales

^^^Roems tr> h ^^''^ h(^f^t^ fn fnlnnf nr tlin wni-1<l <;bifF fh^t form

^ of matter, which promised toinake most readily compre-

hensible^ the transformation on the one hand to the solid,

j^*/ on the other to thcjvolatile. More definite data concenT-

ing the modus operandi of these changes do not appear to

have been furnished by Thales. It must remain problemat-

ical whether he, like the later philosophers, conceived this

process of change as a condensation and rarefaction.
"* At any rate/Thalc^^ represented this fluid cosmicjnatter

^

-^ as in continuous sclf-jnotion. J)f a force moving matter

2\ /. 1 and distinguishabl6 from it. Jie taught nothing.^ In

naively considering an event as a thing requiring no

further explanation, he advocajbed, like bis followers, the
/' so-called hylozoistic theory, which repreggaits matter as

/ eo ipso moving and on thn t nenonnt nninijitp.d. With this

are compatible his irdvra irXi'jpr] 6ecov elvai - and his ascrip-

tion of a soul to the magnet.f The scientific view of the

world had obviously at this stage not yet excluded the im-

aginative view of nature held by Greek mythology.

^ Accordin^Jtct^he statements of the later writers (Cicero, De nat.

deor., I. 10), ^nU-si p]-,ipff] i^^
f^ntithesis to the cosmio matter the form-

ijlg_divi ne spiri t. Such statemenia betray, on the one hand^The te.rm i-

nology of the Stoics, and on^tha^^oUiSXjlead us toj^nfer a confounding of

Tliales with Anaxagoras. ^ig,^lozoisiix-<>f all th*?- ^tncj^^t p^^x^^'''*^^^

including Thales^Js^ffirme-d kyLAristolle in Met., I. 3.
'""^

Arist. De anima, I. 5, 411 a, 8.

» Ibid., I. 2, 405 a, 20.
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The time in which Thalcs lived is determined by an eclipse, ^ ^<
which.,hej£ said to have predicted. In accordance with modern >

investigations (Zech, Astronomische UntersiLclmngen iiber die

wkhtifjstjiiiJ^illi^eniisse, Leipzig, 1853), this must be placed in

thejea.\5f^B7̂ His^life falls, at. jail evejats , in the flou riabiug

perioxL of JMiletug .yinder Thrasybulus. The year of his birth

canDOt_ be exactly determined ; his^ death may be placed
directly^fterjhe Persian invasion in the middle of the sixth

cftnti
^j

-

j
z. (DieJs. Rhein. Mus., XXXI. 15 f.). He belonged to

the old family of the Thelides, which sprang from the Boeotian

Ca^mlaus, who migrated into Asia Minor. Hence the state-

irjeaLthat_he was of Phoenician derivation (Zeller, I*. 169, 1).

See § 9 for his practical and political activitj^; § 10, for his

knowledge of mathematics and physics. The Egyptian jour-

neys which later literature reports, are at least doubtful

;

although, provided that he was engaged in commerce, they are

not impossible. None of the writi ngs of (Thnlf^-^vp pit.pd by
Aristotle,!, and it is consequently doubtful if he committe(Laiiy-
thing to writing.—=——-5^=—

«--

15. IirT
|

hale^ isto be regarded as the first physicist, we

ipeet the firs'fe-JTiptnpl^YsiciaiNn the person^ his somewhat

youn^;er_£fliiiiti:jattan,.Ai.iiLximnnde^^(611-^ b. c), ,For

his ans:ffi£iLto the gii pstion concerning the constitution of

the miivay»e is alreadj^ to hfL^ssentianyjiistj^nguishedafiite I /T

conteiit as well as in its fundamentals^Jromjhj£^of^^^^ i v^

^Heg/'had sought to find the cosmic matteiiiiLthe empirl- \ jc^
c^^!kiiowB^_|nd had seized upon what appears as the most-i

completely m.utablj^(^|_Anaximander was not contcjiLwiiJil

this_theiiry-y it-was on .account u£ kia4ironOTnce^dj)rinciple ^ \\/ ,

that.the .cosniic-ma,tte^r.swi&t be thoiiglLt^xLsJnfijiite, so that it \

may not be thought to exhaust itself in its creations. From I &^
this it followed immediately_that_tliejcosmic matter cannot I

UiOQund among empirically given forms of mn.ttpir^ all of I

which are limited. Thus there
_
remained for the definition !

of the cosmic matter only the quahty of its spatial and

temporal infinity. Consequently Anaximander said tha^..

the ap')(^^ is the aireipov.

1 Arist. Phys., III. 8, 208 a, 8; see Plut. Plaxi., I. 3 (Box., 277), tva
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The most important aspcct_of_tlus JUctuDa,i3--tl;at her^

for tlic first time, is the step taken from the concrete|o_ih6

abstj-a-ci., from the amchauUch to the hegtiffllch. <4fi?^^i*

(^p(kM-yp,\- p]:Liiic(l ilio sensuously g.ivcu by the._Cimcep.t.

TTic advance consistcf] ''i tb*^ f^ft, tbnt tJiPi n.-n-fi.pnv i^ dia«

r^'^tini^uishcd from all perceptible forms ,of matter. Anaxi-

immlor thus referred the world of experience ta a . reality

bcAondj[ix4ia'Lsincc^Jhe_idea^of which arisesJrorn a concep-

tual postulat e. TTfwOj;\i-afitni-i/.fMl tlii.^i trnnsccmle.i^fc-maJJiy

bv-uU-thc ])redicat_£S-adjigh his mind conceiyed-aa^xefluisite

for the cpsn^ic malti?r. He called it dddvarov koL dvcoXe-

dpov, uyeui'rjTov Kol d(j)dapTov , ^ he described, it as including

all things (Trepiixecv) and as determining their motion

{KvjBepvdv) ; and he designated it in this sense as to Oelov.

But with this first metaphysical concept began then also

the difficulty of giving a content to it. ThatCJinaximan^e?^

CQiiceivcd the aireLpov to be pre-eminently a spatial and

te

m

poi-al infinity, follows from the way in which he_arrived

at this principle. Concerning his attitude, however, toward

the question of the qualitative determination of the

aireipov^ both antiquity and still more modern investiga-

tors have apparently had divided opinions. The simplest

and the most natural theory-taenicrtain is the following

:

that^mudmaudcM:*^^ ex_press himself about the quality

of this imperceivable cosmic matter^Jor_the_ancient ac-

cbuuts agree_that he clid not identify itAvith aay one of the

known elements. More questionable, certainly, is it whether

he, as Herbart {Complete Works^ I. 196) and his school

(Striimpell, I. 29) are inclined to accept, expressly denied

ilic qualitative determination of the cosmic matter, w^jich

would have anticipnted the Platonic-Aristotelian conception

1 Arist. Phys., ITI. 4, 203 b, 8. Likewise athov and ayi7pa), see

Hippol. Ref. hcer., I. 6 (Dox., 559).

2 Which expression does not mean, as Roth thinks (Gesck. unseref

ahendl. Philos., II. 142;, " a mental guidance." See Zeller, I*. 204, 1.
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of matter as an undetermined possibility. But, on the

other hand, it is certain that Anaximander thought of the

uTreipov always as corporeal,^ and only the kind of cor-

poreality can be subject to controversy. The_hj;£ptliesis,

.

too, expressed repeatedly in later antiquity., is untenable,

viz., that_ji£_aas££t£4_the cosmic matter to be an inter-

mediary state between water and air, or air and fire. On
the contrary, the combination of the Anaximandrian Jiiiii-

ciple with the iJ,tyjjM_oLMni\i£^Qch^iind Auaxagoras ^ wliich

Aristotle gjyes, led even in antiquity to the conception

of the aTTeipov as a mixture-©f all the empirical material

elements. If now, also, the adherence of Anaximander to

hylozoistic monism is— as Aristotle says it is— so very

certain that one cannot make him (with Ritter, op. cit.')

the father of mechanical physics, in opposition to Ionian

dynamics,^ yet, on the other hand, it is incontrovertible that

Anaximander in some conjecturable, obscure way must

have stated that the diretpov contains in itself all known
material elements, and then differentiates these elements

in the cosmic process.* Doubtless he held an attitude of

uncertainty as to the relationship of the ciireipov to these

particular elements, similar to the mythological primeval

idea of Chaos, which idea, to be sure, had already been

greatly purified, but not yet thoroughly elaborated and

assimilated.

Accordingly Anaximander was doubtless content in

merely indicating as eKKpivea-Oat the development of par-

1 Compare Zeller, I*. 186, 1, as against Michelis, De an. infinito

(Braunsberg, 1874).

2..Arist. Met., XT. 2, 10G9 b, 22 : to wbifh add especially Plvix., T. 4,

187 a, 20: ot S Ik tov ems evova-as ras fi^avTiorrjTas tKKpiveadai, wairep

Ava^lpuv8p6s cf)r]cri kt\. Compare § 22.

3 Brandis, Handhucli, I. 125.

* Arist. Met., XI. 2, and Theophrastus (Simpl. PTiys., 6) interpret

this as a bvvdp.ei inclusion. The anfipov became to them their aupiarog
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I ticular things from the cosmic matter. Indeed hejcaused

I tlu^-autithctical Warm and Cold.ta_bc d i fferentktii. from

1 the aireipov as its first ^lalitativc determinations. Out of

/ the mixture of these two qualities waa-supposcd to be

formed thou the Fluid, the fundamental material of the

- fi nite empirical world. Thus the metaphysical basis to the

thcoryloEZrhales was complete ; for Anaximandcr taught

that the paij;iiLular parts of the world had been differentiated

0-ut_aLtlie. EUiid; These werejthe_earth,jaLiv and jthe fire

cncirclina: the whole.

The philosopher inserted into this meteorological account

of the origin of the world a multitude of- single astronom-

ical ideas (§ 10) which, even if they appear childish to

us to-day, nevertheless not only sliow a many-sided in-

terest in nature, but also presuppose independent obser-

vations and conclusions, .^laximand^ reflected upon the

facts of organic life also, and there is preserved~one obser-

vation of his in accord ^ with the modern evolution theory.

This is to the effect that animals appeared when the primi-

tivo liquid earth dried up^^and were originally fish in form.

Then some of them, adapting themaelvoo to their new envi-

ronment, became 4and animals.. This process of develop-

mentj in its naive explanation, Includes even man.

The single qualitative differentiations are lost again in

the perpetual life-process of the cosmic matter, in the same

way that they arise out of the uTreipov. A^aximande^r, in the

single fragment verbally preserved to us, has described this

rcabsorption in a poetjc ^ manner — reminding us of original

Oriontnl-religious idcns — as a kind of compensation for the

injustice of individual existence. ef o)v Se y <yei'r](TL<i ea-ri

Tot<? oval, Kat rrjv (f>0opav eh ravra jtveaOat Kara ro '^pecov.

^iBovat yap avra SIki]v kuI ricnv [aWr^Xot?] ttj^ aZiKia<; Kara

» Pint. Plac, V. 19 {Dnx., 430) ; Hippol. Ref. hocr., I. 6 {Dox., 5G0>

Compare Teichmiillor, Siudlen, I. 63 f.

2 Simpl. Phys., 6', 24, 13.
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TTjv Tov xpovou TCL^iv. To tli'is Anaxiinaiider^- united the

theory, also similarly Oriental, that the cosmic matter in
j

perj)etual transformation creates out of itself world-systems,
j

and.againjibsoriiSJtliem.i Whether to the view of an end- i

less plurality of successive world-formations was connected I

also that of a plurality of co-existing worlds, contained in i

the primitive matter, remains undecided and not probable.^ /

ThejIeterminatioiL of the..xlafces of the life q^^^^^Lnaximander

resfs^u{X)n the arbitrary statement of ApoJIodoruSj tBattn the

second year of the fifty-eighth Olympiad he was sixty-four years

old and directly afterwards died. (Diog. Laert.,II. 2.) This is

not far from the truth. Further of his biography is not known.
His work, to which some one gave the title Trepi <^i)crew?, was in

prose, and appears to have been lost very early. Compare Schlei-

ermacher, Ueher An., Complete Works, 111. 2, 171 f. ; Biisgen,

Ueber das airupov des A. (Wie-sbadeu, 1867) ; Neuhauser, ^wacc.

Milesius, (Bonn, 1883).

16. We turn back from the metaphysical to^thej)hi

point of view when we p-^^s fr^m Anff'»"in'f>Tider to^naxi-

(menjeSjJSor the latter sought the cosmic matter a^ain in the

elftipTncally known. Nevertheless the reflections of Anaxi-

mander were not ineffectual upon his succ_e.ssor,.__For when

he substituted the air in place of the water of Thales, he

had especial reference to the postulate of Anaximander:

he explained that the air is the a7retpo<^ ^PX^- ^^ found the

claims of the metaphysician to be thus satisfied by the em-

pirical material.^ At the same time he chose the air on_

1 Plut. Strom., fr. 2 {Dnx., 579).

2 SeeZeller, 1. 212 f.

8 This is attested expressly Ly Simplicius, Phys.. Cr, 24, 26 : see Eus.

Prcep , I. 8, 3 (Dox., .579) ami especially SrJwI. in Arist., 514 a, 33 ;
Imfipov

fiev KOi avrbs vnedero rr]v c]p^r]v, ov fxrjv tri nopicrrov ktX. It is thus impossible

to premise with Putter (Gesch. der Philos;., 217) that Auaximenes made

a distinction between the air as a metaphysical cosmic matter and the

same as an empirical element. Brandis also, who first entertained this

view in his handbook, I. 144, has later (Gesch. d. Enttv., I. 56, 2) not laid

80 much stress on it.
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/

/

account of i ts easx mi'^'^^''^'*^}' : olu/xevo<i apKetv to tov aepo^

fuaX\6i(i)roi>7rpo<i fieTa/3o\T]v('Schol. in Arist., 514 a, 33). If

wc add to tliis, finally, the single statement which is pre-

served of his writings :
^ olov rj -^vxv V ^/if^epa di]p ovaa

avyKparel >jfia<;, koX 6\ov tov koctixov Trvevfia koI arjp ireptex^h

wc know that his main oLjcct was—to d̂eclare the_cosmic

niatter to be the_most_jJi^f n»d most rnnfinuously^jnobile

of thfi^kjiQwn elements.- We likewise meet here a very

definite idea of the manner in which the.a^j^.^^^^^p^^ ^^^^

other kinds of niattcr-;^ his theory. of oniidcnsation and rare-

faction (^/xdv(ocrL<; or upaio}cn<i— 7rvKvco(rt<;^. Out of the

air through rarefaction originates fire : thjioiigh. condensa-,

tion, wind, clouds^ raiu,,w_aler,^.__c artli, stones, successively

come. In this enumeration there appears considerable

definiteness in i^aeteorological observations, and at the

same time the physicist's tcndency^To use Ihe state of

aggregation as a standard^for the different changes in

the cosmic matter. Milesian science already knew the

connection of the state of aggregation with the tempera-

ture ; and Anaximenes taught * tji pt. il|jyff? r-tj ot^h i R-i d on tiji^l

wit^Luucrease of warmth^ coi lensatioir, with increase of^.

From these general observations Anaximenes not only

gave a great number of explanations of particular phe-

nomena in which he showed himself to have been a many-

sided and sharp-sighted physicist, but he also gave a theory

of the origin of the world. To the latter was appended the

1 I'lut. Plac, I. 3 {Dox., 278).

2 Far from favoring a purely spiritual interpretation of tbe world

principle, by Anaximenes, as Roth (Gesch. d. ahendl. Philos., II. 250 f.)

will have it, this passage shows the naive materialism of earliest science

as it also appears in the casual remark of Anaximander that the soul is

air. ThejaaterJaHty^f^the cosmjc^matter of Anaximenes is proved

I
beyondj3^ouj)t by his theory of condensation and rarefaction.

8 Hipp. Re/, h ,1. 7 (Dox., 560).
^

* Plat. De pr.frig., 7, 3, 947.
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safely attested ^ conception of a periodic change of world-

formings and world-destructions, i. e., of a successive,

plurality of worlds. It is not certain, however, that he

thought the destruction of the world to be conflagration.

<
Lnaximeues, and its chro-

AgaTust the conjectures of Diels (Rhein. Mus., XXXI. 27) 1 ^v
tb fere is the pTobable theory that by the '^ captnrQ^f Sardis ,

'

'

with which his death is said tQ_Li£L£flincidfint (Diog., II. 3), we llJ^ttSs
grp t,P nnrlf^fpitand the Capture bv the lonians iu the year 499.

Accordingly his birth would have to be in the 53d Olympiad^jisi
Hermann has it (De p^iUos. Jonic. cetatibus, Gottingen, 1849).!

Roth (lL~a, 246 f. ; b, 42 f.) makes the date too late by placingj

it in the 58th Olympiad. His Trepl (f>v(re<j^<; was written ^ yXdxrcrr}

'ItxSiaTrATj (cat aVe/xTTw. This js the beginning of a dry practical

prose which shows itself contemporaneously in the historiog-

raphy of his countryman Hecatasus.

WithJthe_destDi£tiaa~of Miletus after the Jbattle of Lade,r/

494, and_th.e__falL oX .the ,in de^^^nden CQ^oi Jpnia, the first \

development of Greek science along^the^ines_j}f nafm-gl I ' x

philosophy came to an encL^ When, at least_a^generation *
I

after Anaximenes, in anotlier_lQiiian city, Ephesus,, the/

great scientific theory o^ Il^exacleitus appearedy-jha-jjew^

theory did not leave the oTd theory unused, (^fieracleitus^'^

on the othe r hand, joined to the old theory tKe~reIigious

and nictaj)]iysi('al problems which had appeared in the

mean time from other directions.

1 Simpl. Phijs., 25 7

T

2 According to Diog. Laert., II. 2.

^ The great chronological chasm between Anaximenes and Heraclei-

tus is consistent with the entirely different handling of the problems by

the latter. Therefore the customary way of making Ileracleitus a

follower of the Milesians is the less tenable, since the teaching of

Heracleitus absolutely presupposes that of Xenophanes.

* If one places the death of Anaximenes at 525 (Diels and Zeller)

and that of Heracleitus, at the earliest, at 475, then the chasm appears

still greater.

/
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2. The Metaphysical Conflict— Heracleitus and the

Eleatics.

t

;ie advance from the speculations in nature-pjiilosopny

iTcrivIiiesians to tlie conceptual invcstigatigns in_Belnj;

fjindH^ecomingjoQieracleitus and his_^ieatic oppogrente

was the result of a reaction, which the_
_
conception of fKe

ivorld created by Ionian science necessarily exerted upon

he relicrjous ideas of the Greeks. The monistic tendency

which science showed in seeking the^unitary cosmic matter

,-as in implicit opposition to_politheistic_mi}'thologyj_and

ecessarilj became more and more accentuated. It was

nevTlable, therefore, that TJreek science on the one hand

hould emphasize and reinforce the monistic suggestion

which it found in jthe field of^religious^jdeas, but on the

ethe r that .
it slmiild fall so much the more into sharper

opposition to the polytheism^^of .th£L_stateL,I"gligii)n.

17. 'Jjifi impni-tiirbable champion of tbi&^.^CQnflieV-the

mnn wlio stands as the j:filigimia4ikilQaiaphical Iink_^etween

the Milesian naturej)hilosophy and the two great metaphys-

ical systems of Heracleitus and Parmenide^, .aud_at the

same timeltlie man wh.Q_.ia-..^e_7Pgg
senger of philosophy

from the East to the West. i^tXenophanes.^ the rhansodist

^ The disposition of the material of the text, whereby Jtenophanejy

who is generally called the ^founder" of the Eleatic schoor"Sasbeen

separatedTrom fFus scliool, is justified by these two facts: firstly, the

theory of Xenophanes in point of time and subject matter precedes that

of Heracleitus, and the theory of Heracleitus in the same respects pre-

cedes that of Parmenides ; secondly, that Xenophanes is neither a

genuine Eleatic, nor yet a representatiA'e of the Eleatic theory of

Being, enunciated first by Parmenides. Tt^o imporf.aTi^^p nf^ennjjbane^

lie&.jiot within a m('t.:i.phy <;ir-<l l int a. rfli o;ii""^-p^''1" fT''p^^'"«*^-'^*^-"<^"''y,

and his strength does not consist in conceptual thought (Arist. Met., I.

5, 986 b, 27, calls him, as opposed to Parmenides, aypoiKorepov) but in

the powerful and grand thought of Oneness. See Brandis, Handbuch,

I. 359.
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of Colophon, who sang in Magna Grascia (570-470). To ~^

him antiquity referred as the first champion against CEe"

anthropomorphic element~iii the popular religion. He
criticised the representation of gods in human fornai^ and

made sport of the poets who attributed to celestials the^

passions and sins of men.^tjje asserted the singlene5BjoF>^

•gttiEili^ighest and true (t o^;^!; T! we may belfeve"that herein

he taught nothing but what was already provided for and

hinted at, if not indeed definitely presented, in the Pythag-

orean doctrine as known to him, and possibly even earlier

in the Mysteries,— then that which make^^^enopliane^ a

philoai2pherJs_the basis which he developed for monothe-

ism from the philosophy of the Milesian physics. We can

condense hi^eaching^^ into a sentence : the ap^-^ is the

Godhead. Sl&co|rding to his religious conviction, God is^

IfKSjQriginal ground of all things, and to him are due aTh

a^trTtrrrtes"'wh^IITlh«--ghyftkusts..liad_ascr ilj ed,.^ the^qgmicj
r^ttpiV- •JTe ifs nnf>i'io;inp,tpd and imi n'iisliableT^ and, as

the cosinifi^matter was identical with the World-All for the

lonianSj so for Xenophanes was God identical to the world-

all. He contains all things in himself, and he is at the

same time ey koI irav.^ This philosophical monotheism,

^ Compare the well-known verse iu Clem. Alex. Strom., V. 714

(fr. 5, 6).

^ Compare Sext. Emp. Adv. math., IX. 193 and I. 289.

^ " Eis Oeos €v re ffeolcrt Koi av6pa)Troi(n, fiijuTTOs ovre 8eiJ.as 6vr]Toi<Tiv

later in the (4rftplc thinkp.rs — in . a ceriain sense even in^ Plato—j^s

allied with the recognition also of subordinate deit.ies which are treated

as parts of the worla. The Stoa jvajjthjB_-first-t©-«tteBipt_-t£LjJiaJj:^e

this relationship in a concu|ituaL . wa^'..-__Side _bj side. -with-.±he

Tiietaphysical monotheism, tVi'MTf ^l""' pnT^finned to exist a mythical

polj^thsisfli.

* According to Arist. Ilhet., TI. 23, 1399 b, 6, Xenophanes declared

it impious to speak of birth and deatli, of origination and extinction,

of a Godhead, dfj.ff)OTep(os yap (Tvp.2aivfiv p-j] nvai rovs deovs irort.

' Compare Simpl. Phys., 6', 22, 26 ; iv toovkoI nau . . . Zevo(f)dvr]v . . .

viroTidfa6ai.
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80 energetically defended against the polytheism of the

myth, is o.onso(piontly not theistig but entirely pantheistic,

as we use the terms.^ -World and God to Xenophanes "arg
^

i^nticalj>and all the single things of perception lose them-

selves inthat one, unchangin^^jmWers^al_essence.^ In con-

sequence of his reli.gious predilection, howevei^T^^cnophancs j

emphasized the siiiglcncs5_of__the divine cosmic principTc

more decidedly than the Milesians, to whom this is a self-

evident principle, oveing to their concept of the apxt]- It

' remains indeed doubtful whether the entire Zeno-like argu-

ment for this, founded on the superlatives " mightiest

"

and " best," can be ascribed to him.^ To the n ualitj

singleness, however, Xenophanes further ascribed to the

cosmic deity that of unity ^ in tlii£ sense of qualitative

um h; and inner homogeneity. Nevertheless,^ of what this

r^^sist^he had f\s Ijtf.lp—ix>—6ay-_ji5 Anaximander con-

cerning the qualitative constitution of the aTretpov. In his

poetry he attributed to the Godhead in ah incidental way

all possible functions and powers, spiritual * as well as

material.^ Yet out of the mass of his utterances Aristotle

could obtain^ only an indefinite and obscure assertion of

the essential homogeneity of all being. It was of greater

|imj)ortance, however, for future pliilosophical development

hat Xenoph.anes followed to its logical conclusion the con-

cept of qualitative unity : and that moreoverJhe extended

^ According to Se.xt. Emp. P)/rr. h/pnt., T. 33, the sillograph

Timon makes liiin say ; ottttj; yap tfibv voov fvpvaaiiii Eis (V ravro re Uav

dvtXvfTO • nav 8' eov alfl ndvTTf dveKKofievov fiiav ets <pv(Tiv taraff Ofjioiav.

^ De Xen. Zen. Gorgias, 977 a, 23 ; Simpl. Phi/s., I.e.

^ In which the ambiguity of the ev played a gr<'at role.

* Sext.Emp. Adr. math., IX. 144 : ovXos opa ovXos 8e voel, ovXos Se r'

d/couft. Simpl. Phi/s., 6', 23, 18: aXX* aTrdvivde ttuvuio voov ffjpcvl wdvra

Kpabai"(i.

5 Thus the often mentioned ball-shape of the Godhead or of the

World. Compare Ilippol. Ref. h., I. 14 (Dox., 565).

« Met., I. 5, 986 b, 22. Compare Plat. Soph., 242 d.
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it. _Qver_temporaldifferentiatioiis in such a way that he

ascribed unchangeabilitj;^ to" thejiodhead injevery respect.^

He thereby entej:s into^igiiificant oppositicm^toJiisjHifider

cessors.2 Frnn-| the p.onp.ppf of tho divine apyri^ there van-

ishe4-f,h« charaetcT' o f miitn ,])i]ity wliich had played ^o

g''^'*i:.-f-I!^ i'^ ^^^^ Milpsinn hylozoism .

^

In the emphasis upon this claim that the ap-x/i is un-

originated and imperishable, and must also be immobile,

excluding therefore Ktvrjai'i as well as dXXoicoo-t?, lay the

distinctive innovation of the teaching of Xenophan^s.

For just here the concept of the dpxv could no longer

serve as an explanation of empirical events. However,

iXenophanes did not himself appear to have been conscious

of the chasm he left between his metaphysical principle,

and the plurality and changeableness of individual things.^

For in an obviously naive * manner he conjoined to his

religious metaphysics a multitude of physical theories.

Nevertheless he does not appear as an independent in-

vestigator in physics, but he simply follows the views of

Anaximander, with whose entire doctrine he seems to

have been perfectly familiar,^ and adds certain more or

less happy observations of his own. Among the latter

Vl
"h'

•4.

1 Eus. Prcep. e>\, T. 8, 4 : elvai \eyei to ttov df\ ofioiov. Hippolyt. Re/.,

I. 14 : oTf fv TO irav icrriv e^co /iera/3oX^s. He also denied movement

to the world-all ; comj)are Slnipl. Pln/s., 6'', 23, fi : alf\ S' (vtcovtm re tievtiv

Kivovfifvov ov8tv ov8e fierepxecrdai /jliv eimrpeiTei aWodd/ aWrj.

^ This very opposition Aristotle emphasizes in connection with

Met., I. 5.

^ It is possible, also, that he endeavored to avoid a difficuUy here by an

indefinite expression, just as Diogenes, IT. 1, reports that Anaximander

(no source of authority given) taught : ra /zeV ixeprj fieraiSdWeiv. to S«

ndv afieTa^XrjTov eivat.

* Thus he lets stand the plurality of mythical gods under the meta-

physical Godhead.

* Theophrastus appears to think him the pupil of Anaximander See

Zeller, I*. 508, 1.
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belong the very childish ideas about astronomical objects.

For instance, the stars were to him clouds of fire, which

were quenched when they set and were enkindled when they

rose ; ' he attached great significance ^ to the earth as the

fundamental element of the empirical world (with the

addition of the water), and he thought it to be endless ^ in

its downward direction. His statement was more happy

about the petrifactions he had observed in Sicily, as a proof

of the original drying of the earth from its muddy condi-

tion.* Yet X^tfophane&^ a])parcntlv held such physical

fViPorioft p.nnf^prning tho. ir^fl ividual and temporary in small

esteem compared to his religious meta^hvsics^^whicb-> he

championed ^vehemently. _TQ_±liis_only can his sceptical

remaiTcsTrT one of his fragments^ refer.

I The differing statemepta n« to whPTY^pnnpf^ane^ lived can

[be reconciled most easily by assuming that the time .when he,

accorcTinglo'IIIs own statement (Diog. Laert., IX. i9)^t twenty
fiyeirgllfnTlns wapcloriug^cainoidod with thpinYa[^J£!" W the Per-

sians under IXarpagus (oiG, in consequence of which so many
lonians left their homes). He himself testifies (loc. cit.) that

his wanderings lasted sixty-seven years, at which time he must
have attained the age of at least ninety-two. Impoverished
during the emigration, if not already poor, which is less prob-

a})le, he supported himself as a rhapsodist by the public render-

ing of his own verses. In old age he settled in Elea, the

founding of which in 537 by the fugitive Phoenicians he cele-

brated in two thousand distichs. According to the preserved
fragments, his poetic activity was essentially of the Gnomic
rder (§ 9). He embodied his teaching in a didactic poem in

exameter, of which only a few fragments remain. These
ave been collated by Mullach ; also by Karsten, Philosophorum
frcecorum operum reliqum, I. 1 (Amsterdam, 1835) ; Reinhold,
e genuina Xenophanis doctrina (Jena, 1847), and in the dif-

ferent works about Xenophanes by Franz Kern (Programm,

^ Stob. Ed., I. .022 {Dox., 34S).

2 Achilles Tatius in Ismjorje ad Aralum, 128.

3 Siiiipl. Phjs. 41*, 189, 1. Sext. Emp. Adc. math., IX. 361.

* Ilippol. Ref., I. 14 {Dox. 5G5).

« Sextus Emp., VII. 49, 110 ; VIII. 326. Stob. EcL, I. 224.
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Naumburg, 1864; Oldenburg, 1876; Danzig, 1871; Stettin,

1874, 1877) ; Freudenthal, Die Theologie des Xenophanes (Bres-

lau, 1886), Compare Arch. f. Oesch. d. Philos., 1. 322 f.

The pseudo-Aristotelian treatise De Xenophane^Zenone^Gor-
gia (printed in the works of Aristotle, and in Mullach, Fragm.
1. 271, also under the title De Mellsso, Xenojjhane et Gorgia),
came from the Peripatetic school. According to the investiga-

tions of Brandis, Bergk, Ueberweg, Vermehren, and Zeller, we
may believe that the last part of this work doubtless treats of
Gorgias, and the first part almost as surely of Melissus, The
middle portion presupposes an older presentation about Xenoph-
anes which was referred wrongly by a later commentator to

Zeno, and was supplemented with some statements about Zeno's
views drawn from other sources. This part of the treatise can
be used only with the greatest judgment, and then as illustra-

tive of what on the one hand the fragments, and on the other
the reports, of Aristotle give.

The teaching of Xenophanes, immature as it appears,

nevertheless discloses the inadequacy of the Milesian con-

cept of the apxi'h In or behind the change of single things.^

he said, should be sought a cosmic principle that crcateg. . .

them all, but yet itself always remains unchanged . But I ^^*^

if we seriously conceive of this cosmic princi^le__of

XenoT?haneF as natterly "uncliangeable, and at_.Jhe same

time regard it as the sole and all-embracing actuality^ it is

impossible to understand its capacity of being ceaselessly

transmuted into individual things. The two thought-mo-

tifs that had been fundamental in the concept of the a/3%^

now part company,— on the one hand, the reflection upon

the fundamental fact of the cosmic process {Geschehen),

on the other the fundamental postulate of the permanent,

of the unchangeably self-determined, of Being. The more

difficult their reconciliation appeared, the more conceivable

is it that the young science, at whose command there was

as yet no wealth of mediating data, and which on the other

hand was developed with naive unconcern, should fall upon

the expedient of thinking out each motif by itself without

regard for the other. From this courageous onesidedness,
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1

CrKTauntcd as it was at paradoxical consequences, origi-

nated the two great metaphysical systems whose opposition

determined later thought. Tlicsc are the theories of Hera-

cleitus and Parraenides.

1

8

. The doctrine of absolute, ceaseless, and universal

mutability already was e.ven in antiquity^regarded as the

kcniol of Heracleitanism . Its watchword is irdvra pel ; and

wlien Plato ^ gave the phrase a new turn, otl iravra %&)pet

Ka\ ovhev fjLevei, he gave at the same time the obverse of

the proposition, viz., the denial of the permanent. Here in

this is Heracleitus, " the Dark," essentially distinguished

from the Milesian philosophers, with whom he, under the

name of the " Ionian natural philosophers," is generally

classed (§ 10). j^eracleitu^ found nothing permanent in

the perceptual world7^1nJ~he gave up searclifor it. Tn

the most varied phrase lie_preseni^d the fundamental

truth—o£-ihc continuous tj^ansinutation ^f^ all things into

one another. From every realm of life he seized ex-

amples, in order to point out the passage of opposites into

each other. He described in bold figures the ceaselessness

of change, which was to him the essence of the world, and

needed no derivation and explanation. There are no truly

existing things, but all things only become and pass away

again in the play of perpetual world-movement. The ap-^r] is

not so much immutable matter in independent motion, as

the ^lilcsians had said, but is the motion itself, from which

all forms of matter are later derived as products. This

thought is stated by Heracleitus by no means with con-

ceptual clearness, but in sensuous pictures. Already the

Milesian investigators had noted that all motion and
change are connected with temperature changes (§16), and

so Heracleitus thought that the eternal cosmic motion ex-

pressed itself by fire. Fire is the ap^i]^ but not as a stuff

identical with itself in all its changes, but rather as the

1 Cralyl, 402 a.
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ever-uniform process itself, in which all things rise and

pass away. It is the world itself, therefore, in its unorigi-

nating and unperishing mutability.^

The exceptional difficulty of this relationship was remarked
by the ancients, and from it, especially, the P^phesian got his

nickname, o-Koretvos. Herein appeared the amalgamation of
the abstract and the concrete, of the sensuous and the symboli-
cal, which, in general, characterized the entire thought and
habit of expression of Heracleitus. Neither to oracular pride
nor to the assumption of jnyat&riottst^^sa-^ZeilerjJ^V 570 f.)_ja

this deficiency to be attributed in his writing, but to inability

to fin^Taii adequate~form lor Jiis aspiring abstract thougjit.

Besides this, a priestly ceremoniousness of tone is unmistak-
able. Hence the wrestling with language which appears in

nearly all the fragments ; hence the rhetorical vehemence of
expression and a heaping up of metaphors, in which a power-
ful and sometimes grotesque fancy is displayed. Concerning
especially his fundamental teaching, his words seem to show in

isolated passages that he had only substituted fire for water or
air. But more exact search shows that the dpx>'i meant quite a
different thing to him. He also identified fire and the world-all
and fire and the Godhead ;

— na}', hylozoic pantheism finds in

the teaching of Heracleitus its own most perfect expression.
Yet he meant that this world principle is only the movement
represented in the fire. It is the cosmic process itself.

H^acleitus proceeded from the point of vLaaL-thjit-±lifir>

fire-motion is o_riginallv in itself the final graund-of things,

and^ accordingly nopermanent Being is fundamental in_j_t.

He Jound ,
^ fire to be the condition of every change, _aii3

therefore the object^ of scienjyiH3_knowledge. But he did

not only mean this in the sense that " nothing is perma-

nent save change," but also in the higher sense that this

eternal movement completes itself in determined and ever-

recurrent_jorms. From this metaphysical thesis he at-

tempted to understand the problem of the ever-permanent

series of repetitions, the rhythm of movement and the law

^ Fr. 46 (Schust.) Koa-fiov rov alrhv anavTav ovre ris dfwu ovre dv6par

ir«i' inoiTfcrev, dXX tjv ail kcu eariv irvp dfi^uov.
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of change. In obscure and undeveloped form originated

here the conception of natural law. It appeared in the

vesture of the mythical Eifiapfiivr), as an all-determining

Fate, or an all-powerful AUtj, menacing every deviation

with punishment. Sin^ejiLiaJ.o.-be_regaxded-a&-tbe-peeuliar

ojjjpctr of ronson, hp r.allpfl it tho Aoyo^^—the^^eftson 4hat

rulea the ^^sunjd.

In the IntfTjnTRPntatinnfl of t.'i's thp^ry, in which4ts Htol^m
appears, it is difficult to get at what is in itself peculiarly

IIei:a€4«itiin (Zeller, I''. 606 f.). But_the_£uudameutal thought

of a_worldTordeiL_QL-aa±uraLpkeiiSin.ena cannot be denied to

Heracleitus. Compare M. Heiuze, Die Lehre vom Logos in der

griechischen Pkilosophie (Leipzig, 1872).

''
'

/ The most universal form A the cosmic process was, there-

\fore, for Ilcracleitus^that of o]if)osition and its elimination.

nR^fmri_t1]p notion of thfi " flow of aTl things','^rt"Toirowed

that every single thing in its contmuous change unites

in itself perpetually opposmg determinations. Everything

is only a transition, a point of limit between the vanishing

and the ab^t-to-be . Tlie life of nature is a continuous pass-

mg into one another oi-ill opposites, and^Qut of

^

their'stl'ife

come the individual things : TroXe/xo? irdvTwv ixevrraTrip eaTt,

TrdvTcov Be ^aaiXev'?.^ But-as these antitheses ultimately

arise only out of tlie^uniygrsal and all-emljracing, liyiiig»,fijery,

\ cosm

i

o. forcj&^o tjiej find their adjustment and reconciliation

in this^.ama-fixe. ]urejs, in thi^.. respect, the " unseen har-

mony."^ The world-all is consequently the self-divided ^

and the self-reuniting unity .^ It is af. nnpi mid thp snmp.

1 Fr. 75.

^ Compare Fr. 8 : dp^ovlrj yap m^avhs ^avepri<t Kydrroiv. (v f/rai 8t.a(popas

Koi erepoTTjTas 6 /jLiyvCcnv 6f6s eKpvyjre K't.\ KaTtSvaev. Comp. Zeller, 1 .

604 f. The u(})avT]s here obviously characterizes the metaphysical in

opposition to the physical.

^ Plato, Symp., 187 a : to (v Siacfxpoptvov avro avro). Compare Soph.,

242 c ; also Fr. 98.

* Heracleitus sought to picture this relationship in the obviously unfor^
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ime strife and peace ; or what seems to mean ^ the same

in Heracleitus' terminology, it is at one and the same time

want and fuhiess.^ »

The physical application of these principles afforded

a thoroughgoing theory ot the elemental changes in the

universe^ Action and reaction take place in orderly suc-

cessToh, and^ndeed^nirsiicTi wise that they are constantly
bal^fiiced in their results. Thus^ it happens_that_single

things have the appearance of persisting, when jtwo oppos-

ing forces temporarily hold eacir^other_in equilibrium,

aSj^for iustauce, the river appears as a_permanent thing

because just as much water-flows to a point as flows from

it, g^'acleituj^desi.o-nated this rhythm of change as the

two " Ways " which are identical, the 0S69 kutw and~~the

0S09 'aim? By the first Wa?' the_arTgmar fire changes

itself into wate r and then into earth through.,caJidenaatiDJi_;

by the CecomL ,tli£_earth changes back through liquefac-

tion to water and then to fire. This, double process is

true in one respect for the entire world ; for in regularly

recurrent periods * it devejops. into aadizi_dual tlii from

the original fire,_and then returns to the injtiaLcondition

of pure fire. Hence comes the idea of alternating world-

formation and world-destruction.5 On the other hand, this

tunate figure of the bow and the lyre : ttoXivtopos [-rpoTTos] yap apfiovirj

KocTfiov oKuxTirep To^ov Ka\ Xvprjs. As to the meaning, see Zeller, P. 598 f.

1 Ibid., 641.

2 Fr. 67. From these determinations apparently come ve'iKos and

(/)iXoT7jy, the different conditions developed by Empedocles (§ 21).

3 Compare Diog Laert., TX. 8. The designations Karco and auco are to

be understood as first of all spatial, but they appear to have acquired a

connotation of value. A thing becomes less valuable, the farther it is

from the fiery element.

« HeJias-suggesteti foj'4]wse4he'GFeatieax^lS^O-w445&aO-y ?) ;

following perhaps the Chaldeans.

^ The acceptance of successive world-formations and destructions

in Heracleitus may be looked upon as assured from the deductions of

Zeller, I*. 626-640.
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rderly change of matter verifies itself in every single

si^ilTwr^tTTjiinj^ii^ How fai^HeracJeiliis^^ however, applied

his view_to_j)_ai-ticuLu' physical wl/jccts^ we do not know.

In cosmogony, he appears to have been satisfied with bring-

ing the " sea" out of the primitive fire, and then out of the

sea the earth on the one hand, and on the other the warm
air. The only detail authoritatively attested— one that re-

minds us of Xenophancs— that the sun is a mass of vapor,

taking fire in the morning and becoming extinguished

in the evening, reconciles us to the loss of other theories

of Heracleitus, in case he had any. For Heracleitus was

less a physicist than a metaphysician. He thought out

a single fundamental principle with profound reflection

and vivid imagination, gis interest lay Jn the most

generalof_principles _ajid_in_antbi::Q4JflIoglcal q uestions.

Il^an scarcely be accidental that in the preserved fragments
of H£i5£fcleitus there is little peculiarly physical, DuT muc5 that

is metaphysical and anthropological. If his writing actually

had three 'AoYor(Diog7Laert., IX. 5), of which one dealt with

TrefH ToD TTttVTo?, and both the others were TroAtrt/cos and ^eoAoytKo?,

this is proof that we have to do with a philosopher who did

Biot, as his-JMilesijin predecessors, accord a merely casual

consideration to human life, but made it his prime study.

'Jie conflict of the pure fire and the lower, elements into

which everything changes repeats itself in mail. The soul

as the living principle if^'gj,^"^ finds itself a captive in

a body made oirt^j)£ waiter and jiarth) which, on account of

its inherent rigidnesSj, is Jo the soul an^^horrent^object.

Wjth_thistiieorj_Heraclertus unita^ideM^of transmigra-

tion, of retribution after death, and the like ; and he, as

Pythagoras, seems to have attached it to certain Mysteries.

In general he took a position in religious matters similar

to that of Pythagoras, Without breaking entirely with

the popular faith, he espoused an interpretation of the

myths that inclined toward monotheism and had an

ethical import.
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The vitality of the soul, and onnsngnpntly ifs pnrfpnf.jrm

in e^r^rjT xe&pectr-4ejj^uis on its deriving its nniins]vmf>"^

froui-the cosmic fire, tlie_universal reason, the X070?. The
breatlivis__the physical medium of obtaining; this nourish-
me

n

t. ^nd cessationjof^tiie breath ŝ ops.activity . A further

medium of life, however, is sense perception.^jwjiich_is the

absorption of the outer through the inner firej and this

accounts for the depression of soul-activity in sleep. TIir

drier- and more fiery, the better and. wiseiiis_ibe-sottl,-and

the more. does jtj)ai'ticjpate in the universal_cosmic reason.

Since_the_cosmic_reason is cosmic law,-ilie_reasonablene^s

of_man_consists in his conformity to la:g:;,_and in_Jiis^on-

scious subordination to^iL On that accoui^^eracleitus»
regaT;ded the pthinfll and pnhb>.q,l jasks of mankind"^
expressiqns^of_the,^upremacyjQLJ2JE. ^is entire aristo-

cratic hate against the democracy, that had attained to

power, is revealed in diatribes against the anarchy of the

multitudes and their caprice.x Only in subordination -to

order and in the last instarrce to^^cosmic law , can, man
win that serenity_Hliich -constitutes his happiness. _In an

app;:ehension- 4DfQi^^iiowever, and in subordination to

t.bp nnivprsnily valid , Hej-acleitus fojimd the theoretical ^al
of mankind. Only the reason and not sense perception

guarantees.tbfi_ attalnm^t of t^^^^ and without the

reason eyes and ears are bad witnesses.^ The great mass

1 The well-known Fragment 11 (Sext. EmY). Adv. math., YU. 126),

KUKol fidprvpfs dvdpcjTTOicnv oCpdaXfiol Koi S)Ta QapfScipovt, yi^vxas e\6vT(ov,

is usually interpreted as a disdain of sense knowledge. Schuster

(p. 19 f.) has made an attempt (confuted by Zeller, T"*. 572 f., 656 f.) to

stamp Heracleitus as a sensualist on account of bis theory of perception.

The correct position lies in the mean between these two authorities . Right

knowledge indeed arises in sense when the right soul elaborates it.

The criterion to which all things are referred is here again conformity

to law, which is universally valid and won only through thought. In

sleep and through mere individual perception every one has only his own,

and therefore a false,^ vrorld of ideas. The analogy in practical life is
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of mankind in this respect are badly off. They do not

reflect, but live on as the deluded victims of sense, vhose

greatest deception consists in its simulation of permanent

Being amid the transitoriness of all the phenomena of

])creeption.

(;
;^eracleitu» of Ephpsns. son of Blyson. belonged to the most

eminent lamuy of his native city, which, traced it^^Qi'igin to

Codrus. In this family the cTigmty of apx^^v /?ao-iAei's was in-

herited, and Heracleitus is said to have surrendered it to his

brother. The dates of his birth and death are not exactly

known, if he survived the bauishiiient of his friend Hermodo-
rusT^coinpare E. Zeller, De Ilenn. Epliesio, Marburg, 1851), who
was forced from the city by the democratic ascendency after

the throwing off of l^rsiaii^jlomhiation,..his- death cjin scarcely

t have been before 4.70. About tliis time he himself went into
' retireingnt-ta deyotiEL himi^e^. to sci^iice . His birth, since he is

saTd to have h^(] about sixty years, can be placed between
540-536. With these dates, moreover, the statements of

, Diogenes Laertius agree, for Diogenes places the aKjjy'j of

,
Heracleitus in the sixty-ninth Olympiad. , His own writing,

I
in poetically ceremonial prose, supposes that Pythagoras and

i

Xeuophanes are already familiar names. It was not probably
. written until the third decade of the fifth century. His rude
» partisanship upon the side of the oppressed aristocracy is all

i that is known of his life, by which is explained his contempt
,
for mankind, his solitariuess and bitterness, and his ever

emphatic antagonism toward the public and its capricious
- sentiments.

In the collection and attempt at a systematic ordering of the
• unfortunately meagre fragments of Ileracleitus' book, and in

the presentation of his doc-trine, the following men have done
eminent service : Fr. Schleiermacher {Her. der DmiMe von
Ephesus, Ges. Werke III., II. 1-146); Jak. Bernays {Ges.
Ahh. herausgez. von Usener, I., 1885, 1-108, and in addition

especially the "Letters of Heracleitus," Berlin, 1869); Ferd.
Lassalle (Die Philos. Her. des Dimkeln von Ephetnis, 2 vols.,

Berlin, 1858); P. Schuster {Her. v. Ephesus, Leipzig, 1873,
in the Acta soc. jML, Lips, ed., Ritschl, III. 1-394) ; Teich-
miiller {Neue Studien zu Gesch. der Begriffe, Parts 1 and 2)

;

shown in Fragment 123, ^vvov (ctti ttSo-i to (f)povf1v, ^vv v6a> Xeyovrai

la-xypi^eadai ^PV '''? $vua ttuitcoj', wantp vofico ttoXi? ku\ no\v lcr)^vpoTfpu>s'

TpfCpovrai yap ndvTfs ol dvdpa>7TivcH vopoi vno ivos tov Odov.
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J. Bywater {Her. rellquue, Oxford), 1877, a collection which
includes, to be sure, the counterfeited letters, but those, how-
ever, that presumably came from ancient sources ; Th. Gom-
perz (Zu IJ.'s Lelire and den Ueberresfen seines Werke, Vienna,

1887) ; Edm. Pfleiderer, Die Philos. der Her. v. Eph. im Lichte

der Mysterienideen (Berlin, 1886).

In the theory of Heracleitus, scientific reflection as the

sole true method already so far strengthened itself in the

abstract development of his concepts that it set itself over

against customary opinion and sense appearance with

a rugged self-consciousness. To a still higher degree the

same attitude appears in the antagonistic theory of the

Eleatic School.

19. The scientific founder of the Eleatic scIioqI , j^as

Parmenides. What had been set forth by Xcnophanes in

religious assertions about tlic unity and singleness of the

Godhead and its identity with the world, was developed j
yj^

entirely conceptually by Parmenides as a metaphysical I I

theory. Xliat concept, however, which was placed as central / | (

and drew all the others entirely into its circle, was Ik'ing^

The great Eleatic was led up to his theory through reflec-

tions of a purely formal logical nature. In a still obscure

and undeveloped form the correlation of consciousness and ^^
Being hovered before his mind. All thinking is JzeferredV^

to^sometliing thought, and therefore has Being for its con-
; (

^nt, Thinking"that refers to Nothing and is therefore J
contentless, cannot be. Therefore^ot-^Hi^T^ en n

n

ot be N )

thought, and much the less cnn itbc^ It is the greatest of (

all follies to discuss nut-Being at all, for we must speak of |

it as a thought content, that is, as something being, and i

must contradict ourselves.^ If aHjhinking refers, however,
j

^ Verses 35-40 (Mullach) : ovre yap av yvoirji to ye fifj eov • oi) yap \

avv<TTOV. oure (j)pa(raii, to yap avro voelv icrTiv re koI fivai.

2 vv. 43-51. Steinhart and Bernays have rightly called attention to

the .fact that Heracleitus is antagonized here, for he ascribes Being and

not-Being alike to the things conceived in the process of Becoming.
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' / ((^ -dl^something being', then is Bein^ everywhere the_aaine.

/ FgiUKhaisocvc r also may be thoup^ht as in the particular

thing^icvcrtjji-'loss the quality of Bein<r {das Sciii) is in all

the same. Being is the last product of an abstraction that

has compared_Jhfi pnrtifinla.r thought contents . Being

alone r£^^ams_^yh£Il all diifcrence has been abstracted from

the__coiitent .diiterminations of actuality.^ From this fol-

lows the fundamental doctrine of the Eleatics, that only

the one abstract Being is.

Tlie philosophy of Parmenides would be complete in this

brief sentence eariv ehac, if on the one hand there did

not follow from this conceptual definition a number of

predicates of Being,— predicates primarily negative and

susceptible only disjunctively of positive formulation ; and

if on the other hand the philosopher did not deviate from

the strict logic of his own postulates.

In respect to the first, all time and qualitative distinc-

i tions must be denied to Being. Being is unoriginated an^

imp^rishable:' It jvas noJL,and_ will not be^Jjut^^nly is it)

j
timeless eternity .^ For tim^^jwh-exein perhaps any thing

i that is, first was and suffered change,^ is in-nojgjsejdifferent

from a thing that is . BejjagJsLalsounchangeable, entirely

homogeneous and unitary in quality. It is also~not~plural,

but is the one unique, indivisible,* absolute cosmic Being.
i

Compare Zeller, I*. 670. The same dialectic in reference to Being

and not-Being is repeated in the dialogue, The Sophist (238), in seeking

for the possibility of error.

^ This line of thought is repeated by the Neo-Platonists, by Spinoza

et al., and is unavoidable if Being is valid as the criterion of " things

being." Compare Kant, Kr. d. v. Vern., Kelirb., 471 f.

^ V. 59 £F., especially 61 : ovbi nor rjv ouS* eo-rat inei vvv ia-riv ofxov nap

tv ^vve^es

' V. 90 : oCSf xpovos f(TTiv 7] €(TTai aWo TvapfK Tov iovros. This is di-

rected perhaps against the cosmogonies, perhaps against the chronO"

logical measure of cosmic development in Heracleitus.

* V. 78.
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A-ll pluralit}^ all qualitative difference, all origination, all \ [

change or destruction are shut out by true Being. In this \ ^
respect Parmenides has constructed the concept in perfect^
clearness and sharpness.

But this abstract ontology among the Eleatics nevertheless ^

took another turn through some content definitions obtained

from the inner and outer world of experience. This oc-

curred in the two directions resulting from the way in

which Parmenides gained the concept of Being from tlie

identity of thinking and the thing thought. That Being,
^

to which thought refers in its naive conception as if it / L^

were its own necessary content^ is corporeal actuality.^

Therefore the Being of Parmenides was identified with the

absolutely corporeal. The polemic against the acceptance

of not-Being got a new aspect in this way. The 6v coin-

'

cides with the irXeov, the /xr) 6u with the k€v6v ; and the

Eleatics taught that there is no empty space. There-

fore Being is indivisible, immovable,^ and excludes not .

.pnly qualitative ^change , but also all change of place

Thia Absolute corporeality is thereforp not—boundless

^dreXevTrjTov), but is Being ^ that is complete in itself,

unchangeably determined, self-bounded, like a perfectly

rounded, changeless and homogeneous sphere.^

^ TV. 80, 85 ; TOiVTov t' ev rcovTci re fxkvov Kaff tavro re Kelrai.

2 V. 88 f. Doubtless Parmenides antagonized the INlilesian teaching

of the aneipov in all its possible affiliations. But it is utterly unnecessary

to think that the opposition of nepas and mrfipov presupposes the num-

ber investigations of the Pythagoreans. There is not the slightest

trace of this in Parmenides. Inversely it is not impossible that the

opposition of the Eleatics against all predecessors made the dual con-

cept so important that the Pythagoreans inserted tliis among their

fundamental antitheses. Doubtless the purely Greek representation

influenced Parmenides, in which the measurable and self-determined

and never the measureless and undetermined was regarded as perfect.

Melissus seems (§ 20) to have neglected this point, and thus to have

approached the theory of Anaximauder.

» V. 102 f.
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On the other hand, however, there was again for Par-

menides no Being which was not either consciousness or

something thought : twvtov S' iarl voelv re koI ovveKev iari

voTjfia (v. 94). As for Xcnophanes, so also for Parmenides,

corporeality and thought perfectly coincide in this cosmic

god, this abstract Being : to jap irXeov eVrt v6r]/jLa (v. 149).

We can designate_i_thei^fore, ihft .Eleaticflxstem n e i tljer^liis

' materialistic uor idealistic, because llicse terms li:ive inean-

ing only when- curpurealit y ami thoirilit have been previously

CQUSidered as different fuuduineiilal formaL_aL_actuaJity. The
Eleatic theory is rather an ontology wliieli iu regard to its con-

tent so completely took its stand at the nafve puiut of view of

the_ideutifieation of corporeality aad-thought^s really to^exalt

it to the^iguity of a principle.

l^yLovQ prominently in the teaching of Parmenides than in

1

1 that of Xcnophanes does the peculiar result appear : that the

'^
j

principle, gained by conceptual reflection ou t of the need

/ \
I

of knowing the real world, proves itself entirely unsuitable

y^ \
for the purpose. This Eleatic concept of Being could

I ' e.s-plain so little of the empirical world ^yiiji^t .JParineiitdes

j

had to deny the existence of that world. All plurality and

j
diversity, all coming into existence, exiiting and passing out

i

of existence, are only illusory appearance,— false_names that

I mortals have givento true Being.^ Tlie Eleatic found the

I
\ origin of th is appearance in sense-perception, of whose illu-

1 ) sory ^character he gave warning. He did not seem, however,

I 'to realize the circle involved in his reasoning. Although

'from an entirely opposite principle, he explained in a

j
'sharper epigrammatic way than Heracleitus, how the truth

can be sought only in conceptual thought but never in the

^ V. 98 f. The conjecture uvap instead of ovofi (v. 98, Gladisoh) is

invalidated by, among other thinss, the circumstance that Sophistry and

Eristic, which were developed from Eleaticism, frequently spoke of the

plurality of names for the one thing that is (§ 28).

2 V. 64 £.
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senses. ^LS-QlItQlQg^-i&,aL^^fecjJ[^.conscious rationalism

that sliut_out all experiennft and HpnipH all content.

Nevertheless Parmemdes believed that he could not do

without a physical theory^ possibly because he felt the de-

mands of his scientific society in Elea. So the second

part ^ of his didactic poem gave a kind of hypothetical and

problematical physics which stands out of logical connec-

tion with the ontology of the first part. But on the other

hand the \' Human Opinion^' about the maiiy~ chan^eaJbTe

things offered to sensation were not simply reproduced,

but were transformed, as they would necessarily have to be,

according to his presupposition, if in general .plurality

motion and changa_were to be recognized as real. •3lQjthis_l

belonged first of_all the statement^tha t that which is not, is
{

thought 2 as actual side bysidethat which is ; and that out
|

of Ihe reciprocal action of the two are derived multijjlicit}'

and the process of individual Becoming. The physica

theory of Parmenides was a dualism, a theory of oppositcs

Although in this respect it reminds us strongly of

Heracleitus, the agreement with him is still more apparent

in the making whatever really is as the equivalent of the

light, and whatever really is not as the equivalent of the

darkness.^ When therefore this pair of opposites was

identified with the thin and thick, the light and the heavy,

the fire and the earth, the reference was to Anaximander.

Yet, on the other hand, there was full recognition of the

Heracleitan teaching, which had set fire over against all

the other elements as tlie forming and determining ele-

ment. If Parmenides did not herein also point out the

relation between these two opposites as that of an active

1 V. 18-30; 33-7; 110 f.

2 On this point later Atomism, which was more logical than even

Parmenides himself in physics, regarded not-Being, i. e., empty gpace,

as actual.

« V. 122 f.

1̂4
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and a passive principle, nevertheless Aristotle was justified

(Met., I. 3, 984 b, 1), inasmuch as for Parmenides tlie hre,

which possesses Being, certainly had the value of an ani-

mating, moving principle over against the darkness as a

thing not possessing it.

"Of the particular theories of Parmenides which have been

handed down in a very fragmentary condition, there is not

much to remark. WitlLhJilL^^so the^^rinoip^l stress wn a

laid upon metaph ysics. The little inforniation that exists

proves that he tried with considerable art to develop the

dualism which he derived fr(jm his gvncral ontolog}^, and

that he even descended to details which he made it his djityj^

to explain in all their bearings. In some particulars ho

suhigined existin^y theories'^his own without nialoiig any

actu al advance in physic s. His astronomical ideas agree

so thoroughly with those of the Pythagoreans, with whom
he doubtless came in contact, that one must admit the

dependence of the Eleatics upon the Pythagoreans in

astronomy .2 As to the origin of man, he held the same

view that Anaximander held before him and that Empe-

docles held after him. Otherwise, excepting some remarks

about procreation, etc., only his theory of sensation has

come down to us. ^r this he taught, like Heracleitus, that

of the two fundamental elements contained in man, each is

susceptible to that which is related to it in the external

world. The Warm in a living man senses the fiery connec-

tion-in-things (^Lebe7iszusamme»hang^, but even also in

the corpse, the cold, stiff body feels what is like it in its

' surroundings. Pie expressed the opinion that every man's

1 V. 120 f.

2 Compare, for details, Zellcr, I. 525 f . That Parmenides here showed

not the least knowledge of the so-called number-theorv, is another proof

of the later origin of this philosophical teaching of the Pythagoreans,

whose mathematical and astronomical investigations obviously preceded

their metaphysical. See § 24.
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Ideas and intuitions are determined by ^ the mixture of

fchese two elements in him.

There is no ground for doubting the genuineness of the report i /
,

of Plain '^ that, Wrrr""'^"^° '" '^'"^ "''•'
"[];" "Tr^'^t t"^ Attiono^ w}^PI^ >

the..young Socrates saw hiin. The statements of the dialogue?

Parmenides, which presents''the fiction ^ of a conversation be-j

tween Parmenides aud Socrates, are not wanting in probabilityJ

According to this, Parmenides was born about 515. lie came|

from a distinguished family, aud his intercourse with the

Pythagoreans is well attested.* On the other hand, however,

his acquaintance with Xenophanes^ is also well proved, together

with whom he directed the activity of the scientific association;

in his native city, Elea. Parmenides exercised a decided in-j

fluence on the political life also of this newly founded city,^ audi

is in general represented as a serious, influential, and morally]

high character.'' His work was written about 470 or somewhat
later. It was in answer to that of Heracleitus, and at the same
time it inspired the theories developed somewhat later and
almost contemporaneously by Empedocles, Auaxagoras, Leu-
cippus, and Philolaus (Chap. III.). It is in verse, and shows
a peculiar amalgamation of abstract thought aud plastic poetic

fancy. The greater portion of the preserved fragments came
from the first and ontological section of the poem, which was
perhaps also called ir^pl c^i'o-ew?. Besides Karsten and Mullach,

Am. Peyron (Parmenidis et Empedo/dis fragmenta, Leipzig,

1810) and Heinr. Stein {Symh. philologorum Bonnensinm in

honorem F. Jiitschleii, Leipzig, 1864, p. 76-3 f.) have collected

and discussed the fragments. Compare Vatke, Parmenidis
Veliensis doctrina, Berlin, 1844; A. Biiumker, Die Eiyiheit des

P'schen Seins (Jahrb. f. M. Mass. PhiloL, 1886, 541 f,).

20. Whereas Parmenides made a no inconsiderable con-

cession to the customary idea of the plurality and change

of things, at least in his construction of an hypothetical

1 V. ur, f.

2 Thecetetus, 183 e.

' Parmenides, 127 b ; Sophht, 111 c
* Diog. Laert., IX. 25; Strabo, 27, 1, 1.

5 Arist. Met., I. 5, 986 b, 22.

• Diog. Laert., IX. 23, according to Speusippus.

' Plato, TheoBt, 183 e: compare Soph., 237 a; Farm., 127 b.

5
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v physics his fricnd^and pup il Zgpo of Elea^.proceeded_to

/ IrcCute even this customary point of vie-ffi.-jind thereby_ to

/establish directly the teaching of his master concerning

/ the unity and unchangeablcness of Beings The habit of

gjlgtr^^^ tbinkingj whip-h w^a raised to a pre-eminence by

Parmenides, manifested itselfJiej'e in the way in which his

pupil turned entirely from the earlier physicai_ tendency of

science. Zenojwas no longer concerned in apprehending

or understanding empirical_realityj He was interested only

in the conceptual defence of the paradoxes of his teacher.

In seeking to discover, therefore, the contradictions which

inhere in ordinary opinions regarding the plurality and

mutability of things, he employed in a more partisan spirit

than Parmenides arguments not based on subject matter

or empirical fact, but only those of formal logic.

This appeared primarily in the form of the proof,— first

systematically and expertly used, as it seems, by Zeno.

By the continuous repetition of contradictory disjunc-

tives, he sought to deny exhaustively all the possibilities

I (of comprehension and defence of the assailed thought,

'Until it was at last brought into obvious contradictions.

On account of this keen application of the apparatus

of logic, which lets the entire proof seem to be controlled

by the law of contradiction, we may suppose that Zeno first

had a clear consciousness of formal logical relations.

Aristotle even called him the inventor of dialectic^

f All the difficulties that Zeno by this method found in

I

the ideas of multiplicity and movement refer to the infinity

of space and time, and indeed partly to the infinitely large,

1

partly to the infinitely small. These difficulties simply

prove in the last instance the impossibility of thinking

exclusively of continuous spatial and temporal quantities

1 Zeller, II*. 538, for unimportant and even trivial notes which seem

to controvert this, and for the most part rest upon misconceptions.

2 Diog. Laert., VIII. 57.
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as analyzed into discrete parts, — of thinking of the in-

finity of the perceptive process. Upon this ground the

difficulties of Zeno could find no conclusive solution until the

very real and difficult problems resting on them were consid-
;

ered from the point of view of the infinitesimal calculus. <

Compare Aristotle, Physics, in many places with the comments
by Simplicius. Bayle, Diet. hist, et ait., article Zenon; Herbart,

Einleitung in die Philos., § 139 ; Metaph., § 284 f. ; Ilegel, Gesch.

d. Phil, Complete Works, Vol. Xlll. 312 f. ; Wellmann, Zmons
Beweise gegen die Beivegimg und ihre Wideiiegungen, Frankfort

a. O., 1870 ; C. Dunan, Les arguments de Zenon d'Elee contre

le mouvement, Nautes, 1884.

The proofs advanced by Zeno^again st themultiplicity

of what really is, were two, and they were concerned in

parlTwith magnitude, in part with number. As regards

magnitude, whatever pos^;osSes Bemg must, it it be many,

be on the one hand infinitely small and on the other

infiiiitely great : infinitely snuilNbecause the aggregation

of ever so many parts, of which every_one, being indivisible,

has no magnitude, can result also in no magnitude;

infinitely great because the juxtaposition of two partsjpre-

supposes a boundary befc££mi-the two, which, as something

real, must itself likewise have spatial magnitude, but on

this account must again, be parted by boundaries from the

two minor portions of which the same is true, etc., etc. 1

Again, as regards number, whatevei^posisesscs Being must, if '

it be sup[)osed to be mauv, be thought as both limited and \

unlimited. It must be limited^ .becaus£_it-is just as_ '

many as_ it is,jio^more nor less. It-must, be unlimited

because two different things possessing Being must be

separated by a boundary Asliich as a third must itself be

different from these, and must be separated from them both

by a fourth and fifth, and so ad infinitum.''''
^

1 The second part of the argument is essentially the same in both

proofs, and was called by the ancients the argument e/c BixoTOfiias, in
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It is probable, and also chronologically quite possible, that

these proofs were even at that time directed against the begin-

nings of Atomism (j? 23). They are intended to show that the

world cannot be thought as an aggregation of atoms. Consist-

ent with this view is the further circumstance that Zeno's

polemic was made against the idea of mutability of what pos-

sesses Being only in the sense of K-iVr/o-is, not in the sense of dWoiw-

o-is (qualitative change). Atomism affirmed KtVr/fris, and denied

qualitative cliange. There is, in addition, a third argument
against the plurality of Being, Avhich Zeno seemed rather to indi-

cate than to develop. This is the so-called Sorites, according to

which it is inconceivable how a bushel of corn could make a

noise when the single kernels make none. This argument
became effective in the polemic against the atomists, who
sought to derive qualitative determinations from the joint motion

of atoms. Presumably against atomism there was directed

another argument of Zeno, which dealt neither with the plural-

ity nor the motion of what possesses Being, but with the

reality of empty space, which was the presupposition of move-
ment to the atomists. Zeno showed that if what possesses

Being should be thought as in space, this space as an actuality

must be thought to be in another space, etc., ad infinitum.

On the other hand, the application wliich Zeno made of the

categories of infinity and flniteness, of the unlimited and
limited, appears to suggest a relationship to the Pythagoreans,
in whose investigations these ideas played a great rOle. § 19

;

§ 24.

The contradiction involved in the conception of motion

Zeno tried to prove in four ways: (1) By the impossihility

of going through a fixed space. This means that the infinite

divisibility of the space to be passed through will not allow

the beginning of motion to appear thinkable. (2) By the

impossibility of passing through a space that has movable

limits. This supposes the goal, which is to be reached in

any finite time, to be pushed away, though perhaps ever so

little. An example of this is Achilles, who cannot catch

the tortoise. (3) By the infinitely small amount of motion

at any instant of time, since the body in motion during any

which dichotomy is used not in the logical but in the original physical

sense.
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individual instant of time is at some definite point, i. e. at

rest. He used the resting arrow as an example. (4) Bi/

the relativity of the amount of motion. A motion of aj

carriage appears to differ in amount according as it is

measured in its process of separation by a stationar^y

carriage or by one in motion in the opposite direction.

Little is kDOWD_about the life of Zene. If one holds that

the exact chronological reports in the dialogue of Parmenides
are fictitious and the statements of the ancients about the

aK/x.77 are doubtful, nevertheless it is certain Zeno can have
been scarcely a generation j-ounger than Parmenides. One
will not make a mistake if one places the length of his life at

sixty years, between 490 and 430. He was, then, the contempo-
rary of Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Lencippus, and Philolaus, and
it is easily possible that he held fast to Parmenides' doctrine

of Being in its conceptual abstractness in direct contrast to

the remodellings of it by these men. His well-attested $vy-

ypa^ixa was composed in prose, and, to suit his formal schema-
tism, was divided into chapters. In these the single v7ro6/ecret?

found their reductio ad ahsurdum.^ If the presentation of

these in accordance with their polemic natnre had the form
of question and answer,^ then this is probably the beginning

of the philosophic dialogue-literatui'e which later developed

so richly.^

Of lesser significance i. was Melissus^f Samos. Not a

natfve Eleatic, he was also not a complete and consistent

supporter of Parmenides's doctrine of Being. He was

somewhat the junior of the Eleatic, and lived on into the

time of the eclectic tendency in which the opposing the-

ories began to fade out (§ 25). In the main, to be sure,

he thoroughly defended the Eleatic fundamental principle,

and in a manner obviously antagonistic to Empedocles,

Anaxagoras, Lencippus, and in part to tlie Milesian physics.

1 Plato, Farm., 127 c ff. ; Simpl. Phys., 30 v, 139, 5.

2 Arist. TTfpt aot^. Aeyx-i 10, I'O b, 22.

3 Diog. Laert., III. 48.

4 Arist. Met., I. 5, 986 b, 27 ; Phys., I. 3, 18G a, 8. nepi (To<p. eXiyx

5, 167 b, 13.
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Yet he stood with his doctrine of the infinity of the One in

so striking a contrast to Panncnides, and in such obvious

harmony with Anaximander, that he ajipcars as a real

intermediary between the two. The form of his arguments

shows the influence of the dialectic schematism of Zeno.

Alelissu^ txLei.lO-4it(^^^fi--"*-t^***^~^^^--(l)- wiiaLreally is,

is eternal because it can arise out of neith c'' whgt^Jsjruvr

whatisjiot; (2) fh^^ ^^^«t r'^nlly ia, is without be^^in^

and end, tcim porally and spatiall,v^i. e. infinite {ciTretpov) ;

(8) tliat whnj_req.11y is., is sw ^'Ip., sinee spvprpi ih\ncrA tlynt,

really arc^ would limit one another in spar.ft and time : (4)

th a.t^what_rnally is, is-jin£hangeable. motionless, and condi-

tionless, because every change involves a kind of origina-

tion and ending, and every movement presupposes empty

space which cannot beJ;hou^it~as possessing J^ingT^ It is

thus clear that Aristotle correctly found the conception of

the ev in Melissusjjojie more materialistic than in Parmen-

ides. What ^^lissus^ won by such an apprpximatimi—to

the Milesian physics, when he still denied every change

to Being, .i5.4iot clear. His theory a^eaj^ia_therefore, to be

a compromise without a^iiy_stT0iig principle.

Melissus, son of IthageBjss-;

Sannaii_J[eet _CQDQU:e£ed the AtfaBniansiiTlgg
avai'ch, under whom the

Hls "personal
relation to the Eleatics has not been explained. His ^i yyptt/u,/Lta

(Trepi </)t'o-€ws or Trept tuv 6vto<;^ Siniplicius and Suidas) was writ-

ten in prose. Compare F. Kern, Zur Wilrdignng des M., (Stet-

tin, 1880) ; A. Pabst, De M. P. fragmentls (Bonn, 1889) ; M.
Offner, Zur Beurtheilung des M. {Arch. f. Gesch. d. PJa'los., IV.
12 f.).

The polemic of Zeno gave clearest expression to the

fundamental—DrinciDle of the Eloatic pliilosophy. He
the conceptually

inci£le_ ot the

out__jQo:icalbthought out_,,fojyically and consistently

n£cessar^_concept of Being, which in itself alone^ did not

siifl^ce^or^e^apprehension and explanation of the empiri-

Jcally actuaT The Heracleitan thesis that the essence of
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things is to be sought in an orderly process of perpetual /

change, stood opposed to it. Zeno's argument was purely]

ontological. It recognized only the one increate and un-

changeable Being, and denied the reality of multiplicity

and Becoming without also explaining their appearance.

The argument of Heracleitus was entirely genetic. It »

I

seized upon the process itseTf^aridTts^permanentlnodes'witK^ 1

lout satisfying the need of connecting this process with an

1 ultimate and continuous actuality. The concept of Being

j
is, however, a necessary postulate of thought, and the pro-

I

cess of occurrence is a fact not to be denied. Consequently^

ifrom the opposition of these two doctrines, Hellenic pliilos-

iophy gained a clear view of the task which in an indefinite

jway underlay the very initial conception of the a/3%';. This

task was from Being to explain the process of phenomenal

change.

3. Efforts toward Reconciliation.

The above problem gave rise to a number of philosophi

cal ^eories which are best designated as efforts toward

reconciliation between the thought motifs of the Eleatic and

H^acleitan schools. Since all the arguments aim at so|

modifying the Eleatic idea of Being that from it the or-
j

derly \^^f^r_^^±jif o^^rurrp"^^ '^^ ^^q Heracleitan sense ma

seem conceivable, they are at once of a metaphysical an

physical character.

Two ways were open for the solution of this problem

:

pnyled from t^armeiiides7^the_ot_her from^HeracloitusT

The Inadpquary nf.,^heETeatic concept of Being to explain

empMpa'l plurality and change was due essentially to it

qualities of singleness and spatial immobility. If these

characteristics, however, were given upj those of non

Becoming, indestructibili ty, and C[ualitative permanence

could be more strongly maintained in prdftr to explainpro-
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cess and change by means of a plurality of objects pos-

sessing Being (Seienden), with the help of spatial motion.

The theories of Empedoclcs, Anaxagoras, and the Atomists

moved in this direction. Common to them all was the

pluralism of substances, and the mechanistic method of

explanation, in virtue of which origin, change, and destruc-

tion were supposed to be derived merely'%i^m the motions

of these substances unchangeable in themselves. These

theories were in extreme antithesis to the hylozoistic

' monism of the Milesians in particular. On the other

p hand, these three systems were distinguishable from one

jip/^ another partly as to the number and quality of the sub-

stances that each assumed to exist, partly as to the rela-

tionships of substances to motion and moving force. The

insufficiency of tlare Heracleitan^theory consisted, however,

notln establishing the concept of th^rhythm of thepro-

cess of occurrence , but in retaining nothing else of what

really is, as entering into these changes. Heracleitusliad""

recognized no one of the empirical materials, and_no

bstract noumenon, and consequently nothing as Being.

^Tf now Parmenides showed that thinking undeniably pre-

supposes something that really is, one would be forced to

''^•O" try to vindicate the character of Being for the relations

and connections which Heracleitus had retained as the

sole permanence. This the Pythagoreans attempted to do

with their peculiar number theory.

These four efforts toward reconciliation sprang accordingly

simultaneousl}'^ out of one and the same need. Their represen-

tatives were nearly contemporaneous. From this fact are

explained not only a number of the similarities and affinities in

their doctrines, but also the circumstance that tliey frequently,

particularly in polemics, seem to have referred directly to one
another. This is at the same time a proof of the lively scien-

tific interest and interchange of ideas in the middle of the fifth

century through the entire circle of Greek civilization.

The "efforts toward a reconciliation" used as a basis for

associating these philosophers here is fairly generally recognized

/.-i
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for the first three, although on the one hand Anaxagoras is

usually set apart by himself (Hegel, Zeller, Uebervveg), be-

cause we have overestimated his doctrine of the vms. On the

other hand, Atomism (iSchleiennacher, Hitter) has naturally been

classified with Sophistry. Compare, respectively, § 22 and § 28.

Yet, from the time of the Pythagoreans until now, Strumpell

alone has preceded me in this proposed view. Brandis treats

indeed the Pythagoreans for the first time before the Sophists,

but as a tendency independent of the others.

21. The first and most imperfect- of these attempts at* /^
reconciliation was that of Empedocles. Jle proceeded

—

t^
expressly from the thesis of Piicmiinides Jhat there can ^ \. V

be no originatipn^nd.jdestructLoii. as_such. In his effort

;

to explain apparent origination and destruction, he said

that every origination should be regarded as a comhi- ,

nation, and every. destruction a separation of the original,
j

elements.^ He called the original materials the p^to/xara
j

irdvTQjv, and he does not seem to have employed the later
;

customary expression, crroix^ca. The predicates of " unori-

ginated," " imperishable," " unchangeable," belong to the

elements. They are eternal Being; and the manifold and

change of single things arc su|»poscd to be explained by, \

spatial motion, by virtue of which they are mixed in differ-^;'

^

ing relations to one another.

Accordingly, Empedocles^should apparently be accredited

with the p.riQntx_of_forming^ this conception of theelemeni\

that has been so powerful in the development of our science 1

of nature. It_ is the conception of a material, homoge^ 1

neous in content, qualitatively unchangcal)le, and lial)le to

changing states of motion and to mechanical division.

He got this conception, nevertheless, in the attempt to make
the concept of Being of Parmenides nseful in the explana-

tion of nature. Much less happy, although historically

^ Plutarch, Plac, I. 30 (Dox., 326) (pvcrii ovSevos icmv airavTcdv Ovtjtcov

ovBe Tis ovKofxepov Bavaroio TfXewrij. dXXfi novoi> fju^is re BiaXka^is re /iiytWwv

icrTi, (fivaii B'en). rois di'ond(eTUi dvOpoinoiaiv.
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quite as effective, was the point of view which Empedocles

formed of the number and essence of these elements. He

adduced the well-known four : earth, air, lire, and water.

The choice of four fundunicntal elements was the result

of no systematic conception ou tlie part of Empedocles, in the

way that Aristotle, by whom this theory was established and

made the common property of all literature, later made tliem a

fundamental part of his system. As it appears, it was the result

of an impartial consideration of the previous plnlosophic theories

of nature : water, air, fire are to be found as elements among
the lonians; and earth in the hypothetical physics of tiie Ele-

atics. That Empedocles ^ placed fire over against the three other

elements, and thus returned to the two divisions of Heracleitus

(§ 19), reminds us of this latter. Nevertheless the number

of elements as four has in it something arbitrary and immature,

as likewise appears from the superficial characterization that

Empedocles gave to each singly.^

c^mpedocle~s':l;Q_iill appearances was not able to say ho

w

the different qualit[es of jparticidar things v/ere derived

j
from their combining. Quantitative relationships and

states of aggregation might appear to be thus derived,

\ but not particular qualities. Consequently Empedocles

J
seems to have had only the former in mind when he so

I

described the process of combination and separation, that

I
therein the protruding parts of one body were supposed to

'\j^)ress into the pores, i. e. into the interstices,^ of another body.

Empedocles seems to be referring to the former also in

Ids defining the relationship and the strength of the recip-

rocal attraction of empirical things by the stereometrical

similarity between the emanations of one substance and
the pores of another. As to the qualitative difference

1 Arist. Met., I. 4, 985 a, 32 ; De gen. el corr., II. 3, 330 b, 19.

2 Zeller, R COO.

3 That this acceptation presupposed a discontinuity of the originav

matter, and hardly was to be thought without the presupposition of empty
space, which he with the Eleatics denied (fr. v. 91, Arist. De coelo, IV.

2, 309 a, 19), appears to have furnished no difficulty to Empedocles.

1
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between individual things, he taught only in very general S

terms that this difference depends on the different masses j>

in which all or only some of the elements exist in^-^

combination.

But_,the mOTe that^EmpedQcJ^ claimed the character of n

the Parmenidean Being for his four elenicnt"s71TieTo.srcoiild 1

he find in them an ex[)lanation of the motiuii^in which they /

must exist according t(j his tlieory of union and senaratimi".'"^

vSJpure^iangeless Being^ the_eleiiicnU rould not move them^
selves, hut oidyTe moved. To exphiin tlic world, the theory

needed further, then, beside the four elements, a cause of
j

motioh^r ajmojm^^^^^^^^^^^ Here, in the~st^atement of this" "

problem, appears first completelyrfe^edoclcs's^opposition to /

the hylozoism of the Milesians. He was the first in whose l-^^

theory/orce and W2ai!^er\re_diffiTeiitiated as separate cosmic

IDOwersrTjnder the influence of Parnienides he had aecord- '"'Ttv

ingly so conceived the world-stuff that the ground of motion Ji

could n ot hft found in it itself. So, in order to explain the \^
cosmic process, he had to find a force difTerent froTu th.e

stuff and moving it. Although Empedoclcs introduced this'

dualism into tlie scientific thouglit of tlic (Irecks, it appeared

not in sharp conceptual, but in mytliical-poctic formj-for

he designated the two cosmic forces which caused the com

bination and separation of the primitive substances, as Love'

and Hate.

The personification, which Erapedocles moreover, as like-

wise Parmenides in bis didactic poem, extended to the ele-

ments, was mythical and poetic ; so also the representation

inadequate because stated in terms of sense and not developed

to conceptual clearness, was of the same character. Indeed, it

is not certain from the passages in which his principles {apx^)
were enumerated as six in all, whether or not he thought of

the two forces incidentally as bodies (Arist. De gen. et con:.,

I. 1, 314 a, 16; Simpl. Phys. 6 v, 25, 21), which as such were
mingled with the other substances. Obviously he formed
no sharp idea of the nature of the actuality and the effi-

ciency that bclcMig to 1 ovo a!:(l Hate. Tliere is the additional
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fact that the duality of forces not only was called f

theoretic need of representing the dilterent causes ii

processes of cosmic union and separation ; but i

1 occasioned by considerations of worth, in which Love is thei

cause of Goodness and Hate of Evil (compare Aristotle, Met., I.

4, 984 b, 32). The view of Aristotle is supported by the predi-

cates which Empedocles (fragment v. 106 f.) attributes to
"

(fiiKorr)^ and vciKos.

From these presuppositions Empedocles derived an ex-

planation of the cosmic process, not indeed conceiving each

i individual occurrence as ever and always arising from a

universal law of combination and separation, but yet satis-

Ifying the demands of the Heracleitan philosophy by the

: assumption of a perpetual cyclio> process of development.

He taught, namely, that the four elements j^ thatJie assumed

as alike in their ndass, change out of^ a state of perfect

mingling and equality, separate by the action of the peiKo^,

and become completely sundered ; that th^ from this state

of separation they pass back through the iniluLnce of the

^tXoTT/? to their original absolute intermixture. There re-

sults from this a cycle of four continuously dissolving cosmic

states : (1) that of the unlimited supremacy of Love and

of the perfect unification of all the elements, which is called

by B^edocles a^aipo'^ and also designated as to ev or Oeoq
;

(2) that of the process of successive separation through

the constantly growing preponderance of velKo^ ; (3) that

of the absolute separation of the four elements through the

sole supremacy of Hate
; (4) that of the process of succes-

sive recombination through the increased predominance of

Compare Arist. Pliys., VIIT. 1, 250 b, 26.

it is clear that a world of individual things can appear only
in the second and fourth stages of the cosmic process, and that

Hticli a world is characterized every time by the opposition and
Conflict between the combining and separating principles.

Here is the place of the Heracleitan fundamental principle in

the Empedoclean conception of the cosmos. On the other
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be said that the two parts of the Parmenideun
rm appear no longer in the opposition of Being and

ip^arance, but in the relationship of changing cosmic states.

The first and third phases are acosmic in the Eleatic sense ; the
second and fourth are, on the contrary, full of the Heracleitan
TToXe/xos-

All that we have of the particulars of the theory of Empe-
docles seems to teach that he regarded the present state of

the world as the fourth phase, in which the elements that

have been separated by Hate are reuniting through Love

into the Sphairos. At least in reference to the formation

of the world he taught that the separated elements have

been brought through Love into the whirling motion that

is in the process of uniting them. Originally the air en-

compassed the whole like a sphere, and by virtue of this

motion fire broke out from below. The air was pressed

below and into the middle, was mixed with the water into

mud, and then formed into the earth. The two hemi-

spheres originated in this way : one was light and fiery

;

the other dark, airy, and interspersed with masses of fire,

which on account of the rushing of the air in rotatory

motion around the earth created day and night.

In particular, Enipedocles showed— not without dependence
on the Pythagoreans— highly developed astronomical ideas

concerning the illumination of the moon from the sun, concern-

ing eclipses, the inclination of the ecliptic, etc., and also many
interesting meteorological hypotheses.

Biiipedociei. .had an especial interest in the_organ,ic

world. He regarded plants as primary organisms ..and _as

having souls like animals. He compared in isolated

remarks the formation of fruit with the procreation of

animals, their leaves with hair, feathers, and scales ; and so

one finds in him the beginnings of a comparative mor-

phology. Also numerous physiological observations of his

are preserved. But especially are there biological reflec-
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tions, ill which he in some measure in the spirit of the

present theory of adaptation explained, although with fanci-

ful naivetd, the existence of the present vital organisms

hy the survival of purposeful forms from things that on

the whole were aimlessly created.^

Emp6'doclesMid not except man^ from this purely me-

l
" chanlcal origination^^jid heconstructed a large number of

, interesting single hypotheses in respect to his physiological

fimctions. The blood plays an important role in this

theory. It was to him the real carrier of life, and in it he

believed he could see the most perfect combination of the

four elements. It is of especial interest that he conceived

the process of perception and sensation as analogous to his

universal theory of the interaction of elements. He ex-

plained this process as contact of the small parts of the

perceived things with the similar parts of the perceiving

organs, wherein the former were supposed to press upon

the latter, as in hearing ; or the latter upon the former, as

in sight. Since then, in general, such interaction was to

his mind the more close, the more nearly similar were the

emanations and pores, he established the principle, there-

fore, that all external things are known by that in us

which is similar to them. Herein was involved to some

degree the idea that man is a microcosm, the finest admix-

ture of all the elements.

HcnoG it followed-iacC^mgedacIesVthat all-^perceptual

knowledge depends upon the combination of elements in

the body and especially ^y th^ hlnnrlj ^,]id thni. the spiritual

nature depends on the physical p ature. Just on this^
1 Aristotle has brought this thought into abstract expression, and it

contains the whole modern development theory vi mice. Phys., II. S,

198 b, 29; ottov fiev ovi> anavra avvefir] axnrep Kav el eveKo. tov eyefero,

ravra fj.ev eaadr], diro tov avTOfxdrov crvaTavTa eTnTrjSflcoi, oaa 8e fifj oi/rcos,

CTrtoXero kuI dnoXkvrai Kadcmep 'EfineSoKXrjS Xeyei, etc.

^ He appears to have made good use of the tales about the centaurs.
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account, moreover he could deplore incidentally, as Xeno-

phanes deplored, the limitation of human knowledge ; and

could assert, on the other hand, with IJeracleitus arid Par-

menides, that true knowledge does not gr6wl)ut ofsense"

perception, but only out of reflection" (i/oe7i7) and reason

(i'oOs^).^

"^^Eiii^iedo.cl^roi .Agrigentum,--the first T")orian in tlic history of

pbilB?2]^Ty,'i^ived probably from 4',Mi-l;;o. He c.aine from "a

rich amr~respectal)le family which liad been partisans for the

. democTlicy'lTr the mnnicipal struijgle.s. Like" his father, iMetoii,

jEmpedocles distingiiished lum'seTf~as a citizen and statesman,

I

but later he fell into the disfavor of the other citizens. In his

vocation of physician and priest, and with the paraphernalia of

a magician,^ he then travelled abont throngh Sicily and Magna
^Grfficia. Many stories circulated into later time concerning his

death, like that well-known one of his leap into iEtua; ' ^' this

religious role he taught the doctrine of transmigration and of an
apparently purer intuition of God, like that of the Apollo cult.

These teachings, which were not consistent in content with his

metaphysico-physical theories, show, however, much the greater

similarity to the teaching of Pythagoras (§ V2). Pythagorean-
ism he certainly knew, and indeed his entire career suggests a

copy of that of Pythagoras. When we consider his political

affiliations, it is improbable that he had any close connection
with the Pythagorean society. Empedocles stood comparatively
isolated, — save his acquaintance with the teachings of Hera-
cleitus and Parmenides, the latter of whom he presumably
knew personally. Nevertheless he seems to have been afiili-

ated with a yet Iai:ger luxly in tlint he is chiimcterized as oue
of _ the first representatives of rhetoric.'' He had even con-
nections with the so-called Sicilian school of rlietoric (or ora-

tory), in which are preserved the names of Tisias and Korax as

well as that of Gorgias, whom they antedate.* Only -n-cpl (^iVeois

and KaOap/jioL are the writings of Empedocles that can l>c

authenticated. The preserveii small fragments are especially

collated by Sturz (Leipzig, 1805), Karsten (Amsterdam, 1838),

and Stein (Bonn, 1852). Compare Bergk, Z)e2)rooem?'o, E. Berl.,

1 Fr. V. 24 ; 81.

'^ Thus he pictured himself in the becjinning of the Songs of Purifica-

cation (Kadapfiol)

.

3 Diog. Laert., VIII. 57 ; Sext. Emp. Adv. math., VII. 6.

4 See below, § 2G,
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1830 ; Panzerbieter, Beitrdge zitr Kritik unci Erlduterung des E.

(Meiningen, 1814) ; Schliiger, E. qnatoms Ileraclitum secutus

sit (Eisenach, 1878). — O. Kern, E. und d. Orphiker {Arch. f.

Gesch. d. Ph., I. 498 f.).

^ 22. " Older in years, younger in works than Empedo-

cles," ^ Anaxagoras Drought the movement of thought,

which had bceiTTvegun by Empedocles, to an end in one

direction. He, like Empedocles, was convinced that we do

\ not use language correctly when we speak of origination

and destruction, since the mass of the world must remain

unchangeably the same.^ On this account apparent origi-

nation and destruction are better designated as combina-

tion and separation (cruy/cpto-t? sive (TVfM/iiL^L<i). Whatever

enters into combination or whatever suffers separation was

to him, also, a plurality of original substances which he

called ^pij/jbara or airepfxara. Thus far he agreed with his

predecessor. But he took decided exception to the arbi-

trary assumption of Empedocles that there are only four

elements, since it is impossible to explain the qualita-

tive distinctions of empirical things by the union of these

four elements. Since the Parmenidean idea of Being

excludes the new creation and destruction of qualitative

determinations, and demands qualitative unchangeable-

ness for the totality of primitive materials, Anaxago-

ras argued that there are as many qualitative 'x^pTjfMara,

different from one another, as there are qualitative deter-

minations in empirical things. The things of which we

are sensible are composite, and they are named according to

the primitive material that prevails in them at any par-

ticular instant.^ Their qualitative change (aWo/two-i?)

consists in the fact that other primitive materials enter

into the combination or some are excluded from it.

1 Arist. Met., I. 3, 984 a, 11.

2 Fr. 14.

8 Arist. Pkys., I*. 187 b.
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The 'x^prjixaTa must, according to this, be thought as divis-

ible ;
^ and in antithesis to the perceived things, which con-

sist of heterogeneous components, we must designate as

'X^p'^fULTa all those substances which fall into homogeneous
parts, however far they be divided. Therefore Aristotle

designated the aTrepfxara of Anaxagoras as ofMotofieprj, \

and in later literature they go under the name of homoio-
j

meriai. Consequently, what Anaxagoras had here in mind
was nothing other than the chemist's idea of the element.

The utter inadequacy of data on whjcli Anaxagoras could 1

depend appears in the development of his theory. For !

since observation had as yet not been directed to chemical,
\

but only to mechanical analysis, the constituents of ani-

mals, such as bones, flesh, and marrow, as well as metals,

were enumerated as elements. Further, because the

philosopher possessed no means of fixing upon a deter-

mined number of elements, he declared them to be num-
berless and differing in form (ISea), color, and taste.

j-'^When Aristotle in several places (see Zeller, I^. 875 f.) cites

/only organic substances in Anaxagoras as examples of the ele-

Iments, he is speaking more out of his preference for this field

[than of an inclination on the part of Anaxagoras to refer

finorganic matter to the organic. TJiei-e-is nQt_J;hs_-sligb,test/ / .

Trace to be discovered in Anaxagoras' cosmogony of a quahta-l / /

tive distinction between the organic and the inorganic. In\
particular, what we may call his teleology is not by any means
confined to the organic.

As regards the motion of these substance^^^naxagoras^

also separated the principle of Being fi-om that of Bjecom-

ing, but in an entirely different way from -what we find

in Empedocles. Tlie poetical and niytliical ioym of this

thought he strippcil off; but at the same tirne, instead

1 Tn remarkable dependence on Parmenidos, Anaxagoras neverthe-
^'^

less makes a polemic, like Empeilocles, against the acceptance of empty_

space (Arist. Phys. ,1Y., 6, 213 a, 22), and at tTTe~saine"lTme also against

the finite divisibility of matter postulated in the concept of atoms.
^''~

_
g
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f . of reflecting like Heracleilus upon the antagonistic pro-

**]
) cesses of motion, he emphasized again the unity of the

" cosmic process. Since' Anaxagoras;^ as is the case with

all naive conception, could think of the actual only as

material stuff, he had_ to seek among the numberless

ypy'jfiaTa for one which is the common cause of motion

for all the others. This primitive dynamic material or

motion-stuff was conceived by him as having life within

itself, after the analogy of the Ionian cosmic matter. It

moves the others from within itself.^ Its_nature, however,

was inferred by Anaxagoras from tlie_character of the

world~~of perception that it brought into being. This

world presents itself as an ordered, purposeful whole,

and the forming force must also be orderly and purposeful.

Therefore after an analogy ^ to the principle actively

working in living beings, Anaxagoras called it the 2/01)9,

the reason, or, as it may best be translated, the thoujJit-

stuff (Denkstoff). Far from being an immaterial princi-

pie, the " spirit " is to Anaxagoras corporeal matter, but

indeed in a state of exceeding refinement.'^; Xt__^_t]bLe

" lightest," the most mobile, the only matter that moves

itself. It represents the X070'?, both in the macrocosm

and in the microcosm. As regards the form and move-

ment of the cosmic process, it has all the functions of

the Heracleitan fire.

^
""The order (koV/xo?) and pnrposefulnosg of the empirical

world, on which Anaxagoras depended in his assertion of the

vors hiaKocr^uiv to. Trai/ra, was not noted by him BO much in single

.terrestrial things as in the great relationships of the universe, in

* Aristotle in Physics, VIII. 5, 256 b, 24, proved only that Anaxagoras

has called ihevovs the dnadfis and d/xiyijf. The predicate aKivrjTos is only

nn inference of Aristotle. The mobility of the vovs and its implications

in single things is clearly set forth in passages like Stob. EcL, I. '90

(Z>ox., 392), and Sinipl. Phys., 35 recto, 164, 23.

2 Arist. ^fet., I. 3, !)84 !>, 15, Kaeantp iv toTs fmotf.
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the regular revolutions of the heavenly bodies.^ His monism \
and the teleological method of his presentation rested on astro-
nomical considerations. Compare ^y. Dilthej, Einleitvng in d. ;

Geisteswissenschaften, V. 201 f. He SQua;Iil-in-.a-purRly' nntii- 1

ralistic way a physical £xpla^ionj_aiid was not in the smallest I

degree concerned with religious. -matters. If Fe','"as~!s'vei-y /

doubtful, called " the vovs God, yet this would only have been a
metaphysical expression, as it had been among tlie Milesians.

,

The doctrine of the vov<; was taken by Aristotle very much in'

the sense of an immaterial spirituality, when in the well-knowh/f
passage {Met., I. 3, 984 b, 17) Aristotle placed the doctrine q{\

Anaxagoras as that of the only sober philosopher among them |

all. In the Hegelian interpretation, which even to-day is not
outgrown, Auaxagoi-as is placed at the close of the pre-Sophis-
tic development on account of his alleged discovery of the
" Spirit." It sounds so fine when in this philosophy of nature

|

the world principle becomes ever more " spiritual " in passing
from water through air and fire until finally the " pure Spirit" i

has been as it were distilled from matter. But this " Spirit " is
j

likewise only living corporeality', i, e., that which moves itself.

'

Anaxagoras with his vors is scarcely a step nearer the immate-
rial than Anaximenes with air, or Heracleitus with fire. On the

other hand, we must net, fail to recognize that in this character-

ization of the moving principle Anaxagoras, in a still more em-
phatic manner than Empedocles, had taken up the factor of a
judgment of value into his theoretic explanation. Admiration
of the beauty and harmony of the world dictated to him the

acceptance of a thought-stuff arranging the universe according
to a principle of order.

5;'^'i/i

This i/ou?; therefore, stands over against the other ele^
ments.7 It alone is in itself pure and unmixed. It is sim-

ple, and possesses through its " knowlc'dge"^a jK)wer over

all other material stuff.^ It plays somehow as a stimulus

upon tlie other substances, which are mixed by it. It

participates temporarily to a greater or less degree in the

particular things thus originating. For, like all matter, it

^ Simpl. 33 verso, 15G, 13; tvcivTa SieKoa-firjo-e voos Koi rfjv Trepixa>pr]a'iu'^

TavTTjv. Tiv vvv 7r€pi)(<jjpe'L TO. re acrrpa, Koi 6 ijKios Koi r] creXTjinj /cat 6 arjp koi

6 aidrjp ol dnoKpivopevoi.

* Cicero, Acarl. II. 3 7, 118 ; Scxt. Emp. Adv. math., IX. 6.

• Fr. 7 and 8.

7
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also is qiianlitailvcly divisible and qualitativqly unchange-

a]2le. Kuniaiuing essentially identical with itself, it is dis-

tributed in different pro^tortions in singleTliirigs^^

^naxagor^' used this thought-stuff only to explain on

the one hand the beginnings of motion, and on tlie other

such single processes whic^li he could not derive from the

inochanism of tlie once for all awakened cosmic motign.

What these processes in particular are, we cannot ^ ascer-

tain from the reproaches made against Anaxagoras.^ So

far as our knowledge goes, the applicatimi that Anaxagoras^

has made of his vov^ theory to explain the cosmic process

is limited simply to this, — that he ascribed toi^ the " order-

ing " thought-stuff the beginning of motion, and that he

then conceived the motion to go on mechanically by impact

and pressure between the other primitive materials in a

manner planned by the i^oO?. Connected with this is the

fact that Anaxagoras^'denied a plurality both of coexisting

and successive worlds, and that he aimed to describe only

the origin of our present world. Consequently in distinc-

tion from his predecessors he spoke therefore of a temporal

beginning of the world.

/^Preceding this beginning is a state of the most perfect

(mingling of all substances, reminding us of the Sphairos of

Erapedocles. In this mingling all -x^pij/xara, y^'ith the excep-

tion of the vov<;, are so minutely distributed that the whole

possesses no particular character.

This idea reminds us on tlie one hand of Chaos, on the other
of the a-reipov of Anaximander. In his delineation of this

idea, we have the fact that he taught that the mixtures of dif-

fering y^prjixara let only those qualities come into perception 'n

^ IIow misjudged the meaning is, is clear, for Anaxagoras conceived

his vovt as a divine beinc.

2 It is highly improbable, according to Theoph. Hist, plant., III. 1, 4,

that it concerns the genesis of the organism.

» Plato, Phmdo, 97 b; Arist. Mel.. I. 4, 9S5 a, 18.
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which the components are all harmonized. He also in this

way conceived the four elements of Empedocles as such mix-
tures of primitive matter.^ Absolute mixture has no quality

;

6fj.ov -jravTa xprjfjiaTa yv is the beginning of the writing of

Anaxagoras.

In this Chaos the primitive thought-mat6iial£rgt created

at one point ^ arotatory-motion of -gi;eat-xelQcity„^ This, be-

ing extended in broadening circles, led to the formation of the

orderly world, and is further being continued on account of

the infinity of matter. By this rotation two great masses are

first differentiated which were characterized by the opposi-

tion of Bright, Warm, Pure-light, and Dry, as against Dark,

Cold, Dense-heavy, and Moist, and are designated by Anaxa-

goras as aWijp and aVjp.^ The latter is pressed into the centre,

and condensed into water, earth, and stones. His ideas of

the earth show him to have been essentially influenced

by the lonians. He regarded the stars as dissipated frag-

ments of earth and stone that have become glowing in the

fiery circle. He saw in the great meteor of Aegospotamoi

a confirmation of this theory and at the same time a proof

of the substantial homogeneity of the world. Anaxagoras's

astronomical view shows highly developed, many-sided ideas

and inferences, which rest in part upon his own studies.

He explained eclipses correctly ; and while he allowed to

the sun and moon altogether too small dimensions, tliey

were nevertheless very great compared to their perceptual

size.

Accordingly Anaxagoras''was convinced that, as in Chaos,

so in all individual things developed from it, the combina-

1 Arist. De gen. et corr., I. 1, 314 a, 24 ; Zeller, I*. 876.

.. 2 t*resumably Anaxagoras assumed this point to be the pole star: seg

H. Martin, Memoires de I'lnstitut, 29, 17G f. ; see Dihhey, op. cit.

8 These antitheses remind us more of the lonians than of Parmenides.

In respect to the manifold of the mixture and the determination of the

qualities, they stand in Anaxagoras obviously between the /xty/xa and the

Empedoclean elements.
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,tion of the cosmic elements is so fine and intimate that

something at least^of each one is everywhere. Thus the

organic airep^iara develop as plants and animals on the

separation of the water and earth, which separation was

caused by the heavenly fire. But the vov^^ as the vitalizing

principle, stands in intimate relations with these, and its in-

dependent power of motion was doubtless introduced here by

Anaxagoras as the cause of functions that are not mechani-

cally explicable.^ He, too, seems to have given especial

attention to sense perception, which, however, he derived, in

entire opposition to Empedocles, from the reciprocal action

of opposites influenced by the feeling of aversion. Accord-

ingly perceptual knowledge acquired in this way is only

relative.^ In contrast to it, the truth is found solely through

the \0709, through the participation of the individual in the

world reason.

AnaxagOTa^'originated iaXllg^zoraenae, iiL-ti^ circle of Ionian

culture~^om which apparently he got his rich scientlTiclcnowl-

edge and his pronounced positive and physical interest. His
birth is (^Zeller, !*, 805 f., against Hermann) to be placed at

about" oOoT We do not know about his educatiou^-particularly

how he could have been so powerfully influenced by the Eleat-

ics.- He was of wealthy antecedents) and was regarded as an
honorable gentlemaiij who, far away from all practical and polit-

ical interests, "declared the heaven to be his fatherland, and
the study of the heavenlj^ bodies his life's task,"— a statement
in which, side by side with the presentation of a purely theo-

retical ideal of life, is to be noted the astronomical tendency
which also characterized his philosojjhy. About the middle of

the century Anaxagoras, then the first among philosophers of
renown, removed to Athens, where he formed a centre of scien-

tific activity, and appears to have drawn about him the most
notable men. He was the friend of PericleSi and became in-

^ To this the objection of Aristotle ap[)lies, that Anaxagoras did

not distinguish the principle of thought (i/oC?) from the animating (he-

seelenden) principle (ylrvxr/)- (De an., I 2, 404 b.) This objection

certainly did not arise from immiinent criticism.

2 Arist. Met., IV. 5, 1009 b, 25; Sext. Enip., VII. 91.
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voLvefLundeE-iIie.jcharge QLimpiety-ia-ihe political auit-^^^ought -

against Pericles in 434 . He was obliged in consequence of_this '

to leave Athens and go to Lam[)sacus. Here lie founded a i

scientific association j and while high in honor lie died a few
j

years later (about 42^. The fragments of the only writing J

preserved of his (as it appears) vrepl ^I'o-ews (in prose) have*

been collected by Schaubach (Leipzig, 1827) and Schorn (with!

those of Diogenes of ApoUonia, Bonn, 1829) ; Panzerbieter, Del
fragmentorum Anax. orcline (INIeiningen, 1836) ; Breier, Dia
Pliilosophie des An. nach Aridotles (Berlin, 1840) ; Zevort,!

Dissert, de la vie et la doctrine d'A. (Paris, 1843) ; Alexi, A. u.j

seine Philosophie (Neu-Rnppin, 1867) ; M. Heinze, Veber den

vov'i des A. {Berichte d. Sachs. Ges. d. W., 1890). k..

Archelaus is called a pupil of Anaxagoras, but appears,"^,

nevertheless, to be so much influenced also by other theories

that he will be mentioned in a later place. The allegorical

interpretation of the Homeric poem, which in part is ascribed to

Anaxagoras himself (Diog. Laert., II. 11), in part to his pupil,

Metrodorus, has only the slightest relation to his philosophy.
"^

23. The philosopher who desired to abandon the arbitrary

theory of the four elcmeiitg of Empedocles, was obliged, in

order to oppose to it a consistent theory, to assert either

that the qualitative determinations of things are all j)ri-

mary, or that no one of them is. Th^o first way Anaxagoras/

chose; the Atomists the sc^conit. While in their explana-

tion of empirical occurrence they also postulated a plurality

of unchangeable things having J>cing, they had the boldness

to deduce all qualitative distinctions of the_j2lienoyipii^l

world from purely quantitative differentiations of the true

essence of things. This is tlieir especial significance in

the history of European science.

It iias been customary in the history of philosophy to treat

the theory of the Atomists in inseparable connection with the

pre-Sophistic systems. SPhis is explained from the fact tluiLaU^

^rect knowledge fails concerning tlie foinid'er of this theocyX^

Leucippus and his doctrine, and that the teaching of the

Atomists lies before us relatively complete only in the form

that Democritus developed it. But between Leucippus and

Democritus is an interval of certainly forty years, and this lies

in that epoch of most strenuous mental labor, — which epoch
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witnessed in_Greece the beginnings of Sophism . ^ _____
^fie eoutemporary of-Zeao, i^mpedocles , and Anaxagoi-as, but

•')iMnAPiitiiA is tlie contemporary of Socrates, and, in tlie works

his ohl age, of Plato. It is also consonant with this differ-

Vmicq of years that the fundamental thought of the Atomists

%n the form of the metaphysical postulate.iif Leucippus arose

rom the Heracleitan-Parmeuidean prol)Iems ; but also that the

evelopnient of that postulate, which Democritus gave to these

roblems, was for the first time possible upon the Sophistic

^eories as a basis, especially those of Protagoras (§ 32). To
these changed temporal conditions there is the further corre-

spondence in the fact that those theories of the Atomists, which

we can refer to't-eucippTis^ remained entirely in the compass of

the problems confronting his contemporaries, Empedocles and
Anaxagoras. On the other hand, tlie theory of Democritus"^

gives the impression of being a comprehensive system, like that

of Plato. "Tlierefore the reasons from tlie point of chronology

and from that of the subject matter require the beginnings of

Atomism in Leucippus to be separated from the system of

D^mocritusj which was conditioned by the subjective turn given

to Greek thought. We must make this discrimination, however
difficult it may be in details. Accordingly in this place is to be

developed only the general metaphysical basis of Atomism,
which has grown out of Eleaticism.^

It was therefore on the one hand a complete misconception
of the primal motives, but on the other a legitimate feeling—
although defended entirely falsely in connection with precon-
ceived notions — with which Schleiermacher (Gesch. d. Philos.,

Complete Works, III. 4 a, 73) and Ritter after him (
Gesch. d.

Philos., 1. 589 f.) sought to classify the Atomists with the Sophists.

In Leucippus Atomism arose as an offshoot of Eleaticism. The
theory of Democritus, however, far from being itself Sophistic,

presupposed the theory of Protagoras. The suggestion of this

relation may be found in Dilthey, Einleitung in die Geistes-

wissenschaflen, I. 200.

licucippus, the first representative of this theory, stands

in the most marked dependence on the Eleatic teaching.

To his mind also. Being excluded not only all origination

and destruction, but all qualitative change. Likewise

Being coincides with the corporeal, that is, the 6v with the

* As to the perfect certainty of ascribing this to Leucippus, see Zeller,

I*. 843. n. 1.
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irXeov. Bj virtue of this coincidence Parmenides had felt

compelled to deny the rcaTity of empty"space, and therefore

also that of plurality and motion. Should now, however,

as the interest of physics demanded, plurality and motion r ^,

be recognized as real, and a scientific apprehension of the "W
actual again be rendered possible, then the simplest and

most logical method was to declare ^ that " Non-Being»,"

the Void {to Kevov), did nevertheless exist. The aim of

this assumption, however, is simply this: to make possible .

,

plurality and mobility for that which really is.- Thereby

it becomes possible to create a world of experience from

the " Void " and the multiform " Full " moving in the

"Void," to construct that world from, that which has no

Being and from a multiplicity of those things that have

Being. A^eategbrical physica-thus appears in place of the

hypothetical physics of Parmenides, and in place of ^
problematical appears an as&filtorical and an anodeictic

physics.

But while Leucippus departed from the Parmenidean

concept of Being only so far as seemed absolutely neces-

sary to explain plurality and motion, he still clung not only

to the characteristic of unchangeableness (un-Becoming

and indestructibility), but also to the thoroughgoing

qualitative homogeneity of what possess Being. In oppo-

sition to Empedocles and Anaxagoras, Leucippus therefore

taught that all these varieties of what possess Being are

homogeneous in quality. He agreed entirely with Par-

menides that this quality is abstract corporeality {to ifkeov)

devoid of all specific qualities. According to the Eleatics,

all distinctions are due only to the permeation of that

which really is aot, -hv that which really is. So, on the

one hand, to Leucippus distinctions between individuals

^ Democritus seems to be the first to have made the pointed remark

:

yLT} fxaWov TO SeV ^ to fxrjSev rival, " das Ichts sei urn nichis mehr real als das

Nichts." Plut. Adv. col. 4, 2 (1109).
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tliat really possess Being e;dst only in th<)se- -qualities due

to their limitaUon through that which. rcally_is„imt ; viz.,

empty apaac. 'J^hese are the d_istinctions of form and

motion. On the other hand, each of the changeless sub-

stances possessing Being must be thought as a corporeality,

homogeng<ms in itself, a continuum and therefore indivisi-

ble. Being, which is moved in cmj)ty space, tliei;efore con-

sists of innumerable, oxceedingly small bodi^. Leucippus

called these Atoms {aro/xoi). every one of which is, like

the Being of Parmenides, unoriginatcd, indestructible, un-

changeable, indivisible, and homogeneous in itself and with

all other Being. The single cosmic-Being of Parmenides

was broken up into an infinite nuniber_of_small primitive

elements which, were~tlie)i not .sejjarated by empty space,

would constitute a single element in the sense of Empe-

docles, and indeed would be the absolute qualitativeless eV

of Parmenides.

OX-all the transformations of the Eleatic teaching, that of

Leucippus is eharacterizcil by a slrikiiiL!,' simplicity, aud by keen
logical limitation to that wiiicu is iiuli.spciihuble to a professed
explanation of the phenonicual world. At the same time it is

clear that the Atomism which became later so important in the

development of scientific theories did not grow out of experi-

ence, or observations and tlie eoMclusions built upon them^ but

directly out of the abstraotest metaphysical concepts and

;
absolutely universal needs for the explanation of actuality.

/
' / Up to this point the Atomistic theory has been regarded

'6C^Iq,s a variant of the Eleatic metaphysic, arising from an

4jnterest in physics. But, on the other hand, Leucippus is'so

far under the influence of Ionian monism that he does

/ryi
j
not seek the cause of motion in a force different from

Oi the stuff, but he regards spatial motion itself as a qualit}",

immanent in the stuff. The_ corporeality that is liomoge-

neous in all atoms did not. in his mind, possess the power

to change itself qualitatively, tliat is to say, aXXo/a)o-t<? £_bijt

it did possess Kcvr)cn<;, an original underivable motion that
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js give.71 in its own essence. In fact, Leucippus seems to

have understood by this term not so much that of heavi-

ness,— fall from above downward,— but rather a chaotic

primal condition of bodies moving, disorderly, among each

other in all directions (§ 32). At all eventSj the Atojn-
ists held this original state of motion as uncausedand
self-evident^ So we can see in their view the perfect

synthesis of the Heracleitan and Eleatic thought : all homo-
geneous elements of Being are thought as unchangeable,

but at the same time as in a state of motion that is self-

originated.

This is the extent to which the beginnings of Atomism
may with certainty be ascribed to Leucippus. It is an

attempt to explain the world by atoms in original motion

in empty space. The purely mechanical part of the

theory, that the world was formed by collision, lateral and

rotatory motion, likewise presented itself to the founder of

Atomism in the same form in which Democritus later

developed it. It is not so easy to explain, however, how
Leucippus solved the more difiicult and delicate question

regarding the manner in which the various empirical

qualities arose from these complexes of atoms ; that is to

say, the transformation of quantitative into qualitative

differences. Of his answer we know nothing. The sub-

jective method which Democritus applied to it was not as

yet available to the founder of Atomism, since this method

grew out of the investigations of Protagoras. Whether

Leucippus 1 was content with setting up this origination

1 To my mind, there is no foundation for the belief that Leucippus in

his doctrine of the ala-dr^To. employed the antithesis of (})v(ret — j/o/xw

;

from its significance and following all tradition, this antithesis is So-

phistic. The inference rests upon the obviously late and inaccurate note

in Stobaeus, EcL, I. 1104 (Doz., 397 b, 9) from whicli it might also be

adduced that Diogenes of Apollonia was an Atomist. It is certain that

Leucippus, as an Eleatic, denied sense qualities as real. For some later
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of the qualities out of the quantitative relationships only

as a metaphysical postulate; whether he explained these

qualities, like Parmenides, simply as vain show and illu-

siou ; or whether he in an uncertain manner, like Empedo-

cles, derived all other material from the four elements

and their mixtures, so that he too sought to refer empirical

things back to the different form and size of the combining

atoms,— how far, in fact, he in general passed from the

metaphysical principles to the specific development of the

physical theory, — concerning all this it is doubtless too

late to determine.

From the allusions in his theory, and from the very uncertain

reports from the extant hterature, it is only safe to say that

probably Leucippus was younger than Parmenides, considerably

older than Democritus and contemporary with Empedocles and
Anaxagoras. It is hardly possible to decide between the differ-

ent reports, whether his residence was in Miletus, Elea, or

Abdera. Since however his pupil (eratpos) Democritus doubt-

less was an Abderite, and came from a scientifically active circle

which we cannot^ possibly suppose to be that of the Magi,

alleged to have been left behind by Xerxes, we may assume
that a scientific activity was developed in Abdera in the second

half of the sixth century, which city attained its highest glory

under the influence of the colonists from Teos. Leucippus was
its first representative of any significance.^ Protagoras appears
to have originated in the school of Abdera at a time between
the two great Atomists (§ 26). That Leucippus put his thought

in writing is not entirely certain, but is probable. Nothing of

his work remains, however. In any event, even early in anti-

quity, there was uncertainty about the authorship of what had
been ascribed to him.^ Theophrastus ascribed * to him the fie'ya?

otaKocr/xo? which Went under the name of Democritus. It is

reporter this denial is identical with the assertion of their subjectivity

(j/o/xa>). Parmenides himself best teaches us how little this equivalence

was possible for a pre-Sophistic thinker.

1 Zeller, I*. 763.

^ Diels. Aufsdtze Zeller''s Juhilidum, p. 258 f.

' De Xen., Zen., Gorg., G, 980 a, 7; eu toIs AevKimrov KciKovnevois

\6yois-

* Diog. Laert., IX. l';
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strange that in the memory of succeeding times and indeed in

modern time (Bacon, Alb. Lange), even as in antiquity (Epicu-
rus), he has been entirely overshadowed by Democritus.^

24. " Between these and in part already before them," ^

the Pythagoreans sought finally to apply their mathematical

studies to the solution of the Heracleitan-EIeatic problem

(§ 12).

However in this respect the Pythagoreans form no perfectly

homogeneous whole. It appears rather that within the society,

corresponding to its geographical extension and its gradual
disintegration, the scientific work divided on different lines.

Some Pythagoreans clung to the development of mathematics
and astronomy ; others busied themselves partly with medicine,

partly with the investigation of different physical theories (con-

cerning both see § 25) ; others finally espoused the metaphysical
theory, which so far as we know was constructed first by
Philolaus and is usually designated as the number theory.

Philolaus, if not the creator, at least the first literary repre-

sentative of the "Pythagorean philosophy," was an older con-

temporary of Socrates and Democritus, and cannot, at au}^ rate,

be set farther back than Anaxagoras and Empedocles. Indeed
he is presumably somewhat younger than the latter two. Of his

life we know nearly nothing, and we are even not sure whether

he was a native of Tarentum or Crotona. Also that he, like

other Pythagoreans about the end of the fifth century, lived for

a time in Thebes, is inferred with uncertainty from the passage

in Plato, Phcedo, 61. Nearly as doubtful is his supposed

authorship of the fragments that are preserved under his name.
They have been collated and discussed first by Bockh (Berlin,

1819). From the investigations of Fr. Preller (article Philolaos

in Ersch nnd Gruber Encykl, III. 23, 370 f.), V. Rose {De
Aristotelislihrorum ordine et auctoritate, Berlin, 1854), C. Schaar-

schmidt (Bonn, 1864), Zeller {Hermes, 1875, p. 175 f,), they may
be assumed in part to be genuine, but they must be very cau-

tiously introduced into the discussion of the original number
theory.

1 Zeller, I*. 761, 843. Compare E. Rhode, VerTiandl. der Trierer

Philol.-Versuchungen, 1879, and Jahrhiicher fiir Philologie u. Padngogik,

1881, 741 f. Diels, Verhandlungen der Stettirter Philologie Vers. 1880.

2 Arist. Met., I. 5 : tv 8e rnvrois icai npo tovtcov ol KaXovufvoi Uvdayd-

peioi rS>v nadrjiiarcov dyf/dnevoi kt\
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Alonof with Philolaus are mentioned, inltaly Cliniasof Taren

tum,^ in Thebes Lycis the teacher of Epaminondas, and pAirytus

llie pupil of Philolaus, a citizen of Crotona or Tarentum. P^ur}'-

tus in turn had as pupils Xenophilus of Thracian Chalcis, the

Pbliasians Phanto, Ec-hecrates, Diodes, Polymastus.*^ From
Cyrene Prorus is mentioned. In Athens Plato brought forward

tlie two Pythagoreans, Simmias and Cebes, as witnesses of the

death of Socrates. Almost mythical are the Locrian Timaius^

and the Lucanian Ocellus. The philosophic teaching of any of

these men is not in any way certainly known. With the disso-

lution of the I'ythagorean League in the fourth century the

school became extinct. The doctrines of the last significant

personality hi it, Archytus of Tarentum, merged, so far as our

knowledge goes, into those of the older Academy (§ 38).

A collection of all the Pythagorean fragments is in Mullach
;

Ritter, Gesch. der ji>/th. Philos. (Hamburg, 1826) ; Rothen-

blicher, Das Si/stem der Pi/thagoreen nach den Angahen des

Aristoteles (Berlin, 18G7) ; Alb. Heinze, Die meta. Grundlehren

der dlteren P. (Leipzig, 1871), Chaignet, Pytliagore et la philos.

Pythagoriejine, 2 vols. (Paris, 1873) ; Sobczyk, Das pj/fh. Sj/s-

tem (Leipzig, 1878) ; A Doering, Wandlungeninder pyth. Lehre
(Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., v. 503 f.).

As to the Pythagorean teaching, only that can be regarded

as genuine wiiich Plato and Aristotle report, together with the

concurrent portions of the fragments transmitted in such ques-

tionable shape.

In the Pythagorean society mathematical investigations

were pursued for the first time quite independently, and

were brought to a higli degree of perfection. Detailed

views concerning the number system, concerning the series

of odd and even numbers, of prime numbers, of squares, etc.,

were early instituted. It is not improbable that they,

applying aritlimetic to geometry, came to the conception

embodied in the so-called Pythagorean theorem. Herein
must they have liad a premonition of the real value of

number-relations in that they represent number as the ruling

1 Jambl. De vita P>jth., 206.

2 Diog. Laert., VIII. 4G.

' The writing bearing this name and concerned with the soul of the

world, usually published in Plato's works, is certainly a later compendium
of Plato's Tiinoeus.
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principle in space. Their number theory was strengthened

by the results attained l)y them in music. Although later

reports include ^ much that is fabulous and physically

impossible, there can nevertheless be no doubt that the

Pythagorean harmonic shows an exact knowledge of those

simple arithmetical relations (first of all, the string-lengths)

out of which musical melody arises. To this may bo added

that the regular revolution of the stars, — of which they

made especially careful observations, and which are indeed

the standard for all time measurements,— made the world-

order {k6(t/j,os) likewise appear to them to be numerically

determined. From these premises it can be understood

how some Pythagoreans came therefore to find in numbers

the permanent essence of things, concerning which essence

the battle between philosophic theories had taken place.

On the one hand, numbers might be substituted— since

they wee supposed to be self-existent, unchangeable, and

self-unitary — for the abstract Being of the Eleatics as a

principle at least equally available in the explanation of the

phenomenal world. On the other hand, since Heraclcitus

had found that the only permanent in change was in the or-

derly forms of the nature process, the relationships of num-

ber ruling the process of change gave an exacter form to

this idea. The Pythagorean number-theory attempted to

determine numerically the permanent relations of cosmic

life. The Pythagoreans said therefore : All is number, and

they meant by this that numbers are the determining essence

of all things. Since now those same abstract numbers and

number-relationships are found in many different things

and processes, they said also that the numbers are the

original forms which are copied by the things.

1 Zeller, I*. 317. The observations of the Pythagoreans in the har-

monic or, as it is called, canonic, were apparently empirically made upon

the heptachord with strings of different length. That they had no

theory of oscillation, goes without saying.
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It is scarcely conceivable that the Pythagoreans came to their

predilection for mathematics, music, and astronomy through

metaphysics. The inverse is rather true, that they came from

such concrete studies, in undertaking to enter upon the solution

of universal problems, — as Aristotle {3Iet., I. 5) also suffi-

ciently indicated by the di//d/x£i/ot. For their treatment of geom-

etry and stereometry, and their prevailing arithmetical fondness,

see Roth (Gesch. unserer abendl. Philos., II. 2), although he on

this territory accredits indeed too much to the old Pythagoreans.

Cantor, Varies, iiber d. Gesch. d. Jfath., I. 124.

In order to derive, however, at one and the same time

the manifoldness and changeableness of individual things

from number relations, the Pythagoreans gave metaphysical

meaning to the fundamental opposition which they found

in the number theory. They declared that the odd and

the even are respectively identical with the limited and the

unlimited.^ As all numbers are composed of the even and the

odd, all things also combine in themselves fundamental an-

titheses, and especially that of the limited and the unlim-

ited. To this Heracleitan fundamental principle there is

bound this logical consequence, that everything is the rec-

onciliation of opposites, or a "harmony,"— an expression

which in the mouth of the Pythagoreans has always the

suggestion of musical investigations.

The antithesis, however, acquired among the Pythagore-

ans in conformity to their later attitude a still more pro-

nounced value than with Heracleitus. The limited was the

better, the more valuable to them, as it was to Parmenides.

Odd numbers are more nearly perfect than even. In this

way the Pythagorean system got a dualistic cast, which is

noticeable in all its parts ; but this was theoretically over-

come by the fact that since the One, the odd-even primi-

tive number, creates both series from itself, so also all the

1 The ground of this identification (Simpl. Phys., 105 r. ; compare

Zeller, I*. 322) is artificial in that it was obviously made ad hoc, and is

no natural product of the number theory.
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antitheses of the cosmic life are in a grand harmonious

unity.

The later Stoic neo-Platonists, i. e. neo-Pythagoreaos, tried to

find in this antithesis that of force and stutf, sphit and matter,
and they deduced the dyads from the divine monads. Neverthe-
less, not the slightest suggestion of such a conception can be
found in the Plato-Aristotelian reports, which would certainly
have been particularly observant of this point.

All that we know with any certainty respecting the

special doctrine of the Pythagoreans as contrasted with

these general principles reveals their effort to construct, in

accordance with a scheme of numbers, an harmonic order

of things in the various fields. For this there served first

the decimal system, in which every one of the first ten num-

bers is accorded a special significance,^ derived from arith-

metical considerations. The arithmetical mysticism or

symbolism of the Pythagoreans seems to have consisted in

bringing into relation with numbers the fundamental ideas

of various departments of knowledge, and thereby giving

expression to the relative rank, value, and significance of

these ideas.

There is here the suggestion of the ideal thought of an order

of things permanently determined by the number series; but

much caprice in oracular symbolizing and parallelizing was
obviously developed in details. Beside the number ten of cos-

mic bodies, the series of elements is about as follows (Jambli-

chus) : (1) point, (2) line, (3) surface, (4) solid, (5) quality,

(6) soul, (7) reason, etc. ; or, on the other hand, (1) reason as

located in the brain, (2) sensation in the heart, (3) germination in

the navel, (4) procreation in geniialibus, etc. Then the virtues,

like justice, were also designated by numbers. At the same

time these concepts, which are symbolized by the same number

in different series, also suggest and are related to one another.

Thus it came about that the soul was called a square or a

sphere. Doubtless with this the thought was^ connected that

* In a certain sense the Pythagoreans appear to have roaardod the

development from the One to the Ten as graduah Arist. 3fet., XL 7,

1072 b. See Zeller, P. 348.

t
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different things shonld be assigned among a decade of gods. If

one adds that these determinations were given by different

Pythagoreans differently, it is easily understood why this first

scheme of a mathematical order of the world ended in an
unfruitful confusion.

All approximate representation of the division of the

different domains to which the Pythagoreans applied, or

wished to apply, this number theory shows a collection of

pairs of opposites which were arranged in a parallelism,

like the original pair. Even here is the sacred number

ten completed : (1) limited and unlimited
; (2) odd and

even ; (3) one and many
; (4) right and left

; (5) male

and female
; (6) rest and motion

; (7) straight and

crooked
; (8) light and darkness

; (9) good and evil
;

(10) square and rectangle. This eccentric and in itself

principleless arrangement ^ shows that the Pythagoreans

attempted at least an all-round application of their fun-

damental principle. Alongside their mathematical, meta-

physical, and physical conceptions, the ethical conceptions

theoretically find their place ;
^ but in the development,

nevertheless, the physical interest everywhere outweighs

the others.

While now this completely ontological number system

of concepts satisfied the Eleatic motifs yet the physics of

the Pythagoreans was very greatly under the influence of

Heracleitus, as was also the physics of Parmenidcs. In the

theory of the formation of the world,^ the Pythagoreans

placed fire in the middle as the original condition of things,

^ In which always the first-named number is the more nearly perfect

2 This beginning of scientific consideration of ethical ideas, of which

intimations are at hand in the special doctrines, likewise bespeaks a

later position for the Pythagorean philosophy.

• It must remain uncertain whether they also accepted the theory of

periodic world-formation and destruction. They taught " the great year "

in the sense that, with the return of the original arrangement of the stars,

all individual appearances, persons, and experiences would return.
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as the self-determining One, the animating and impelling

force. Fire drew around itself, however, the unlimited

(i. e., empty) space,i and limited (i. e., formed) it in ever-

growing dimensions,— a conception which vividly reminds

us of the hivT) of Anaxagoras and Leucippus.

The most brilliant achievement of the Pythagoreans was
their astronomy, and in this respect they are far in advance

of all their contemporaries. They regarded not only the

world-all as globular, but also the single stars as luminous

globes, which move around the central fire injtranspar-enL

globail^_sli£lls^jth^_sphGres. Their most important advance

here is in the fact that the earth likewise was regarded as a

globe, moving around this same central fire. The older

Pythagoreans believed that the earth presents always the

same side to the central fire, so that mankind on the oppo-

site side never gets sight of the central fire, nor yet of the

counter-earth (^avTi-^Otov) that is between the earth and the

central fire. The counter-earth was conceived, presumably

in order to complete the number ten. However, mankind
does get sight of the changing aspects of the moon circling

outside the earth, as well as of the sun, five planets, and

heaven of fixed stars. The distance of the spheres from

the central fire was determined by the Pythagoreans accord-

ing to simple number relationships. Corresponding to this,

they assumed that from the revolution of the spheres there

resulted a melodious musical sound, the so-called harmony

ofthespheres. In this way the orderly revolution of the

stars became for them the perfect and divine, while the

terrestrial world, the world under the moon, was repre-

sented as the changing, changeable, and imperfect. Thus

the Eleatic static world and the Hcracleitan changing

world appear to have been apportioned to different regions

of the actual world.

^ The assumption of the k€vov is expressly confirmed by Aristotle,

Phys., IV. 6, 213 b, 22.
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Compare Bockh, De Platonis systemate ccelestium glohorum

et de vera indole astronomicc Philolaicce (Berlin, 1810) ; Gruppe,

Die Kos7nischen Systeme der Griedien (Berlin, 1852) ; M.
Satorius, Die Entioickehmg der Astronomie bei den Griechen bis

Anaxagoras und Empedokles (Breslau, 1883).

Furthermore, the shape of the elements among the Pythag-

oreans is worthy of note. Just as they reduced the space

forms to number relationships, so they referred the different

corporeal elements to space forms, by ascribing simple

stereometric forms to the ultimate constituents of matter

:

the tetrahedron to fire, the cube to earth, the octahedron to

air, the icosahedron to water, and, finally, the dodecahedron

to the aether, which was added by them to the four Empedo-

clean elements and conceived as surrounding all the others.

If one is able to see in this the result of an interest in crys-

tallography, nevertheless, on the other hand, also here a fan-

tastic caprice is only too apparent.

Although consequent!}' the augury of a mathematical state-

ment of natural law is the permanent service of the Pythag-
orean philosoph}', yet the form of the statement that was
advanced by them was little suited to furtlier scientific investi-

gations. Apart from astronomy, this knowledge of tlie Pythag-
oreans, to which some value in empirical investigations may
be ascribed, stands in no connection with the metaphysical
number theory, and has come from such Pythagoreans, who
were little, if at all, interested in the number theory (§ 25).

4. The Greek Enlightenment.

the sophists and socrates.

25. After the rapid development in which Greek science

at the first onset defined a number of valuable and funda-

mental concepts concerning nature, a kind of reaction began

about the middle of the fifth century. The metaphysical

tendency of thought declined. Of hypotheses there were
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already many enough, and it seemed more important to test

and verify them in application to special kinds of knowledge.

The lively exchange between the different schools led

easily to a blending of principles, which thereby lost their

harshness, but unfortunately their force as well. The
more the circles of scientific activity increased, the more the

interest turned to the single problems of science. There

began an epoch of eclecticism and detailed investigation.

The after-effects of the Milesian researches are met not

only among the younger physicists, who regarded the cos-

mic matter as a compromise between air and water or

between fire and air, but also, in a man like Iclceus of

Himera, who agreed with Anaximenes in maintaining that

the air was the a/3%>;.^ A full adaptation, however, of the

Milesian teaching to the position of science, in its attempts

at compromise, appears in by far the most important of

these eclectics, Diogenes of Apollonia.

Nothing is known about his Hfe. It is even doubtful, on
account of the Ionian dialect of his writing, irepl </)i'crfws (see

G. Geil, Pldlos. Monatsheften, XXVI. 257 f.), if the place of his

birth was the Apollonia in Crete. Schorn and Panzerbieter Lave

collected the fragments, — Schorn (Bonn, 1829, with those of

Anaxagoras) and Panzerbieter (Leipzig, 1830, Dlog. Apollonia).

See Steinhart's article in the EncykloiHklie of Ersch and Gruber.

Schleiermacher, who in his treatise concerning Diogenes (Com-
plete Works, III. 2, 149 ff. ) at first placed him very high

and chronologically early, came later ( Vorles. iiber Gesch. der

Fhilos., Complete Works, III. 4 a, 77) to view him as a prin-

cipleless eclectic. Zeller agrees with this last conception

(P. 248 f.). D. Weygoldt {Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., I. 161 f.)

has identified some teachings of Diogenes in some pseudo

writings of Hippocrates.

Diogenes anticipated his later point of view in the desire,

expressed in the beginning of his writing, for an unambigu-

ous starting-point and a simple and worthy investigation.

The hylozoistic monism of the Milesians formed for him

1 Sext. Emp. Adv. math., IX. 360.
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this starting-point, which he defended ^ against pluralistic

theories (Anaxagoras and Empedoclcs) by the subtle con-

ception that the process of Becoming, the change of things

into one another and their reciprocal influence, are expli-

cable only by the presupposition of a common fundamental

essence, of which all particular things are sliifting transfor-

mations {erepoccoa-et.^;). The constitutive characteristics,

however, of the apx>] he regarded on the one hand, like the

lonians, as motion and animation, and on the other, in ap-

parent agreement with Anaxagoras, as reasonableness and

purposiveness which are manifested in the proportionate

distribution of matter in the universe. So he accepted in

the list of predicates of the Air of Anaximenes those also

of the Anaxagorean vov'i, and called ^ this air-spirit a acofxa

fieya Kol l(T')(ypov Kal uthiov re Kal addvarov Kal jroWa etSo?.

The air, likewise called irvev/xa, as being the medium of life

and of thought, is the uniform and universal reality, both in

the microcosm and in the macrocosm. Through condensa-

tion and rarefaction, which were respectively (compare

§ 16) identified with cooling and warming, the cosmic

matter changed into individual things. Through the effect

of weight, which drove the rarer above and the more con-

densed below, there were completed the order and motion of

the world-all, which was conceived to be in a periodic alter-

nation of origination and destruction. In the organism the

air serves as the soul. The soul is denied to plants, and in

animals it is found in the blood (after Empodocles). Life

depends upon the blood receiving the air, upon the mixing

of which the mental condition of tlie organism depends.

With a just presentiment Diogenes pointed out the distinc-

tion between the arterial and venous blood. Moreover, his

valuable knowledge of the arterial system, his idea of the

brain as the seat of thought, his theories of the origin of

sense perception, as well as his numerous other physiologi-

1 Simpl. P/iys., 32 verso, 151, 30. 2 juj^^ 33 recto, 153, 17.
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cal and biological observations, sbow a fine, accurate sense

for detailed research in the organic world.

Inversely, there is an approximation to Ionian hylozoism

— as it presented itself among the Elcatics to Melissus—
in the only pupil of Anaxagoras of whom anything definite

is known. This is Archelaus of Athens or Miletus, who
identified with the air the original mixture of all the

•X^pijjxaTa of Anaxagoras, and associated the vov^ essentially

with the air (§ 26), similarly to Diogenes, only in a more

mechanical way.

In Ephesus, on the other hand, a school continued to exist

which actively held to the teaching of Heracleitus. It did

not lessen the paradoxes of Heracleitus, but appears to have

exaggerated them in so enthusiastic and unmethodical a

manner that Plato made sport ^ of them. At least it is

reported ^ that Cratylus, the most important of these Hera-

cleitans and a younger contemporary of Socrates, the teacher

of Plato, so subtilized the Hcracleitan proposition concern-

ing the inability of stepping into the same river twice, as to

postulate the impossibility of stepping in even once.

Antiquity ^ associated with Heracleitus a movement de-

veloped within the Pythagorean circle, whose leader was

Hippasus of Metapontum, approximately a contemporary of

Philolaus. He emphasized the Heracleitan moment in the

Pythagorean physics so exclusively that fire was for him

entirely the apxu in the Ionian sense. The old tradition *

designated him as the head of the exoteric Acousmatics,

who were not initiated into the secrets of the number

theory.

On the other hand, Ecphantus, and similarly perhaps

1 Themt., 179 e. In the same feeliag is the entire dialogue of

Cratylus written.

2 Arist. Met., III. 5, 1010 a, 12.

3 Ibid., I. 3, 984 a, 7.

* Jamblichus, De vit. Pyth., 81.
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Xuthiis,^ joined the Pythagorean teaching to atomism, to

which thu transition appears to have heen made in the sle-

reouietrical construction of the elements as attempted by

the Pythagoreans. Likewise in Ecphantus we find simi-

hiritic's to the vov^ theory of Anaxagoras.^ The atoms,

differing in size, form, and force, are s > moved by the pov-^

that out of them the unitary spherical shape of the woi-Id

is ])crfect]y formed and maintained.

Wiiilc such adjustments and compromises between the

metaphysical theories were being attempted, the special in-

terest of this period was in detailed investigation. This

developed vigorously in all domains, and in its progress spe-

cial departments of science even then were differentiating

themselves from general philosophy. Mathematics ^ was

the first to proceed independently ; not only in the Pythag-

orean school, but among other thinkers (Anaxagoras, and

later Plato and Democritus), it found recognition and pro-

motion. The trisection of an angle, the squaring of the

circle, the doubling of the cube, were the pet problems of

the time. A certain Hippocrates of Chios wrote the first

manual of mathematics, and introduced the method of des-

ignating figures by letters. There was wanting, it is true,

a logical development of the art of demonstration. How-
ever, a considerable amount of knowledge was accumulated,

which was obtained in an empirical way, partly experi-

mental and partly tentative.

Brilliant progress in astronomy ^ was made in the fifth

and in the beginning of the fourth century, particularly by

the Pythagoreans. Whether it were experience (the cir-

cumnavigating of Africa ?) or theoretic reflection upon the

1 Compare Zeller, I*. 405, 1.

2 Details by Zeller, I-*. 458 f.

' Cantor, Vorles. iiher d. Gesch. d. Math., T. 160 f., 171f.

* Compare O. Gruppe, Die kosmiichfn Systeme d. Griechen, Berlin,

1851.
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problems that led to the hypotheses of the central fire and

the counter-earth, gradually the theory of the diurnal

movement of the earth around the central fire, which alone

could explain the apparent rotation of the heavens, was
superseded by the theory of the revolution of the earth

upon its axis. Hicetas of Syracuse appears to have been

the founder of this theory. He was certainly younger

than Philolaus, and perhaps a participant in that last

phase of Pythagoreanism, as it merged in the Academy ^

(§ 38).

About this time, in other departments of natural science,

a richer, more exact treatment of individual facts took the

place of ultimate hypotheses. Here appeared a wonderful

revolution, when interest in meteorological observations be-

gan to give place to interest in the investigation of the

organic world, and of man in particular.

Typical in this respect appears Hippo ^ (of Samos ?), a

naturalist of the time of Pericles, who, inasmuch as he

postulated the moist as apx^,** is usually mentioned in

connection with Thales ; so also Cleidemus,^ in whose

^ Here, as for the following, we may refer once for all to the Geschichte

der Mathematik, Natiirwissenscha/t unci Medizin in AUertum, appearing

in this same volume of the German edition. This special treatment

allows us to make only a brief sketch of these subjects, and to lay the

emphasis upon the distinctively philosophical movement,

2 Compare Schleiermacher, Ueber den Pldlosophen Hippon, Complete

Worts Vol. III. p. 408 f. ; Uhrig, De Hippone atheo (Giessen, 1848).

8 With special emphasis upon the moist character of animal seed,

Arist. De an., I. 2. This explains the one supposition of Aristotle con-

cerning the origin of the teaching of Thales (see § 14). If the charge of

Atheism which was made against Hippo refers to the fact that he did

not recognize anything as imperishable, and declared that nothing exists

except phenomena (schol. in Arist., .534 a. 22), he was, in spite of his

moist dpxf], a purely positive anti-metaphysician. This explains Aris-

totle's prejudice against him {(popTiKoirfnos, De an., I. 2 ; ivreXtia ttjs

Stamas, Met., I. 3).

* Zeller, P. 927.
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•esearchcs into the i)h}siology of sensation we find sug-

gestions of Anaxagoras.

Medicine also could not hold itself apart from the influ-

ence of the general body of sci(>nce, and it appeared for a

time as if it would be entirely absorbed into the speculations

of natural philosophy. The impulse thereto arose from the

Pythagorean circles, and is principally traced back to

Alcmaeon,^ a physician in Crotona, and perhaps a some-

what older contemporary of Philolaus. He stood aloof

from the number theory, but in common with its adher-

ents held to the doctrine of antitheses.^ He also believed

in the fundamental opposition of the terrestrial imper-

fection and the celestial perfection, which dualism he,

like Philolaus, appears to have developed astronomically.

His medical views depended upon the universal Pythago-

rean-Heracleitan presuppositions, since he defined health

as the harmony of opposing forces. Specifically, there

were supposed to be fundamental humors whose homo-

geneous mixing indicated health, while an excess or defi-

ciency of any one of them led to pathological conditions.

Such aetiological theories did not, however, prevent Alc-

mjBon from making careful and valuable investigations.

He is said to be the first to make sections ; he appears

to have been the first to locate thought in the brain, and

to designate the nerves as canals leading thither from

the sense-organs. Connected with this— for him as well

as later for Democritus and Plato— was the fact that

lie in an Eleatic-Heracleitan fashion opposed thought to

jtorception.

As a type of the temporary amalgamation of medicine

and natural philosophy, we may take ^ the pseudo-Hippo-

1 Unna, De Alcmceone Crotoniata ej usque fragmentis , found in Peter-

sen's Phil. 7i!.<t. Stiul. 1832 ; R. Ilirzel, Hermes, 1876, p. 240 f.

2 Arist. Met., T. 5, 986 a, 27.

8 Compare Siebeck, Gesch. der Psychol, I. 1, 94 f.
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cratic work vrept S^a/r?;?, wliich has been proved ^ by Zeller

(I.663f., against Schuster, //<jracZiYMs,99f.,andTeichmuller,

Ncue Studien, 1. 249 f., 11. 6 f.) to beh)ng to the time after

Empedocles and Anaxagoras and before Plato. Tliis writ-

ing pictures in the microcosm of the human body, as well

as in the miiverse, now a constructive and now a destruc-

tive battle between fire and water, and it ascribes motion

to fire and nourishing power to water. The theory is then

carried out in detail, and deviates into a medical psychology

which regards the soul as a mixed essence corresponding

in miniature to the body.

The merit of Hippocrates (460-377) ^ was that he de-

fended the independence of medicine against such nature-

philosophical tendencies, which he contested principally

irepl ap^airi<; i'qrpi.Ki)^. He separated medicine as a re^vij

from philosophy in a purely Greek fashion as the art of

restoring to the body its beauty lost through disease. On
the other hand, Hippocrates (irepl 8iairrj>i o^ecov) also re-

jected the purely symptomatic method that was in vogue

in the Cnidian school. He urged that the determination

of the empirical causes of disease was to be attained by a

comprehensive and careful observation of the alnai;^ and

in this he found a successor in Diodes of Carystus. He
distinguished causes dependent on external events, like cli-

mate, seasons, etc., from those subject to the human will,

like the diet. Remoter causes are distinguished from the

more immediate, but always investigation is limited to

experience, and only immanent, not transcendent, aitiolo-

1 Compare Weygoldt, Jahrh.f. H. PJiilol, 1882, 161 f.

2 The mass of -writings passing under the name of Hippocrates

are published by Kiihn and by Littre, and the latter has made a French

translation. Only a small portion of these writings belongs to Hip-

pocrates, and this portion contains several very difficult problems of

detail. J. Ilberg, Studin Pseudipporrnfea (Leipzig, 1883).

« See C. Goring, Ueber den Begriff d. Ursache in d. griech. Philox

(Leipzig, 1874).
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gics are sought. As with Alcmffion, the mixture of the

four fundamental liuniors— the blood, phlegm, yellow gall,

and black gall— formed likewise the central point of this

medical theoiy. Besides this the school of Hippocrates de-

veloped an accurate knowledge of anatomy and physiology.

In the former branch the knowledge of the brain and ner-

vous system, and especially, even thus early, of the particu-

lar sense nerves, is to be particularly noted ; and concerning

the latter is the theory of the e/xcjiVToi/ Oepfiov, wherein the

cause of life was sought. The bearer of life, however, was

held to be the Trveujxa, which is a material wafted like air

through the veins. ^ This is an hypothesis which, like

similar teachings of Diogenes of Apollonia, seemed to rest

upon a presentiment of the importance of oxygen.

Historical research also, like tliat of natural science,

acquired at the end of the fifth century not only greater

extent and more manifold form,* but also a positive and

scientific method. While in Herodotus the naturalistic

narrative was still interwoven with myth and saga, and

the realistic conception was still permeated with elements

of the old faith, the stripping off of the mythical appears

to have been perfected in Thucydides, whose mastery of

psychological motivation was determined entirely by the

spirit of his time, the Attic Enlightenment,

26. But with this internal process of transformation

there went on also in the second half of the fifth century a

great change in the external relations of Greek science.

There was here, too, a powerful influence in the mighty

development of the national life which had dawned upon

1 See II. Siebcck, Die Entwickeluyig der Lehre vom Geist (Trvevfio) in

der antiken Whsenschaft : Zeitschrift fur Volkerspsychologifi, 1881, p.

364 f. Compare with liis Gesch. der P»ycholo<jie, I. 2, p. 730 f

.

2 Logography developed into histories of localities (Xanthus of

Sardis and Ilippasus of Rhegium, the Lydian and Sicilian histories);

then (§ 11), into fuller expositions by Charo of Lampsacus, Hellanicus

of Mitylene, Damastes, etc.
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Greece during the Persian wars. The glorious struggle

for existence which the Greeks made against the Asiatic

ascendancy had strained the powers of the people to the

utmost, and had brought all their possibilities to their

richest unfolding. The most valuable prize of the victory

was that impulse for a national unity of mental life, out of

which the great creations of Hellenic culture proceeded.

Science was involved in this movement. Science was

drawn out of the silent circles of the select societies in

which it had until then been nurtured. On the one hand, it

entered with its discoveries and inventions into the service

of practical life ;
^ on the other hand, its doctrines, and par-

ticularly its transformation of religious views, were brought

through poetry to the apprehension of the common mind.

The view of nature in ^schylus, Sophocles, Pindar, and
Simonides appears on the whole in a similar setting as in the

Gnomic poets. Direct allusions to philosophy are found first in

Euripides (compare especiallj' E. Kohler, Die Philosophie des

Eurijndes, I. ; Anaxagoras und E.^ Biiclveburg, 1873), and in

Epicharmus, who stood near to the Pythagoreans, but also seems
to have been familiar with the other philosophic teachings of
his time. (Compare Leop. Schmidt, Qucestio}ies Epicharmece,
Bonn, 1846; Zeller, P. 460 f.) "The divestiture of nature of

its gods by science" pressed always further to an ethical alle-

gorizing of the gods (Metrodorus of Lampsacus ; compare § 11).

This permitted, on the other hand, the comedy (of Epichar-

mus, Cratinus, Eupolis) to outdo the anthropomorphism, which
had been for good and all outgrown, even to the extent of witty

persiflage of their divinities. The weaker faitli appeared, the

greater seemed the need of supplying its place by knowledge.

Amid such increased intellectual activity there arose in

all Greece in the fifth century an impulse for education, aris-

^ An example may be found in the architecture of Hippodamus of

Miletus, whose connection with the Pythag^oreans is indeed very doubt-

ful. His magnificent buildinpjs, however, in the Pironus, Thurii, and

Ehodes, and the entire development of architecture, presuppose a hish

desfree of development in mechanics and technology. Compare K. r

.

Hermann, D. H. Milesio (Marburg, 1841).
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ing out of need, curiosity, and wonder. Everybody desired

to know what tlic schools had developed through research

and reflection concerning the nature of things. To such

questioning a ready answer was speedily forthcoming.

There were men who engaged to reveal the results of

science to tiie people. Philosophy stepped out of the

school and forth upon the mart.^ These public teachers

of science were the Sophists.

That the Sophists converted science into a trade is one of the

chief and heaviest charges which Socrates,^ I^lato,^ and Aris-

totle ^ raised against them; these three thought the dignity of

science as a disinterested research was impaired in this wa}' by
the Sophists. If we cannot agree ^ with this judgment from a

modern point of view, yet the fact is nevertheless to be recog-

nized that when science was taught for pay, it assumed an on-

tiiel\- new social position ; and this is the essential fact in the

whole matter.

This movement showed itself first of all in Athens.

Here, in the middle of the fifth century, the intellectual life

of Greece was concentrated, had attained its highest efflo-

rescence, and had gained its political power and commer-

cial supremacy. Science, like art, crowded into this r?}?

'EWdSoii TO Trpvravelov tj}? (TO(^La<;. Here the need of cul-

ture developed most actively among the lesser citizens, here

learning began to have political and social power, and

here the supremacy of culture was personified in Pericles.

Thus in science also Athens absorbed into itself the scat-

tered beginnings of Greek civilization.

Anaxagoras had lived for a long time in Athens. Par-

menides and Zeno probably visited Athens, and Heracleitanism

was represented there by Cratylus. All important Sophists

^ See Windelband, Praeludien, p. 56 f.

2 Xen. Mem., I. 6.

8 Gorg., 420 c.

* Eth. Nik., IX. 1, 11G4 a, 24.

' See Grote, Hist, of Gr., VIII. 493 f. ; Zeller, I«. 971 t
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sought and found here honor and glor}'. With them began
the Attic period of ancient philosophy, its most magnificent
period.

The Sophists arc, accordingly, first and foremost the

bearers of the Greek Enlightenment. The period of their

activity is that of the expansion of scientific culture. With

less ability in independent creation, the Sophists devoted

their energies to revising and popularizing existing theories.

Their work was first directed, with an eye to the people's

needs, to imparting to the mass of people the results of

science. Therein lay, along with their justification, also

the danger to which the Sophists succumbed.

2o<^io-Tr;9 meant originally "a man of science" in general.

Then, as Protagoras^ claimed for himself, it meant "a teacher

of science " and of political virtue ; later, expressly, a paid

teacher of rhetoric (see below). The opprobrium attached to

the word Sophist at present is due to the polemics of Socrates,

Plato, and Aristotle, which have unfavorably dominated history in

its judgment of the Sophists, until Hegel (Complete Works, Vol.

XIV. 5 f.) made prominent the legitimate moment of their work.
Since then, this has attained a complete recognition (Brandis,

Hermann,^ Zeller, Ueberweg-lleinze), but on the other hand
has been exaggeratedly emphasized by Gi'ote (History of Greece,

VIII. 474 f.). Compare J ae. Geel, Historia critica sophistarum

(Utrecht, 1823) ; M. Schanz, Die Sojihisten (Gottingen, 1867)

;

A. Chiapelli, Per la storia della so2)histica greca (Arch. f.
Gesch. d. Ph., III. ) ; the fragments in INIullach, II. 130 f

.

The difference between the earlier and later Sophists (Ueber-

weg) is well founded, since in the nature of the case at the be-

ginning the serious and legitimate aspects of the movement
were more prominent, while later on appeared the vagaries of

the members and the menace of their doctrines to society.

This development was so necessary, the consequences were so

certainly determined by the precedents, and this distinction is

on that account only so relative, that it, particularly for a brief

presentation, will not be adopted as a basis of subdivision.

Plato's dialogue Profar/oras gives in its clear characteriza-

tion of the principal personages an exceptionally vivid pic-

* Plato, Prolog , 318 d.

a Hermann, Gesch. u. A>^ d. plat. Pliilos.y I. 179 f., 296 f.
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Uire of the entire movement of the Sophists. In spite of the

general polemic character of this work, the better aspects

of Sophism are not entirely obscured. The most derogatory

characterization of the Sophists is given in the dialogue Sophist

transmitted under Plato's name. The Aristotelian conclusions

agree with this dialogue in the main {3fet., III. 5 ; VII. 3).

The worst is the definition vrcpi aotli. eA-cyx- I- 165 a, 21 ; Io-ti

yap ri cro(f>icrTLKrj (fiaivofjievr) a-ocf>La ovaa 8 ov • Koi 6 o"o<^wrT^s

•^qix.aTKTTi]'; airo (jyaLvofxei'r]'; (TocjiLas aXX ovk ov(rr}<;.

The popularizing tendency of Sophistry found an emi-

nent representative in Hippias of Elis. A brilliant poly-

histor, he dazzled his contemporaries in all sorts of

mathematical, zoological, historical, and grammaticallearn-

ing. At the same time, however, as the dialogue Hippias

Major shows, he aimed by his somewhat colorless moral

teaching to achieve a cheap success with the masses. It

was very much the same with Prodicus of lulis on the

island of Ceos, of whose shallow ethics an example is

preserved in the well-known Heracles at the Cross Ways.^

The strength of Prodicus lay in synonymy.

See L. Spengel, Swaywy?; rexiw (Stuttgart, 1828) ; J. Mahly,
Die Soijhist Hi2)pias von Elis {Bheinisches 3Iuseum, 1860 f.)

;

F. G. Welcker, Prodikas der Vorgdnger des Socrates (in a

smaller work, II. 393 f.). Both were about of an age, and
somewhat younger than Protagoras. Nothing further is known
concerning their lives. Hippias, who prided himself on his

memory and his great learning, was pictured as one of the

most conceited Sophists. Prodicus was treated by Plato with
playful irony on account of his pedantic pains in word-splitting.

For Socrates' relation to him, see § 27.

The instruction that the Sophists were called upon to

give had to adapt itself to a specific purpose. Democracy

had gained ascendency in Athens and most other cities, and

the citizen was brought by duty and inclination into active

participation in public affairs. This evinced itself particu-

larly in oratory. With the higher culture of the masses,

1 Hermann, Gesch. u. Syst. d. plat. Philos., I. 179 £., 296 f.
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the greater were the demands upon those who by the

ppwer of the spoken word wished to win influence in the

state. The youth who attended upon the teaching of

tfie Sophist desired to be trained by him into a cultured

And eloquent citizen of the state. So the SopJiists found
their chief task in scientific and rhetorical instruction for

public life. The instruction consisted on the one hand in

technical and formal oratory, and on the other in that

learning which appeared especially important for any par-

ticular end they had in view. Therein lay not only the

social-historical significance of the Sophists, but also the

tendency of all the independent investigations through

which the Sophists have furthered science. Gorgias of

Leontini and Protagoras of Abdera may be regarded the

most eminent representatives of this phase of Sophism.

For the characterization and criticism of Sophism as a tech-

nique of education in statecraft, one ought to consult especially

Plato's dialogue, Goryias. Concerning the relation of the

Sophists to rhetoric, see Fr. Blass, Die attische Bereclsamkeit

von Gorgias bis Li/sias (LeipzAg, 1868). As a typical expres-

sion of these attempts of the Sophists which embraced also

legal oratory, may be taken the utterance of Protagoras that

he would pledge himself to ^ tov t^ttoj Aoyov Kpetrrw Troteli/,— an
expression, to be sure, wliich called forth the crushing criticism

of Aristophanes, who in tlie Cloads imputed it to Socrates.

A more reliable fact about the life of Gorgias is that he was
in Athens in 427 as head of the emliassy from his native city

(Thucyd., III. 86). His life has been set by Frei (Eh. 3Ins.,

1850, 1851) in the time from 483 to 375. He made a great

unpressiou in Athens by his eloquence, and exercised a

distinct influence upon the development of rhetorical style.

He spent his protracted old age in Larissa in Thessaly. The
genuineness of both of his preserved declamations (ed. Blass,

Leipzig, 1881) is doubtful. His philosopliical treatise bore

the title -n-epl ^j'creo)? rj Trept rov fx7] ovto? (see helow). His con-

nection with the Sicilian school of oratory (Corax and Tisias),

and therefore also with Empedocles, is undoubted. His con-

nection with the Eleaties appears equally certain, from the argu-

1 Ai-ist. Rhet., II. 24; 1402 a, 23.

8
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mentation in his writings. Compare H. E. Foss, De G. L.

(Halle, 1828) ; II. Diels, Gorrjias und Empedocles {Berichte del

Berliner Akademic).
Alcidamus of Elea, Folus * of Agrigentum, Lycophron, and

Protarchus - are named as pupils of Gorgias.

Protagoras, doubtless the most important of the Sophists,

was born in Abdera in 480 or somewhat earlier. It can be

assumed that he was not distant in his views from the school of

Atomists in that city. Considerably younger than Leucippus,

and about twenty years older than Democritus, he formed the

natural connection between the two (see §§ 23, 31). With
keen insight into the needs of the time, and much admired as a

teacher of wisdom, he was one of the first to make an extended

tour of the Grecian cities. He was in Athens many times.

In 411, and during the rule of the four hundred, he was there

for the last time, and was accused of atheism. He was con-

demned, and upon his flight to Sicily was drowned. The titles

(Diog. Laert., IX. 55) of his numerous writings, only a very

few of which are preserved, prove that he dealt with the most
varied subjects in the domain of theory and practice. Com-
pare J. Frei, Qucestiones Protagorece (Bonn, 1845) ; A. J. Vi-

tringa, De Prot. vita et pliilos. (Groningen, 1851). Lately

Th. Gompertz {Vienna Session Reports, 1890) has identified a

Sophistic speech with the Apology of Medicine in the pseudo-

Hippocratic writing, ircpl Texv-r}?, and has noted its not fully

undoubted connection with the teaching of Protagoras.

Antima^rus of Mende, Archagoras, Euathlus,^ Theodorus the

mathematician, and in a wider sense Xeniades of Corinth also

are to be regarded as pupils of Protagoras. Eminent citizens of

Athens, like Critias, probably Callicles, or poets like Evenus
of Paros, etc., stood in a less intimate connection with the

Sophists.

The practical and political aim of their instruction com-

pelled the Sophists to turn aside from independent nature

study and metaphysical speculation, and to content them-

selves with the presentation, in popular form, of such the-

ories only when they were called for or appeared effective.^

1 Plato, aorg. 2 Plato, Phileb.

^ Plato, Thecetelus.

« Many, like Gorgias, rejected this as perfectly worthless. See Plato,

Meno, 95 c.
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The peculiar task in teaching men how to persuade drove

them, on the other hand, to interest themselves more thor-

oughly in man, especially on his psychological side. Who-
ever endeavors to influence man by speech must know
something of the genesis and development of his ideas and

volitions. While earlier science with naive devotion to

the outer world had coined fundamental concepts for its

knowledge of nature, Sophistry, so far as it adopted the

methods of science, turned to inner experience, and com-

pleted the incomplete earlier philosophy by studying the

mental life of man. In this essentially anthropological

tendency, sophistry turned philosophy on the road to

subjectivism.^

This new kind of work began first with language. The
efforts of Prodicus in synonymy, those of Hippias in

grammar, were in this direction. Protagoras was especially

fruitful in this respect. Persuaded that theory without

practice was as little useful as practice ^ without theory, he

connected the practical teaching, to which Gorgias seems

to have limited himself, with philological investigations.

He concerned himself with the right use of words,^ in their

"genders, tenses, modes,"^ etc.

Compare Lersch, Die Sprachphilos. der alien. 1. 15 f. ; Alberti,

Die Sprachphilos. vor Platon (Philol., 1856) ; Prantl, Gesch. der

Logik, I. 14 f.

Similar small beginnings in logic appeared, in addition

to those in grammar. That teachers of oratory should

1 What Cicero (Tusc, V. 4, 10) said of Socrates, that he called

philosophy down from heaven into the cities and houses, is equally

true for the entire Greek Enlightenment, for the Sophists as well as for

him.

2 Stobaeus Florileijium, 29, 80.

8 Plato, Phcedr., 267 c.

Dioor. Laert., IX. 53, in which he distinguished eix'^X^, epwrrjo-tr,

^oKptja-is, and tmo'Kfi.
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reflect how a thing was to be proved and controverted, is

obvious. It is also easily credible (Diog. Lacrt., IX. 51 f.)

that Protagoras had his attention drawn to the nature of

contradictory propositions, and was the first to teach the

method of proof (Ta<i 7rp6<; ras' deaec<; iTn-)(^€ip'^aei<;). Appar-

ently formal logic sprang up here as an art of argumen-

tation, proof, and contradiction. Of how far it was

developed in details by the Sophists, we unfortunately

know absolutely nothing.^

We are better informed concerning their general view

of human knowledge. The less the Sophist championed

earlier metaphysical and physical learning, and the more

he entertained his hearers by his clever opposition to it,

and the more vividly again instruction presented to the

consciousness of the rhetorician the possibility of proving

different things of the same object, so much the more con-

ceivable is it that these men lost faith in any universally

valid truth or in the possibility of any certain knowledge.

Their preoccupation with the theory of knowledge led, as

things were, by a psychological necessity to skepticism.

This skepticism is the theoretical centre of Sophistry. That
this degenerated among the younger Sophists into frivolous

argumentation should not lead to the misconception of the

scientific seriousness with which the negative epistemology was
developed, especially by Protagoras. On the other hand, it

was an unhistoric interpretation for those in modern time, fol-

lowing G rote's example, to celebrate Protagoras as the founder
of Positivism : E. Laas, Ideah'sm.ys umd Positivismvs, I.

(Berlin, 1880) var. loc. ; W. Halbfass, Die Berichte des Platon
u. Aristoteles iiber Protagoras (Strassburg, 1882). Opposed to

^ That the Aristotelian logic was not without precedents, literary or

in the form of practical exercise, may be taken a priori as extremely

probable. How far these precedents reached cannot be determined

from the very few indications from extant literature (see particularly

Plato's (?) dialogue SnpJnst). This lack of evidence is one of the most

regrettable deficiencies in the history of Greek science. Compare

Prantl, Gesch. d. Log., I. 11 f.
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this is P. Natorp, Forsclmngen zu Gesch. des Er'kenntniss2-)roh-

lems, p. 1 f., 149 f. Compare Fr. Sattig, Der Protagoreische
Sens^ialifimus in Zeitschr. f. Philos. (1885 f.). The chief

source for the epistemology of Protagoras is Plato's dialogue,
Themtetus. Yet it is a question how far the presentation
developed in this may be referred to Protagoras himself. The
teaching of Gorgias is in part preserved in the pseudo-Aristo-
telian JJe Melissa^ Zenone, Gorgia, c. 5 and 6 (§ 17) ; and
in part in Sext. Emp. Adv. math., VII. 65.

Ill order to establish his skeptical belief about human
knowledge, Protagoras made the eternal flux of Hera-

cleitus his point of departure. But he emphasized still

more than Heracleitus the correlation, in which every

single thing does not so much exist, as momentarily come
into existence, through its relation to other things. From
the disavowal of absolute Being it followed that qualities

of things arise only out of the temporary effect of things on

one another. Quality is the product of motion,^ and in-

deed, as Protagoras in a purely Heracleitan manner set

forth, always of two corresponding motions but in opposite

directions. One of these was designated as activity, the

other as passivity.^ It follows that in general it can never

be said what a thing is, but at most what it becomes in its

changing relation to other things,^ and the Protagorean cor-

relativeness contained a still greater significance in apply-

ing this general theory of motion to the theory of human
perception. Whenever a thing affects one of our senses,

^ It is not clear from the Thecetetus whether and how Protagoras

discussed the substratum of the Kivrjaii. Even if he did not with

Heracleitus deny it, yet he regarded it at any rate as incognizable. It

is conceivable that the Abderite Protagoras developed this theory in

compliance to the demands of Atomism, in which shape Democritus

later received it (§ 32).

'^ Thecet., 156 f.

8 Similarly the skeptical statements of Xeniades appear to have been

conceived. Compare Zeller, I*. 988.
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in which the motion proceeding^ from the object meets a

reacting motion of the organ, there then arises in the sense

organ tlic perceptual image,^ and simultaneously in the

thing, the quality corresponding ^ to the image. Therefore

every perception teaches only how the thing appears in the

moment of perception for the perceiver, and indeed for him

alone. Now for Protagoras, sense perception was regarded

as the only source of knowledge and of the entire mental

life.* Therefore there was for him no insight into the Being

of things over and above those relations ; no idea of what

things might be in themselves abstracted from perceptual

relations. Rather is everything for each individual ^ just

what it appears to him ; but it is such only to that indi-

vidual, and, more exactly, only for his momentary state of

perception. The well-known statement ^ has this meaning

:

TrdvTOiv yprjfidrcov fxerpov avOpcoTro'i, twv /xev ovtcov a)<? ecTi,

Tb)v 8e /XT] ovrwv co? ovk eanv.

^ The ability of the different objects to influence the different sense

organs appears already to have led Protagoras to his theory of the

different velocities of movements of the objects. See Thecet., 156 c.

With this reduction of the qualitative to the quantitative, Protagoras

stood entirely in the school of the Atomists (§§ 23 and 32).

2 Under this term the sensations and also the feelings are classified in

the ThecEtetus (156).

8 That the 010-^7x01' in reality arises with the aXa-drjo-n, is an addition

presumably of those who had extended and applied the theory of the

Abderite (according to the Thecetetiis). For such an assertion carries

one far beyond the bounds of skepticism. This cannot apply to

Democritus.

* Whether and how Protagoras has proved and explained this view

{(XT]hkv (ivai TTjv yj/vxTjv napa ras aLcrdfjafis, Diog. Laert., IX. 51) is not

known. In the liglit of the earlier Rationalism (§§ 18-23) this sensa-

tionalism seems somewhat unwarranted. It is presaged in the physio-

logical psychology of the later nature philosophy (§ 25).

^ The explanation of Thecetetus (152 a) does not permit the avdpanos

in this well-known sentence to refer to the genus. See Arist. Met., X. 6,

1062 b, 13.

6 Thecetetus, 152 a; Sext. Emp. Adv. math., VII. 60.
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As Protagoras based his philosophy upon that of Hera-

cleitus, so Gorgias founded his upon that of the Eleatics.

The former had conchidcd that to all opinion there is

attached a relative, but to none an absolute, truth ; the

latter sought to demonstrate in general the impossibility

of knowledge. While, however, the practical investiga-

tions of Protagoras enriched philosophy in the succeeding

systems of Plato and Democritus, the argumentation of

Gorgias was developed in a captious and sterile dialectic.

Gorgias showed : (1) Nothing is. That which is not, can-

not be, and even as little can that which is. For that which

is, cannot be thought either as unoriginated and imperish-

able or as originated and perishable ; neither can it be

thought as one or as many, nor indeed finally as moved,

without being involved in obvious contradictions. The

arguments of Zeno are everywhere re-employed here

(§ 20). Moreover, that which is and that which is not to

exist simultaneously, is impossible (against Heracleitus ?).

(2) Were there something, it would not be knowable ; for

that which is and that which is thought must be differ-

ent, — otherwise error would be impossible.^ (3) If there

were knowledge, it could not be communicated, because

communication is possible only by means of signs, which

are different from the thing itself. There is no warrant

that there is a like apprehension of these signs by different

individuals.^

Howsoever seriously and scientifically the theories of

Skepticism were held, even by Protagoras, they neverthe-

less led to the demoralization of science, and resulted finally

in a frivolous diversion in daily life. Gorgias had found

1 This dialectic is more finely spun out in the dialogue of the Sophist.

2 One is almost inclined to regard these paradoxes of this anti-philo-

sophical rhetorician as a grotesque persiflage of the Eleatic dialectic.

At all events, this last is inevitably and fatally involved in its owa

toils.
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that every predication of a subject is doubtful,^ if indeed

there is any difference whatever between subject and pred-

icate, lie therefore called in question synthetic judgments.

Protagoras himself doubted the reality of mathematical

knowledge.^ Euthydemus, in the spirit of this relativism,^

said that anything is suitable to everything ; one cannot

err, for what is spoken exists also as a something thought.*

One cannot contradict himself ; if he appears to, it is only

because he is speaking of a different thing, and so on.

Since the majority of the Sophists did not take truth seri-

ously from the beginning, their entire art amounted to a

dispute with formal adroitness pro et contra over anything

whatsoever, and to equipping their pupils in this facility.

Their principal aim was accordingly to be able to confuse

the listener, to drive him into making absurd answers, and

to refute one's opponent.

Protagoras also wrote avTtXo'yiaL and KaTa^aXKovre<i
',

^

and the practice of the Sophists, especially in later time,

in trying to be sensational, consisted simply in that art,

which is called Eristic.

Plato's Euthydemus describes with many playful witticisms

the method of Eristic by the example of the two brothers

Euthydemus and Dionysidorus, and Aristotle has taken the

pains to arrange S3'stematically these witticisms in the last book
of the Topics (irepl croe^io-riKaJv iXeyxoiv). The greater number of

these witticisms are puns. The ambiguity of the words, of the

endings, of the syntactical forms, etc., are in the main the basis

of the witticisms (Prantl, Gesch. d. Log., I. 20 f.). The great

favor with which these jokes were received in Greece, and espe-

1 Sophist, 251 b.

2 Arist. Met., II. 2, 998 a, 3.

' rS>v irpoi ri elvai tt)V aXfjdeiav. Sext. Emp. Adv. math., YH. 60.

* Here the ambiguity of the copula also playa a part. Lycophron

proposed to omit the copula.

^ The proposition that " man is the measure of all things " is cited aa

the be^iuning of this work, and at the same time as the beginning of a

work, called dX^^eta, which perhaps formed the first part of it.
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ciall)- in Athens, is explained by the yontliful incliiL-iion to

quibble, by the southron's fondness for talking, and by the

awakening of reHective criticism upon familiar things of daily

life.

However, this facetious method was unpromising for the

serious progress of science. On the other hand, the con-

victionless attitude of mind that the Sophists designedly or

undesignedly encouraged became a direct menace in its

application upon that domain in which, as their entire

effort showed, they were alone deeply interested,— the

ethico-political. Since the time of the Seven Wise Men

(§ 9), the content of moral and civil laws and obedience to

them had been a common subject for reflection. But the

growing individualism, the inspired activity of the Periclean

age, and the anarchy of the Athenian democracy for the

first time brought into question through the Sophists the

justification of these norms. Since here also the individual

man with his temporary desires and needs was declared to

be the measure of all things, the binding power of the law

became as relatively valid as theoretical truth had been.

See H. Sidgwick, The Sophists (Journal of Philology, 1872,

1873) ; A. Harpf, Die Ethik des Protayoras (Heidelberg, 1884) ;

and the general literature concerning the Sophists and particu-

larly that concerning Socrates. Of the profounder investigations

in which the more important Sophists were largely engaged, almost

notliiug is preserved save individual remarks and striking asser-

tions. At most there is the myth of Protagoras in the dialogue

of that name (320 f.). Perhaps the first half of the second book
of the Republic refers also to something of the same sort. Per-

haps the Sophists suffer in this domain, as in theory, from the

fact that we are instructed concerning them only from their

opponents.^

The most important point of view which the Sophists in

this respect set up appeared in their contrast of the natural

^ There is also a fras^ment found by Fr. Blass {Unicers. Schrljt. Kiel.,

1889) in Jamblichus, Protrepticoe oraiiones ad philosophia7n, ch. 20, who

attributed it to the Sophist Antiphon.
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ind social condition of man. From reflection upon the

difference and change not only of legal prescriptions but

also of social rules,^ the Sophists concluded that at least a

greater part of these had been established by convention

through human statute (Oecret. sive vofxrp) ; and that only

such laws were universally binding as were established in

all men equally by nature ((pvaei'). The natural therefore

appeared to be of the greater worth, — more nearly per-

manent and more binding than the social. Natural law

seemed higher than historic positive law. The more se-

rious Sophists endeavored then further to strip off from

natural morality and natural laws the mass of convention-

alities: Protagoras'-^ taught that justice and conscience

{Blkt) and atSco?) are the gifts of the gods, and are common

to all men ; but neither this nor the assertion of Hippias,

that "law" violently drives^ man to many things that are

contrary to " nature," sets up any thoroughgoing and neces-

sary opposition between the two legislations. But the

more the theory of the Sophists conceived of "nature" as

" human nature," and as " human nature " limited to its

physical, impulsive, and individual aspect, so much the more

did "law" appear a detriment and a limitation of the nat-

ural man. Archelaus, the pupil of Anaxagoras, declared

that social differences do not arise from " Nature." They
are conventional determinations (ou (pvaei aXXa v6/xo))A

Plato ^ has Callicles develop the theory that all laws are

created by the stronger, and these laws, on account of need

of protection, the weaker accept. He ^ puts into the mouth

^ Compare Ilippias in Xen. Mem., IV. 4, 14 f.

^ In his myth rcproduceil by Plato.

• riato, I'rot., 337 c. Siniihirly, but somewhat more brusquely, Cal-

licles expresses himself in Plato, Gorgias, 4S2f.

* Diog. Laert., II. IG.

^ Loc. cit.

« Republic, 1, 338 f.
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I

of Thrasymachus of Chalcedon a naturalistic psychology of

legislation, according to which the ruler in a natural body
politic would establish laws for his own advantage. In

this spirit Sophistry contended, in part from the point of

view of "natural right," in part from that of absolute

anarchy, against many existing institutions :
^ not only as

the democratic Lycophron against every privilege of the

nobility, or as Alcidamus against so fundamental a prin-

ciple of ancient society as was slavery, but finally even

against all custom and all tradition.^ The independence

of individual judgment, which the Enlightenment pro-

claimed, shattered the rule of all authority and dissipated

the content of social consciousness.

In the attacks which already science in its more serious

aspects had directed against religious ideas, it is obvious

that religious authority also would be swept away with the

flood of the Sophistic movement. All shades of religious

freethinking are met with in Sophistic literature : — every-

thing, from the cautious skepticism of Protagoras, who
claimed^ to know nothing of the gods, to the naturalistic

and anthropological explanations of Critias* and Prodicus^

as to belief in the gods, and even to the outspoken atheism

of a certain Diagoras ^ of Melos.

27. Against the destructive activity of the Sophists ap-

peared the powerful personality of Socrates, who stood

indeed with his opponents upon the common ground of the

Enlightenment, and like them raised to a principle the inde-

^ To some extent with positive propositions whose authors, according

to Aristotle (PoZ., TI. 8 & 7), were Hippodamus and a certain Phaleas.

2 Compare Arist. Pol, I. 3, 1253 b, 20.

' By reason of the vagueness of the object and the brevity of humaq

life; compare Biog. Laert., IX. 51.

* Compare the verse in Se.xt. Emp., IX. 54.

^ Cic. De natura deorum, I. 42, 118.

« Compare ZeUer, P. 864, 1.
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pendent reflection concerning everything given by tradition

and custom. But at the same time he was unshaken in

the conviction that tlirougli reflection a universally valid

truth could certainly be found.

The reports of Xenophon/ Plato, and Aristotle are the chief

sources of our kuowledge concerning Socrates. The remarkably

different light that is east from such different men upon this

great personality makes him stand out in plastic distinctness.

Xenophon saw more of the sober, practical, and popular side of

the life and character of the man. Plato, on the contrary, beheld

the height of his imagination, the depth of his spiritual being,

his elevatiug influence on youthful and highly gifted minds. Nee

S. Ribbing, Ueber das Verhaltniss ziuischen d. xenojAoufischen

u. d. platonischen Berichten iiber d. PersdnUchkeit u. d. Lehre

d. Sokraten (Upsala, 1870). Xeuophon's representation, so far

as the author's knowledge goes, is one of historic fidelity, but

it was strongly under the influence of Cynic party prejudice.

Plato's writings, however, place in the mouth of Socrates less

often Socrates' teachings (only in the Apology and the earliest

dialogues) than the consequences that Plato has drawn out of

them. Aristotle's teaching is everywliere authoritative as re-

gards the teachings of Socrates ; for, following Socrates by some-
what of an interval, and uninfluenced by personal relationship,

he was able to set in clear light the essential features of Socrates'

scientific work.

H. Kochly, Sokrafes u. sein Volk (in Acad. Vortr. u. Bed., I.

219 f.); E. V. Lasaulx, Des Sokrafes Leben, Lehre und Tod
(Munchen, 1857); M. Carriere, Sokrafes u. seine Stelhing in

der Gesch. des mensddichen Geistes (in Westermann's Monats-
heften, 1864) ; E. Alberti, Sokrafes, ein Versuch ilber ihn nach
den Quellen (Gottingen, 1869); E. Chaignet, Vie de Sokrate
(Paris, 1868) ; A. Labriola, La doctrina di Sokrate (Neapel,
1871) ; A. Fouilloe, Laphilos. de Sokrate (Paris, 1873) ; A. Krohn,
Sokrate doctrina e Platonis repuhUca illustrata (Halle, 187.5) ;

Windelband, Sokrafes (in Praeludieii, p. 54 f.) ; K. Joel, Der
echte u. der xenojyhontische Sokrafes, I. (Leipzig, 1892).

1 The Memorabilia are essential for our consideration of this (see A.
Krohn, Soc. u. Xen., Halle, 1874). So is the Syn^posium. The question
as to the priority of the Sympoaiim of Xenophon or the Sympoainm of

Plato is not yet fully decided in favor of the former, but is of lute

accented. Compare Ch. V. Compare Sander, Bemerkungen zu Xeno-
pnon's Berichten, etc. (Magdeburg, 1884).
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Socrates was born in Athens a little before 469,^ the son

of Sophroniscus, a sculptor, and Phsenarete. He learned

the trade ^ of his father, and discriminatingly absorbed the

various elements of culture of his time, without applying

himself to properly erudite studies. Acquaintance with the

methods of instruction of the Sophists awoke in him the con-

viction of the dangerousness of their tendencies. Against

them he felt himself called by divine direction^ to a serious

examination * of himself and his fellow-citizens, and to un-

remitting labor in the direction of moral perfection. He
was moved by a deep religious spirit and an exalted moral

sense in his investigations. He shared with his contem-

poraries an immediate interest in these investigations; and

his dwn peculiar activity, which began in Athens as early

as the commencement of the Peloponnesian war,^ rests

upon these. He belonged to no school, and it was foreign

to his purpose to found one. With spontaneous feeling,

he sought on the broad public field, which Athenian life

offered, intellectual intercourse with every one. His extra-

ordinary exterior,^ his dry humor, his ready and trium-

phant repartee brought him into universal notice. His

geniality, however, and the fine spiritual nature which lay

hidden in his astonishing shell,'' the unselfishness which

he manifested unstintedly toward his friends, exercised an

irresistible charm upon all the remarkable personalities of

the time, especially upon the better elements of the Athe-

1 He was at his death (399) over seventy years ohl.

2 Concerning a piece, later on pointed out as one upon which the

young Socrates was said to have wrought, see P. Schuster, Ueher die

Portrats der griech. Philos. (Leipzig, 1877).

8 Plato, Apol, 33 c.

* f^erd^fiv ffiavrou Koi rovi ciWovs ' ibid., 28 e.

* The production of the Clouds, 423, attests his popularity.

* The humorous characterization of his own Silenus shape is in Xeno-

phon's Symposium, 4, 19 f.

' Compare the beautiful speech of Alcibiades in Plato, Symposium,

215 f.
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niaii youth. While he in this way obeyed higher duty to

the neglect ^ of home cares, in free fellowship a circle of

admirers formed itself around him in which especially the

aristocratic youth were represented in men like Alcibiades.

He held himself as far away from political activity as pos-

sible, but the unavoidable duties of the citizen of a state he

performed with simple integrity .^

At the age of seventy Socrates was accused of" cor-_

rupting the youth and introducing new gods." The cliarges

arose~ originally from low personal motives,^ but became

serious through political cori'plications,* in that the aristo-

cratically inclined philosopher, as the most popular and

active " Sophist," was to be made answerable for moral

degeneration by the democratic reactionary party. Not-

withstanding he would have been freed with a small pen-

alty ''
if he himself had not offended ^ the Heliasts by his

candid pride in his virtue. The execution of the sentence

of death was delayed thirty days by the Oecopia to Deios,

and Socrates disdained in his loyalty '' to law the flight so

easily possible to him. He drank the cup of hemlock in

May ,8 399.

^ Concerning Xantippe, whose name has become proverbial, see

E. Zeller, Zur Ekrenrettung der Xan. (in Vortrag und Ahhandlung,
I. p. 51 f).

2 He made three campaigns, and showed himself, as prytanis, just and
fearless against the excited minds of the masses (see Plato, Apol. ,32 f.).

» The accusers Meletus, Anytus, and Lycon acted out of personal
animosity, unless they were men of straw (K. F. Hermann, De Soc. accu-
satoribus, Gbttingen, 1854).

* See Grote, Ilistonj of Greece, VTTI. 551 f.

6 The verdict of " uuilty " was carried only by a majority of three or
thirty

;
the sentence of death had a much larger majority (more than

eighty).

" The Apology of Plato may be taken as authentic in its essentials..
'' Compare Plato's dialogue, the Crito.

^ In respect to the external circumstances of the day of his death,

Plato's dialogue, the Phcedo, is certainly historical, although Plato in it
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An instructor in philosophy, in the strict sense of tlie term,

Socrates diii not have. He called himself (Xen. Sy)ti2>osiuvi^

1, 5) avTovj)y6<i. Uut apparently he had l)ccome_famjliar witli

many of the scientific theories, especially with those of Hera-
cleitus and Anaxagoras, not only through the discourses of the

Sophists but tlirough lus own readings. (Compare K. F. Her-
mann, De S. mar/i.stris et dhciplina juvoiili, Marburg, 1837)
The process of development portra3'ed in the Phcedo is scarcely

historical, but can be looked upon as a sketch of the Platonic

theory of ideas. (Compare Zeller, 11^. 51.)

Xenophon, as well as Plato, makes Socrates meet persons of

every position, calling, and political complexion in his conver-

sations. His relation to young men was an ethicall}' pedagogical

and morally spiritual ennoblement of the Grecian love for bo^'s.

Among the men who made his popular philosophical method
their own are to be named : Xenophon, who stood very near to

the Cynics (compare F. Diimmler, Anfisthenica, Berl., 1882, and
Academica, Giessen, 1889) ; also JEschines (not the orator),

who wrote dialogues in the same spirit (K. F. Hermann, J)e

uiEsch. Socratici reliqniis (Gottingen, 1850) ; and the almost
mythical shoemaker Simon (see Bockh, Simonis Socraticis

dialogic Heidelberg, 1810, and E. Heitz in O. Muller's Lit-

teraturgeschichte^ IP. 2, 25, note 2).

The legal measures against Socrates are open to the most
different constructions. The old view that the philosopher was
ruined through intrigues of the Sophists may be regarded as

given up, and also the conception originated by Hegel
(
Coynjilete

Works, II. 560 f.,XIV. 81 f), according to which, as in a tragedy,

Socrates was the champion of the higher Idea, and was ruined

by his unavoidable crime of offending the established laws. These
great antitheses play no part in the trial. It appears, rather, that

through personal and political intrigues Socrates became a

sacrifice for the discontent which the democratic reaction fostered

against the entire Enlightenment. Although presumably unin-

tentionally, nevertheless Aristophanes did a decided injury to

the philosopher in his caricature of him in the Clouds,^ in that

he stamped him in the public mind as a type of precisely those

Sophistic excesses which Socrates fought most vigorously.

(Compare H. Th. Rotscher, Aristophanes und seine Zeitalter,

goes far beyond Socrates in his theory of the immortality of the soul

(compare Apol., 40 c) not only in his presentation of evidence, but as to

his personal conviction.

1 Compare especially H. Diels, Verh. d. Stett. Phil. Vers., 1880.

106 £.
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Berlin, 1817; Rrandis, in the Rh. Mas., 1828; P. W. Forcli-

hammer, Die Athener und JSoc, Berlin, 1837; Bendixen, Ueber

den tieferen Schriftsinn^ etc. (Husum, 1838.)

The theory of knowledge of the Sophists had led in all

its parts to a relativism of individual opinions. The effort,

on the other hand, for a stable and universally valid knowl-

edo-e formed the central point of the activity of Socrates.

The eiTLa-TriiMri was set in antithesis to the ho^ai by him

;

yet the iTria-Ttjfn] is not a complete, erudite possession to be

handed down, but an ideal to be striven for in work in com-

mon with other men.

Fr. Schleiermacher, Ueber d. Wertdes Sokrates als Philos. in

Ges. Werk, III. 2, 287 flf.

Socrates did not try, therefore, to impart knowledge or

to give purely formal instruction, but to engage in a mutual

seeking for truth. The basis of this was the conviction

that suchji norm of truth existed paramount to individiial

opinion. Therefore his activity found its necessary form

in the dialogue, the conversation in which, through the

exchange of opinions and through mutual criticism of these,

that should be found which is recognizable by all. While

the Sophists studied the psychological mechanism by which

opinions come to be, Socrates had faith in a law of reason

that determines the truth. His whole endeavor was only

a continuous invitation to his fellow-citizens to help him in

this search. His confession of his ignorance ^ signified this,

while he also at the same time herein intimated ^ his

failure to attain his ideal of aocpla. Yvf he demanded the

same measure of self-knowledge ^ also from others. For

1 Plato, Apol, 21 f. ; Symp., 216 d.

2 Compare Plato, Symp., 203 f. In this connection the term <^iko(To(^'ia

wins, as contrasted -with the more pretentious aoc^ila (a-otpia-Trjs), its pecu-

liar meaning, "striving for knowledge." See Ueberweg, p. 2.

• Compare the oracular yvi^t aeavrov, Xen. Mem.. IV. 24 f. ; Plato,

Apol., 21 f.
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nothing more dangerous blocked the way of wisdom than

that conceited affectation of wisdom which the Sophistic

half-education developed in the majority of minds. There-

fore his conversation analyzed with exasperating logic the

opinion which at the outset he elicited from others, and in

this superior manipulation of the dialectic consisted the

Socratic irony.^ But after removing this impediment

Socrates, in leading the conversation, sought to draw out

gradually what was common to the participants. In the

persuasion that serious reflection could find such a common
thought, he " delivered " the slumbering thought from the

mind ; and this art he called his maieutic.^

The method of the Socratic investigation corresponded,

in point of content also, to this external schema. He set

the concept as the goal ^ of scientific work over against

the single ideas given by individual perception. When
therefore Socrates in general aimed at definition, he

came into contact with the efforts of the Sophists * who had

busied themselves in fixing the meanings of words. But

he on his part went much deeper, in the hope of grasping

the essence of fact and the law governing single cases and

relationships by the application of this universal principle.

In making the answer to the particular question from which

the conversation proceeded depend ^ on the general defini-

tion to be sought, he was making man conscious of the law

of logical dependence of the particulars upon the universal,

and exalting that law to the principle of the scientific

method. In the search for universal concepts Socrates still

1 Plato, Rep., I. 337 a.

* With reference to the profession of his mother; Plato, Thecet., 149 f.

3 Arist. Met., XII. 4, 1078b, 17 : ro opiCeaBaL KaBoXov. The tech-

nical expression for the concept is, in this connection, Xdyo?.

* Particularly with Prodicus, with whom his relations were uniformly

friendly.

* Xen. Mem., IV. 13.

8
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remained strongly fixed in the habits of naive reflection.

For the inductive procedure, the introduction of which is

accredited to him,^ consisted in the comparison of arbitra-

rily collated particular cases, by means of which, however,

a complete induction could not be guaranteed. But, never-

theless, the Socratic method was a distinct advance over the

entirely unmethodical generalizations, which earlier think-

ers had drawn from single observations or thought motifs.

It began, moreover, to set a methodical treatment in the

place of ingenious fancies.

P. J. Ditges, Die epar/ogische Methode des S. (Cologne,

1864) ; J. J. Guttinanu, Ueber den tcissenschaftUchen Stand-

pu/ikt des S. (Brieg, 1881). Examples of the Socratic method

are to be found in the Memorabilia of Xenophon and in most

of the (lialoguos of Plato. Socrates did not advance to a defi-

nite formulation of methodical principles, but his entire activity

has given them distinctly the character of an inspired insight.

The realm to which Socrates applied this method of the

inductive definition of concepts included— as in the case

of the Sophists — essentially the problems .of human life.

For, as his search for conceptual truth was rooted in the

strength of his moral conviction, science and moral self-

culture were to him in the last instance identical. The

universally valid truth, which he said was to be found by

means of conversation, is the clearness and certainty of

moral consciousness.

The limitation of philosophy to ethics, and on the other hand
the establishment of scientific ethics, passed even in antiquity

as the essential characteristic of the Socratic teaching. (See
Zeller, II*. 132 f. ). Neither the poetic license, with which
Aristophanes (in the Clouds) made of him a star-gazer, nor the

passages in the later Platonic dialogues {Phcedo and Philehus)^

in wliich a teleological nature-philosophy is put into his mouth,
nor, finallj^jliejvery homeljiJjtill^iTan tEeory, presumably after-

ward revised'^ by the l^stoics, whichxhe Memorabilia makes him

1 Arist. Met..) 1. c. ^ ggg a. Krobn, Xen. u. Soc. (Halle, 1874).
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develop, — none of these can liave weight against the very defi-

nite expressions of Xenophon {Mem., I. 1, 11) and Aristotle
{Met., I. 6, 987 b, 2). On the other Iiand, his aversion to
natural science was not in the spirit of Skepticism, hut due to
the deficienc}' of science in ethical value. A universal faith in

the teleological arrangement of the world and in a ]*rovidence
over mankind remained side by side with this aversion. See con-
clusion in Plato's Apology, in EuthijpJiro, etc.

In this specific ethical turn, Socrates followed, however,

a psychological principle, which expresses the rationalistic

character of the Enlightenment in its purity. It is the

formula of the identity of virtue and knowledge} In the

"complicated relationships of civilized life the habitual ob-

servance of national conventions had become insufficient.

In the confusion of public life, where one thing was com-

mended here, another there, every one felt that he needed

knowledge and judgment for making correct decisions.

In the increasing competition in civilization the well-in-

formed ^ man proved himself to be the abler in all depart-

ments of life. Socrates expressed himself most clearly as

to this condition, when he, applying the case to morals,

declaredJhat true virtue consists in knowing, and that right

knowing leads always of itself to right acting. Thereby

to know the Good was elevated to the essence of morality

and reflection to the principle of living. Philosophy, as

Socrates understood it, was the independent meditation of

reasoning man upon that law of goodness valid for all

alike. Knowledge is a moral possession, and the common
striving for it he designated as a process of mutual help-

fulness^ under the name epco?. On the other hand, this

1 See Xen. Mem., III. 9, 4.

2 Jhid., 9, 10 ff.

' This is the Socratic concept cf epas, whose extreme importance

appears in the fact that not only Plato and Xenophon, but also other

friends within the Socratic circle, have written about it. Compare

Brandis, Handbuch, II. 1, 64.
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point of view involved a deterministic and intellectual con-

ception of the will, which makes moral excellence depend-

ent upon intellectual culture, and in general the decision of

will exclusivelj_ dependent on the clearness and ripeness

of the insight. When he asserted that all evil action pro-

ceeds only out of a deficient insight,^ this is the same as

proclaiming entirely in the spirit of the Enlightenment that

knowledgeis the ethical Jdeal. For Socrates all other

virtues accord with the fundamental virtue, iTrtarijfxr]?

and possessing this all the others are attainable and

teachable. The process begun at the time of the Seven

Wise Men was comi)leted in these definitions of Socrates
;

and the norms uf universal consciousness, after they had for

a time been imperilled by individual criticism, during the

wild anarchy of opinions were again found by rational re-

flection and by the recognition of the universal validity

therein involved.

The question of the teachableness of virtue is treated in a most
engaging dialectic in the dialogue Protagoras^ while the other

dialogues of Plato's earliest period have for their common theme
the reduction of the single virtues to the fundamental virtue of

knowledge. These are Eatliyphro. Laches, Charmides, and
Lysis. Com[)are F. Dittricli, J)e S. sententia virtvtem esse

sr.ie/Uiaia (liraunsherg, 1868) and particularly T. Wildauer,

Die Psycholo'jie des WiUexs hei Sohrates^ Platon und Aris-

loteles^V'AviX. (Innsbruck, 1877). Besides, the determinism of

Socrates stands in a close relation to his euda^raonism (see

below). For the proposition that no one will freely do wrong
is founded upon the same basis with that pro[)Osition that if

one has recognized what is good for him it would be impossible

for him to choose the opposite against his own interest. Com-
pare Xen. Mem., IV. 6, 6; Arist. Magn. Moral. ^ I. 9, 1187 a,

17.

In the realm of ethics, moreover, Socrates stopped at

this most general suggestion without developing syste-

1 Xen. Mem., III. 9.

2 In Xenoplion one still finds the word cro^ia for this ; see Mem.,

in. 9.
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matically that kind of knowing ( Wissen') in which vir-

tue was said to consist. For tiie distinctive trait of the

activity of Socrates was that he never lost sight of the

given conditions. Therefore the question, " What then is

the Good?" always became the question as to what is

the Good in a particular respect and for a particular indi-

vidual ; ^ and the answer was always found in the suitable,

in that which perfectly satisfies the striving of man and

makes him happy. According to the grosser ^ interpreta-

tion of Xenophon, ^ocrates' ethical theory was utilitarian-

_isni, and the value of virtue founded on knowing sank to

the prudential cleverness of acting in every case according

to correct knowledge {Erkenntnis) of expediency. The finer

presentation of Plato refers, liowever, this o)(f)i\i/jLov, which

is assumed as identical with koXov and ayadov^ to the

health of the soul,^ to its furtherance toward a true state

of perfection. In both cases, nevertheless, intellectua,! ,

virtue is identified with happiness.^ Bight action, toward /

_which insight guides, makes man happy. The fundamental

conception of ethics in Socrates is thoroughly eudasmonis-

tic, and ancient philosophy did not pass beyond this point.

Compare M. Heinze, Der Eiuldmonismus in der griech.

Fhilos. (Leipzig, 1883) ; Zeller, IP. 149 f. In all particulars

the Socratic morals remained essentially within the compass of

Greek social-consciousness.^ It sought to find a basis in the

1 Mem., TIT. 8.

^ In whose writingjs, in one passage, it would appear that Socrates

agreed in morals with the relativism of the Sophists: Mem., III. 8,

•navra ayada Ka\ Koka ia-Ti npos a av fv e)(j), koku 8e Koi aurxpa irpos a av

8 Particularly note the representation of the Phcedo.

* Xen. Mein., IV. 1, 2.

^ To be excepted is only the prohibition of doing evil to an fntiiiy.

If here the contradiction between Plato's and Xenophon's representa-

tions is irreconcilable, we are inclined to rejjard Plato's report as the

true one : for the Crito, which treats this prohibition as one already long
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reverent recognition of divine law and established usage. Pap
ticularly Socratos himself, the model of noble and pure morals,

gave high place to civic virliie, to submission to the laws of the

state. In the slate, however, he would have not tiie masses, but

the good and inlelligentj rule (Xen. Mem., III. 0, 10).

Socrates personally supplemented his indifference to

metaphysical and physical theories by a deep and religious

piety, which led him to believe in the rule of the divine es-

sence in nature and in human life. He likewise supple-

mented the rationalistic one-sidcdness of his ethics by his

unswerving faith in obedience to the divine voice, which he

believed he heard in himself as Saifxovtov.

Likewise in the development of this thought, Xenophon, pro-

vided the extant form of the 3Ie)iiorahilia comes from him,

stood at the point of view of commonplace utility, while Plato's

Apology represents faith in Providence in a high ethical light.

In Socrates the rejectionjiLaaJjiiieJuipj^ledge comes about from
the fact that siiclT'Trnowledge contains trifles that waste our

time.^ On the other hand, there was the interest of piety, which
led ^ him to require a teleological view of the cosmos. It is im-

probable that he gave an exhaustive development of it, because
{Mem., I. 4, and IV. 3) Socrates usually was most prudently

reserved on such questions. Even Monotheism he by no means
eiapliaaLZfid sbjarplj\ He speaks mostly of " the Gods," both iji

Xenophon and Plato, and. no^enerrrr ever once charged Inni with.

•UsavQvying" the Gods." i Concerning the hai^oviov, compare
Ueberweg, P. 107, and Zeller, II"^. 74.

Regarded on the whole, the activity of Socrates, in that

he-set npL-thaldeal oi^reasjjnas agaiiist_j'elativism^ iyas an

attempt to reform the life morally by means of science.

The success of his teaching led among the best friends of

recognized in the Socratic circle, thou<rh indeed at variance with popu-

lar opinion, clearly belongs to the earUest writings of Plato.

1 Xen. Mem., I. 1, and IV. 7.

2 Ibid., I. 4, and IV. .3.

' He was reproached with introducing a new divine being, and his

enemies appeared to be aiming especially at the baijiovLov.
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the philosopher to the highest achievements of ancient

culture. The principle of reflective introspection, however,

which was thus victoriously awakened, and the enthusiasm

witli which Socrates turned his meditations from the charm

of external existence to the value of the intellectual life,

were in the Grecian world a new and strange thing. At
this point of view the pliilosophy embodied by him detached

itself from its background of culture and took other shape.

28. Under the name " Socratics " a number of schools

are usually grouped, which, founded by men of more or less

close association with Socrates, stepped forth, directly after

his death, with opinions that belonged in their direction and

content entirely to the Greek Enlightenment. If we look,

nevertheless, more closely, we see that these men and their

teaching have a much nearer relationship to the Sophists ^

than to Socrates ; and that, especially in the development

of tliese schools, the " Socratic element," which to some

degree was still present in Euclid, Antisthenes, and Aris-

tippus, vanishes more and more from sight. These so-

called " Socratic schools " should rather be viewed as

branches of Sophism which were touched by the Socratic

spirit. There were four such schools : the Megarian and

the Elean-Eretrian, the Cynic and the Cyrenaic. Among
these the Cynics stand nearest to Socrates.

K. F. Hermann, Die pJiilos. Stellwig der alteren Sokratiker
u. ihrer SchuJen (in Oes. AhJuindl.^ Gottingen, 1849, p. 227 f.)

;

Th. Ziegler, Gesch. d. Ethik, I. 145.

The founder of the Megarian school, Euclid, believed in

his ability to give content to the Eleatic concept of Being,

by identifying it with the Socratic concept of the Good.

Yet no victory over the abstract sterility of the Parme-

nidean principle was won by this method. For even if

^ Aristotle calls {Met., II. 2, 996 a, 33), for example, Aristippus a

Sophist, and with justice.
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Euclid defined^ tlie Good as the one ever immutable

^

Beinj^, which is given ^ different names by men; even if he

characterized the different virtues only as the changing

names of the one unchangeable virtue, that is, of knowing,

which was thus identified with Being as among the Eleatics
;

even if he thereby refused * reality to all concepts other

than to that of the Good ; — nevertheless all this led

neither to the construction of an ethics nor to an enrich-

ment of theoretical knowledge, but gave evidence of a con-

tinuation of unfruitful dialectic in the direction of Eleatic

Sophistry. The Megarians, therefore, accomplished noth-

ing in the realm of ethics. The only one of them to whom
political teachings arc ascribed was Stelpo, the later head

of the school, who, however, in this respect had entirely

adopted the views of the Cynics. In metaphysics the

Megarians were satisfied with the assertion of the unity of

that which possesses Being, and with an indirect proof of

that assertion resembling the Eleatic argumentations. In

this spirit Diodorus Cronus added ^ to the arguments of

Zeno new ones which were indeed less significant and far

more captious. In these the impossibility of constructing

a continuum out of a sum of discrete quantities again

played the chief role. There was a similar tendency mani-

fested in the investigations of the Megarians concerning the

categories of modality. For the assertion that only the

actual ^ is possible, and the famous proof (^Kvptevcov) "^ of

Diodorus Cronus— that the unactual, which has demon-

1 Diog. Laert., VII. IGl.

2 Cicero, Acad., II. 42, 129.

« ])iog. Laert , II. 106.

* Ih'uL: compare Euseb. Prcep. ev., XIV. 17.

5 Preserved in Sext. Emp. A civ. math., X. 85 f.

« Arist. Met., VIII. 3, 104G b, 29.

' Compare Cicero, De fato, 6, 12 f. Later pbilosophers, particularly

Chrysippus, have definitely declared their positions with reference to

this aryjument.
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strated itself through its unactuality to be impossible, may
not be called possible— point only in a rather abstraci

way to the refutation of Becoming and change.^

Compare F. Deycks, Die Megaricorum doctrina (Bonn,
1827) ; Henne, :^cole de Megare (Paris, 1843) ; Mallet, Ilis-

toire de I'ecole de Megare et des ecoles d'^iis et d' ^rttrie

(Paris, 1845).
We can only speak in general of the dates of the life of

Euclid of Megara, one of the oldest and truest friends that

Socrates had. He was not much younger than Socrates, 3-et he
considerably outlived hiiu, and opened after the death of the

master his hospitable house to his friends. About this time a

school formed itself around him, and it appears to haA'e re-

mained intact through the fourth century. Of the most of

those who are mentioned as adherents of this school, we know
only the names. Particulars are reported only of Eubulides of

Miletus, the teacher of Demosthenes, of Diodorus Cronus, of

lasus in Caria (d. 307), and especially of Stilpo, who was a

native of Megara (Diog. Laert., II. 113 f.). Stilpo lived from
380 to 300, and aroused universal admiration by his lectures.

He linked the Megarian dialectics to the Cynic ethics, and deci-

sively influenced thereb}- his chief pupil, Zeno, the founder of

Stoicism. His younger contemporary was Alexinus of Elis.

The most important controversial question arising in refer-

ence to the Megarian school concerns the h3'pothesis set up by
Schleiermacher (in his translation of Plato, V. 2, 140 f.) and
opposed b}' Ritter ( Ueber' d. Philos. der meg. Schide, Hhein.
Mus., 1828) and Mallet (loc. cit. XXXIV. f.), accepted by most
others, including Brandis and Prantl, and defended by Zeller

(P. 215 f.). This liypothesis is to the effect that the represen-

tation of the theory of Ideas in tlie dialogue, the /Sophist (246 b,

248 f.), refers to the Megarians. If one is convinced that

this dialogue is genuinel}' Platonic, it is difficult to provide for

this theory of Id^as. For to presuppose any kind of an other-

wise unknown school (Ritter) as the author of so significant a

1 Since Aristotle cites the proposition as iMegarian, that only the

actual is the possible, it can scarcely have arisen from the polemic

against the Aristotelian categories Bwafiis and evepyeia. But possibly

the later Megarians, for example Diodorus, developi-d it in this direction.

Compare Hartenstein, TIeher die Bedeutiing der megai'isclien Schule. far

die Geschichte der melaphysischen Probleme (in Hist, philos. Ahhaiul-

lungen, 127 f.).
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system as tbat of the acrw/xaTa elS-q, is forbidden because AristolU;

(M:t. ,1.6; Nic. Eth. , I. 4) designated Plato distinctly as the

inventor of the same. It is certainly very far from having any
phiee in the Soeratic schools. But tlie teaching is even as little

consistent with what has been at other times conlidently ascribed

to the Megarians as with the teacliing of any one of the other

schools. In no place is there a single indication of it. It

stands in so abrupt op[)Osition especially to the abstract theory

of Being of the Megarians, that we do not avoid the difficulty

l)y taking for granted a gradual develo[)ment within the school.^

On the other hand, it may be shown that the description ^

which the dialogue, the Sojjhist, gives of this theory of Ideas,

agrees completely and even verball}' with that phase of the

Platonic philosophy expressed in the Sjrnposiuin.^ There is,

accordingly, nothing left but either accept Plato as opposed to

an earlier phase of his own teaching and its 4>l\oi, or to find

the author of this criticism of the Platonic philoso[)hy in an
P^leatic contemj)orary of Plato, (For details, see Ch. V.) lu

neither case can the theorv of Ideas treated in the passage in

the Sop/d.st, nor the developed theory of knowledge connected

closely with it and com[jletely Platonic in character, be ascribed

to the Megarians. This theory in the /Sophist amounts to a

sensuous knowledge of yeVeo-tj, or a knowledge of tlie corporeal

world plus a conceptual knowledge of ova-La, which is a knowl-
edge of the non-corporeal Ideas.

The only remaining feature worthy of comment in regard

to the Megarian school is its development of the Sophistic

art of Eristic. Its abstract theory of unity involved a

skepticism regarding all concrete knowledge and a nega-

tive trend in its instruction. The prominent fact in re-

^ Zeller seems to believe (II*. 2C1) that the Euclidean theory of

1
1 leas was given up in the course of the development of the school to

saii-fy the theory of unity. Since the latter theory had been given

from the very beginning in the form of Eleaticism there must then be

expected conversely a gradual division of the Eleatic One into a plural-

ity of Ideas and this is precisely what Plato accomplished.

2 See E. Appel, Arch. f. Gesch. d. Ph., V. 55 f.

8 In this connection there is hardly an allusion to Ideas as causes of

the phenomenal world. Zeller, I*. 316. The oiaia as alrla is first intro-

duced in the Phcedo, Philebus, and the latter parts of the Republic.

See Ch. V.
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spect to Euclid is that he in polemics followed the method ^

of neglecting proofs and even premises, and leaped directly

to the conclusion by means of reductio ad absurdum. Stilpo

accepted the Sophistic-Cynic assertion, that according to

the law of identity a predicate different from the subject

cannot be ascribed to the subject. The younger members,
Eubulides and Alexinus,^ got their notoriety by inventing

the so-called " catches." These are questions put in such

a way that no one of the possible disjunctive answers can

be given without involving a contradiction.

See Prantl, Gesch. der Logik, I. 33 f. ; Diog. Laert, II. 168,
enumerates seven of these "•catches," — the Liar, then three
practically identical ones, the Concealed, the Disguised, and
the JElectra, and further the Horned Man, and finally the Heap
(Sorites) and the Bald-head, which positively and negatively
suggest the acercus of Zeno (§ 20). As was the case with the
Sophistic witticisms, these were in the main reducible to verbal
ambiguities. The lively interest that antiquity had in them was
almost wholly pathological.

Still less significant was the Elean-Eretrian school, which

was founded by Phaedo, Socrates' favorite scholar, in his

native city Elis. Later it was transferred by Menedemus
to his home, Eretria, where it died out about the beginning

of the third century. It appears to have taken a similar

line of development as the Megarian school and Phaedo

agreed with Euclid ^ in all essentials. Menedemus, who
received instruction in the Academy and from Stilpo, co-

operated with Stilpo in turning the school toward Cynic

ethics. Both schools merged finally, like the Cynic, in the

Stoa.

1 Diog. Laert., 11. 107.

2 Whose name was facetiously perverted into 'EXfyllfor: Diog.

Laert., II. 109.

* Presumably he had received powerful influence from Euclid dur

ing his stay in Megara.
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Compare Mallet (see above) ; L. Preller, Phcedon's Lehens-

scJu'cksdle tmd Srhriflen {Erschund Gniber^Wl. 21, 357 f.) ; v.

Wihuno\vitz-]M<)lleiuiorf {ILrmes, 1879).

Phivjdo, when ver}' joung, was taken into captivit}' b}' the Athe-

nians, and iK)t long before Soerates' death he was, at the insti-

gation of Soerates, freed from slavery by one of his friends.

The genuineness of the dialogues ascribed to him was early very

much in doubt. At any rate, as little from the literar}' activity

of this school is preserved as from that of the Megarians.

Menedemus, who is said to have died so(jn after 271 at the age

of seventy-four, had (Diog. Laert., II. 125 f.) raised himself

from a verv low position to one of considerable authority. It is

now impossible to determine whether his apparently loose and

transitor}- relation to the Academy was a fact. Only the names
of the other members of the school are preserved.

29. Notably more important are the two schools existhig

immediately after Socrates and not uninfluenced by his

ethical doctrine. In these, the Cynic and Cyrenaic, the

opposition as to both moral and social conceptions of life

took definite form. They had in common an indifference

for theoretic science and a desire to concentrate philosophy

upon the art of living. Common also was the origin of

their philosophy from the Sophistic circle ; and they found

partial support in the formulations of Socrates. They

were, however, diametrically opposed in their conception of

the place of man and his relation to society. This re-

mained a typical opposition for the whole ancient world.

Both theories as the result of the cultural and philosoph-

ical impulse given by the Sophists reveal the disposition

of the Grecian world toward the value which civilization

possesses in its control of individual impulses. This com-

mon problem put the same limits upon their endeavors in

spite of their different conclusions.

The Cynic school was called into life by Antisthenes of

Athens, and maintained its popularity on account of the

original character, Diogenes of Sinope. Among its more

distant followers may be named Crates of Thebes, his wife

Hipparchia, and her brother Metrocles.
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Antisthenes, born about 440, was not a full-blooded Atheniiih.

He had entered the Sophistic profession of teaching as the pupil

of Gorgias, before he came under the influence of Socrates,
whose active admirer he became. After the death of Socrates
he founded a school in the gymnasium Cynosarges, which he
administered for quite a time. Of his numerous writings
(Diog. Laert., VI. 15 f.) onl}' a few fragments are preserved, —
collected b}' A. W. Winckelmann (Zurich, 1842). Compare
Chappuis, Antisthene (Paris, 1854) ; K. Barlen, Antisthenes u.

P/ato/t (Neuwied, 1891) ; K. Urban, Ueber die Eruahnungcn
der Philos. des Antlsthejies in den phttonischen Schriften
(Konigsberg, 1882) ; F. Dlimmler, Antiethetdca (Halle, 1882)
and ^4/iT/dem/>ta (Giessen, 1889); Vj.'^ovdQxi^ Beitragez. Gesch.
d.gr. Ph., 1-4.

Diogenes, the SjjKpar?;? iiaaoix^vo^, fled as a counterfeiter from
his home to Athens, and ornamented his proletariat and queer
existence with the wisdom of Antisthenes. He claimed to put
the theory of his teacher consistently into practice. In old age
he lived as tutor in the house of Xeniades in Corinth, and died
there in 323. Compare K. W. Gottling, Diogenes der Kyniker
oder d. Phil, des gr. Proletariats ( Geschich. Abhandl., I. 251 f.)

;

K. Steinhart {Ersch u. Gniber, I. 25, 301 f.)

Crates of Thebes, nearly' contemporary of Stilpo, is said to

have given away his property in order to dedicate himself to

the Cynic life. His rich and nobly connected wife followed

him into a beggar's existence. Anecdotes only are preserved
concerning his brother-in-law, Metrocles. Cynicism continued
later as a popular moralizing instruction ; for example in Teles,

whom v. Wilamowitz-Mollendorf treats {Philol. Untcrsiahnaigeyi,

IV. 292 f. ), and whose fragments have been published by O.

Hense (Freiburg, 1889). Later do we find Cynicism in Bion of

Borysthenes, whose sermons greatl}^ influenced later literature

(Horace),^ as upon the other hand the satires of the PhaMiician

Menippus, which breathe the Cynic spirit, influenced Varro.

See Zcller, IP. 246, 3.

As only the Good was Being for the Megarians, for

tlie Cynics virtue appeared to be the only legitimate con-

tent and purpose of life. With similar Eleatic one-sided-

ness they remained averse to all other ideals and disdain-

ful of them. They taught indeed, like Socrates, that virtue

consists in knowing, and yet they emphasized the practical

^ Compare R. Heinze, De Horatio Bionis imitatore (Bonn, 1889).

\
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side, that is, right action, and especially the consistent

carrying out of moral principles ^ in life. They like-

wise attributed only so much value, therefore, to scien-

tific investigations as those investigations serve ethical

purposes.

It is to be added that in its epistemology also this school

stood entirely upon the ground of Sophistic skepticism.

It indeed sounds to some degree Socratic for Antisthenes

to demand ^ the explanation of the j)ermanent essence of

tilings by definition. Yet in his development of this pos-

tulate he fell back upon the opinion of Gorgias that of no

subject can an attribute differing in any way from it be

pi-edicated. He made it equivalent to the statement that

only identical judgments are possible.^ Accordingly only

the composite arc definable ;^ all simple things, on the other

hand, can be indicated ^ only by their peculiar individual

names, which, however, do not explain the essence of the

fact itself. Thus their theory of knowledge reduced itself

to bare skepticism ; and it also manifested itself in Antis-

thenes adopting the Sophistic teaching that a contradic

tion is wholly impossible.^

1 Even in the character of Antisthenes this consistency, this serious

and strict adherence to principles, was the central point. Diogenes

intended assuredly to outdo him in this respect.

2 To him belongs the definition Xoyos eVrti/ 6 to rl tjv t) eari 8t]\o)v.

' That the place in the Sophist, 251 b, refers to Antisthenes, Aristotle

teaches in Metaphysics, IV. 29, 1024 b, 32.

* Compare Aristotle, ibid., VII. 3, 1043 b, 24.

* The logically central truth of the Cynic teaching appears in the

Platonic statement (Thecet., 201 f.). This truth is that the ultimate

terms (to. Trpara) by which all else may be defined are themselves not

definable or reducible to something else. This opinion is closely joined

with that whieh looks upon these last elements of concepts as the

(TToi\(7a, by which all things are really constituted. This is a view

which in a certain sense sounds like the homoiomeriai of Anaxagoras,

and also like the Platonic theory of Ideas.

« Arist. Met., IV. 29, 1024 b, 34.

1
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This purely Sophistic limitation of knowledge to nomenclature

had taken on as a most obvious nominalism a distinct polemical

tendency against the theoiy of Ideas. The old tradition placed

in the mouths of Antisthenes and Diogenes rough and coarse

ridicule of the Platonic tlieor}' (rpciTre^wi' opui, TpcL-n-e^oT-qTa S'oii;^

opCo, Diog. Laert., VI. 53 ; compare Schol. in Art'st., 66 b, 45,

etc. ; Zcller, IP. 255) ; for these leaders of the Cynics only

single things existed in 7iatura rerum. The class concepts are

only names without content. At the same time it is evident

tliat, since the essence of a tiling did not seem to them logically

determinable, the}- claimed that it was producible only in sense

perception. Thus they fell into the coarse materialism which
regards a thing as actual only as the thing can be held in the

hand. Presumably this fact is meant in the Soplnst, 246 a ;

Theeetetus^ 155 e, Phmdo, 79 f. Compare Natorp, Forschungen^
198 f.

So much the more was the science of these men limited

to their theoretically meagre doctrine of virtue. Virtue,

and it alone, is sufficient to satisfy all strivings for happi-

ness. Virtue is not only the highest, but the only good,—
the only certain means of being happy. Over against this

spiritual and therefore sure possession, which is protected

against all the changes of the fateful world, the Cynics

despised all that men otherwise held dear. Virtue alone

is of worth ; wickedness alone is to be shunned ; all else is

indifferent {a^ia^opov)} From this principle they taught

the contempt of riches and luxury, of fame and honor, of

sense-pleasure and sense-pain. But with this radical con-

sistency, which ever grew sharper with them, they also

despised all the joy and beauty of life, all shame and con-

ventionality, family and country.

The obtrusive moralization of these philosophical beggars
appears mainly in their coarse witticisms ; and very many anec-

dotes relate to Diogenes. There is very little of serious inves-

tigation in their moralizing. Antisthenes appears to assert the

worthlessness of pleasure, perhaps against Aristippus, and to

have sought to demonstrate that man with such a conviction,

even if it be not entirely right, would be proof against the

1 Diog. Laert., VI. 105.
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slaverj' of sense pleasure.* In Diogenes this disgust of all

external goods grew to tlic i;hilusopliic:il grim humor of a prole-

tarian, who lias staked his cause on nothing. Irrespective of

the mental culture to which, so far as it concerns virtue, he
ascribed some worth, ^ he contended against all the devices of
civilization as superfluous, foolish, and dangerous to virtue.

Most dubious in all this was the sharaelcssness of which the

Cynics were guilty, and their intentional disregard of all the con-

ventions of sexual relations ; similar too was their inditlerence

to the family life and to the state.^ For the cosmopolitanism in

which Diogenes took pride * had not the positive content of a
universal human ideal, but sought only to free the individual

from every limitation imposed upon him by civilization. In
[)articular, the Cynics fought against slaverj' as unnatural and
unjust, just as already the Sophists had fought. On the other

hand, it must not remain unnoticed that Antisthenes,^ in defiance

of the judgment of Greek society, declared that work is a good.
Cynicism finally reckoned also religion among the dhid^opa. All

mythical ideas and religious ceremonies fall under the class of

the conventional!}' determined, the unnatural, and are excusable

onl}- because they ma}' be regarded as allegorical expressions of

moral concepts. Positivel}' the Cynics represented an abstract

monotheism which finds in virtue the true worship of God.

The fundamental purpose of Cynicism in all these deter-

minations is to make man entirely independent. The wise

man to whom virtue, once gained,^ is a permanent pos-

session, stands in his complete self-sufficiency ^ over against

1 See Arist. Eth. Nic, X. 1, 1172 a, 31; on the contrary, Plato

(Pkileb., 44 b) can hardly be regarded as referring to Antisthenes

(Zeller, II*. 308, 1). It is probable that places like the Republic, 583 f.,

refer to Democritus. See below, § 33 and § 31.

^ Diog. Laert., VI. 68, and elsewhere.

' From Diogenes on, the Cynics had wives and children in common.
(Ibid., 72.) This is only one of the instances that they manifested of

a levelling radicalism (in distinction from Plato).

* Loc. cit. 63: see ibid., 11, 38, 72, 98.

6 Ibid., 2.

* It can also be teachable, but more through practice than through

scientific instruction. Ibid., 105 f., 70.

7 Xen. Mem., 1, 2, 19.

« Diog. Laert., VI. 11 f.

I
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the great mass of fools. His reward is the perfect inde-

pendence in which he is equal ^ to the undesiring gods.

In order to be as independent of external goods as possible,

he reduces his needs to those most external. The less

one needs, the happier ^ one is. The Cynic Wise Man feels

himself free from society also; he sees through its preju-

dices ; he despises " its talk ; its laws and its conventions

do not bind him. The independent lordship of the vir-

tuous Wise Man does not need civilization and casts it

aside. The Sophistic opposition of ^ycrt? and voixo^ is

constructed into a principle, and all human limitation by

statute is unnatural, superfluous, and in part corrupting.

From the midst of the fulness and beauty of Greek civiliza-

tion, the Cynic preaches the return to a state of nature

which would avoid all the dangers of civilization indeed, but

would forfeit all its blessings.

30. The joyous wisdom of the life of the Cyrenaics formed

the completest antithesis to the morose seriousness of the

virtue of the Cynics. The leader of this school was

Aristippus of Cyrene, a man of the world, who once

belonged to the Socratic circle, but at other times led a

wandering life as a Sophist. Through his daughter Arete

his conception of life passed down to his grandson, the

younger Aristippus. Soon after this the school branched

out with the special interpretations which men like

Theodorus the atheist, Anniceris, and Hegesias gave to

the Aristippian principle. Among later representatives

Euemerus is to be mentioned.

1 Diog. Laert., VI. 51.

2 See the self-description of Antisthenes in Xenophon's Symposium,

4, 34 f. In this respect Cynicism showed that Eudfemonism is logically

absence of need. From the eudaemonistic point of view, then, the goal is

the renunciation and suppression of all avoidable desire.

' Thus Diogenes accepted the designation of Kvatv, which was origi-

nally a witticism in reference to the seat of the school, the gymnasium,

Cynosargus.

IQ
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The years of the birth and death of Aristippus cannot be

vcr}- exactly determined ; his life included f)om thirty to forty

years in the fifth and fourth centuries (4;jr)-86U). When he was
young he was intiuenced to come to Athens by the fame of

Socrates, and often during the course of his life did he return to

that city. That he for some time lived in Syracuse in the court

of the older and younger Dionysius, that he probably met Plato

there, cannot well be doubted. The founding of his school in

his native city, the rich and luxurious Cyrene, occurred prob-

ably at the end of his life, since all the known adherents to

the school were considerably younger than he. Compare II. v.

Stein, De vita Aristippi (Gottingeu, 1855), also his Gcschichte

des Platotnsmus, II. 60 f.

The technical development of the theory ^ seems to have been

completed b}- the grandson (/xry-poStSa/cTos), of whom nothing

further is known. Theodorus was driven out of his home,
Cyrene, soon after the death of Alexander the Great. He lived

in exile for some time in Athens and at the court of Egypt, but

he returned finally to Cyrene. Anniceris and llegesias (TrcKn-

6dvaTo<i) were contemporaries of rtolemieus Lagi. Hegesias

wrote a treatise the title of which Cicero mentioned as 'AiroKap-

Tcpoit/ ( Tusc, 1. 34, 84). Euemerus, probabl}- of Messene (about

300), set his views forth in what were well known to antiquity

as the leph dvayimcfi-i]. Compare O. Sieroca, De Euemerus (Konigs-

berg, 1869j.

The smaller fragments are in Mullach, II. 397 f. Compare J.

F. Thrige, Hes Cyrencsiuni (Copenhagen, 1878); A. Wendt,
De phihs. f'l/renaica (Gottingen, 1841); Wieland (Arisfip.,

4 vols., Leipzig, 1800 f.) also gives a graceful and expert

exposition.

In his theory of life, Aristippus followed closely the

teaching of Protagoras,^ just as Antisthcnes followed the

direction of Gorgias. Indeed he developed the relativism

of the Protagorean theory of perception to a remarkably

valuable psychology of the sense feelings. Sense percep-

tion instructs us only as to our own states {irddri)^^ and is

1 According to Euscbiiis, Prap. ev., XIV. IS, 31. Compare, besides,

Zeller, U* 344.

^ Which was communicated to him perhaps by his fellow-citizen, the

mathematician Theodorus (compare Plato, Thecetetus).

* Sext. Emp. Adv. math., VIL 191 f.
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not concerned with the causes of those states (ra ireTrotr}'

Kura ra Trddr)'). The causes are not recognizable; our

knowledge directs itself only to the changes of our own
essence, and these alone concern us. Sensations, since

they are a consciousness of our own condition, are always

true.^ In this spirit the Cyrenaics assumed an attitude of

skeptical indifference to natural science. They followed

Protagoras in the individualistic turn of this theory when
they asserted that the individual knows only his own
sensations, and common nomenclature is no guarantee of

similarity in the content of the thought.

That these episteraologieal nivestigations of the school of
Aristippus were used for a basis of their ethics but did not evoke
their ethics, is proved for the most part by the subordinate posi-

tion which they received in the later systeniatizations of the
school. According to Sextus Empiricus (Adv. nwth., VII. 11),

the treatment at this time was divided into five parts: concern-
ing good and evil ; concerning the states of the soul {-n-dO-q)

;

concerning actions ; concerning external causes ; and, finally,

concerning the criteria of truth (Trto-Tcis).

However, the fundamental problem of the Cyrenaics

(as of the Cynics) was that concerning the real happiness

of man, and they emphasized simply the included moment
of pleasure or displeasure in those states of mind to which

knowledge is limited. As, however, Protagoras had re-

ferred the theoretic content of perception to differing cor-

poreal motions, the Cyrenaics sought to derive also the

affective tone of the same from the different states of

motion of him perceiving.^ Gentle motion (Xela KLvrjcra^

corresponds to pleasure (^rjSov^'), violent {rpax^ta) to dis-

1 Sext. Emp. Adv. math., VII. 191 f. ; farther, Diog. Laert., II. 92.

2 Sext. Emp. op. cit. 195.

' Eusebius, loc. cit. ; Diog. Laert., II. 86 f. Likewise the exposition

in the PhUehus, 42 f., which brings this teaching directly into connection

with the iravra pel, presumably refers to Aristippus. Compare Zeller,

II*. 352 f.
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pleasure (ttoVo?), rest from motion to absence of pleasure

and pain (^drjSovia koX aTrovia). Since now these three

possibilities include the whole range of stimuli, there are

only two, perhaps three irddrj : pleasant (jJSt'a^, unpleasant

(a\7etm), and the states of indifference between them (jd

/xeTa^v).^ Since, however, among these three possible

states, pleasure alone is worth striving for, riSouTJ is the

only goal of the will (reXo?), and accordingly is happiness

or the Good itself. Whatever gives pleasure is good.

Whatever creates displeasure is bad. All else is indif-

ferent.

The question concerning the content of the concept of

the Good, which was not really answered by Socrates, was

answered by these Hedonists, in that they declared pleasure

to be this content, and indeed all pleasures, whatever their

occasion,^ to be indistinguishable. By this only the single

momentary state of pleasure is meant. The highest, the

only good, for these Hedonists was the enjoyment of the

moment.^

From these presuppositions the Hedonists concluded, with
entire correctness, that the distinction of value between single

feelings of pleasure is determined not by the content or the
cause, but only by the intensity of the feelings. They asserted
that the degree of intensity of the bodily feelings is greater than
that of the spiritual feelings.* Tlie later Cyrenaics, particularly
Theodoras,^ came therefore to the conclusion that the Wise Man
need not regard himself restricted by law, convention, or indeed
religious scruples, but he should so nse things as to serve his

pleasure best. Here, again, the Sophistic antithesis between
voixo? and (^uo-i?" is repeated, and the natural individual pleasur-
able feeling is taken as the absolute motive of action. Still more
pronounced than in the degenerate phases of Cvnicism appeared
here the egoistic, naturalistic, and individualistic trait which is

basal in the common prol)lem of both theories. On the other

1 Sext. Emp. op. cit. 199. ' Plato, Philebus, 12 d.

• See A. Lange, Gesch. des Mater., p. 37, 2 ed.

* Diog. Laert., II. 90. 6 Ibid., 99.

6 See ibid., 93.
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hand, Anniceris^ sought later to temper this radicalism, and to

ennoble the desire for pleasure b}' emphasizing the enjoyment of
friendship, of family life, and of social organization as more
valuable. At the same time he dul not lose sight of the egoistic

fundamental principle, but only carefully reliued it. With this

turn in its course, however, the Cj'renaic philosophy merged into

Epicurean hedonism.

Virtue was, accordingly, for Aristippus identical with

the ability to enjoy. The utility of science consists in di-

recting men to the proper satisfaction. Right enjoyment

is, however, only possible through reasonable self-control

{(ppovrjac^).^ Requisite insight for this frees us from preju-

dice, and teaches us how to use the goods of life in the

most reasonable way. Above all else it gives to the Wise
Man that security in himself by which he remains proof

against weakly yielding to influences of the outer world.

It teaches him, while in enjoyment, to remain master of

himself and his surroundings. The problem for both Cynic

and Cyrenaic was the attainment of this individual inde-

pendence of the course of the world. The Cynic school

sought independence in renunciation ; the Cyrenaic in lord-

ship over enjoyment, and Aristippus was right when he

said that the latter was more difficult and more valuable

than the former.^ In opposition to the Cynic ideal of re-

nunciation of the world, the Cyrenaic drew, as his picture

of the Wise Man, that of the perfected man of the world.

He is susceptible to the enjoyment of life, he knows what

animal satisfactions are, and how to prize spiritual joy,

riches, and honor. In elevated spirit he scrupulously

makes use of men and things, but even then never forgets

himself in his enjoyment. He remains lord of his appe-

tites ; he never wishes the impossible, and even in the few

happy days of his existence he knows how to preserve vic-

toriously the peace and serenity of his soul.

^ Diog. Laert., IT. 9G ; see Clemens Alex. Strom., II. 417.

2 Diog. Laert., II. 91. » Ibid., 75.
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With these qualifications (reminding us of Socrates), Aris-

ti{)pns went bovontl the principle of nionientiiry enjoyment of

pleasure when he, for example, explained activity as repre-

hfusilde il', on the whole, it fields more unpleasurableness than
pleasure. He lecounneniled on this same ground that there be
universal subordination to custom and law. Tlieodorus then

went still I'urtlier, and sought ^ to find the teAos of mankind, not

in individual satisfaction, but in serene disposition (x'^fjo). This
is also alread}' a transition to the Epicurean conception.

If the principle that oul}' educated men know how to enjoy
happily verified itself in the temperament and circumstances of

Aristippus, his school on the other hand drew another irresistible

consequence from the hedonistic principle, viz., pessimism. If

pleasure is said to give value to life, the greater part of human-
ity fails of its purpose, and thus life becomes worthless. It was
Hegesias who dissipated the theory of Aristippus with this doc-

trine. The desire for happiness cannot be satisfied,^ he taught.

No insight, no opulence, protects us from the pain which nature

imposes on the bodv. The highest we can reach and even as

TcAo? strive for is painlessness, of which death most certainly

assures us.^ The particular ethical teachings of Hegesias ap-

pear more nearl}- like the precepts of the Cynics than like many
of the expressions of Aristippus.

The isolation of the individual shows itself in the hedo-

nistic philosophers in their indifference to public life.

Aristi})pus rejoiced that in his Sophistic wanderings no

interest in politics infringed upon his personal freedom.*

Theodorus^ called the world his country, and said that

patriotic sacrifice was a folly which the Wise Man is above.

These all are sentiments in which the Cynics and Cyre-

naics agree almost verbally, and in these the decline of

Greek civilization was most characteristically expressed.

Religious beliefs are among the things which the Hedonists

shoved one side with sceptical indifference. Freedom from

religious prejudices seemed to them (Diog. Laert.., II. 91) to

1 Diog. Laert., II. 98. *^ Ibid., 94 f.

» The lectures of Hegesias irfia-idavaTos are said to have been for-

bidden in Alexandria because he spoke too much of voluntary death.

Cicero, Tusc, I. 34, 83.

* Xen. Mem., II. 1, 8 f. ^ Diog. Laert., II. 98.
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be indispensable for tlie Wise Man. It is not related, however,
that they set up in an}- way in opposition to [)oi5iLive reUgion
another conception. Theodoras proclaimed his aLheisui quite

openly. Euenierus devised tor an ex[)lauation of the belief in

gods the theory to-day called after him, and often accepted in

modern anthropology in many forms. According to this theory,

the worship of the gods and heroes is developed from a rever-

ence of rulers and otherwise remarkable men. (Cicero, I>e nat.

deor., I. 42, 119 ; Sext. Emp. Adc math,, IX. 17.)

5. MATERIALISM AND IDEALISM.

DEMOCRITUS AND PLATO.

The Greek Enlightenment had impeded the progress of

natural science by destroying the naive confidence of the

Greek in the validity of human knowledge. Science was

being utilized for practical life, and was in danger of losing

its dignity and the independence which it had just achieved.

On the other hand, the prevailing interest of the period

in psychology had widened the circle of scientific work.

Logic and ethics had thus been added to physics,— to

use the classification of the ancients. Conceptions of the

psychical aspects of life now stood side by side with those

of its physical aspects. Man had become conscious of his

share in the construction of the idea of the world. The
essence of scientific research was found to consist in the

examination of concepts and the fundamental proposition

of science had its formulation in the law of the domina-

tion of the particular by the universal. At the same time,

however, the principle was seen that science could never

give satisfaction if it disregarded the connection between

human life, as teleologically determined, and the objective

world.

The subjective moment had been sundered in its devel-

opment from the objective, and consequently placed in a
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certain opposition to it. In the mutual interpenetration of

the two, and in the tendency of these principles to coalesce,

did Greek science find the prol'oundest deepening of its

conceptual life and the greatest broadening of its practical

life. From the Peloponnesian war until Philip of Mace-

don, when the political life of Greece was already approach-

ing dissolution, science created its comprehensive systems,

and perfected itself in its ripest undertakings, which are

associated with the three names Democritus, Plato, and

Aristotle.

In the first place, as preparation for the final synthetic

statement of Aristotle, appeared the two metaphysical sys-

tems which expressed the greatest opposition possible within

the realm of Greek thought : the materialism of Democritus

and the idealism of Plato.

Both appeared at that culmination point of Greek culture

when the flood of Greek life was passing over to its ebb
;

the Democritan system was about three decades before the

Platonic, and in a remarkable degree independent of it.

Each system developed its doctrine on a broad episte-

mological basis, and each is related both positively and

negatively to the Greek Enlightenment. Both were met-

aphysical systems of outspoken rationalism. Each in

complete exposition compassed the entire range of the

scientific interest of the time. Finally, in both became

defined those opposed philosophical views of the world

which have not been reconciled up to the present time.

But there are just as many differences as there are simi-

larities. Although agreeing with Plato as to the Protago-

rean theory of perception, Democritus turned back to the

old rationalism of the Eleatics, while Plato created a new
ideal Eleaticism out of the Socratic theory of the concept.

Democritus may therefore appear less progressive and less

original in this respect than Plato, but we must remember
that as to their general metaphysics the principle of phys-
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ics dominated the Democritan system, and the principle of

ethics tlie Platonic system. Ethics was incidental in the

former system, while in the latter physics was the incident.

In every direction the theory of Democritus shows itself

to be an attempt to perfect the philosophy of nature by the

aid of the anthropological theories of the Enlightenment,

while Platonism was developed as an original recreation

out of the same problems. ' The historical fate of both

these philosophies was also determined by this relationship,

for the materialism of Democritus was pressed into the

background from the beginning, while Plato became the

determining genius of future philosophy.

The great significance, which— in this exposition in distinc-

tion from all previous ones — is given to Democritus by making
him parallel with Plato, is required solely by historical accuracy.

A similar view was, for that matter, very common among the

writers of antiquity. As a matter of chronology Democritus, who
lived between 430 and 360 (§ 31), was about twenty years

younger than Protagoras and ten years younger than Socrates.

Although he never came under the direct personal influence of

the latter, 3'et it must be taken for granted that a man to whom
in all antiquity Aristotle alone was comparable in learning, had

not studied the scientific work of the Sophists in vain. To treat

him entirely among the pre-Sophistic thinkers, as is customary,^

would be justified only if no traces of the influence of the En-

lightenment are seen in him. We hope to show the contrary in

the following exposition of his theory. But, however, this ex-

position will not support the attempt to stamp the Democritan

theory as a kind of Sophistry, as Schleiermacher and Hitter have

made it. The strong bias of judgment and vagueness of treat-

ment that has arisen from this interpretation is sufficiently

repudiated l)y Zeller (P. 842 f.). The points of view and theo-

ries in Sophistic literature of which Democritus certainly did

make use, were arranged by liim synthetically in a unified met-

aphysic, but such a metaphysic lay far outside the horizon of

the Sophists. On the other hand, it is to be entirely admitted

that even this materialistic metaphysic played a relatively

1 Most unfortunate in this connection is the arrangement of Schwegler-

Kostlin, -wliere the Atomists (as also Empedocles and Anaxagoras) were

treated before the Eleatics. 3 ed. p. 51 f.
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jin fruitful part in rojnvonating ancient thought. For ancient

thought t(X)k a riatonie tendency, and therefore we have been

very imperfect!}- taught concerning the Democritan theory.

But the case is entirely different wlien wc consider the whole

European history of science. Since the time of Galileo, IJacon,

and Gassendi, the Democritan teaching has become the funda-

mental metaphysical assumption of modern natural science, and

however sharply we may criticise this theory, we cannot deny

its significance (Lange, Geschichte dcs JIaterialismus, 2 ed., I.

9 f.). Just in this, however, consisted its historical equality

with Platonism.

One of the most striking facts of ancient literature is the

apparently perfect silence that Plato maintained concerning

Democritus.^ This was discussed many times in antiquity.- The
neglect is not possibly explained as hate or contempt.*^ Plato

was very much interested in men like the Cynics and Cyrenaics

whose manner of thought must have been far less in sympathy
with his own than that of Democritus,— with men who must
have appeared to him far less significant intellectually. That
Plato knew nothing of Democritus is chronologically a matter of

greatest improbability. If we also admit that Democritus on
account of his long journeys entered^ comparative!}' late upon his

literary activity, yet the amount of his literary work requires

that its beginning be set distinctly before Plato's first works, and
much the more before Plato's later works: when Plato wrote

the Symposium, Democritus was seventj'-five years old. The
more remarkable is it tliat Plato, who otherwise refers to, or at

least mentions, all the other early philosoi)hers, ignores not only

Democritus, but also the Atomic teaching.^ It must therefore

^ The name Democritus occurs nowhere in Plato's wi-itings, and there

is nowhere a mention of the Atomic doctrine. When Plato speaks of

materialism (comi)are above), he cannot possibly have Democritus in

mind.

2 Diog. Laert., IX. 40.

8 As early as Aristoxenus there appears to have been related the

foolish story of the designed burning of the Democritan books by Plato.

Diog. Laert, op. cit.

* The time of the composition of his fiiKpoi ^la/cocr/zo?, Democritus

himself (Diog. Laert., IX. 41) places at 730 years after the destruction of

Troy (see Zeller, I*. 762), i. e. about 420.

* It is significant that both the Sophist and the Parmenides—
whether they be dialogues written by Plato or originating from the Pla-

tonic circle — do not mention Atomism, although there were present
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be concluded, at all events, that Atomism— the writing of

Leucippus being doubtful— had found no favor within the circle

of Attic culture. It tiierelbre ap^jcars conceivable that the

Athenians were ^ entirely indilferent to the essentiall}' scientific

nature-investigations of Deinocritus at the time of the Sophists
and Socrates. In Athens one worked at other things, so that

Plato even later also made no mention of the writings of the

great Atomist in developing his own nature-theories. That he
was not really acquainted with them appears to become more
and more doubtful. R. Hirzel has pointed out two places {Phil.,

43 f. ; Rep., 583 f.) where references are made to Democritan
ethics iyUnttrsucklingen zu Cicero s philos. Schriften, I. 141 f.).

P. Natorp has assented to this {Forachuugen, 2QI L), but he has
few results in following up " the traces of Democritus in Plato's

writings" {Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., I. 515 f.). It would be
more satisfactory to seek negative and {)Ositive relations to

Democritus in Plato's later metaphysic (Philebus) ^ antl in his

philosophy of nature dependent on it {Timceus). Compare be-

low the references in the remarks to § 37.

31. Democritus of Abdera, tlie greatest investigator of

nature in antiquity, was born about 460. He was first

attracted to scientific research in the school of Leucippus,

probably about the time when Protagoras, who was some

twenty years his elder, also belonged to that circle. Hav-

ing the liveliest sense for individual investigation in natu-

ral sciences, he travelled extensively for many years. This

led him through Greece, for a longer time into Egypt, and

over a greater part of the Orient. The exact time of his

return and the beginning of his literary activity, however,

must remain a subject for conjecture, and his death can

important occasions for it in the Sophist in the discussion of Being, and

equal occasions in the Parmcnides in the dialectic over the One and the

Many.

^ In any case the expression of Democritus (Dioo;. Laert., X. 3G) is

characteristic : ^X^oj' ds 'Adfjvas koi ovtis fie eyvcoKtv At the time of the

Sophists of the Peloponnesian war, no one, not even Socrates, had the

spirit for serious investigation into the nature studies of Democritus.

2 H. Usener (Preussischefi Jnlirhuch, LIH. p. 16) has already given

much attention to this {Philebus, 28 f,).
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only be approximately set at 360. He settled in his home
in Abdera. He became highly honored there, and he lived

surrounded by those who prosecuted their researches under

his direction. He remained distant and apart from the

Attic circle of culture, in which little notice was taken of

him, but he may have been in occasional intercourse with

the physician Hippocrates, who spent his later years in

Larissa.

The life of Democritus is fixed by approximately safe data,

from his own statement (Diog. Laert., IX. 41) that he was
forty years 3'ounger than Anaxagoras, and from the statements

he made concerning the time of the composition of his /jupos

Sta/cocr/xos (§ 30). The acquaintance of Democritus with the

teaching of both his countrymen, Leucippus and Protagoras, is

entirely assured b}* the testimony of antiquity and the character

of his philosophy. He doubtless knew the P^loatics as well, and
one possessed of his great erudition could hardly be ignorant

of most of the other physicists. Traces here and there in his

system show this. He did not accept the number theory of

the Pythagoreans. The friendlj- relationship to the P3'thago-

reans, attributed to him,^ can have reference only to his mathe-
matical researches, and perhaps in part to his phj'siological

and ethical undertakings. He also appeared to be very familiar

with the theories of the younger physicists. But more impor-

tant for his development of the Atomic theory were, on the

one hand, his own very extensive and painstaking researches,

and, on the other, the theory of perception that he obtained from
Protagoras. Whether he gave much attention to the theories of

the other Sophists, is still doubtful. They were entirely alien

to his metaphysical and scientific tendency'. But the thorough-
ness of his anlhropolog}', the significance that he laid on meta-

ph3-sical and ethical questions, and the single points which he
found valid in them, prove, nevertheless, that he was not unin-

fluenced by the spirit of his time from which he was otherwise

somewliat isolated. All these circumstances assign to him the

place of one who through the subjective period of Greek science

was tlie banner bearer of the cosmological metaphysic ; and in

consequence of his partial acceptance of the new elements was

» Diog. Laert., IX. 38.

2 He prided himself particularly on his mathematical knowledge

(Clemens Alex. Strom., 304 a).
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the finisher of the system. He did not receive the slightest

influence from his great contemporary Socrates.

The duration of his travels was at all events considerable,

and his stay in Egypt alone is given as about five 3'ears.^ He
certainly came to know the greater part of Asia.'^ He got

nothing philosophical from his travels, especially since his

thought habitually avoided everything mythical. Nevertheless,

his gain in breadth of experience and in the results of his col-

lections was onl}' the greater. His return to Abdera after his

journeys was the beginning of his teaching, and his literary

work may be dated, in view of the extent of these travels, not

before 420.^ Presumabl}' he continued his work into matura
vetustas (Lucret. De rer. vat., III. 1039). His fellow-citizens

honored him with the name ao(f>La. He seems to have been
little interested in public afl!'alrs, and he reached the great age *

of ninety or, according to some, of one hundred and nine 3'ears.

His intimac}' with Hippocrates (§ 39), which is not improbable

in itself, has been the occasion for the forger}- of letters between

the two (printed in the works of Hippocrates).

Geffers, Quoestiones dcmocritece (Gottingen, 1829) ; Papen-
cordt, De atomiconmi doctrina (Berlin, 1732) ; B. ten Brink,

Yerschiedene Abhandlungen in the Philologus^ 1851-53, 1870
;

L. Liard, De Democrito philosopho (Paris, 1873); A. Lange,
Geschichte des Materialismus, V. (IserL, 1873) p. 9 f.

The literary activity of Democritus was certainly very

great. Even if a part of the works which Thrasyllus had

arranged in fifteen tetralogies, whose titles are preserved

in Diogenes Laertius (IX. 45 f.),— even if this part was

wrongfully ascribed to him (for Diogenes mentions there

1 Diodor., I. 98. 2 Strabo, XV. 1, 38.

^ It is little probable that Democritus appeared publicly with his

theory, especially with his discussion of definitions, before the beginning

of the activity of Socrates (about the time of the beginning of the

Peloponnesian war). The passage in Aristotle {De part, anirn., I. 1,

642 a, 26), is not to be taken to mean with certainty a chronological rela-

tionship of the two philosophies, especially when compared with Meta-

physics, XII. 4, 1078 b, 17. It signifies only that among physicists and

metaphysicians Democritus first treated definition, although only ap-

proximately; while the direction of the scientific thought of Socrates

was turned to ethics.

* In reference to the numerous anecdotes about the " laughing phil-

osopher," see Zeller, I*. 766.
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titles of spurious writings), yet there remains a magnificent

number besides. In the genuine works all departments of

philosophy, mathematics, medicine, metaphysics, physics,

physiology, psychology, epistemology, ethics, aesthetics, and

technics are represented. Since the writings themselves

do not lie before us, the question of their genuineness must

be decided on the score of greatest probability.

The ancients were proud of the works of Democritus,

—

which by the way were written in Ionian dialect, — not only

for the wealth of their contents, out of which Aristotle took

so much for his scientific writings, but also on account of

their highly perfected form. They placed him in these

respects by the side of Plato ^ and other great litterateurs.^

They admired the clearness of his exposition ^ and the

effective power* of his buoyant style.

The loss of these writings, which appears to have hap-

pened at some time from the third to the fifth century after

Christ, was the most lamentable that has happened to

the original documents of ancient philosophy. While the

work of Plato has been preserved in its complete beauty,

there remains of that of his great antipode only a torso that

can never be completed.

Compare Fr. Schleiermacher, Ueher das Verzeichnis der

SchriftendesDem. hex Diog.Laert.^ Complete TFbr^",?, Division

III., Vol. III. p. 293 f. ; Fr. Nietsche, Beitriige zur Quelle7ikunde

und Kritik des Diog. Laert.
, p. 22.

The Fragments with annotations by Mullach, I. 330 f. (par-

ticularly Berlin, 1843) ; W. Burchard, Democriti philosophice de

sensibus fragmenta (Mindcn, 1830), Fragrnente der Moral des

Abderiten Democritus (Minden, 1834) ; Lortzing, Ueher d. ethi-

schen Fragmente des Democritus (Berlin, 1873) ; W. Karl,

Democritus in Ciceni's philos. Schriften (Diedeuhofen, 1889).
The insecurity in early time in reference to the writings of the

Atomists can he seen in the fact that while Epicurus seems to

have called in question the existence of Leucippus (Diog. Laei't.,

X. 13), the school of Theophrastus ascribed the yaeyas StaKO(ryu,os

» Cicero, Oral., 20, 67. « Ibid., De oral., I. 11, 49.

» Ihid., De dicin., II. 64, 133. < Plutarch, Quces. conv., V. 7, 6, 2.
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to Leucippus (Diog., IX. 46). Compare E. Ehode find IT. Diels,

in Verhand. der PhilologUchen Versuchimgen., 1879 and 1880,
and the former in Jahrbuch f. Philologie, 1881. The etiiical

writings, which V. Rose {De Arist. libr. ord., p. 6 f.) holds as

entirely ungenuine, can be taken in part as genuine (Lortzing),

especiall}' vepl £v6vfxn]<;. Concerning this last writing and the

use Seneca made of it (De auimi tranquillitate), see Ilirzel

(in Hermes, 1879).

32. The metaphysical principles of the Democritan

teaching were given above in the Atomism of Leucippus

(§ 23) : empty space and numberless self-moving, qualita-

tively similar atoms. These atoms differ only in form and

size, and in their union and separation all events are to be

explained. Their motions were accepted as self-evident

;

but the aWolcoa-fi, the qualitative characteristics of the per-

ceived thing, and the change arising from its motion must
remain as inexplicable for Leucippus as for the Eleatics.

Here Democritus entered armed with the perception theory

of Protagoras. The perceived qualities of things arise as

products of motion. They belong not to things as such,

but are only the manner in which the subject perceiving at

the time carries on its representation. They are, therefore,

necessary signs of the course of the world, but they do not

belong to the true essence of things. In contrast to abso-

lute Being, that is, atoms and space, only a relative reality

belongs to the sense qualities. But this relative reality of

the images of perception was supposed by Democritus to be

derived from absolute reality— the Hcracleitan from the

Eleatic world. The realm of the relative and the changing

had been known by Protagoras as the subjective, as only the

world of representation. But the objective world, which

the Sophist with skeptical indifference had thrust aside, re-

mained still for Democritus tlie corporeal world in space.

When he thus tried to derive the subjective process from

atomic motions, Atomism became in his hands outspoken

materialism.
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The peculiar significance of Democritns in the history of
Atomism seems to lie more in this materialism than in his com-
prehensive detailed investigations. He scarcely changed history

in anv way in its fundamental cosmological principles ; but

the careful development of anthropolog3-, which we cannot after

all ascribe to Leucippus, is clearly his chief work.

The unifying principle of Atomism, as it has been devel-

oped into a system by Democritus, is the complete develop-

ment of the concept of mechanical necessity in nature.

Democritns, as well as Leucippus, designated this as dvdyKr],

or in the Hcracleitan manner as ei/jLap/xeurj. Every actual

event is a mechanics of atoms
;
possessing originally a

motion peculiar to themselves, they get impact^ and push

by contact with one another. Thus processes of union and

separation come about and these appear as the origin and

destruction of things. No event is without such a mechan-

ical cause.2 This is the only ground for explaining all

phenomena. Every teleological conception is removed a

limine, and however much Democritus in his physiology

referred to the wonderful teleology in the structure and

functions of organisms, nevertheless he apparently saw

therein little reason or cause for such teleology in point

of fact.

Outspoken antiteleological mechanism is obviousl}' the prin-

cipal reason for the deep chasm which continued to exist be-

tween Democritus and tlie Attic philosophy, even at those points

concerning which Aristotle recognized the value of the investi-

gations of Democritus, — the chasm which divided the teaching

of Democritus from that of Aristotle. This was the reason that

after the victor}' of the Attic philosophy, Democritus lapsed into

oblivion until modern science declared in favor of his principle

and raised him to recognition. A highly significant moment in

1 Since empty space which has no real Being cannot be the bearer

of motion, the transit of motion from one atom to another is possible

only through contact, and "actio in distans " is excluded. When the

latter seems to occur, it is explained by emanations, as in the working

of the magnet (as in Empedocles).

' Oibfv p(p^/ia fiaTTjv ylyvtrai, dWa ndfra e/c \6yov re Koi vtt' avayKtiS'
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the human apprehension of the world, and one never to be left

out of account, came hereby to clear and distinct consciousness,

and ruled all Atomism as a methodical postulate. The charge

raised by Aristotle (Phys., II. 4, 196 a, 24) and before him by
Plato (Phileb., 28 d) and lately repeated (Ritter), that Democri-
tus made the world one of chance (auro/xaroi/, ti'xv) rests upon
the entirel}' one-sided teleological use of this expression. Com-
pare Windelband, Die Lehre/i vom Zufcdl, p. 56 f.

The Atoms are to be primarily distinguished from each

other by their form (cr^r;/cAa or Ihea)^ and there are an in-

finite number of forms. The difference of size^ is referred

in part 2 to their difference of form.^ Motion dwells within

the atoms, as a necessary irreducible function by which

each atom, lawless in itself, and each one for itself, is in

process of flight in empty space. Where, however, several

of them meet, there arises an aggregation. The shock of

meeting causes a voi-tex,^ which, when once begun, draws

more atoms into itself from the space surrounding it. In

this whirl Like find Like. The coarse heavy atoms collect

in the centre, while the finer and more volatile are pressed

to the periphery. The motion of the whole mass has a

balanced revolution however. With reference to the indi-

vidual objects constructed ^ in this way, the order, position,

1 It is most characteristic that the tSe'a, the term that appears in

Anaxagoras, equally appears in Democritus and Plato for absolute real-

ity. Of course in a different sense Democritus wrote (Sext. Emp. Adv.

math., VII. 137) a separate work, irepX Ibewv.

2 At all events, the atoms were thought of as so small that they were

imperceptible.

3 Yet in this the different reports do not fully agree, in that occasion-

ally fieyedos and axrjfia seem co-ordinated, and atoms of similar forms are

assumed to be of different sizes. See Zeller, I^. 777. It is, however, not

impossible that Democritus had in mind atom-complexes for such cases.

* Which, as the only ground of difference, is often quoted. See pas-

sages in Zeller, I*. 7 76, 1.

6 Diog. Laert., IX. 31 f.

* Arist. Met., I. 4, 985 b, 13, In this place under to ov is to be under-

Btood the thing possessing Being constructed out of atoms. For ra^iy and

11
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and form of the atoms which constitute them, are the de-

termining factors. The real qualities of a perceived thing

are spatial form, weight, solidity, and hardness. Weight^

depends on the mass of matter, with an allowance for

the interstices of empty space. Solidity and hardness de-

pend on the nature of the distribution of matter and empty

space.

These are the primary ^ qualities which belong to the

things in themselves. All others belong to the things only

so far as they affect the perceiving subject. The secondary

qualities are not therefore signs of things, but of subjective

states.^ Democritus considered color, taste, and temperature

as belonging to the secondary qualities, and he based their

subjectivity on the difference of the impression of the same

object upon different men.^

In this theor}' of the subjectivity of sense qualities (for de-

tails, see below) Democritus carriod out the suggestions of

Protagoras. His principle of relativitj' esi)ecially shows this.

His polemic against Protagoras was prompted by tl\e fact that he

held, like Plato, side by side with the tlieory of the relativit}' of

sense perception, the possibility of a knowledge of absolute real-

ity. On this account, even as Plato, he battled against the Pro-

tagorean theorj', in which ever}' perception in this relative sense

^c'o-tf could not be marks of distinction between the single atoms, but only

between the complexes. Compare De generatione et corruptione, I^., 314 a,

24, in which things are distinguished by the atoms, and their ra^t j and

decris. Finally, both of the latter moments (order and position) deter-

mine the dXXot'cocrif, the qualities of particular things.

^ Heaviness (jSdpos) in Atomism very often clearly signifies approxi-

mately the same as movableness, i. e. the degree of reaction in pressure

and impact. The direction of the movement in fall is included by the

term in Epicureanism.

2 The expressions " primary and secondary qualities " have been in-

troduced by Locke. The Democritan distinction had been previously

renewed by Galileo and Descartes. Descartes reckoned solidity among

the secondary qualities, ])ut Locke placed it back among the primary.

* irddr} TTJs aladfjaews dWoLovixetrrji : Theoph. De sens., 63 f.

* Ibid.
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must be called true. Compare Scxt. Emp. Adv. math., VIII.

56, VII. 139; Plutarch, AcIik coL, 4, 2 (1109). Democritus

also added to bis recognition of the subjectively relative the

assertion of the objectivel}- absolute. Keality, however, con-

sists of space and geometrical forms of matter, and herein is his

relationship to the Pythagoreans, Compare V, Brochard, I*ro-

tagoras et Democrit {Arch. f. Gesch. der I^hilos., II. 368 f.).

Every place of the meeting of several atoms can there-

fore become the beginning of a vortex movement that is

ever increasing in its dimensions, and proves to be the point

of tlie crystallization of a particular world. On the one

side it is possible that the small worlds thus formed may
be drawn into the vortices of a larger system and become

component parts of it, or on the other hand that they may
shatter and destroy each other in some unfavorable col-

lision. Thus there is an endless manifold of worlds, and

an eternal living-process in the universe, in which the

single worlds arise and again disappear through purely

mechanical necessity.

As to the form of our own world-system. Atomism taught

that the whole swings in empty space like a ball. The out-

ermost shell of this ball consists of compactly united atoms,

and the interior is filled with air, while in the middle, like

a disc, rests the earth. The process of separation of what

is stable and what is flowing, is taking place still in the

earth. The stars are like the earth, except that they are

much smaller bodies. Their fires are kindled by the rota-

tion of the whole world, and are nourished by the vapors

of the earth. Democritus said that the sun and moon are

of large dimensions, and he spoke of the mountains of the

moon. Both sun and moon were originally independent

atom-complexes. They have been drawn into the terres-

trial system by its revolution, and they were in that way

set on fire.

We cannot here go into the detailed description which the

Atomists made of this division of the elements, as brought about
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by the vortex movement ; see Zeller, I*. 798 f. Nevertheless,

the interpretation still championed b}- Zeller, I^, 874 f., and
earlier the universal interpretation, has been shaken by A.Brieger
{Die Urbewe(jun<j der Atome, etc., 1884, Ilalle ; compare X'e

atomoni7n l^ficureco'um motu2)ri/icijx(li, M. Hertz, p. 888), and
b}' n. C. Liepmann (Die Mec/ianik der Dcrnocritischen Atome,
Leipzig, 1885). This earlier interpretation was that the Atomists
regarded the original motion of the atom in the direction of the

fall, i. e. downwards as perceived by the senses. Though the

ancient commentators thus brought the motion of the atoms into

connection with ySapos (ct^mpare above), yet the movement down-
wards was not expressly mentioned as absolute. Democritus
could easiU' designate in the vortex system of atoms the opposi-

tion betvreen centripetal and centrifugal directions as kutcj and
ai'w. Accordingl}- he could have investigated the effect of the

"heavy" in the vortex without teaching the conception of the

Epicureans that " weight" is the cause of motion.

Atomism has been apparently very much confounded with

this in Liter time. However in the sources (probably academic)

which Cicero (iJefin.. I. 6, 17) uses, there is the express state-

ment that Democritus taugiit an original movement of the atoms
171 infi/iito iuani, in quo niliil nee summum iiec infimum nee

rtxediiim nee extremum sit. P2[)icurus, on the contrary-, degraded
this teachuig in assuming that the fall-motion is the natural one
for bodies. The turhidenta atomoriim concursio, on the other

hand, here (20) was made a charge against Democritus. Plato

{Tir/i., 30 a, KLvov/jievov 7rA.r//x/ieAoj« kol artt/crw?) appears to me to

signify this, and doubtless refers here to Atomism. Com-
pare Aristotle, Di cocJo, III. 2, 300 b, 16. In liis matured rep-

resentation of endless space, it is remarkable that Democritus
took a point of view in astronomy that was even for his tim«

very antiquated. He did not think of the shape of the earth as

spherical. He afllliated closely throughout with Anaxagoras,
never with the Pythagoreans. With this exception his single

hyi)otheses, especially his peculi;ir meteorological and physical

hypotheses, make us recognize in him the thoughtful man of

research and the penetrating observer. We find him collecting

man}- kinds of particular observations and explanations even in

biology, which Aristotle and others later used. He agreed
with Empedocles as to the origin of organisms (§ 21).

The most important of the elements was thought by

Democritus to be fire. It is the most perfect because it is

the most mobile. Tt consists of f lie finest atoms, which are
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smooth and round ^ and the smallest of all. Its importance

consisted in its being the principle of motion in organisms,^

and hence it is the soul-stuff.^ For the motion of fire atoms

is psycldeal activity^ Upon this principle Democritus built

an elaborately developed materialistic psychology, which in

turn formed the fundamental principle of his epistemology

and ethics.

Fr. Heinisoeth, Democritus de anima doctrina (Bonn, 1835) ;

G. Hart, Zur /Seelen- und Erkennlnidthre des Democritus (Leip-

zig, 188G). It is evident that the theory of fire in Democritus
goes back to Heracleitns. Fire plays, however, in Atomism the

same role in man}' respects as the mind-stuff roSs in Anaxagoras.
This is especially true in his explanation of the organic world.

Fire is indeed not the element that is moved by itself alone, but it

is the most movable element, and it imparts its motion to the

more inert material. It must be understood, from these refer-

ences and I'elationships, that Democritus also thought that the
soul and reason were distributed through the entire world, and
that they could be designated as the divine.^ Yet it is certainly

a later explanation which attempts to find in his theory a world-
soul like the Heracleitan-Stoic world-soul. The isolation by the

atomistsof the motion of the separate fire-atoms has no reference

to a unitar}' function.

In physiology Democritus considered tlie soul atoms to be
disseminated throughout the entire body. He supposed that

between every two atoms of the material of the human body is

a fire atom.^ Thereby he concluded that soul-atoms of differ-

ent size and motion are associated with different parts of the

body. He accordingly located the different psychical functions

indifferent parts of the body, — thought in the brain, percep-

tions in the different sense organs, the violent emotions (opy?;)

in the heart, and the appetites in the liver. The fire atoms were
supposed to be held together in the bod}' by the breath, so that

the diminution of the breath in sleep and death leads to the

diminution or nearly entire destruction of the psychical life.

The spiritual individuality of man is also destroyed at death.

The peculiarity of the Democritan psychology consisted

in the fundamental hypothesis that the life of the soul and

1 Arist. De ccelo, III. 4, 303 a, U. « Ibid. De an., I. 2, 404 a, 27.

» Compare Zeller, K 814. * Arist. loc. cit. 405 a, 8.

6 Cicero, De imt. deor., I. 43, 120. « Lucret. De rer. nat.,JlI. 370.
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its entire qualitatively determined content has its final

explanation in the quantitative difference of the motion of

atoms. The life of the soul is really also only an atom-

motion, although the very finest and most nearly perfect

of all motions.^ This doctrine attempted to elaborate the

different kinds of atomic motion which form the true

essence of the different psychical functions.

This shows itself in the first place in his theory of per-

ception. Since, for example, the influence of external things

upon us, which is manifested in perception, is possible only

by contact according to a mechanical principle,^ sensation

can be induced only by emanations of these things pressing

upon our organs. The sensitive fire-atoms found in these

organs, are thus set in a motion, which precisely is the sensa-

tion .^ Indeed Democritus, with support from the theory of

Empedocles, concludes that in every organ the stimulating

motions corresponding to its atomic constitution become

perception, when a similar motion raeets^ them from the soul

atoms of the organ. Democritus developed these theories

for sight and hearing in particular. It is particularly im-

portant for his entire theory that he called the influences

emanating from objects "small images" (ei'ScoXa), in his dis-

cussion of sight.

^ That Democritus did not actually deduce the qualitative from the

quantitative, but only had assertions and good intentions about it, is quite

obvious. It is of course unattainable ; and this shows the impossibility of

a logical completion of the materialistic metaphysic. That he, however,

sought to work it out systematically, makes him the father of materialism.

^ Therefore touch is the fundamental sense ; compare Arist. De
sens., 4, 442 a, 29. This conception reappears in the " new psychology,"

— an interesting fact of historical development.

' Theoph. De sens., 54 f.

* Ibid. 56. Developed in respect to the ear. Here is also the

modern conception concerning the specific energy of the sense-organs, as

dependent on the peripheral end-organs being suited to the reproduction

of different motions. This is approximately the thought of Democritus.
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Democritus agreed entirely with Protagoras in his as-

sessment of the epistemological value of these sensations.

Since, then, the motion thus called forth is conditioned not

only l)y the transmitting media ^ but also by the indepen-

dent action of the fire atoms,^ sensation is no true expres-

sion for the nature of perceived things. Therein consists

the subjectivity of sense perception and its inability to give

true knowledge, and sense does not therefore truly repre-

sent the atoms and their connection in empty space. Sense

yields only qualitative determinations, like color, taste, and

temperature. Democritus associated the formulation of

this thought with the Sophistic contrast of the law of na-

ture and the law of man : vojxm yXvKv koI vofio) TriKpov, vofio)

depixov, vofxw •t^y^pov, vofio) XP^^V • ^refj Se arofia koI Kevov.^

Thereby to sense experience objective truth is denied.*

Sense experience yields only an obscure view of what is

actual. True knowledge^— viz., of the atoms, which are

not perceptible to our senses, and of likewise imperceptible

empty space— can be attained only by thought.

This rationalism, which in a t3'pical manner stands in contrast
to the natural science theory of sense perception, arose out of
the metaphysical need of the Protagorean theory of perception,
and went be3^ond it. For a verj' instructive parallel between

^ Theoph. De sens., 50.

2 The Heracleitan-Protagorean moment of this theory lay in this

counter-motion particularly.

3 Sext. Emp., VII. 135. Compare Theoph. De sens., 6.3. He like-

wise traced the human nomenclature for things back to Btais. See

Zeller, P. 824, 3.

' The occasional strictures about the limitations of human knowledge

(Diog. Laert., IX. 72 ; see Zeller, P. 823 f.) are, as also in Empedocles,

to be considered only in this relation. It seems all the more true,

since Democritus expressly taught that there might also exist for other

things other methods of perception than those of man. This was con-

sistent with his whole theory. See Plutarch, Plac, IV. 10 {Dox., 399).

Compare below.

5 S..xt. Fmp Aflv. math., VII. 139.
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Pluto and Democritus, see Sextus Empiricus, Ado. r»ath., VIII.

56. This rationalism of Democritus corresponds, in fact, entirely'

to that of the old metaphysic and tlie nature i)hilosophy. The
only dilfurcnce is that here in IJemocritus it is not only asserted,

but it is also based upon an anthropological doctrine. It is

further to be observed, and it is also of value in drawing a

parallel with Tlato (Natorp, Forschuxgen, 207), that Democritus

yvwfxr] yvTja-iq refers to space and the mathematical relations pos-

sible in space. It must remain undecided how far connections

witli the Pythagoreans are to be supposed. Democritus, at all

events, is as far distant as the Pj'thagoreans and the Academy
from a really fruitful application of mathematics to physics in

tlie manner of Galileo.

But, finally, thought itself, which grasps the truth of

things, is nothing else than a motion of atoms, and in so

far is like perception.^ Furthermore, since thought, as all

kinds of motion, can arise only from mechanical causes,

Democritus saw himself driven to the conclusion that the

vorjai'i as well as the aLa6r]ai<i presupposes '^ impressions of

€iScoXa from the outer world upon the body. In view of

the documents that lie before us, it is only supposititious ^

how Democritus more exactly represented to himself the

process of thought. It is certain * that he traced dreams,

visions, and hallucinations to eiSooXa as their causes.

These are also ideas introduced indeed through bodily im-

pressions, but not by the customary path of perception

^ Althoufrh in itself not equivalent on the higher planes. It is like-

wise dissimilar to all the functions of the fire atoms.

2 Plutarch, Plac, IV. 8 (Dox., 39.'>).

' Zeller (I*. 821, 2) thinks that Democritus did not attempt such an in-

vestigation concerning the psychological principle in order to establish the

preference nf thought to perception. Zeller's view scorns improbable, in

the first place, on account of Democritus' elaboration elsewhere of his

epistemological and psychological doctrine; in the second place, on

account of the importance of the matter for his whole system ; finally,

because of the traces of such undertakings in his preserved fragments.

Compare G. Hart, Zur Seelen- tind Erkenntnislehre des Dem., p. 19f.

* Plutarch, Qucest. com., VIIT. 10, 2; Cic. De div., 11. 67, 137 f.
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through the organs of sense.^ Democritus is so far from

holding these images as purely subjective that he ascribes to

them rather a kind of prescnticnt truth.^ He looks upon the

process distinctly after the analogy of the sense of sight as

the name eiScoXa shows. eihcoXa, finer than those influencing

the sense, create a correspondingly finer motion of the

soul atoms, and thus arises our dream knowledge. If now

Democritus regarded thought as the finest motion of the

fire atoms, he must have looked upon the finest elBcoXa also

as the stimuli of that motion, viz. those ecSoiXa in which

the true atomistic form of things is copied. Thought is

accordingly an immediate knowledge ^ of the most minute

articulation of actuality,— the theory of atoms. These

finest €LB(o\a remain ineffectual to the greater portion of

humanity compared to the gross and violent stimulations

to the sense organs. The Wise Man, however, is alone

sensitive* to them, but he must avert his attention from

the senses^ in order to conceive them.

Compare E. Johnson, Der jSenstialismxs des DemoJcrit., etc.

(Plauen, 1868) ; Natorp, Forscliun(/eii, 164 f. To designate De-
mocritus as a sensualist is only justified by the fact that he thought

^ It does not appear from the preserved passages exactly clear

whether Democritus in his explanation of dreams thon<rht that the

eiScoXa press in during; sleep witliout the help of tlie sense organs ; or

that they- were those that had pressed in during wakefulness, but on

account of their weakness had first come into activity during a state of

sleep. Perhaps he had both conceptions.

^ According to Plutarch {op. cit.), the dream is able to reveal a

strange life of the soul to the dreamer.

^ Thought in analogy to sense of sight
;
pointed out first by Brandis

(Flandhuck, I. 333 f.) and abandoned by him (Gesch. d. Entw., T. 14.5);

analogy revived by Johnson. This analogy is to the erfect that thought

is an immediate inner perception or the intuitive conception of absolute

reality.

* Compare the somewhat dark passage, Plutarch, Plac, IV. 10:

ArjfioKpiTOi nXeiovs eivai aladrja-eis TTfpi ra liXoya fc5a Kol iTfpi Tovs <ro(f)ovi

Koi irepi rovi dtovv.

* See Hart, op. cit. p. 19 f.
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that the ground of the stimulation and the functioning of thought

is analogous to that of (sight) perception. The distinguishing

ciiaracteristic of Democritus is, however, this, that thouglii

could go on wiliiout tlie help and therefore to the exclusion of

sense-activity. Therefore he is an outspoken rationalist.'

These passages in which it is apparenth" ascribed to Democ-

ritus that he drew conclusions from <^atvd/x€ra concerning the

i'o7/ru (8ext. Emp., VIL 140; Arist. Dt an., 1. 2, 404 a, 27),

prove only on the one side that he undertook to explain phenom-

ena from atomic movement : t<2 aXAotovo-^ai Trout to alo-Qdviafyai

(Theoph. De sens., 49). On the other side these passages show

that he tried to have the theories verify themselves through

their ability to explain phenomena, and to derive appearance

from absolute actuality. Aoyoi irpu^ rrjv atadrjO-Lv ufxoXoyovfieva

Acyovres (Arlst. De gen. et corr., I. 8, 325 a).

33. The Ethics of Democritus, like his epistemology, has

its roots in his psychology. Feeling and desire are Kivrjaei^,

motions of the fire atoms. As, however, he established in

tlieory this difference of value,— that only obscure recog-

nition of phenomena takes place in the gross stimula-

tions of the senses, and that insight into the true form of

things is solicited by the gentlest movement of thought, — so

in pi'actice he applied the same distinction. As in meta-

physics knowledge is the TeXo?,^ in ethics happiness (evSac-

fxovLo) is the TeA,o?. In the attainment of this happiness

there is also here the fundamental difference between ap-

pearance and truth.^ The joys of sense deceive, and only

^ Just as all pre-Sophistic philosophers (Heracleitus, Parmenides)

are found to have their epistemological rationalism united with a distinct-

ively sensualistic psychology of thought. Compare Windelband, Gesch.

d. Philos., § 6.

2 Or ovpot, fr. 8 and 9. With this establishment of a unifying prin-

cii)le for the ethical determination of value, Democritus stood uniquely

by the side of Socrates. Practically he differed from Socrates but

little. Compare Ziegler, Gesch. der Ethik, I. 34. Fortunately, ibid.

36, there is an allusion indicating that Democritus' pupil, Anaxarchus,

was called 'EvhaifioviKos-

s The o[)position of i/o/xoj and (f)v(Tis prevails also here. Only through

human convention (vofia) desires are of value. The Wise Man lives

here (fivcrti.
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those of the spirit are true. This fundamental thought

shows itself through all the ethical expressions of Demo-
critus as a principle fully parallel to liis e[)istcmological

principle. Also here he held the principle as authoritative

that violent and stormy ^ motions disturb the equilibrium of

the soul, i. e. disturb the fire atoms. Such motions brino-

with them a state of agitation of the senses. Therefore, in

spite of their apparent momentary pleasure, such motions

lead in reality to lasting dissatisfaction. Fine and gentle

motions of thought have, on the contrary, true pleasure in

themselves.

Compare Lortzing, Ueher die ethischen Fragmenta Demo-
crifs (Berlin, 1873) ; R. Hirzel in Hermes (1879, p. 354 f.) ; F.
Kern, in Zeitschr. fur Philos. u. philos. Kritik (1880, supple-
mentary part) ; M. Heinze, Der Eudamonismus in der griech.
Philos. (Leipzig, 1873;. The attempt to reduce all qualitative

to quantitative relations, which very properl}- gives a unique
place in ancient philosophy to the Democritan atomism, becomes
the capstone of his ethics. The fxLKpai Kii/7;.Tct? contain true

happiness in the moral as well as in the intellectual world, and
the fxeydXai are disturbing and deceptive. For particulars, see

especially G. Hart, op. ci(., p. 20 f. If then the value of the

psychical functions is made dependent in both directions upon
the intensity of atomic motion, and indeed in inverse ratio,

then it is difficult not to think of the similar purpose in the

hedonism of Aristippus, who made the same distinction, in a
coarser way to be sure, in estimating the value of the delights

of the senses. It must remain undecided whether Democritus
directly influenced the Cyrenaics, or whether there had been a

common source for the two in the doctrine of Pythagoras.

The pleasures of sense are relative. They have a phe-

nomenal 2 but not an actual value, viz., the value belonging

1 Fr. 20 (Stob. Eel., I. 40).

2 Plato, Rep. 584 a. The above representation is supported prima-

rily by Plato's Republic, 583 f., and Philebus, 43 f., whose references to

Democritus appear to Hirzel and Natorp to be certain (see above).

In both instances it is remarkable to see the exposition colored by

medical expressions and examples which prulnibly belong to the writing

of Democritus (Trepi (vdviJ.iT]s)

.
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to (pvai'i. Sense pleasures differ like the perceptions

in different individuals, and depend on circumstances.

Every sense pleasure is conditioned ^ only by the cessa-

tion of unpleasurablc feeling in the desire concerned, and

therefore loses its apparently positive character. True

happiness consists in peace {rjavxia) of the soul, and

Deraocritus generally uses evOvfxia to designate it. But

he also uses many other expressions, as aOafx^la, drapa^la,

adavfiaala, dp/xovla, ^v/x/Merpla,^ especially eveardi. He has

for it a very happy simile of a calm of the sea (yakyjvr)').

By every excess^ of excitation thought is aroused to

dWoi^povelv^ and feeling to stormy unrest. The riglit

condition of gentle harmonious motion of the soul-atoms

is possible only through intellectual knowledge. Out of

this flows the true happiness of man.

In these definitions the content of the ethics of Deraoc-

ritus is fully on a level with the ethics of Socrates. The

ethics of Democritus intimately connected the social worth

of man with his intellectual refinement. The ground of

evil is lack of cultivation.^ Happiness therefore con-

sists not in worldly goods,^ but in knowledge/ in the har-

monious leading of the life, in a life of temperance and

self-limitation.^ Tlie social worth of a man is to be esti-

mated ^ by his mental calibre and not by his actions ; and

he who acts unjustly is more unhappy than he who suffers

unjustly." Everywhere he regarded the peace of man to

be within himself (evearco). He looked upon the with-

drawal from the sense-desires and upon the enjoyment of

the intellectual life as true happiness.^^

1 Fr. Mor. 47.

2 Both the last terms have a Pythagorean sound.

3 Fr. 25. * Theoph. De sens., 58.

5 Fr. 116. 6 Yr. 1.

'' Fr. 136. 8 Fr. 20 ; compare 25.

» Fr. 109. 10 Fr. 224.

11 It must remain uncertain to what extent Democritus distinguished

I
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The numerous single sentences which have been preserved

from Democritus suit entirely the quality of this noble and high

view of life. Since they all, however, have been transmitted in

a disconnected way, it can no longer be determined whether
and how they have a systematic derivation from the developed
fundamental principle. In particular is to be emphasized the

high worth that Democritus places in friendship,^ and on the

other hand his full understanding of the importance of civil life,

from which he seems to have deviated only in reference to the

Wise Man^ with a cosmopolitanism analogous to that of the

Sophists. Yet there remains here much that is doubtful.

Democritus maintained an attitude of indifference to religious

belief, which was consistent with his philosophy. He ex-

plained the mythical forms, in part b}' means of moral alle-

gories,^ in part by nature-mvth* explanations. He accepted, in

connection with his theory of perception, essentially higher an-

thropomorphous beings imperceptible to the senses, but influential

in visions and dreams. He called these daemons elSwXa, an ex-

pression employed elsewhere in his epistemology for the emana-
tions from things. They are sometimes benevolent, sometimes
malevolent.^

The school at Abdera disappeared quickl}' after Democritus
died. Even in its special undertaking, it performed,® after the

leader fell, scarcely' anything worth mentioning. Its philosophi-

cal tendency, however, became more and more sophistic,^ and
thereb}' led to Skepticism. Metrodorus of Chios and Anax-
archus of Abdera, the companion of Alexander on his Asiatic

campaign, are the notable names. Through the influence of

Pyrrho, a pupil of Metrodorus, the Abderite philosophy became
Skepticism, and the contemporaneous Nausiphanes formed the

connection between it and P^picureanism.

between the perfect liapphiess of the Wise Man won through the yvrja-ir]

yvo)fir], ami the peace of the ordinary man obtained by temperance and

self-control. Compare Th. Ziegler, op. cil., who wishes to pnt into a

similar relationship both of the chief ethical writings, Trepl ivBvixlr}^

and VTTo6r)Kai..

1 Fr. 162 f. 2 Yt. 225.

3 Clemens, Cohort., 45 f.

* Sext. Emp. Adv. math., IX. 24. * /jjj

® The astronomical tenets of Metrodorus seem to indicate a relapse

into Heracleitan ideas. Compare Zeller, I*. 859.

'' For the theoretical skepticism of Metrodorus, compare Eusebius,

ProEp. ev., XIV. 19, 5. Whatever is reported of the ethical tendency of

Anaxarchus remitids one of Hedonism, and Cynicism as well.
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34. Democritus' consummation of the metaphysics of

science by means of materialistic psycholojry formed in the

total growth of ancient thought only an early dying branch.

The principal tendency of Greek thought perfected itself

nearly contemporaneously in the ethical immaterialism of

Plato at the centre of Attic civilization. The same ele-

ments of the earlier science, which were fundamental to

the theory of Democritus, were combined afresh and in an

entirely different manner in the Platonic system under the

influence of the Socratic principle. Heracleitus, Parmeni-

des, Anaxagoras, Philolaus, and Protagoras furnished the

material for the theory of Plato, but it was worked over in

an entirely original maimer from the point of view of con-

ceptual knowledge.

Plato, the son of Aristo and Perictione, was born in

Athens in 427, and came from a distinguished and pros-

perous family. Endowed with every talent physical and

mental, he received a careful education, and he was

familiar at an early age with all the scientific tiieories that

interested Athens at that time. The political excitement

of the time made the youth desire a political career. The

Peloponnesian war was raging, and during its progress the

internal and extei'nal affairs of Athens were becoming

more and more precarious. On the other hand, the rich

artistic development of the time was irresistibly attractive,

and Plato was led to try poetry in many of its forms. Both

Plato's political and poetic longings appear to follow him

in his entire philosophy : on the one side in the lively, al-

though changing interest that his scientific work always

shows in the problems of statecraft, and on the other in

the artistically perfected form of his dialogues. But both

are subordinate to his entire absorption in the personality

and teaching of the character of his great master Socrates,

whose truest and most discriminating pupil he remained

for many years.
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Of the general works concerning Plato and his theory there

are to be named W. G. Tenneniann, S;/stcni der plat. Pliilos.^

4 vols. (Leipzig, 1792-5) ; Fr. Ast, J^lafon's Lehen u. Schriften

(Leipzig, 1816); K. F. Hermann, Gesch. u. Syst. der plat.

Fhilos. (Heidelberg, 1839) ; G. Grote, Plato and Other Com-
panions of Socrates (London, 1865) ; H. v. Stein, Sleben Biicher

zurGesch. des Platonismns (Gottingon, 1861 f.) ; A. E. Chaignet,

La vie et les ecrits de Plato (Paris, 1871) ; A. Fouillee, La philo-

sophie de Plato (4 vols., 2d ed., Paris, 1890).

The nearest pupils of Plato, espcciall}' Ilermodorus, dealt with

his life ; also the Peripatetics, Aristoxenus and others. The
expositions of Apuleius and Olynipiodorus (published in Cobet's

edition of Diogenes Laertius) have been preserved. Besides

there is a life of Plato in the Prolegomena (printed in Hermann's
edition of the Platonic writings). The collection of spurious

letters printed with his works is a very untrustworth}' source.

Onl}' the seventh among them is of any worth. K. Steinhart

has published a life of Plato (Leipzig 1873), which ranks well

among the new works.

On his father's side, Plato had the blood of the Codrus family

in his veins, and on his mother's he traced his lineage back to

Solon. ^ He himself was called after his grandfathei', Aris-

tocles, and is said to have been called Plato for the first time by

his gymnasium teacher on account of his broad frame. For the

determination of the year of his birtli, the statements of Her-

modorus are decisive (Diog. Laert., III. 6), that when he went to

Euclid at Mtgara in 399. immediately after the death of Socrates,

he was twenty-eight years old. That his birthdaj' was celebrated

in the Academy on the seventh Thargelion emanates possibly

from the Apollo cult, to which many of the early myths about

the philosopher seemingly are referable.

That Plato was early remarkable in every physical and musi-

cal art is entirely in agreement with every part of the picture

of his personality. The particular accounts about his teachers

(Zeller, IP. 394) throw no light on his own scientific significance.

His early acquaintance with the Heracleitan Cratylus is attested

by Aristotle.^ At what points of time in his development the

teachings of the other philosophers whose influence is traceable

in his works were known to him, cannot be ascertained.

Earl}' in his career Heracleitus, the Eleatics, Protagoras and
other Sopliists, and later ^ Anaxagoras and the Pythagoreans
were authorities for him.

1 It is improbable that hi? family was poor, as many later writers

would have it. His style of life indicaUs the contrary.

^ Met., I. 6, 987 a, 32. ' Indeed, relatively late: see below.
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Plato was hostile to the democracy, as was consistent with

the traditions of his family and the political views of his teacher,

Socrates. Yet his political inclinations, as he has laid tliotn

down in his works, diverge so far from histoiic aristocracy that

his complete abstinence from public life in his native city appears
highly conceivable. That he concerned himself in his ^outh,

as was the custom, with epic and dramatic poetry, is not to be

doubted, notwithstanding the uncertainty of the particular tra-

ditions about it.

Concerning the time when he became acquainted with Socrates,

an acquaintance that certainly eclipsed all the earh' interests of

the youth, there is nothing very definite to l^e said. If he were
then, according to IJermodorus,^ twent}' years old, there remained
very little room for his poetic attempts, which ceased when he
began philosophy. It is probable that Plato had formulated the

content of the separate conversations in the earliest dialogues

during Socrates' life.^

After the death of Socrates, Plato went first, with other

pupils of the master, to Euclid at Megara. He soon after

began a journey which took him to Cyrene^ and to Egypt,

and he seems to have returned to Athens from this journey

about 395. Here he apparently already began, if not his

teaching, yet the part of his literary work in which he

opposed the different tendencies of the Sophists. About
the end of the first decade of the fourth century, he began

his first tour to Magna Greecia and Sicily, which not only

brought him into personal touch with the Pythagoreans, but

also led him to the court of the elder Dionysius of Syracuse.

Here bo was in close intimac)' with Dion, and was thereby

drawn into the strife of political parties which ruled the

court. Matters became dangerous for him, for the tyrant

grew hostile and treated him as a prisoner of war. He
delivered Plato over to the Spartan ambassador, and the

1 Diog. Lacrt., III. 6.

2 The statement concerning the Lysis, ibid. 35, is in itself by nc
means improbable.

8 His intimate relations with the mathematician Theodorns, the pupil

of Protagoras (see Thecetetus), are somehow connected with his stay in

Cyrene
;
possibly also his essentially polemic relation to Aristippiis.
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i'atter sent the philosopher to the slave-market of ^gina,
where a man from Cyrene bought his freedom, i^boiit 387

Plato returned to Athens, and founded his scientific society

soon after in the Academy, a gymnasium. Here, to a con-

tinuously increasing band of frieuds and youths, he imparted

his philosophic theories, sometimes in dialogues, sometimes

in longer discourses.

The only data for this part of his life which are not reported
alike everywhere in the sources have probably been given their

definitive statement b}- Zeller, II*. 402. It is probable that

Plato's Wanderjahre^ from the death of Socrates until his failure

in S3'racuse, were not without interruption, and that he mean-
while had already begun his instruction at Athens, although to

a small circle, and not yet to the closed and organized Academy.
The literar}' activity of Plato in the interim (395-91) was essen-

tially only a defence of the JSocratic doctrine, as Plato conceived
it and had begun to develop it against Sophistry, which was
flourishing more than ever. Whether or not Plato left his home
a second time for political reasons, during the Corinlhian war,

when Athens was again ruled b}- the democracj',^ is uncertain.

He probably at that time attempted in Syracuse, perhaps in

collusion with the Pythagoreans, to bring his political principles

into vogue b}- the exercise of influence upon the tyrant. For
the treatment which he experienced at the hands of Dionysius,

who seems to have threatened his life, is hardly to be explained

b}' any mere unpopularity of his ethical parrhesia, but is, on the

contrary, natural enough if Plato entered politics.

At first Plato probably taught in the Socratic manner by con-

versation, and he sought to construct concepts with the help of

his pupils. But the more his own opinions became finished, and
the smaller the organization of the Acadeni}' grew in numbers,

the more didactic became his work, and the more had it the form

of the lecture. In the successive dialogues the work of the inter-

locutor becomes fainter and less important. Later Aristotle and

the other pupils published lectures of Plato.

The philosopher allowed himself only twice to be induced

away from his teaching in the Academy, which teacliing

^ That about this time public attention turned again to Socrates, is

shown by the circumstance that even then the rhetorician Polycrates

' :i^ ''ghod an attack upon Socrates. See Diog. Laert., II. 39.

12
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lasted the entire second half of his life ; and then onlj'

through the hope of fulfilling his political ideals. After

the death of the elder Dionysius, he sought, with the help

of Dion, to influence the younger Dionysius. He had no

success in the first attempt in 367, and the third Sicilian

journey in 361 brought him into great personal danger

again. In this journey his special effort was to reconcile

Dion and Dionysius the younger. Only the energetic effort

of the Pythagoreans who, with Archytas at their head, repre-

senting the power of Tarentum, seems to have saved him.

Plato died in 347, in his eightieth year. He was revered

by his contemporaries, and celebrated as a hero by posterity.

He was a perfect Greek and a great man, — one who united

in himself all the excellences of bodily beauty with intel-

lectual and moral power. He also ennobled the aesthetic

life of the Greeks with a depth of spirituality which assured

to him an influence for a thousand years.

The political character of the second and third Sicilian journeys
is be3-ond doubt, but that does not preclude the supposition that

Plato at that time, in his intercourse with the Pythagoreans, was
pursuing his scientific work. At any rate, the number theory

exercised an increasing but scarcely a healthy influence on part

of the development of his philosophical thought. On the other

hand, his influence on the Pythagoreans was very fruitful.

The reports of the aneients as to the length of life and the

time of death of the philosopher differ only a little. They are

easily reconciled in the statement that Plato died in the middle
of the year 347. It is also said that he died suddenly in the

middle of a marriage feast. The report of Cicero— scribens est

mortuus— signifies onl}* that Plato was still laboring to perfect

his works at the time of his death. The aspersions upon his

character in later literature arose from the animosities of the

scholastic controversy. Tliey are refuted, however, by the

respectful tone with which Aristotle always spoke of Plato,

even when he was battling against his theory. It is not entirel}''

impossible that in later time, when Aristotle went his own wa}'

and Plato became more Pythagorean in his mj'stieism, that the

relations between the two became less close and somewhat in-

harmonious.

I
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We can get the most reliable picture of Plato from his own
writings. They show in their author the realization of the

Socratic ideal : his scientific investigations are carried on

with all the seriousness of a moral endeavor seeking its

own fulfilment. The serene beauty of his compositions

and the perfect purity of his diction reveal the artist who
from the heights of the culture of his time gives to the

thought of that time a form that transcends the time.

With the exception of the Apology, they are dialogues in

which the conversation and the deciding word, if a decision

is reached, fall in by far the majority of cases to Socrates.

In reference to their content, only a few of the dialogues

have a fixed plan of philosophical research. Rather, almost

always threads of thought were spun from the chief prob-

lem in any direction and followed to the end. On that

account the dialogues are not scientific treatises, but works

of art in which scientific " experiences " are reproduced in

an idealized form. One remarks this sesthetic character in

Plato's use of myths, which appear usually at the beginning

or end of an investigation, where Plato cannot or will not

develop his thought conceptually. The story form of the

argument enhances its poetic power.

By the term " experiences," which are elaborated in Plato's
dialogues, we do not mean so much the conferences which the
poet philosopher employed or devised as the outer scenery of
his works, but the discussions in which he himself led in the
circle of his riper friends.^ Such a dialogue as the Parmenides
bears even the character of lieing the aesthetic resume o^ actually
fought out word-battles. The Platonic authorship of these is

extremely doubtful, but they must have originated in the Pla-
tonic circle. The actually occurring conversation is idealized

and universalized in these dialogues, being placed in the mouth
of Socrates and other persons, some of whom had already
died. Plato shows here his imagination by his selection and

^ This certainly happened later also, when scholastic teaching and

practice had place in the Academy, in which teaching the preserved

diaereses and definitions may have been used.
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adornment of the situations under requirements of fietion, in

which situations these conversations purport to have taken

place ; by the plastic characterizations of the champions of

various theories, in which he uses frequently the ctfectual means
of persiflage ; and also l>y the delicate structm-e of the conver-

sation, which forms ilsell' into a kind of dramatic movement.
Countless allusions, of wliich only a very few are understood

b}' us, apply to the historical persons (ignring in the dialogue,

and in part perliu[)s to the companions of Plato,

In the undoubtedly genuine Platonic dialogues, Socrates is

made the speaker of Plato's own views. The onl}' excep-

tions are the latest, 2'iinaius and Criiias, and the Laws. \\\

the first two the reason for this exception is that Plato deals

only with the mythical and not with sure knowledge. In the

Xairs the head of the school has become an authority ai'd

speaks as such. Usually the dramatic scener}* in the first dia-

logues is much more simple and less ornate ; in the works of

his ttK/^i;', the scenic effect is fully developed ; in the I^liilchii..--,

on the contrary, and in the other later works, it sinks back
again to a schematic investiture. The conversations are partly

"give and take," parth' repetitions wherein* sometimes the chiif

dialogue is introduced into the discussion of another dialogue.

Although the earlier dialogues follow, on the whole, the secoi.d

principle, and the later the first, yet these principles are not safe

criteria for the chronological succession ^ of the dialogues.

The reports of antiquity that Plato divided'^ philosoph}' into

dialectics, physics, and ethics can refer only to his method in

the Academy. This division in the dialogues can be made
neither directly nor indirectlv. On the whole, epistemological,

theoretical, metaphysical, ethical, and sometimes physical mo-
tives are so interwoven that while here and there the one or the

other interest predominates (in Thecpfetus the epistemological

and theoretical ; in the Repyhlic the ethico-political), never does

a conscious sundering of the realms of the problems take place.

This belongs moreover to the poetic rather than the scientific

character of Plato's literary workmanship.
Concerning the myths of Plato, compare especially Deuschle

(Hanau, 1854) and Volquardsen (Schleswig, 1871); concerning

the general character of Plato's literary activity, see E. Heitz

(O. Miiller's LiteraturgescJddde, II. 2, 148-235)

.

^ In Thecefetus this innovation is made, and reason is given for il

n43 b, c). The Pkcedo also, which was certainly a late dialogue, and

t A- probably later Sympos^ium returned to the older method.

Cicero, Acad.,1. fj, 19. Compare Sext. Emp. Adv. math., VII. 16
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There is no ground for supposing that any one of the

writings of Plato has been lost. On the other hand, the

transmitted collection contains many that arc undoubtedly

questionable and ungcnuine. We may take the following

as certainly Platonic : the Apology^ Crito, Protagoras,

Gorgias, Cratylus, 3Ieno, Thccetetus, Phcednis, Sgryiposium,

Phcedo^ Republic, Timoeus , and also prol)ably Philebus and

the Laws. The following are certainly not genuine : Alci-

hiades IL, Anteraatoi, Demodorus, Axioehus, Epinomis,

Eryxias, Hlpparchus, CtUophon, Minos, Sisyphus, Theayes,

and the small studies irepl StKaiov and irepl aperr^?. Among

the doubtful, Parmenides, Sophist, and Politicus are of

special importance. The criterion of their genuineness is

chiefly the testimony of Aristotle, who mentions many of

the writings with the name of Plato and title of the book,

many only with either name or title, many without certain

reference to Plato. To a canon established in this way,

tliere are to be added writings that Plato himself cites, or

whose form and content make them Plato's.

Just as important as the question of the genuineness of

(he writings of Plato, is the question of their order and con-

nection. The chief controversy over the order of the writ-

ings is between the Systematic and Historical theories. The

Systematic theory, advocated by Schleiermacher and Munk^

finds a plan in the whole of Plato's writings,— a consistent

system organized at the beginning. Hermann and Grote

advocate the Historical theory, which makes each dialogue

a stage in the development of Plato's thought. Beside the

general reasons for the Historical theory, there are the nu-

merous variations in the establishment, development, and

application of the fundamental thesis, - - a thesis which is

clearly present although undergoing transformation. In

both directions the body of the Platonic writings presents

one of the most difficult problems of antiquity,— insolv-

able in some particulars
;
yet time has brought about a
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pretty complete agreement concerning the more important

ones.

Tlic works of rhito were arranged and publislicd in antiquity

by Aristoplianes of Byzantimii partially in trilogies, and by
Thrasylus in tetralogies. Jn the Renaissance they were excel-

lently translated into Latin l\y Marsilius Ficinus, and printed in

Greek text at Venice in 1513. Further publications of the

works are those by Stephanus (Paris, 1578) which has been

cited, the Zweibnicken edition (1781 f.), that of liunian. Bekker
(Berlin, 1816 f.), Stallbaurn (Leipzig, 1821 f., 1850), Baiter,

Orelli, and Winkelmann (Zurich, 1839 f.), K. Fr. Hermann
(Leipzig, Teubner, 1851 f.), Schneider and Hirschig (Paris,

1846), M. Schanz (Leipzig, 1875 f.).

Translations with introductions : Schleiermacher (Berlin,

1804 f.), Hieron. Midler and Steinhart (Leipzig, 1850 f.), V.
Cousin (Paris, 1825), B. Jowett (Oxford, 1871), 11. Bonghi
and E. Ferrai (Padua, 1873 ff.).

The most nearh' complete and comprehensive picture of the

special literature which is not to be rejjroduced here and also

concerning the single dialogues, is given b}- Ueberweg-Heinze, F.

138 f. The chief writings on the subject are as follows : Jos.

Socher ( Ueher Platon's Schriften (Munich, 1820) ; Ed. Zeller,

Plat. Stadieji (Tubingen, 1839) ; F. Susemihl, Prodromus plat.

Forschunffen (Gbttingen, 1852) ; Ge7ietiHchen Etittmckelunf/en

der plat. PJiilos. (Leipzig, 1855-60) ; F. Suckow, D. wissensch.

XI. Jciinstleiiische Form der plat. Schriften (Berlin, 1855) ; E.

Munk, P. naturlicJie Ordming der plat. Schriften (Berlin,

1856) ; H. Bonitz, Platonische Studien {3 ed., Berlin, 1886) ;

Fr. Ueberweg, Untersuchnngen uher Echtheit und Zeitfolge plat.

Schr. (1861, Vienna) ; G. Teichmliller, P. plat. Frage (Gotha,

1876); Ueber die Reiherfilge der plat. Pialoge (Leipzig, 1879);
Litterar. Fehden. im vierten. Jahrh. vor Chr. Geh. (Breslau,

1881 f.) ; A. Krohn, Pie plat. Frage (Halle. 1878) ; W. Ditten-

berger (in Hermes., 1881) ; H. Siebeck, in Jidirhuch f. Mas.
Philulogie (1885) ; M. Schanz {Hermes, 1886) ; Th. Gomperz,
Zur Zeitfolge plat. Schriften (Wien, 1887) ; E. Pfleiderer,

Zur Losung der plat. Frage (Frcil)urg, 1888) ; Jackson,
Plato's Later Theory of Ideas {Joxir. of Philol, 1881-86);
F. Dlimmler, Akademil-a (Giessen, 1889) ; K. Schaarschmidt,
P. Sam?yi. der plat. Schr. (Bonn, 1866).

With reference to all the different factors, the Pla-

tonic writings group themselves somewhat as follows :

^

^ To which there have been added lately, but with little success, some

philological statistics.
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(1) The Works of Plato's Youth. These were written

under the overpowering inlhience of Socrates ; in part dur-

ing Socrates' life, in part in Megara immediately after his

death. To this group belong Lysis and Laches^ and, if they

be genuine, Charmides, HipiJias 3Iino7-, and Alcihlades I.
;

so, also, the Apology and both the apologetic dialogues,

Crito and Euthyphro.

Lysis (concerniug friendship) and Laches (concerning cour-

age) have purely Sociatic content. Hippias Minor is also

Socratic, and for its geninucness we have Aristotle's authority in

Metaphysics, IV. 29, 1025 a. This treats the parallel between
Achilles and Odysseus from the point of self-conscious virtue.

Channiclcs (concerning moderation) and the rather unskilful and
incoherent Alcibiacles I. are doubtful. Tlie Apology and Crito
(concerning Socrates' fidelity to law) arc usually placed after the

death of Socrates. Included in this class is Eiithyj)hro (con-
cerning piety), which also has entirely the character of an
apolog3'. Eutliyphro criticises the charges of impiety made
against Socrates by proving that tiue piety is the Socratic virtue.

It is not impossible that the latter three were written about 395,

during Plato's residence at Athens, and were an answer to the

renewed attacks upon the memory of Socrates.^

(2) The Disputations concerning Sophistical Theories.

In these appear now, besides his criticisms of the Sophists,

indications of his own philosophy. These works are sup-

posed to have been written or begun in Athens in the time

between the Egyptian and Sicilian jouincys. They are the

Protagoras, Grorgias, Euthydemus, Cratylus, Meno, and

Thecetetus. Presumably there belong to this period the first

book of the Republic and the dialogue concerning justice.

These dialogues, with the exception of the 3feno, are entirely

polemic and without positive result. They form a solid phalanx

against Sophism, and show the falsity and insufficiency of its

doctrines one after another : the Protagoras, b}' the investiga-

tion concerning the teachableness of virtue, which Plato shows

1 Compare above. Further evidence of this is the manner in which sev-

eral dialogues {Gorgias, Meno, and Thecetetus), which for other reasons

are known to belong to that time, contain allusions to the trial of Socrates.
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to bo presupposed b}- the Sophists, but incomi)atible with theii

fuiulaincntiil principles ; the Gorglas, through u criticism of the

Sopliistic rlietoric, in contrast with vvhicli genuine scientific cul-

ture is celebrated as the only foundation for true statecraft

;

the Euthi/demus through the persiHage of eristic ; the Cratylus

by a criticism of the philologic attempts of the sophistic

contemporaries ; the Themtetus, finally, in a criticism of the

epistemology of tlie different schools of Sophists.

Protagoras, dramatically the most animated of Plato's dia-

logues, heads this series as a masterpiece of flue irony. It is

doubtful whether Gorgias followed it immediately, for there is a

great difference in the fundamental tone of the two. Yet it is

entirely natural that the artist, Plato, in the second dialogue, in

which he takes a much more positive position, should adopt a

more serious tone, and should give a more intensely spiritual

expression to his political ideal of life. The Euthydevius and

Cratylus, which perhaps, therefore, are to be placed before the

Gorgias, follow the Protagoras, the irony mounting to the most

insolent caricature.

If Hippias Major is taken as genuine, it belongs in this class,

for it contains Plato's criticism of the sophistic art of Hippias.

Yet it is probable, rather, that the Hippias Major was the pro-

duction of a member of the Academ}'' who was fully familiar

with the Platonic teachings.

The dialogue concerning justice is a polemic against the Soph-
ists, and, indeed, against their naturalistic theor}- of the state.

This dialogue forms at present the first book of the Republic, and
was possibly its first edition (Gellius, Noct. Aft., XIV. 3, 3). It

resembles throughout in tone the writings of this time, which fact

does not obtain as to the chief parts of the Republic. Also the

first half of the second book of the Republic (until 367 c) seems
to be a copy of a Sophistic speech called Praise of Injustice.

In the Meno the Platonic epistemology had its first positive

expression, even if it is onlj' an exposition developed by sugges-
tions, and stated after the manner of the mathematician. The
Pythagorean influences, which are also found in the Gorgias, do
not oblige us to put the Meno in the time after the first Italian

journey. It is remarkable that the Themtetus, so soon after the

youthful enthusiasm with which the Gorgias had proclaimed
(174 f.) the vocation of the philosopher to be statesmanship,
advocated ^ so pessimistically the retirement of the philosopher

1 The opinion shared by Th. Bergk (FUnf Ahh. z. Gesch. d. gr. Phil,

u. Astron., Berlin, 1883), that this (lialo,s;ue should be put as late as the

fourth decade of the fourth century, cannot be reconciled with its content.

1
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from public life. Yet the explanation of this may be that Plato
began the Themtetus in Athens, and completed it after or upon
his journe\- ; foi- the dialogue refers to a wound that Thejietetus

received in an encounter during the Corintliian war. His clash
with the t^-rant and his wih- and adroit flatterer (Aristippus?)
is consistent with his experiences at tliis time. There is per-
haps a connection between this and tlie cliange of form, which
makes it necessary to place the dialogue at the end of this series.

(3) The Works of the Most Fruitful Period of Plato's

Activity. These are the Phcedrus, Symposium^ and the chief

part of the Repuhlic. In the same pei-iod were probably

written the Parinenides, Sophist, and Politicus, which cer-

tainly came from the Platonic circle.

The Phcedrus may be viewed as Plato's program delivered
upon his entrance (386) into, active teaching in the Academ}-.
Philosophically it contains the fundamental thoughts of this

period in mythical dress : the theory of the two worlds (§ 35)
and the triple division of the soul (§ 36). In the contention
between Lysias and Isocrates he takes the latter's part, but de-
clares thereby (276) that he prefers the living conversation to the
written word. If Plato concentrated from now on his powers in

oral instruction, it is natural that he should appear not to have
published any work in the two following decades.

Not until immediately after the Phcedrus did he give the fullest

expression to his entire teaching in the " loA^e speeches " ^ of the
Symposium (385 or 384). The most superb of all his artistic

1 The exposition of these tlionofhts lies so essentially in the direct

line of the Platonic philosophy that it does not seem necessary to

seek their inspiration in tlie appearance of a work of Xenophon. Xeno-

phon did not have the slio;litest occasion to treat the " love-speeches"

by the side of the Memorabilia as a separate work, as he manifestly

did treat them. It is rather probable that after Plato idealized the

evening feast (for there is undoubt(HlIy some historical crround for

the description) in his own way, Xenophon felt compelled to give an ac-

count of the facts. His additions were especially to the thoroughly prac-

tical conception, which Socrates developed, as to the relations of the

sexes. In addition to these practical reasons there are also verbal and

historical grounds for placing Plato's account prior to that of Xeno-

phon's rather than the opposite. Compare A. Hug (Philol., 1852), and

Rettig (^Xen.'s Gastmahl, Greek and German, Leipzig, 1881).
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products, it represents in every respect the acme of his intellect-

ual power. In tlie elegance of its rhetoric and in the cliavaeter-

izatiou of single individuals carried out to verbal detail, it is

surpassed by no work. Upon tlie bacicground of the cosmology,

suggested in the Phaidrics and clearly developed here, it pictures

the €/)w^ as the living bond of the Platonic society.

The Menexenas lias the same general tendencies as the Sym-
posium and the Ph(mh'us, but it was probal)l3' written not by
Plato, but 1)}' one of his pupils. It boasts somewhat proudl}'

at the end that Aspasia has many more beautiful speeches like

the given funeral-oration.

During the time of literar}' silence that immediately followed,

Plato appears to have been going on vvitli his great life work, —
that one, among all his works, which presents the most serious

critical and historical difficulties. This is the iLpjmbf'ic. As it

lies before us, it is wanting in an intellectual and artistic unity in

spite of its subtile, often all too intricate, references and cross-

references. All attempts to establish such a unit^y fail. Follow-

ing the fruitless dialogue concerning justice, which forms the

first part of the work (first, according to the present divisions,

which were indeed traditional early in antiquity), there comes,

after the insertion of a s[)ecies of sophistic discourse, the conver-

sation with entirely new persons concerning the ideal state, and
concerning the education necessaiy for constructing a state by
which the ideal justice may be realized. Thus there appear two
perfectly unlike parts welded together, but the second and greater

(Books Il.-X.) is b}' no means a decided advance in thought.

In particular, the diatribe taken up again at the beginning of the

tenth book against the poets, stands abruptly in the way between
the proofs that the just man in the Platonic sense is the happiest

man on earth (Book IX., 2d half, 588 f.) as well as after death

(Book X., 2d half, 608 c.) It is particularly striking that

whereas the teaching about the ideal state and the education

peculiar to it restricts itself entirely to the limits set forth in

the Phcedrus and Symposium, we find an intervening section

(487-587) which not only exfiresses the teaching of Ideas as

the highest content of this education in the sense stated in the

Phmdo and developed in the Pldlehxs, but also develops in a

more extended wa_y the different metaphysical teachings of the

later period. These and other single references, which cannot
be followed out in this place, sliow that there are three strata in

the Jiepublic: (1) the dialogue of early origin concerning justice

(Book I., possibly including appendix, 357-07) ; (2) the outline

of an ideal state as the realization of jiisticie, originating at the

time of his teaching, that followed the Phcedrus and Symposium
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^Books II.-V.), .and the entire conclusion from Cli. XII. (Book
IX.) ; (3) the theory, dating from tlie time of the Phcedo and
Philebus, of the Idea of the Good, and tlie critique of the consti-

tutions of the state (487-587). As I'lato grew older, he sought

to weld these three parts into one another. To accomplish

this, he now and then worked over the earlier portions, but he

did not succeed in bringing them into a perfect organic union.

In accepting a successive genesis of the whole, the simplest ex-

planation is given of the insertions, which appear still further

within the different parts in polemic justification. These in-

sertions are attempts to meet olyections that had in the mean
time been raised orall}' or in writing.

In the course of the discussion of the theory of Ideas in the

Academ}', there appeared difficulties in the wa}' of their devel-

opment. The Pannenides and Sophist were written especialh'

to express these objections and to discuss them. The Panne-
nides with a dialectic which drew its formal and practical argu-

ments from Eleaticism, tears the theor}' of ideas to pieces

without reaching a positive result. The contemptuous tone and
the boyish immature role which is clearly given to the Socrates-

Plato, stands in the way of regarding this as Plato's criticism of

himself. Probably' an older member of the Platonic circle,

who was educated in Eleatic sophistrj^, is the author of this

dialogue. The Parmenides does not give to Socrates, but to

Parraenides, the deciding word, and it bears entirely the Eleatic

character of sterile dialectic.^

The question about the genuineness of the Sophist and the
Politicus is more difficult. That both have the same author
can be inferred from their form. On the one hand, in both, as

in Parmenides, not Socrates but a friend and guest, who is an
Eleatic, leads the conversation ; on the other hand, there is the

pedantic and somewhat absurd schematism, with which, by a
continuously progressive dichotomy, the concept of the Sophist
and statesman is attained. It is therefore impossible to ascribe

one dialogue to Plato and the other not to him, as Suckow has
attempted. The two stand or fall together. It might be pos-

sible to divine an intended caricature of the philosoijher in

certain externals that are in other respects wholly un-Platonic,

but the contents of both forbid this. The criticism of the theory

^ If Philebus, 14 c, refers to Parmenides, the notable way in giving

up the investigation of ev and TroXXa is rather a reason for regarding

the Parmenides as a polemic that had been rejected. This is better

than to let both these dialogues stand or fall together, as Ueberweg

prefers (I. 151, 7th ed.).
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of Ideas which is contained in the /Sophist (compare § 28;

might be conceived, perhaps, as IMatonic scU-criticism, althongk

weight^' reasons are also aj^ainsl it. But the manner in which

it solves the discovered dilllcuUies is not Tlatonic.^ So the

J^liticiis contains man}- points of view which agree with Plato's

political convictions. It is, however, not probable that the

philosopher tried to treat the same problem in a book other

than the llepuhUc^ esi)ecially since the I^olittcus sets up other

teachings wliich differ on important points. Convincing reasons

are therefore adduced for seeking the authorship of both in a

member of the Academy with strong PLleatic sympathies.'-^ It

is singular enough tliat the divergence of both from the Platonic

teaching lies exactly in the direction of the metaphysics and

politics of Aristotle,^ who entered the Academy in 367.

About this time the dialogue Fo may have originated, which

indeed makes use of Platonic thoughts in its distinction between

poetry and philosophy, but cannot be safely attributed to the

head of the school.

(4) The Chief Works on Teleological Idealism. These

were written in the time before and after the third Sicilian

journey. They are the Fhcedo, Fhilehus, the correspond-

ing parts of the Republic (487 f.), and in connection with

these the fragment of Critias and the Timceus.

The characteristic of this jioriod is the introduction of Anaxa-
gorean and Pythagorean elements into tiie theory of Ideas.

The central concept is the Idea of the Good. The introduction

of these elements finds its full perfection in the Phcedo, which

was written presumably shortly before the third Sicilian journey.

1 In the passaojc of Phmdo (\0\ d), Plato explains the problem of

the Sophist and also of Parmenides as relatively indifferent problems,

compared to the importance of the establishment of the theory of

ideas.

2 T\T)o perhaps was prevented by death or other cause from the

third proposed dialogue (<^iXoo-o(^os). That, tlie ti-iloj^y seems to be

connected as to its external framework (which is moreover very ninch

wanting in fancy) with the conclusion of the Theretetus, is not decisive

for the Platonic authorship.

^ The way in which he mentions both dialo<iues, I cannot recognize

as proof of their genuineness, in spite of the conclusions of Zeller (IP.

457 f.).
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As if conscious of the dangers to be met, Plato gives to this dia-

logue the tone of a last will and testament to the school. As a

delightful counterpart to the Sf/mposium, he pictures the d3ing
"Wise Man as a teacher of immortality.

After this journey, the philosoplier ^ reached the zenith of his

metaphysics in his investigations concerning the Idea of the

Good, which are embodied in the dialogue I^kilebiis. All the

thoughts " that are expressed there, are to be found again in

the less abstract presentation in the middle part of the K(qriiblic,^

which was designated above as its third stratum (487-587).*

Plato has then, as an afterthought, brought into external rela-

tionship the incomplete sketches of his philosophy of history

(Cn'tias), and likewise his mythical theory of nature (Timc&us)
with the scenic setting of the Jicqmhlic (supposably finished at

this time).

(5) The Laws. This is the work of his old age.

This sketch of a second-best state originated at the time when
Plato in his Ao'yoi aypaiTTot entirely went through the theoi'v of

Ideas with the Pythagorean theory of numbers in mind. The
exposition passes over here into senile formality, although still

worthy our admiration. The present form of the work pro-

ceeded from Plato even in its details, although the manuscript

was said to have been published first by Philip of Opus after the

death of Plato. The same scholar had edited the epitome of

the Laws., which under the title of Epinomis was received in

the Platonic circle.

35. The epistemological, metaphysical doctrine, known

as the theory of Ideas, forms the central point in the

^ The new course that Plato certainly takes, shows itself in

the peculiar fact that in the PhUehus expressions like epwr and

avafivr^aii have lost the specific sense which the earlier dialogues have

given them.

2 Among others, the treatment also of the concejit of pleasure which

might be claimed to belong to Democritus. (See above.)

8 In this part a number of pedagogical and political discussions

appear to have been sprinkled, which already could have belonged to

the earlier sketch of the ideal state and supposably did belong to it.

The details cannot be given here.

* This interpolated piece begins with a dii^cussion. In this discus-

sion the experiences, which the philosopher underwent witli the young

tyrant at Syracuse, are made use of detail by detail.
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Platonic philosophy. The root of this inspired conception

lies in Plato's attrmpt-txL.trnnsp.nnd the Protagoreajx-doc-

trine of relativity, whose validity for Uic_jH:Q.rld_of_sen§c_aiid

perccjgtioii . li£ recognized. By the help of the study of

concepts after the Socratic method he tried to attain a safe

and a universally valid science of the true essence of

things. The final motive of this theory was, however, the

ethical need of ^vinnin(r true VJ rf.no. hy tnip. lno)|^Jj|>d(rp.

The subjective point of departure ^ was, for Plato as for

Socrates, the conviction of the inefficiency of customary

virtue. The virtue of custom, resting upon convention and

prudential considerations, is unconscious of its fundamen-

tal principle, and is exposed to the insecurity of change and

opinions. Plato showed to Sophistry ^ that it with its

pleasure theory took the popular point of view for its own,

and he found the reason for this in the fact that Sophis-

try renounced all real knowledge, and therefore could find

no fundamental basis for virtue. In this sense Plato ^

purposely agreed with the Protagorean theory about the

value of sense perception and of opinions based on it.

He was vigorous in asserting the relativity of such knowl-

edge, and its inability to give us the true essence of tilings.

But precisely for that reason the ethical need drove Plato

beyond Sophistry, and led him to fight Protagoras the more

energetically with Protagoras' own relativism. If there be

virtue of any sort, it must rest on other than relative

knowledge, which alone the Sophists considered.

But Socrates had, to the mind of Plato, shown us the

way through conceptual science to this other knowledge

which is independent of all accident of perception and

1 Especially Meno, 9G f. Compare PIkecIo, 82 a, and the Republic in

different places.

2 Chiefly in the Gorgias.

• All the points of view of the Sophistic epistemology are discussed

thoroughlv in the Thecetelus.
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opinion. The methodical development of this postulate was

called by Plato the Dialectic.^ Its object is on the one

hand to find individual concepts (avpaywyi'i), and then to

establish the mutual relations of tbese concepts by division

(8ia{peai'^, re/jLvetv). Plato used the Socratic induction in

the main in finding the concepts, and supplemented this by

hypothetical discussions in testing and verifying the con-

cepts. These hypothetical discussions draw out all the

consequences from the constructed concept, and thus bring

it to the touchstone ^ of fact. The dividing of these class

concepts is the method which was introduced anew ^ by

Plato with the intention of exposing the logical relations

between concepts ; and therefore connected with this pro-

cess of dividing there are investigations concerning the

compatibility and incompatibility of concepts, i. e., concern-

ing the principle of disjunction.'^ As the last goal of

dialectic, there appeared withal a logical system op con-

cepts,^ arranged according to their relations of co-ordina-

tion and subordination.

Herbart, J)e Plat, systematis fundamento. Vol. XII. 61 f.

;

S. Ribbing, Genetische Darstellung von Platons Ideenhhre
(Leipzig, 1863-64) ; IT. Cohen, Die plat. Ideenlehre {Zeitschr.

f. Volkerpsych. u. /Sprac/iwisse/ich. 1866) ; H. v. Stein, Si/'hen

Bilcher zur Geschichte des Plat. (Gott., 1862-75, 3 vols.)
;

A. Peipers, Untersuchu.mjen ilber das System Plat., Vol. I.

(The epistemolog}' of Plato, examined with especial reference

1 Phcedr., 265 f. ; Rrp., 511 f ; ihid.. 533. ; Philcb., 16.

^ Meno, 86; Ph(E>L. 101 : Rep., 534. The Parmenides similarly

(135 f.) ; but applies the Platonic principle in the spirit of the fruitless

antinomy of the Eleatic Sophists.

3 Phileh., 16.

* Particularly Phaid., 102 f.

^ In their method, tlie, Parmenides, Sophist, and Pnlilirus stand

entirely on Platonic ground by their happy and logically sharp turns.

The application, however, that they make of the method seems a juve-

nile att(!mpt at independent development rather than an ironical auto-

saricature by Plato.
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to the Themtctus) (Leipzig, 1874); Onotologia j^^atouica

(Leipzig, 1883).

The i'rotagorean doctrine of relativit}- is for Plato not only :ni

object of polemic, but, as in the case of Democritus, is an iiit( -

gral part of his system. This will become more evident as nc
proceed. Skepticism of the senses is the migiity cqriier-jjla!ie

of both thesc~sysIehTs~bfTaRtTTTnttSTn. __0n the other hand, the

ethrcaTpbint of view of Flato carrTed with it the attitude— and
herein that of Democritus was also one with it— that it could

not ascribe lo the Sophistic doctrine of pleasure even the worth
of a relatively valid moment. This was at least the doctrine in

the first di-aft of the theory of the Ideas, although later, especially

in the I'hilebus^ Pluto's conception was in this somewhat changed

(§ 36).

Direct, logical, or methodological investigations were not 3'et

made by Plato, at least not in his writings. On the contrary,

one finds numerous isolated statements scattered through his

dialogues. In practical treatment the synagogic method out-

weighs by far the dici-etic. Only the Soj)hist and PvHtlcMS
give examples of the dieretic method, and these are indeed \Gvy
unfortunate examples. Hypothetical discussions of concepts,

however, grew to a fruitful principle in the scientific theories of

the Older Academy (§ 37).

These concepts include a kind of knowledge that is very

different in origin and content from that founded on per-

ception. In perception there comes into consciousness the

world of change and appearance. Conception gives us the

permanent Essence of things (^ovaia). The ohjective con-

tent of conceptual knowdedgc is the Idea. If true knowl-

sdge— thus Plato followed the Socratic ideal— is supposed

to be given in the concepts, then this must be a knowledge

oi what really is.^ As, therefore, the relative truth of

sense perception consists in its translating the changing

relations that spring up in the process of Becoming, so

the absolute truth of conceptual knowledge (that of Dia-

lectic) consists in the fact that it conceives in the Ideas

(he true Being, independent of every change. So two dif-

ferent worlds correspond to the two ways of knowing: a

1 r/iecrt., 188; Rep., 476 f.

I
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world of true reality, the Ideas^ the object of conceptual

FnowTedge ; and a world of relative_a£tualitjj, the things

that come and go, the objects of sense perception.^ The
predicates of the Eleatic Being belong therefore to the

Idea as the object of true knowledge, avro kuO' avrb fjueO'

avTov /jbovoecSe<; del 6v ;^ it is unchangeable, ovhe ttot ovSafjiPj

ov8afj,a)<; ciXkoicoacv ovhefiiav ivoe-x^erat,^ The perceivable

individual things, on the contrary, constitute the Heracleitau

flux of continuous origination, change, and destruction.

The fundamental principle of the metaphysical epistemol-

ogy of Plato is this : 5WO_worlds must be distingmshed^*

one of which is and never becomes, tlie otherjDf which bc-

comes and never is ; ojn.e is the object of the_reason {voTja-a),

the other is the object of sense Qaia67]cn<;'). Since, now,

the objects are as completely separated (%a>/3i9) as the

methods of knowing are distinct, the Ideas stand as incor-

poreal forms (^daco/xara etSr]) in contrast to material things,

which are perceived by the senses. The Ideas, which arc

never to be found ^ in space or in matter, which indeed exist

purely for themselves (elXcKpivi^^, which are to be grasped ^

not by the senses but only by thought, form an intel-

ligible world in themselves (totto? vo'qTo^). ^^.rciiwn,al

iheQ.Ty~-of Jcmwled^e^, reqidz^s^an^jimmaterialistic meta-

physics,.
,

This j.mr"^^^''''''^''sr^ was the peculiarl}' original creation of

Plato. Where in the earlier systems, not excluding that of

Anaxagoras, the discussion turned upon the spiritual as the

distinctive principle, nevertheless the principle alwa^ys appeared
as a peculiar kind of corporeal actuality. Plato, on the other

hand, first discovered a purelv spiritual world.

The theory of Ideas is, therefore, an entirel}' new mediation

of the Eleatic and the Heracleitau metaphj'sic, employing the

1 This view is stated most clearly in Timccus, 27 f., 57 f. Compare

Rep., 509 f., 533. 2 S?jmp., 211.

» Phcedo, 78. * Tim., 27 d.

» Symp., 211. 8 Rep., 507; Tim., 28.

13
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opposition between the Protagorcan and Socratic theories of

knowledge. Precisel}' for this reason, in tlie ThemteUis^ Plato

brought the Sophistic theory of perception into closer relation-

ship to the TTtii'Tu pu than the Sophist himself had brought it.

On the other hand, the close relationship of the Socratic episte-

mology to the Eleatic doctrine of Being had already been recog-

nized bj' the Megarians (§ 28). The positive metaphysic of

Plato may be cliaracterizcd, therefore, as ijnmaterialistic Eleati-

cisui.^ Therein consists its oulological character (Deuschle).

"TOo^njzesIking_jn_Ideis, and relegates Becoming to a lower

forijj_^oL_linow i ng^.

The neo-Pythagorean-neo-Platonic conception was an en-

tire misunderstanding of Plato. According to this concep-

tion. Ideas possess no independent actuality, but are only

thought- forms supposed to exist in the divine mind. Through
the neo-Platonism of tlie Renaissance, and even down to the

beginning of this century, this interpretation of Plato obtained.

Ilerbart was of great service in his opposition to it {Elnleit.

in d. Fhilos., § 144 f. ; Vol. I. 240 f.).

Consistent with the theory of two worlds, as tlie central

point ill Platouism, is the manner in which Plato repre-

sented our cognition of Ideas in particular.

The primary function of the Ideas is to set forth the

logical character of the class concepts, to reveal the com-

mon quaUties (to kolvov) of the particulars which the

class concepts comprehend. They are, in the Aristotelian

phraseology, the ev iirl ttoXXwv.^ But Plato regarded the

process of thought, not as analysis, nor as an abstraction by

comparison, but as rather a synoptic intuition ^ of reality

presented in single examples. The Idea cannot be con-

tained in its perceived phenomenon. It is of another sort,

and cannot be found in appearance. In other words, ma-

terial things do not include the Idea, but are only the

^ The relative pluralistic character of the theory of Ideas is in con

trast to ori'jrinal Eleaticism. It did not, as in the earlier attempts at.

mediation, arise from the need of an explanation of Becomino;, but from

the circumstance that conceptual knowledge can and must refer to a

manifold of independent content-deferminations.

2 Met., I. 9, 990 b, 6. « phcedr., 265; Rep., 537.
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copies or shadows ^ of it. Therefore the perceptions can-

not include the Ideas as separable integral parts, but are,

on the contrar}', only the occasions for the apprehension of

that Idea_that is similar to the perceptions but not identi-

cal with theml . ^ince~fFe'Tdca_cannot be created bx re-

flection, it must be regarded as an original possession of

the "soul which the soul remembers when it sees its copy in

the_ sense world.^ The recognition 6i the ideas is dva-

In the mythical representation in the Phccdrus, Plato

presupposes that the human soul has gazed upon the Idea

with its supersensible faculties,— those related to the

world of Ideas, — before its entrance into earthly life, but

it remembers them only upon the perception of correspond-

ing phenomena. Thereby out of the painful feeling of

astonishment at the contrast between the Idea and its

phenomenon is created the philosophic impulse, the long-

ing love for the supersensible Idea. This love is the epox?,^

which conducts it back from the transitoriness of sense to

the immortality of the ideal world.*

There is an interesting parallel between the intuitive character,

which the recognition of Ideas in Plato possesses, and the

yvwur] yvTjCTLTj of Democritus. In Plato also analogies to optical

impressions predominate. Both Democritus and Plato have in

mind immediate knowledge of the pure forms (ideai), the abso-

lutely actual ^ which is attained wholl}' apart from sense percep-

1 Rep., 514 f. ; Phccrlo, 73.

2 Meno, 80 f. ; Phcedr., 249 f. ; Pha-dn, 72 f.

* Phcedr., 250 f., and especially Symp., 200 f.

* The theory of the i'pcos takes on thereby in the Symposium a more uni-

versal aspect of beholdiu'^ tlie living principle of all Becoming (yeveais)

in the desire for the Idea (ovaia), and so prepares the way for the teleo-

logical interpretation of Ideas.

^ One has the same right to speak of " sensualism " in Plato as in

Democritus. Both explain true knowledge of the oi/rwj w as the recep-

tion of the Ibeai by the soul, not as an act of sense perception, although

as illustrated by the analogy to ojjtical perception.
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tion. The exposition of this teaching appears in Plato {PhcBclrus

and Symposium) in mythical form. For since it is a qnestion of

the time-process of the knowledge of the eternal, of the genesis

of the intuition of the Absolute, a dialectic presentation is not

l)ossible.

Since the Ideas are hypostasized class-concepts, in their

first draft there are for Plato as many Ideas as there are

class concepts or general names for different perceptual

things. There are, therefore, Ideas of all that is in anj

wise thinkable,^— Heas of__things, <jnaIitics-tnrd-~relati-ons,

of products of art and natureTof the good and of the bad,

oTthcrTiiglrahd^or^the low.^ The later dialogues (^Sympo-

sium, Phcedo, TimcBus) speak only of such Ideas as have

an inherent value, such as the good and the beautiful ; of

such as correspond to nature products, like fire, snow, etc.

;

and, finally, of mathematical relations, like great and small,

unity and duality. Aristotle reports that Plato in later

time did no longer recognize Ideas of artifacts, negations,

and relations, and that he held, in place of these, essentially

nature class-concepts.^ An exacter determination of the

circls within which the philosopher, especially in different

periods of his development, extended or wished to extend

his theory of Ideas, cannot be made.

In general tlie chronological order of the dialogues indicates

that Plato originally constructed a world of Ideas according to

his logical and cpistcniological view of class concepts. In the

course of time, however, lie came more and more to seek in this

supersensible world the highest values and the fundamental onto-

logical forms, according to which the sense world of Becoming
is modelled. From the world of Ideas there thus arose an

1 Rep., 596.

2 For particular proofs, consult Zeller, IF. 585 f. The dialogue

Pannenides proves with fine irony to the " young Socrates " that he

must accept also the Ideas of hair, mud, etc. (130 f.). In as late a

writing as the middle part of the Republic, Plato used the Ideas of bed,

etc , to illustrate his theory.

8 Met., XI. 3, 1070 a, 18.
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ideal world. The norms of value thus took the place of class

concepts. The ethical motive became more and more influen-

tial in his philosophy, as appears also in what follows.

The more thoroughly the theory of Ideas in their first

draft distinguished the two worlds from each other, the

more difficult it became to determine the relation of the

things of sense to their respective Ideas. The characteristic

of this relation most frequently given in the dialogues Meno,

Thecetetus, Phcedrus^ and Symposium, and likewise in the

Phcedo, is similarity. This is consistent with the thought

which the philosopher developed in those same dialogues

concerning the origin of concepts ; for similarity forms the

psychological ground through which ,^ stimulated by percep-

tion, the recollection of the Idea is said to come. Similar-

ity ,2 however, is not equivalence. The Idea never appears

fully in the things,^ and accordingly Plato designated the

relationship of the tw^o as fxifjbr}at,<iK The Idea is thus

regarded ^ as the original ( Urhild) (7rapaSet7/u,a),the^ensed

object as the copy (Abhild) (^etSoXoi''). Exactly herein

consists the small amount of reality which the corporeal

1 Now one would say: according to the law of the association of

ideas, which moreover Plato enunciated expressly in this respect in the

Phcedo, 73 f.

2 In view of the same the Pannenides raises the dialectic plea

(131 f.), that it presupposes a tertium comparationis for the Idea and the

phaenomenon and forms an infinite regress. It is the ohjection of the

rpiTos avBpunos- Compare Aristotle, Met., VI. 113, 1039 a, 2.

3 Plato was probably prompted to emphasize this by the incongruity

of actual life with the ethical norm
;
primarily, however, from the theo-

retical point of view by the fact that the mathematical concepts are

factors in the consideration, and that these are never the result of per-

ception. See Phcedo, 73 a; Meno, 85 e. The hypothetical discussion of

concepts stands furthermore in most exact connection with this.

* Whether he thus early adopted this expression from the Pythago-

rean number theory need not be discussed.

^ See the freely accommodative and relatively early presentation in

the Republic, 595 f.
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world possesses in contrast to the oinoi'i ov. On the other

hand, viewed from its h^gical side, the Idea is the unitary,

the permanent,^ in which the things of sense in their origi-

nation, change, and destruction have only temporary and

occasional part (/u,eTe;^ett').^ This relationship is, again, on-

tologically so viewed that the change of qualities of sensi-

hle things is reduced ultimately to a coming and going of

Ideas. On account of this change the Idea at one time

participates in the particular thing (irapovaui)? and at

another leaves it.*

The later phase (Phcedo') of the theory of Ideas has a

thought that seems to have been absent from the original

statement, viz., that in the Ideas the causes may be some-

how found for the things of sense appearing as they do

appear. The purpose of Plato was originally only to recog-

nize permanent true Being. Tlie theory of Ideas in the

Meno, Thecetetus, Phcedrus, and Symposium does not attempt

to be an explanation of the world of phenomena. The sig-

nificance of the Sophist is that it proposes this problem.

Confronting the theory of Ideas with other metaphysical

theories, the Sophist asks how this lower world of sense-

appearance and its Becoming can be conceived as deduced

from supersensible forms which are removed from all motion

1 The Parmenldes (130 f.) makes also at this point some dialectic

objections of the Eleatic sort. Phito {Ph'dehus, 14 f.) very curtly deals

with these.

2 Symp., 211 b. ^ Pharl, 100 d.

* The way in which the Pha'do develops this (102 f.) shows a re-

markable analogy to the teaching of Anaxagoras, which teaching is also

significant in other respects in this dialogue (see below.) As in Anax-

agoras, the individuals are said to owe the change of their qualities to

the entrance or exit of the qualitatively unchangeable xpW^''''^ (§ 22),

so here the Idea is added as giving a quality and as augmenting the thing

{npoa-yiyvecrBai) . Or it disappears again when, of mutually exclusive

Ideas, the one already inherent in the thing shuts out the other. This

explanation is essentially that of the Herbartiau conception of Ideas as

absolute Qualitaten.

I
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and change. It shows that immaterial Eleaticism is as un-

able as early Eleaticism to explain this problem. For in

order to explain the motion of the sense- world, Ideas must

themselves be endowed with motion, life, soul, and reason.

But the elBu}v <\>1\ol deny ^ to the Ideas all these qualities,

especially the most important quality of motion.

The Platonic philosophy reaches its zenith in the solution

of this problem. The Phcedo declares tliat in the Ideas

alone is the cause {ahla) of the phenomenal world to be

found, and however this relationship is to be conceived^ the .

sense object is indebtedjojlie Ideii-alQiic^imuts_aualities.^

This is the strongest of Plato's convictions, and to prove

it is the greatest problem of the dialectic. There are in-

troduced in the same dialogue, however, the two elements,

Anaxagoreanism and Pythagoreanism,^ through which this

new phase of the theory of Ideas took shape in his mind.

1 Soph., 248 f. The author of the Sophist founds this criticism

(247 d) upon the definition that the ovras ov must be thought as bvvafiis,

and whatever possesses Beino; must be thought as power in order to

explain Becoming (^das Geschehen). Although this expression is not

to be explained in the spirit of the Aristotelian terminology (Zeller, IP.

575, 3), still this view lies nowise in the direction in which Plato later

solved the problem, bvvafiis is active power (see Republic, 477, where

bvvafiis is used in the sense of a faculty of the soul). Ideas are, how-

ever, final causes, and not such "faculties" as are definable only

through their effects (Rep., loc cit.^.

2 Phcedo, 100 d, where reference seems to be made to the dialogue

Sophist.

8 About the time of this change Aristotle entered the Academy;

hence his exposition of the genesis of the theory of Ideas (Met., I. 6).

The great significance which is ascribed in the Metaphysics to the Pythago-

rean theory in its bearing on Plato is not consistent with the content

of any of the foundation dialogues, Thecetetus, Phcedrus, and Sympo-

sium. Practically it begins first with the Philebus. But even the

Phcedo shows, in its choice of persons and also in its discussion of the

problems, that account is taken of the Pythagorean philosophy. Never-

theless (Met., XII. 4, 1078 b, 9) Aristotle himself elsewhere remarks
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If the Ideas cannot themselves move and suffer change,

they can be the causes of phenomena only in the sense that

they are the purposes which are realized in phenomena.

The only conception which therefore, from the point of

view of the theory of Ideas, appears to be possible as an

explanation of phenomena, is the teleological.^

The true relation between the Idea (^ovala) and the

phenomenon (^eve(7L<i) is that of purpose. Plato found in

the j;o09-theory of Anaxagoras an attempt to make this

point of view valid. But while he subjected the insufiicient

development of thia theory to a sharp criticism,^ he main-

tained in addition that the establishment as well as the

development of a teleological view of the world is possible

only to a theory of Ideas.^

The same tlicory is further developed in tlie Philebus

and in the corresponding part of the Republic. If the

Sophist^ from a formal and logical point of view called

attention to the fact that a similar Koivoovia, a relationship

of co-ordination and subordination, exists between Ideas as

well as between plienomcna and Ideas, so the Republic^

and the Philebus ^ emphasized also the systematic unity of

the ovala, and found it in the Idea of the Good, as including

all other Ideas witliin itself. Thus the pyramid of con-

cepts reached its apex, not by means of a formally logical

process of abstraction, but, as it happens in the entire Pla-

tonic dialectic, by means of an ontological intuition, express-

ing here its final and highest virodea-L^J For since all

that the original conception of the theory of Ideas was independent

of the number theory.

Phileh., 54 c. : ^vfnracrav yevecriv oicrias fVfKa yiyvtaOai ^vfiTracrrjs.

' PhcRfln, 97 f.

3 Ibid., 99 f. He called this the btiirepos tt'Xovs of philosophy, and
the development of philosophy as a theoretical explanation of phenom-
ena he sketched in 95 c, ff.

* Soph., 251 f. 6 Rep., 511 b.

c Phileb., 16 f. 7 Phcedo, 101 b; Rep., he. cit.
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that is, is for some good, the Idea of the Good or of the

absolute purpose is that to which all other Ideas are subor-

dinated, this subordination being- teleological rather than

logical. The Idea of the Good stands , therefore, even above

Being an^Knowing, which are the two highest disjunctives.^

It is the sun^ in the realm of Ideas from wliich everything

else gets its value as well as its actuality. It is the

World Reason. To it belong the name of vov'j and that of

Godhead.

This immiiterialistic perfecting of the Anaxagorean thought is

set b}- Plato in the Philebus (28 f.) and stands opposed to the

system of irrational necessity of Democritiis. In this connection,

as a matter of fact, the vo9s and the Godhead and the Idea of the

Good, so far as it included all the others under it, were identified

with the total world of Ideas (ama ; compare Zeller, IP. 577 ff.,

593 f.). Neither is there here any suggestion of a personal divine

spirit. Compare G. F. Rettig, Alria im Philebus (Bern. 18G6) ;

K. Stumpf, Ver/idltnis des plat. Gottes zur Idee des Guten
(Halle, 1869).

The teleolDgufiaL-CjOSmalogx o^ Plato consisted in his

regarding ^Bem^,jiiL.iIie_W-aiM-jaf Idens as—huih-..iiurpose

and cause. ^ of phen^Qin.eiia_jDri_the._ffi.nr1d of mattery.^

d

besides these teleological causes he recognized no other

causes in the strict meaning of the term. Likewise in the

particular relations of phenomena those things which pre-

sent themselves to sense perception as acting and liaving

effect are valid for him only as secondary * causes {^wairta).

The true cause is purpose.

However, the Idea never realizes itself fully in corporeal

1 Rep., 508 f. 2 i})i(i ;
compare 517 b.

8 In Philebus, 26 e, the search for the fourth j
rinciple is opened with

the expressed explanation that ^ rov ttoioiivtos (^xktu (the essence of

activity) may be distinguished only in name from the cause {aiTla). If

this avria in the purpose is found in the Idea of the Good, then is the

concept of the teleological cause attained.

* Phcedo, 99 b, where the cause is distinguished from the ov uvtv to

alriov ovK &v nor drf ainov.
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things. This thought was peculiar to tlie first draft of the

theory of Ideas, and it got new support and significance

in Plato's tendency toward Pythagoreanism which set

the perfect and imperfect worlds in opposition to each

other. The more, however, the world of Ideas became the

ideal world, the perfect Being or the kingdom of Wortli,

the less could it be viewed as the cause of imperfection in

the world of sense. The world of imperfection could rather

only be sought in the thing that has no Being. For the

sense world as eternally " becoming" has part not only

in that which has Being (the Ideas), but also in that

wliich has no Being (fir) 6v)} Empty space ^ was re-

garded as having no 3fiiiig_bjlJPlaio_as_by_JheJEleat^

Prato moreover regarded empty space, like the Pythago-

reans, as in itself formless and unfashioned, and precisely

for that reason as pure^ negation (o-repT/crt?) of Being.

But the formless is capable of all possible forms, and retains

them by virtue of mathematical determinations. In this

sense the Philehus * makes the Pythagorean fundamental

opposition a part of his teleological raetaphysic, in that

he defined as the two first principles of the world of experi-

ence the aireipov (endless formless space) and the irepa^;

(the mathematical limitation and formation of that space).

Out of the union of the two the world of the individual

things of sense appears, and the fourth and highest prin-

ciple forms the basis of this " mixing." This principle is

the atria, the Idea of the Good,_or_tlie cosmic, reasoi^Jihe

^ Rep., 477 a.

- That the /X17 ov which is designated in the Philehus as the aneipov

and in the Thmeus (§ 37) as de^afifprj, (Kjiayeiov, etc., is space, Zeller

has proved (IIP. 605 f.; see also II. Siebeck, Untersuchungen, 49 f.).

On this account the word " matter " has been avoided, lest it imply its

unavoidable subordinate meaning, " unformed stuff." "Unformed stuff,"

the iIXt; of Aristotle, had not yet had its meaning determined by Plato.

3 Compare Arist. Phys., I. 9, 192 a, 6. * Phileb., 23 f.
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Mathematics, whose importance for the dialectic has been
emphasized above, had an ontological importance also in Plato's

system. Mathematical forms are the link b}' means of which
the Idea shapes space teleolugically into the sense world. ^ Here
for the first time is explained the position which the philosopher
assigns this science in connection with his epistemolog}'. Mathe-
matics is a knowledge not of the phenomenal world but of the

l)ermauent world. For that reason in the earlier dialogues it

seems to have been used only for dialectic '^ purposes. Its objects,

however, especiall}' geometrical objects, have still something of

sense in them, which distinguishes them from the Ideas in the

hiter evaluation of the Ideas. Therefore mathematics belongs,

.iccording to the schema of the Republic (509 f., 523 f.) not to

I he So4-a (the knowledge of yeVecns), but to I'OT^cns (the knowledge
of ova-ia). Within ovcria it is to be distinguished as Wivoia from
the peculiar eVio-TvyjUT;, the knowledge of the Idea of the Good.
Mathematics appears, then, in the education of the ideal state as

the highest preparation for philosophy, but only as preparation.

Concerning Plato as a mathematician, his introduction of

definitions and the analytic method, see Cantor, Geschichte der
Mathematik, I. 183 f.

In his latter days Plato borrowed from the Pythagorean

number theory the principle by which he hoped for a

systematic presentation and articulation of the world of

Ideas. Logical investigations ^ toward this end were given

up as soon as from the teleological principle the Idea of

the Good had been placed at tlie head. The Pythagorean

method of developing concepts according to the number series

commended itself to him. In adopting this method, Plato

1 A good parallel exists also here between Plato and Democritus,

although in the latter's theory in the place of the teleolotiical alria of

the Philebus stood the dvayKi] ( fj tov d\6yov /cat flKrj 8waiJ.is koi to.

uTTTj ervxev, Phileb., 28 d), and aUhoiigli the Kevov and the (Tx^iy-aTa

(the (Seat of Plato) produce the sense world. In view of this, one

ean see in the exposition in the Philehus, 23-2G, a reference to Demo-

critus, whose teaching this dialogue appears to have used in other

places (§ 33).

^ The Meno shows how we can know Ideas by geometrical examples

(Pythagorean doctrine)

.

^ Sophist, especially 254 f.
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also symbolized single Ideas by ideal numbers. The ele-

ments of the Ideas are the aTreipov and the Trepwi in analogy

to the principles laid down for the sense world in the Phile-

bus. The aTreipov has here the significance of " intelligible

space." ^ Out of the ev which he identified ^ with the Idea

of the Good, he derived all othei- Ideas, as a graded series

of conditioning and conditioned {irporepov Kal varepov}.

Traces of this senile attempt are to he found in the Pldlehus
and the Zatcs. In other respects we are instructed only by
Aristotle concerning these dyitajiTa Soy^ara : 3Iet., I. 6, Xlf.
4 f. ; compare A. Trendelenburg, I^lat. deidtis et riuhieris doc-
trina ex Arist. ilhcstrata (Leipzig, 1826), and Zeller, IM 5G7 f.

36. Measured by its first motive, Plato's theory of Ideas

is an outspoken ethical metaphysic. Consequently Ethics

was the philosophical science which he chiefly and most

fruitfully built upon. Among the Ideas that the dialectic

undertook to develop, social norms had a prominent place.

The immaterialism oi^th-e double-world theory necessarily

involved an ascetic morality that was very uncharacteristic

of Greek thought. The Thecetetus^ for example, sets up

an ideal of retirement from the world for the philosopher

who, since earthly life is full of evil, finds refuge as quickly

as possible in the divine presence. The Phoedo * further

develops this negative ethics in all its details. It pictures

the whole life of the philosopher as already a dying, a puri-

fication of the soul from the dross of sense existence. The
soul in the body is, as it were, in prison, and it can free

itself only by knowledge and virtue.

This view, which is particularly like that of the Pythag-

oreans among the ancient moral theories, took in the

metaphysical theory of Ideas a special form, by virtue

of which the psychological basis was created also for

1 Compare H Siebeck, Untersucltungen, 97 f.

2 Aristox. Elem. harm., II. 30.

3 1 72, 1 76 f. 4 64 f.
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the positive ethics of Plato. In the theory of the two

worlds the soul must take a peculiar intermediary position,

— a theory that could be developed not without difficulties

and contradictions. On account of its ideal character the

soul must be capable of conceiving the Ideas, and on this

account must be related to them.^ The soul belongs to the

supersensible world, and should have all the qualities of

that world,— non-origination, indestructibility, unity, and

changelessness. But since it is the carrier of the Idea of

life,^ and as cause of motion is itself eternally movable, it

is not identical to the Ideas, but very similar to them.^

Therefore for Plato it had pre-existence and lasted beyond

the earthly body. Yet in that changeless timelessness of

Being which belongs to the Ideas it has likewise only a

share, since it also belongs to <y€v6cn<; but it is not identi-

cal with the Ideas. On the other hand, the Socratic prin-

ciple required that the soul's goodness and badness must

not be attributed to external fate, but to the soul itself.*

Since its essence, related as it is to the world of Ideas,

cannot be answerable for a bad decision, its higher nature

must be considered as deformed by the temporary incli-

nations of the senses.^ Hence the theory of the three

" parts " ^ of the soul. This theory, although represented

mythically in the Phcedrus (consistent with its subject

matter), became in the llepuhlic an entirely dogmatic basis

of ethics. There is the part that is related to the Ideas,

the directing, reasoning part (^rj-yt/xoviKou, XoyLcmKov).

Then there are the two passionate (^affektvolle) parts. One
is the nobler : it is the strong activity of will (^uyuo^, Bvfio-

eiSe'?). The other, less noble, consists of sensuous appetites

(^eTTidvfxrjTiKov, (f)i,\oy^p'^fxarov). These three parts appear

in the Phcedrus and the Republic as the Forms (et'S?;) of

1 Phoedo, 78 f. ^ Thkl., 105 d.

^ ofioioTarov^ ibid., 80 b. * /'^/>., G17 f.

5 Ibid., 611 f. « Phadrm, 246 f.
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activity of the soul in its unity. Hence in the Phoedrus,

also, the soul that is described there as a unity, unites in

itself in the next life all the functions that in the dialogues

are ascribed to its three parts, ^ The myths of the Timceus

for the first time expressly speak of the fMeprj, of which the

soul is composed, and treat the parts as separable, in

such a way that one part, the yoO?,^ is immortal, the others

mortal.

Jas. Steger, Plat. Studien., III. ; Pie plat. Psycholofjie

(Innsbruck, 1872) ; P. Wildauer, Pie Psy. des Willeus, II.

(Innsbruck, 1879); H. 8iel)eck, Gesch.der Psy., I. 1, 187 f
.

;

Scbulthess, Plat. ForscJumgeri (Bonn, 1875).

Plato's psychology was by no means only a result of bis

theory of nature, but was a metaphysical presupposition for it,

resting upon ethical and epistemological motives. This is

shown in the beginning of the myth in the Timceus. Pre-

existence is supposed to explain our knowledge about Ideas

(by (iva^urr/o-t?), and on tlie other hand to explain our guilt, on
account of which the supersensible soul is bound in an earthly

body (see myth in Phcedrus). The post-existence of the soul,

on the other hand, makes possible not only the striving of the

soul to reach beyond earthly life after a completer identification

with the world of Ideas, but above all it makes possible moral

recompense. Thereupon Plato illuminated this teaching ever^--

where b}' mythical representations of judgment at death, of

wanderingsof souls, etc. (see Gorgias, Pepublic, Phcedo). Con-

sequently, however weak the proofs may be which Plato had
adduced for individual immortality, yet his absolute belief in it

is one of the chief points of his teaching. Of the arguments
on which he founded this belief, the most valuable is that

wherein he (Phcedo, 86 f.) contended against the Pythagorean
definition of the soul as the harmou}' of the body b}' the proof
of the soul's substantial independence through its control over
the body.^ His weakest argument is that in which the Phoedo

1 In the Phcedrus that previous determination of the soul is ascribed

to the sense appetites, which explains the errors of earthly life. In tlie

Phcedo, the fortunes of the soul after death are made dependent on iho,

adherence of its sensuality. Pre-existence and post-existence are ascribed

in both cases to the whole soul. 2 Tim., G9 f.

' The Mendelssohn copy of tlie Phoedo (Berl. 17G4) especially raises

this point in the spirit of the philosophy of the Enlightenment.
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sums up and crowns all the other arguments : a dialectic sub-
reption from the double meaning of the word aOdvaro^, in which
the soul is explained as immortal because it can exist in no
other way than as a living thing (I^hcedo, 105 f.). Compare
K. F. Hermann, De immorUth'tatis notione in Plat. Phcedone
(Marburg, 1835); id. de partihus animm immortalibus (Gott.,

1850) ; K. Ph. Fischer, Plat, de immortalitate animoi doctrina
(Erlangen, 1845) ; P. Zimmermann, Die Unsterhlichkeit der
Seelein Flat. PJmd. (Leipzig, 1869) ; G. TeichmuUer, Studien,
I. 107 f.

The relationship of the three parts to the essence of the soul
is very difficult, and is not made perfectly clear. Plato main-
tains clearly, on the whole, the unity of the soul, but only in a
few places particularly emphasizes it. On the one hand, the
Phcedrus makes all the three parts belong to the essence of
the individual, in order to make conceivable the fall of the soul

in its pre-existence. On the other liand, it appears as if both
the lower parts originated in the union of soul and bod}', and on
that account again were stripped oft" entirely from the true essence
of the soul (rori?) after a virtuous life {Pep.., 611 ; Plimdo,
83). The abrupt and direct opposition of the two worlds made
this troublesome point in his system {Pejy.^ 435 f.). So also

the specific psychological meaning of the three parts, whose
origin is made clear by ethical evaluation, is undetermined.
In spite of some similarities, this division is in no wise identical

with the present-day psychology and its customary triple division

into ideas, sensations, and desires. For the alaOy'ja-eis did not,

according to Plato, belong to the Xoylo-tlkov, but must, although
he has not expressl}- stated it, be ascribed to both the other

parts. On the other hand, there belong to the vo?9 not only the

knowledge of Ideas, but also the virtuous determination of the

will, which, according to Socrates, corresponds to that knowledge.
We come nearest to the Plutonic thought when we think of the

life of the soul as ordered into three different degrees of worth.

Each degree has its own theoretic and practical functions in

such a way that the lower functions may exist without the

higher, but the higher appear — at least in this life— in con-

nection with the lower. So plants have c7ri£vi.iriTLKuv (
Tim., 77 ;

Pep., 441); animals liave dvix.on^i'i in addition to ewLOvfjirp-LKov ;

and men have, besides these two functions, the Xoyio-rtKoV- The

vol'? is localized in the brain, 6vij.6<; in the heart, and iTnOv/xLa in

the liver.*

In the application of this to ethnography, he claimed for the

* Agreeing with Democritns.
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Greeks the excellence of Xoyta-TiKov (Hejmblic, 435 e), allowed

to the warlike barbarians of the north the predominance of

6vfi6<;, and to the weak barbarians of the south that of l-rvidviiia.

Upon the basis of this psychological theory, Plato went

beyond not only the abstract simplicity of the Socratic

theory of virtue, but also the ascetic one-sidedness of his

own first negative statements. That moral conduct alone

makes man truly blessed ^ in this or the other life,^ is his

fundamental conviction. But even if he was inclined to

find tliis true happiness only in the most complete perfec-

tion of the soul, in which happiness the soul is a sharer in

the divine world of Ideas ; and even if therefore he refused ^

as unworthy of the soul every utilitarian principle of con-

ventional ethics, yet he recognized other kinds of happiness

as justifiable moments of the highest Good. These kinds

of happiness are all which, in the entire sweep of the soul's

activities, appear as true and noble joys. The PJiilehus *

develops such a graded scries of goods. Plato contended

also, in this dialogue, against the theory that would find the

reko<i^ only in sense pleasure. But against the view of

those who explain all pleasure as only illusory, he held fast

to the reality of a pure and painless sense-pleasure,^ and he

contended against the one-sided view that sought true hap-

piness only in insight." But while he on the other hand

recognized the legitimacy of intellectual pleasure, he laid

claim to it not only for rational know^ledge (1^01)9), but also

for correct ideas in every science and art." Above all this,

however, he set the participation in ideal evaluations and

» Rep., 353 f.

2 Compare entire conclu?ion of Rep., Books IX., X.
« Rep., 3G2 ; Thecet., 176 ; Phccdo, 68 f.

* See Laws, 717 f., 728 f. ^ A^ already seen in Gorgias.

* Supposably Democritiis.

' These statements could be aimed just as well against Antisthenes,

Euclid, or Democritus {Phikb., 21, 60).

8 Phileb.y 62 f.
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their actualization in individual activity.^ All the beauty

and vitality of Greece was amalgamated here in the tran-

scendental ideal of the philosopher, and a similar union

of the two sides of reality was already suggested in the

series of objects which the Symposium ^ develops as the

working of the e/jco?.

A. Trendelenburg, DePlat. Philebus consilio (Berlin, 1837)

;

Fr. Susemihl, Uebar die Outertafel im Philebus (Philol. 1863) ;

R. Hirzel, De bonis injine Pftilebi enumeratis (Leipzig, 1868).

However, Plato founded the development of his theory

of virtue in a still more systematic way upon his triple

divisions of the soul. While his first dialogues took pains

to reduce the single virtues to the Socratic elho<i of knowl-

edge, the later dialogues proceeded upon the theory of the

distinct independence and the respective limitations of the

particular virtues. In so far as the one or the other part

of the soul preponderates in different men according to

their dispositions,^ are they suited to developing one or

another virtue. For every part of the soul has its own
perfection, which is called its virtue and is grounded in its

essence.* Accordingly Plato constructed a group of four

cardinal virtues which at that time were beginning to be

frequently mentioned in literature. There is the virtue

of wisdom (^(To<^ia) corresponding to the rj^efJiovLKov ; that of

will-power (dv8pia), corresponding to the ^u/xoeiSe? ; that of

self-control (awrppoavvT)), corresponding to the eTrtdv/jbrjriKov.

Finally, since the perfection of the whole soul consists^ in

the right relations of the single parts, in the fulfilment of

the soul's particular task through every one of these parts

(ra eauTov TrpdrTeiv}, and in the regulative control of

» Phileb., 66 f. 2 Simp., 208 f.

8 Rep., 410 f. Rep., 441 f.

^ In the entire Republic the ascetic thought of stripping off the lower

parts of the soul is entirely put aside.

14
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reason over tlie two other parts,^ so we have as a fourth

virtue that of an equable arrangement of the whole. This

last is called by Plato htKaioavvq?

The last term, which is scarcely understandable from

the point of view of individual ethics, arises from the

peculiar derivation which Plato has given to these virtues

in the Ilepublic. Loyal to the motive of the theory of

Id^s, the Platonic ethics sketched not so much the ideal of

the individual as that of the species ; it pictured less the

perfect man than the perfect society. The Platonic ethics

is primarily social ethics. It does not treat of the happi-

ness of the individuals, but that of the whole,^ and this

happiness can be reached only in the perfect state. The

ethics of Plato perfected itself in his teaching of the ideal

state,

K. F. Hermann, Die historischen Elemente des platonischen
Idealstaates (Gesch. Abhandl., 132 f.); Ed. Zeller, Der plat.

Staat in seiner Bedeutung far die Folgezeit ( Vortrdge nnd
AbhandL, I. 62 f.) ; C. Nohle, Die Staatslehre Plat's in ihrer

geschichtlichen Eiitwickelung (Jena, 1880).

Whatever^ may be the natural and historical origin of

the state, its task is the same everywhere, according to

Plato : viz,, so to direct the common life of man that all

may be happy through virtue. The task can be accom-

^ Since already aaxppoavvr] is possible only through the right rule of

the appetites, acocppoavvrj and biKaioavvrj are not mutually exclusive.

Compare Zeller, 113. 749 f.

* The most usual verbal translation, justice, concerns only the politi-

cal, not the moral spirit of the case. Righteousness does not fully state

the Platonic meaning.

^ Precisely on that account the philosopher must share in public life,

even if he would find his ha])piness only in his turning from the earthly

and in his devotion to the divine. See above ; also Rep., 519 f.

* The first book of the Re/mblic develops critically the views of the

Sophists on this point. How far in the representation of the genesis of

the state, given in the second book (369 f ), positive and negative

analogies appear, cannot be discussed here.
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plisbed only by ordering all the relations of society accord-

ing to the principles of man's moral nature. The perfect

state is divided into three distinct parts, like the soul of

man. There are the producers, the warriors, and the admin-

istrators. The great mass of citizens (S?}yLto9 ; yecopyol kqI

Brjftiovpyoi^, corresponding to the eindvfirjrLKov or <^t\o-

y^prnxaTov, are entrusted with providing for the material

foundation of the life of the state by caring for its daily

needs ; and they are prompted to make this provision by

their own sensuous appetites. The warriors and officials

(eTTiKovpoi), corresponding to the OvfioeiSe^; in the unselfish

fulfilment of duty, have to guard the state externally by

repelling invasion, internally by executing the laws. The
rulers, finally {dp^ouTe'^), corresponding to XoyiaTiKov or

riyefjboviKov, determine, according to their insight, the legis-

lation and the principles of administration. The perfection

however of the entire state— its "virtue"— is justice

{hiKaLoa-vvr))^^ that every one may get his right. Justice

consists in these three classes having their proper distribu-

tion of power, while at the same time every one fulfils his

own peculiar task. Therefore the rulers must have the

highest culture and wisdom (cro0/a), the warriors an

undaunted devotion to duty (^dpSpLo), and the people an

obedience which curbs the appetites (crw^poo-yi^?;).

The constitution of the ideal state for Plato is an aristoc-

racy in the strictest sense of the word. It is a rule of the

best,— the wise and virtuous. It places all legislation and

the entire direction of society in the hand of the class of

the scientifically cultured ((f)i\6crocf)Oi').^ The task of the

1 Therefore the corresponding virtue of the individual, the ethical

equilibrium of the parts of his soul, is designated by the same name.
* Thus must the celebrated sentence {Rep., 473 d) be understood.

There will be no end to the sorrow of man until the philosophers (the

scientifically cultured) rule or the rulers are philosophers (are scientifi-

cally cultured).
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second class is to execute practically the orders of the

highest class, and to maintain the state and preserve its

interests both internally and externally. The mass of

mankind have to work and obey.

Since, however, the object of the state does not consist in

the sccurinu^ of any merely outward benefit, but in the

virtue of all its citizens, Plato demanded that the individ-

ual should merge himself entirely in the state, and that the

state should embrace and determine the entire life of its

citizens, Plato thus went beyond the political principle of

the Greeks. The development which this idea found in

the social organization of the TroXireia was restricted,

nevertheless, to the two higher classes, which were taken

together under the name of " guardians " (c^uXa/ce?). For

the mass of the hrj^o'i there is accessible no virtue founded

on knowledge, but only the conventional virtue of society,

which is enforced by the strict execution of the laws and

attained through utilitarian considerations. The Platonic

politics leaves therefore the third class to itself. In its

desire for acquisition, this class is moved by a fundamen-

tally sensuous motive ; and it performs its duty when

by its labor it furnishes the material foundation for the life

of the state, and yields to the guidance of the " guardians."

But the prenatal and present life of the " guardians " are

to be controlled by the state. Impressed by the importance

of the propagation of the species, Plato would not leave

marriage to the voluntary action of the individual, but de-

cided that the rulers of the state should provide for the

right constitution of the following generation by a fitting

choice of parents.* Education of the youth in all depart-

ments belongs to the state, and gives equal attention to

bodily and spiritual development. In the latter it pro-

gresses from folk-lore and myths through elementary

instruction to poetry and music, and thence through math-

1 Rep., 416 b.
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ematical training to interest in philosophy, and, finally, to

the knowledge of the Idea of the Good. In the different

steps of this education, which is the same for all the chil-

dren of the two higher classes, those children are pruned

out by the state officials that no longer seem to show fitness

of disposition and development for the higher tasks. Dif-

ferent grades of officials and warriors are thus formed from

these. This sifting process leaves ultimately the ^lite, who
succeed to the position of archons and dedicate their lives

partly to the furthering of science and partly to the admin-

istration of the state. Herein are the two upper classes a

great family ; every form of private possession is renounced,*

and their external wants are cared for by the state support,

which is furnished by the third class.

The Platonic state was accordingly to be an institution

for the education of society. Its highest aim was to pre-

pare man by the sensible for the supersensible world, by

the earthly for the divine life. The social-religious ideal is

that which floats before the philosopher in his methodical

delineation of the " best " state. As all the higher interests

of man will be included by this social community of life, so

the philosopher believed that the state should have exclu-

sive control not only of education and science but also of

art and religion. Only that art shall be allowed whose

imitative 2 activity is directed upon the Ideas, especially the

Idea of the Good.^ The Greek KoXoicci'^adLa consisted in

the evaluation of everything beautiful as good. Plato

reversed the order of this thought by establishing only the

good as the really beautiful. In the same way the ideal

state accepts in the main the myths and the culture of the

Greek state religion as educational material for the third

class of society, and partly also for the second class, espe-

cially in childhood.* But the state expunges from the

» Rep., 416 b. 2 7jjj,^ 313.

8 Ibid., 376 f. * Ibid., 369 f.
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myths all things immoral and ambiguous, and permits their

use only as the symbolical representations of ethical truths.

The religion of the philosophers, however, consists in sci-

ence and virtue, of which the highest goal is the attainment

of likeness to the Idea of the Good,— the Godhead.

Plato did not conceive his cit}- as an imaginary Utopia, but in

all earnestness as a practicable ideal. lie emplojed therefore

in man}' particulars, especialh' in social arrangements, numerous
features of the then existing Greek states, and he preferred, natu-

rally enough, the stricter and more aristocratic ordinances of the

Doric race. Though he was convinced that out of the existing

circumstances his ideal could be realized only through force,^

3'et he had none the less faith that if his proposal were tried, he
would bestow upon his citizens lasting content, and would make
them strong and victorious against all foreign attack. In the

incomplete dialogue, Critias, the philosopher tried to develop
this thought, — that the state founded on culture should show
itself superior to the Atlantis, tlie state foinided on mere ex-

ternal power. An idealizing of the Persian wars probablj' floats

before him. The description is broken off at the ver^- beginning,

and there is wonderful similarity in the picture of the Atlautis
to the institutions of former American civilizations.

As to details, we should make a comparison of the Hepublio
with all of Plato's other writings. The Politicus offers many
similar thoughts, but with the interweaving of much that is

foreign, and it has predilection for monarchical forms of govern-
ment. It deviates from the Republic, especially in its theory of
the different kinds of constitutions, contrasting three worse
forms with three better.^ The kingdom is coiTtrasted to the
tyranny, the aristocracy to the oligarchy, the constitutional to
the lawless democracy. Inexact sketches are drawn of the
seventh, or best, state in contrast to these. In the Republic,^
Plato used his psychology to show how the worse constitutions
come from the deterioration of the ideal states. These are the
timocracy in which the ambitious rule, the predominance of the
ioix(,iLhk\ the oligarchy in which the avaricious rule, the pre-
I lorni nance of the €Vt6'u(ay/rtK:ov

; the democracy or realm of uni-
vtisal license; and, finally, the tyranny or the unfettering of
Hie most disgraceful arbitrary power.
The aristocratic characteristics of the Platonic state corre-

spond not only to the personal convictions of Plato and his

» Rtp., 540 d. 2 Polit., 302 f. 8 jiep^ 545 f.
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gieat teacher, but are developed necessarily from the thought
iii;tt scientific culture can be obtained only by the very few.

In scientific culture is the highest virtue of man, and his only
title to political athniuisiration [Guryias). Likewise, the exclu-

sion of all non-intellectual labor from the two directing classes

is consistent with the universal Greek prejudice against the

proletariat. However, it is justified b}- Tlato in the reflection

that all true labor presupposes love for its task, or brings love

with it ; and accordingly', that all manual work necessarily lowers

the soul to the sensuous, and makes distant its supersensible

goal. From the same motive came the exclusion of family life

and private possessions. It is misleading to speak here of a

communism. The community of wives, children, and goods is

expressly delimited to the two higher classes. This was not to

satisfy a claim for universal equality, as was the case in the

naturalistic investigations of radical Cynicism, but, on the

contrary, to prevent private interest from interfering in any
wa}' with the devotion of the warrior and ruler to the welfare

of the state. It is, in a word, a sacrifice made to the Idea
of the Good.
The peculiar character of the ethics of Plato, and at the same

time its tendency to go beyond actual Greek life, consisted in

the complete subordination of the individual life to the purpose
of the political whole. In contrast to the degenerating Hellenic

culture the philosopher held an ideal picture of political society,

which could first actually be when the Platonic thought predom-
inated : that all earthly life has value and meaning only as an
education for a higher supersensil)le existence. To a certain

extent the hierarchy of the Middle Ages realized the Platonic

state but with the priests in place of tlie philosophers. Other
moments of the Platonic ideal — for example, the control of

science by the state— have been realized also to some extent in

the public measures of some modern nations.

Concerning Plato's theory of education see Alex. Kapp
(Minden, 1833); E. Snethlage (Berlin, 1834); Volquardsen
(Berlin, 1860); K. Benrath (Jena. 1871); concerning his atti-

tude toward art. K. Justi, Die cesth. EJeme:i!<' in der plat. Phi-

los. (Marburg, 1860) ; concerning his attitude toward religion,

F. Ch. Bauer, Das Christliehe des Platonlwins (Tubingen, 1873).

Compare, also, S. A. Byk, Hellenismus unci Platonismus (Leipzig,

1870).

Similarly Plato's ethics also experienced as disadvan-

tageous a later transformation in the Laws as his theoretic
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philosophy in the lectures of his old age. In pessimistic

'

despair^ as to the realization of his political ideal, tlie phi-

losopher attempted to sketch a morally ordered community

without the controlling influence of the theory of Ideas

and its devotees. In the place of philosophy, on the one

hand religion presented itself in a form much nearer to the

national mode of thought, and on the other mathematics

with its Pythagorean tendencies to music and astronomy.

Philosophical culture was replaced by practical prudence ^

(J>p6vriaL<i'), and precise conformity to law and the Socratic

virtue by a moderate dependence on ancient worthy cus-

toms. Thus the state in the Republic changed, when it

appeared in the later writings, into a mixture of monar-

chico-oligarchic and democratic elements,— the ideal power

into a compromise with historical conditions. Moreover,

all this is set before us in a long-winded, unconcentrated

presentation, which seems to be wanting the last finishing

touches and the final redaction.*

Just because the Laius give details of contemporaneous life,

they are of high antiquarian, even if of very little philosophical

value. They represent so great a deterioration, not only from
the theory of Ideas, but from Plato's entire idealistic thought,

that the doubts which have been wisely put aside again as to

their genuineness are yet entirely conceivable. Compare Th.
Oncken, Staatslehre des Arist., 197 f. ; E. Zeller, IP. 809 f. ; the

five essays by Th. Bergk, concerning the History of Greek
Philosophy and Astronomy (Leipzig, 1883) ; E. Praitorius, De
legibus Plat. (Bonn, 1884).

37. The epistemological dualism of the theory of Ideas

allowed and demanded a dogmatic statement concerning

ethical norms of human life, but no equivalent recognition

1 Laws, 644. The conviction as to the badness of the world grew up

here to the extent of a belief in an evil world-soul, which works against

the divine soul. Compare § 37. See Laws, 896 f.

2 Ibid., 739 f.

* Ibid., 712, in exact antithesis to Rep., 473.

4 Ibid., 746 f.
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of nature phenomena. For although Plato liad fully deter-

mined that the tasks of metaphysics lay in regarding the

Ideas and especially the Idea of the Good as tlie cause of

the sense-world, that world nevertheless remained to liim

as before a realm of Becoming and Destruction. According

to the premises of his philosophy, this realm could never

be the object of dialectic or true knowledge. The point of

view of the theory of Ideas presupposes a teleological view

of nature, but it offers no knowledge of nature.

In his latter days, complying with the needs of his

school, Plato drew natural science also within the realm of

his research and theory,— which science he in the spirit

of Socrates had earlier entirely avoided. He, nevertheless,

remained always true to his earlier conviction, and empha-

sized it with great clearness and sharpness at the beginning

of the Tirnceus^ in which the result of these investigations

was set down.^ This was to the effect that there can be no

eTnaTrjfji't] of the Becoming and destruction of things, but

only iriari^ : no science, but only a probable conclusion.

He claimed therefore for his theory of nature, not tlie value

of truth, but only of probability. The presentations in the

Timceus are only ecKoref; /j,v6oi, and, however closely related

to his theory of Ideas, they nevertheless form no integral

part of its metaphysics.

Aug. Bockh, De Platonica corporis mundani fabrica (Heidel-
berg, 1809) ; Untersxichtingen iiber das kosmische System des Plat.

(BerUn, 1852) ; H. Martin. Mudes sur le Timee (2 vols., Paris,

1841).

Plato's philosophy of nature stands, tlien, not in the same, but
in a very similar relationship to the nictaphysic of his tlieory of

Ideas, as the hypothetical physics of Parraenidcs to his theory of

Being. In both cases it seems to have been a regard for the needs

1 Tim., 28 f ; which discussion, 27 d, begins with the recapitulation of

the theory of the two worlds. The relation of the philosophy of nature

to the theory of Ideas is characterized most exactly by sentence 29 c;

oTi nep irpos yivtatv ovcrla, tovto npos tt'iutiv a\T]deia.
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and wishes of the pupils that occasioned their descending from

interest in permanent Being to an experimental interest in

the changeable. Plato designated expressly this play with the

€t/coTe« jjivdoi as the onl}' permissible diversion from his dialectic,

which was his life-work (Tim., 59 c). Although a critical and
often, indeed, polemical consideration of existing opinions ap-

peared here, the formal moment of which Diels (Aufs. z. Zeller-

Jub., 254 f.) made of great im[)urtance in Parmenides, Plato took

account of the fact that a school that had a school-membership

of the organization and range of the Academ}' could not hold

itself indefinitely aloof from natural science, and that such a

school would be obliged linally to come to some terms or otlier.^

While, however, upon the basis of the theory- of Ideas a perfect

knowledge of the comparative worth of the individual, society,

and histor}- could be obtained, yet the determination of the

reality of nature through the Idea of the Good was not to be

developed with equal certainty as to details. Suppose, then,

physics and ethics to be the two wings of the Platonic edifice,

the ethical wing is like the main portion of the edifice in style

and material ; the physics is, however, a lighter, temporary
structure, and is merely an imitation of the forms of the other.

That which pressed upon the philosopher and was treated by
him with careful reserve was, remarkably enough, made of the

greatest importance by his disciples in later centuries. The
teleological physics of Plato was regarded through Hellenistic

time and the entire Middle Ages as his most important achieve-

ment, while the theory of Ideas was pressed more or less into

the background. Relationships to religious conceptions are

chiefly accountable for this, but still more the natural circum-

stance that the school had an especial fondness for the more
tangible and useful part of his teaching:. This explains why
already Aristotle (De an., I. 2, 404 b. 16) contended against

the myths of the Timceus as though they were serious state-

ments of doctrine.

The basis for the myths of the Timcens is the metaphys-

ics of the Philebus. The sense world consists of infinite

space, and the particular mathematical forms wliich that

space had taken on in order to represent the Ideas. But

conceptual knowledge cannot be given of the efficacy of

these highest purposes. Consequently the Timceus begins

^ Concerning the influence of Eudoxus, see H. Useuer, Preuss. Jahrb.,

LIII. 15 f.
I

I
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by personifying this efficacy mythologically as the world-

forming God, the ST]fxLovpj6<i. It is purposeful force ; it

is good, and because of its good-will has made the world.

^

In the act of creation it had in view the Ideas, those pure

unitary forms of which the world is a copy.^ The world

is therefore the most perfect, best, and most beautiful,^ and

since it is the product of divine reason and goodness, it is

the only world.

The perfectness of the one world which is reasserted with
especial solemnity at the end of the TimcGus. is a necessary-

requisite of the teleological basis of thought. Tlie denial of the

opposite proposition, that there are numberless worlds (Tim,,
31 a), appears as a polemic against Democritus, especially in

connection with what immediatel}- precedes (30 a). Accord! ii<:'

to Democritus' mechanical principle, the vortices arise here and
there in the midst of chaotic motion, and out of these the

worlds arise. According to Plato, the ordering God forms only
one world, and that the most perfect.

That, however, this world corresponds not perfectly with

the Ideas,* but only as closely as possible, is due to the

second principle of the sense world, to space into which

God has built the world. ^^S^ace^ ixJvnown_ji^i^eji__by

thought^ nor sense. It is neither a concept nor percept,

idea nor sense object. It is the fir) 6v or what possesses

no Being, without which the ovrwi ov could not appear,

nor the Ideas ^ be copied in sense things. It ''

is iha ^walrtov

in comparison to the true alnov ; and so also the things

formed in it in the individual processes of the world are

^vvalrta.^ They form a natural necessity (^dvdyKr]} ^ beside

1 Ttm., 29 c. 2 jfjij,^ 30 c.

8 The teleological motive of the teaching of Anaxagoras, wliirli

was accepted already in the Phcedo, forms one of the fundamenlal

teachings of the Timceus.

* Tim., 30 a, 46 c. ^ Ibid., 52.

6 Which are midway between Being and not-Being. Rep., All i.

' Tim., 68 e, meaning a second kind of alria.

8 Ibid., 46 c ; Phcedo, 96 f.

» Tim., 48 a, another term used completely in Democritan sense.
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tlic divine reason, which necessity under certain circum-

stances stands in the way of the teleoh^gical activity of the

divine reason. Space ^ (x&>pa, totto?) is that wherein the

cosmic process comes to pass QeKclvo iv w <yiyv€Tai,^ wliich

takes on all bodily forms (^(f)vac^ ra Trdvra a-M/xara he-xpixevt),

also the 7) Se^a/j,evi] or viroSoxv t^? yeveaeco^^, and is in-

determinate plasticity (^afiop<f)ov eKfiajelov}. Out of_this_

NotHagiieas.LGod^creates the world.

The identity of Platonic " matter" of the rpnov yeVos (Tim.,

48 f.) with empty space is most certainly proved ])y his con-

Rtniction of the elements out of triangles (see below), in which

oonnei'.tion the philosopher identified the mathematical body

immediately with the physical body. See also J. P. Wohlstein,

Materie unci Weltseele implutoniscJien Syste)n (Marburg, 1863).

The cosmos must also, as the most perfectly perceivable

thing, possess reason and soul. The first task of the de-

miurire in the creation of a world is the creation of a world-

soul.3 As the life-principle of the All, the world-soul must

unite in itself its Form-determining capacity, its motion and

its consciousness. The world-soul is the mean between the

unitary (the Idea) and the divisible (Space), and possesses

the opposite qualities of sameness (ravrov) and change

(ddrepov). It holds in itself all numbers and dimensions.

It is itself the mathematical form of the cosmos, is distrib-

uted by the demiurge into harmonious relations, in which

distribution an inner circle of changing motions and an

outer circle of uniformity (the place of the fixed stars and

planets) is to be distinguished. The latter is again divided

proportionately within itself. By means of these circles,

each moved according to its own nature, the world-soul is

supposed to have set the entire cosmos into motion. By

means of this motion, permeating the whole and returning *

to itself, the world-soul created in itself and in individual

1 Tv" 4^9 f. ^ Compare the claims of Democritus.

» Tm., 3M. * Ibid., 37.
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things consciousness, perception, and thought. The most

perfect kind of knowledge, however, is the circular move-

ment of the stars, which continually returns to itself.

The particulars of this extremely imaginative description of

the Timceus are obscure, and have been subject to controversy

(see Zeller, IP. 646 ff.). The tendency toward the number
theory of the Pythagoreans as well as toward their astronomy
and harmonics is unmistakable. In the division of the world-

soul, with which the divisions of the astronomical world are

identical, harmonic proportion and arithmetical means plaj^ the

chief role. The important thouglit is that with this general

division of the mass and motions of the cosmos, a perpetual

defiuiteness of form (Trepas) belongs to space, which is a com-
panion principle of the aireLpov in the PhUehus (§ 35). The
mathematical was therefore not for Plato entirel}' identical with

the world-soul ; but it was in the most intimate connection with

it, and was in a similar intermediary position between the Ideas

and the sense world.

The characteristic of the Platonic theory of motion is that it

referred all motions of individual objects to the teleologically

determined motion of the whole. It thus was in antipodal

opposition to Atomism, which considered motion to be an inde-

pendent function of single atoms. It is remarkable that the

Timceus emphasizes many times (Zeller, II'. 663, 3) the con-

nection, nay the identity, between motions and intellections.

The " right idea " is referred, for example, to the ddrepov, to

irregular motions ; rational knowledge, on the other hand, is re-

ferred to Ttturdi', the uniform, circular motions {Tirn.^ 37).-^ It

is also here characteristic that all particular acts are referred to

the universal functioning power of the world-soul. Thus to the

world-soul is lacking the characteristic of personalitj*.

The further mathematical formation (Trepa?) of empty

si)ace is accomplished in the individual things, which have

been introduced by the demiurge into the harmonious sys-

tem of the world-soul ; and, firstly, in the formation of the

elements {arox^la). Besides an artificial deduction of their

fourfold number,^ which introduced air and water as the two

^ Tf in these theories any use is made of Democritus— which I re-

gard by no means improbable — his teachings have, at any rate, received

an independent treatment.

2 Tim., 31 f.
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means between fire and earth, Plato ^ gave a stereometrical

development from these four elements, which development,

as among the Pythagoreans, presents the four regular

bodies as the fundamental forms of the elements. The

tetrahedron is the fundamental form of fire ; the octa-

hedron, of the air; the icosahedron, of the water; the

cube, of the earth. He conceived, however, these funda-

mental bodies as constructed out of planes, and indeed of

right-angle triangles which are sometimes isosceles, and

sometimes of such a nature that the catheti stand in the

ratio of one to two.^ With this construction the transfor-

mation of space into corporeal matter seemed to be con-

ceived. From the different magnitudes and numbers of

these indivisible plane-triangles^ were next derived with

clever fancifulness the physical and chemical qualities of

individual stuffs, their distribution in space, their mingling,

and the continuous motion in which they exist.

Plato also ]>elieved that tlie individual elements and stuffs are

in a determined part of space according to the predominating
mass, to which the scattered parts then strive to return. It is

not entirely clear how he introduced the relationships of weight
into this thought. At an}' rate, he had been sensible of the

fact that the direction from above downward cannot be re-

garded as absolute ; but that in the world-sphere oul}' the two
directions, to the centre and to the periphery', exist.

Plato's astronomical views differ from those of the Py-

thagoreans essentially in his acceptance of the stationari-

ness of the earth. According to his theory, the earth rested

like a sphere in the middle of a spherical-shaped world-all.

Around the " diamond " axle of this world with daily

revolution from east to west swings in the outermost periph-

1 Tim., 53 f.

2 The square is constructed out of the former ; the equilateral tri-

angle, of the latter.

* Which accordingh' take the place of the arofia and axw"'^'^ "^

Democritus.

4
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ery the heaven of the fixed stars, in which the single

stars are conceived as " visible gods " ^ in continuous per-

fect movement upon their own axes. That revolution is

communicated to the seven spheres, viz., the five planets,

the sun and the moon. These intersect the first circle (of

the fixed stars) in the direction of the zodiac. The planets,

sun and moon, have, however, within their orbits their own
reverse movements of differing velocity.

The last proposition as an astronomical explanation of the

apparent irregularity of the movements of the planets, remained
for a long time authoritative. The methodical principle

lying at its basis has been strikingly formulated by Plato or

his followers in the question : rLVoyv vTroTedeia-wv ofxaXwv Kal reray-

fxei'wv KU'-qcrewv StacrwO-^ to. Trepi ras KLvrjcrei<; tojv TrXai'ojf^evwv <^atvd-

^eva (comp. Simplicius with Aristotle, De coelo, 119).

The theory of motion in the Timceus concludes with a

detailed account of the psycho-physical process of percep-

tion.2 It is concerned with establishing those conditions

of motion of external objects and of the body which call

forth the motions of the soul, its sensations and feelings.^

With great pains in this connection the investigations of

the physiologists, just as the theory of Protagoras,^ were

adjusted to the teleological theory of motion. Since the

subjective moment is, moreover, separated from the objec-

tive in ai'o-^T/o-t?, the nature philosophy confirms the episte-

mological point of departure which the Thecetetus had illu-

minated.

Finally, by way of appendix, the Timceus gives a sketch

of a theory of diseases and their cures, and thus yields to

the encyclopaedic demands of the Platonic school.

1 Tim., 40 a.

2 Ibid., 61 f. For details, see H. Siebeck, Gesch. der Psych., I., 1,

201 f.

^ In this respect the exposition of the Timceus is supplemented by

that of the Republic and the Philebus, while it develops empirically the

theoretical principles of the Thecetetus.

* And perhaps much also which belongs to Democritus.
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6. ARISTOTLE.

A career of nearly forty years in teaching gathered a

large number of superior men around Plato, and gave to

the operations of his school, in its treatment of ethico-his-

torical and scientiiic medical studies, that comprehensive-

ness of which indications appeared in his later dialogues.^

To the stately number of men that belonged to the school

more or less closely, empirical research owed much valu-

able enrichment in the immediately succeeding time, but

philosophy gained at their hands scarcely anything worthy

of mention. Only the one man, Plato's greatest pupil,

who it is true did not remain in the ranks of the Academy,

but founded a school of his own, was called to bring to

completion the history of Greek philosophy with his won-

derful system of thought. This man was Aristotle.

The history of the Academy is generally divided into three

and perhaps five periods : the Older Academy, which lasted

about a century after the death of Plato ; the Middle Academ}',
which filled out the second century, in which period we distin-

guish two successive schools, that of Archesilaus and that of

Carneades ; the New Academy, which extended to neo-Platonism,

and in which the dogmatic movement advocated bv Philo of

Larissa is to be distinguished from a later eclecticism of Anti-

ochus of Ascalon. The two later phases belong to the syncretic

skepticism of Greek philosoph}-. For general comparisons, see

H. Stein, Sleben Biicher zur Gescli. d. Platonismiis (3vols.,Got-

tingen, 1862-75).

38. The so-called Older Academy stood entirely under

the influence of that less healthy tendency which the

Platonic philosophy in later time had shown theoretically

toward the Pythagorean number theory and practically

toward a popular and religious system of morals. Speu-

sippus (d. 339), the nephew of Plato, took charge of the

^ See H. Usener, Ueher d. Organisation d. wissenschaftlicTien Arbeit

im AUerthum (Preuss. Jahrb. 53, 1 £f.) ; E. Heitz, D. Philos. schulen

Athens {Deutsche Revue, 1884).
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school after Plato, and Xenocrates of Chalcedon followed

Speusippus. To the same generation belonged Heracleides

of Pontic Heraclea and Philip of Opus. The astronomer
Eudoxus of Cnidus and Archytas of Tarentum, head of the

Pythagoreans of that time, stood in a loose relation to the

Platonic school. The following generation of the school

yielded to the spirit of the time, and turned essentially to

ethical investigations. Polemo of Athens was then liead

of the school, from 314 to 270, and since his gifted pupil,

Grantor, died before him. Crates of Athens became his

successor.

An exact description of all the Academicians of this time is

in Zcller, 11^ 836 f. ; F. Biicheler, Acad, philos. index Here ala-

nensis (Greifswald, 1869). Our knowledge concerning the dif-

ferent tendencies within the Academy arises from the fact tliat

after Plato's death, as Speusippus had been designated by Plato
to succeed him as scholarch, Xenocrates and Aristotle left

Athens. The former was afterward chosen to lead the school

;

the latter somewhat later founded a school of bis own.
Judging by what has come down to us about Speusippus, he

was a vague and diffuse writer. Diogenes Laertius (IV. 4 f.)

gives a list of his writings, and these touch upon all parts of

science. The most appear to have been vTrv^vt'jp.ara in reference

to his career as a teacher. It was those that Aristotle had in

mind in his frequent and mostly polemical references to Speusip-

pus. A writing is particularly mentioned which was concerned
with the Pj'thagorean number, and so also the "Ojuoia, which is

an encyclopedic collection of the facts of natural history arranged
by name. Compare Eavaisson, Speus. de 2)}'iinis rervm princi-

piis j^lacita (Paris, 1838) ; M. A. Fischer, J)e /Spens. vita

(Rastadt, 1845). Xenocrates, Plato's companion upon his third

Sicilian journe}', who was distinguished for his strong, serious

personality, was hardly more significant as a philosopher than

Speusippus. Diogenes Laertius (IV. 11 f.) mentions the long list

of his writings. R. Heinze, X. (Leipzig, 1892), gives a compre-

hensive exposition of his theory with the fragments appended.

Heracleides came from the Pontic Heraclea, was won over to

the Academy by Speusippus, and had especiallj' as an astron-

omer independent importance. Plato passed over to him, dur-

ing his last journey to Sicily, the leadership of the Academj-.

When after Speusippus' death Xenocrates was chosen scholarch,

15
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Heraclcides went to his home and founded there his own school,

which he administered until after 330. He was a man\--sided,

sesthetically inclined, and productive writer, and he was familiar

not onl}' with the Platonic and P3thagorean teaching, but also

with Aristotelianism. Compare Diog. Laert., V. 86 f. ; Rouler,

De vita et scriptis Her. Pon. (Loewen, 1828) ; Yj. Deswert, De
Her.PoiK (Loewen, 1830) ; L. Cohn (in Comment, pldl. in hon.

Reifferscheid, Breslau, 1884). Philip of Opus probably edited

the Laios of Plato, and was besides the author of the Epinomis.
The renowned astronomer Eudoxiis (406-353) joined the Acad-
em}' for some time according to the many different testimonies of

the ancients (Zeller, IP. 845 f ), and he developed its astronomical

theories. But on other questions, especially ethical ones, he

deviated widely from the Academy. A. Bockh, Ueber die

Yierjahrigen Sonnenlreise der Alte?i, besonders den eudoxi-

schen (Berhn, 1863).

Among the later Pythagoreans, Archytas was pre-eminent.

In the first half of the fourth century he played a great role in

his native city, Tarentum, as scholar, statesman, and general.

Whatever has been transmitted with any assurance concerning

him and others, shows us that just as the Pythagoreans influ-

enced Plato in various waj's, so also Plato on his side influenced

to such a degree the Pythagoreans, that the theory of numbers
in its last phase fused perfectly' with the theory' of Ideas, which
was nominally its rival. The significance of Arch3-tas lay in the

realm of mechanics and astronom}'. His philosophy agreed
throughout with that of the Older Academ3\ On account of

the close personal relationship in which he stood to Plato, the

genuineness of those fragments maj- well be possible in which he
gave a Platonic turn to P3'thagoreanism. These fragments are

collected by Conr. Orelli (Leipzig, 1827) ; see Mullach, II. 16 f.

;

G. Hartenstein, De Arch. Tar. frag. /)/'«Vo.9. (Leipzig, 1833);
Petersen (Ze^7scAr. _/". Altertumsioissenschaft. 1836) ; O. Gruppe,
Die Frag, des Arch. (Berlin, 1840) ; Yv. Beckmann, De
Pythagoreorum reliquiis (Berlin, 1844) ; Zeller, V^ 103 f.

;

Eggers, De Arch. Tar. etc. (Paris, 1833).

Polemo and Crates owe the leadership of the Academy more
to their Athenian birth and their own moral worthiness than to

their philosophical significance. Grantor originated in Soli in

Cilicia, and was known particularly through his writing, Trept

irivOovi. H. E. Meier, JJeber die Sckri/'t, Trept -n-evdov? (Halle,

1840) ; F. Kayser, De Crantore Academico (Heidelberg, 1841).

The Older Academy took in general the Laws of Plato

as its point of view. It pushed the theory of Ideas aside
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to make way for the number theory. Thus Speusippus on

his side ascribed to numbers a reality that is supersensible

and separated from the objects of sense, — the same which

Plato had given to the Ideas. Similarly Philip of Opus in

the Epinomis declared that the highest knowledge upon

which the state in the Laws must be built is mathemat-

ics and astronomy. For these sciences teach men eternal

proportions, according to which God has ordered the world

and by which he is leading it to a true piety. Besides this

mathematical theology Speusippus, accommodating himself

to the spirit of his school, recognized to a greater degree

than Plato the worth of empirical science. He dilated

upon an alaOrjai^ iTTLaTTj/xoviK)], which participates in con-

ceptual truth. 1 But he had no explanatory theory of this,

rather only a collection of facts arranged logically as he pre-

sented them in his compendium (o/ioia ovoixara) which was
manifestly intended for the use of the school. Xenocrates

divided philosophy into dialectics, ethics and physics as a

basis for instruction .^ He held firmly to the theory of

Ideas, but recognized that mathematical determinations had,

in contrast to the sense world, an independent reality similar

to that of the Ideas. He distinguished, accordingly, three ^

realms of that which can be known : the supersensible, the

mathematically determined forms of the world-all, and the

sense objects. To these objects there corresponds, first, the

e7naT7)^ri, including dialectics and pure mathematics

;

secondly, the §6|a, which as an astronomical theory is given

both an empirical and a mathematical basis ; thirdly, the

atadT]ai<i, which is not false, but exposed to all sorts of

delusions.

The Platonists seem to have thought that the chief

task of their metaphysics was the teleological construction

of a graded series of mediatory principles between the

1 Sext. Emp., VII. 145. ^ jii^_^ jg. » JMd., 147.
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supersensible and the sensible. In the solution of this

task, however, two opposing tendencies made themselves

felt, which are connected with the names of Speusippus

and Xcnocrates. If the former abandoned the theory of

Ideas, it was essentially because he could regard the Per-

fect and the Good,^ not as the airla of the more Imper-

fect, the Sensible, but rather as its highest teleological

result. He therefore postulated numbers as the a/3%^,

and unity and plurality as their elements and next in order

geometrical magnitudes and stcreometrical forms, to whose

fourfold number he added the Pythagorean ether.^ Be-

sides this, he found the principle of motion in the world-

soul (z'Ol)^), which he seems to have identified with the

central fire of the Pythairorcans. The goal of motion is

the Good, which as the most perfect belongs at the end.

Xcnocrates contrasted with this evolution theory the theory

of emanation, in that he derived numbers and Ideas from

unity and indeterminate duality {dopLaro'i Sua?). Numbers

are to him identical with the Ideas, according to the

schema of Plato's a'^paizTa 867/iaTa. He also further

defined the soul as self-moving number.^ Thus there is

a descent from the unity of the Good down to the Sensi-

ble ; and between the world-soul and corporeal things

exists a com])letely graduated kingdom of good and bad

daemons. In this very contrast Plato's pupils showed

that they were engaged upon the unsolved problems of

Plato's later metaj»hysics, in that they desired to develop

further his teaching on its religious side. The opposition

between alrla and avvaiTiov, between Idea and space,

between the perfect and the imperfect, grew entirely to*

a religious antithesis of the Good and the Bad. They—
especially Xcnocrates— surrendered the monistic motive

1 Arist., Met., XT. 7, 1072 b, 31. 2 See § 24.

8 I'lafo, Prncr. nn.. T. 5 (1012); see Arist., Anal, past., IT*. 91 a, 38.

* Sfc H. Ilciiize. Xnuicr., p. 15 f.
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in the teaching of their master to fantastic speculations

which turned particularly upon the cause of evil ^ in the

world.

More interesting than the fantastic Pythagorizing by the

leaders of the school is, on the other hand, the high development

of mathematics which arose in the Pythagorean-Platonic circles

at this time, even to the solving of the more difficult problems.

There was the diorism of Neocleides, the theory of the propor-

tion in Ai-chytas and Eudoxus, the golden section, the spiral

line, the doubling of the cube by the application of parabolas and

hyperbolas (see Cantor, Gesch. der Math., I. 202 f.). Then
there was the astronomy taught by Hicetas, Ecphantus, and
Heracleides, concerned with the stationariness of the fixed heaven

of stars and the turning of the axis of the earth. Herakleides

thought ofMercury and Venus as satellites of the sun. See Ideler,

Abhandl. cl Bed. Akad. d. Wlss., 1828 and 1830. On the

otlier hand, however, there is the fact that those men, who were

only indirectly related to the school, developed the relationship

of certain motives of Platonism with other teachings. Thus
Heracleides still held to the Platonic construction of the ele-

ments when he advocated the synthesis that Ecphantes sought

between Atomism and Pythagoreanism (§ 25). Eudoxus like-

wise conceived the tSe'ai entirely in the sense of the homoiomerii

of Anaxagoras.^

With such a matliematical corruption of the theory of

Ideas there was conjoined the lapse into popular moraliz-

ing on the part of the older Academicians. Only in some

measure, however, did the energy of tlieir religious spirit

compensate for this deterioration. As concerns morals,

the school can hardly be made answerable for the hedo-

nism of Eudoxus,^ especially since Heracleides appears* if

have openly antagonized it. The theory of goods, howevei,

found in the Philehus ^ was cultivated much more in an ac-

commodative sense : for Speusippus sought happiness in the

1 See Arist., especially Met., XTII. 4, 1091 b, 22.

2 Ihid., I. 9, 991 a, 16, with the commentary of Alexander Aphr.

(Schol. in Arist., 572 b, 15).

8 Arist. Eth. Nic, I. 12, 1101 b, 27.

* Athen., XTI. 512 a. ^ Compare above, § 36.
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perfect development of natural gifts ;
^ Xenocrates, though

recognizing fully the value of virtue, nevertheless recog-

nized external goods as also necessary to the attainment of

the highest good. He set for the majority of mankind ^ the

practical <f>p6v7)ac<; in place of the iTriartj/j.'r) wliich falls to

the lot of the few, and fnially, in opposition to the Stoics,

descril)ed ^ virtue, health, pleasure, and wealth as the various

goods, evaluating them in that order.

It is especially noteworthy that according to all that we

know the social-ethical character and the political tendency

of the Platonic morals were not further fostered among

his pupils. Rather in the Academy the quest after correct

rules of living for the individual came more and more into

the foreground. Nature philosophy still engaged the at-

tention of theorists, as can be seen in Grantor's commen-

tary to the Timceus. Ethical researches, however, took on

the individualistic aspect of the period. Polemo taught

that virtue, which is the essential condition of happiness,

completely gives satisfactory happiness {aurdpKT] 7rp6<i

evSaifioviav) only in connection with the goods of the body

and life. Virtue cannot be practised in scientific research,

but in action.* Scarcely a step was necessary from such

views to those of the Stoa.

39. Beneath these different efforts of the Older Academy
would obviously lie a fundamental tendency to adjust Plato's

idealism to the practical interests of Greek society and of

he empirical sciences. But dependence upon Pythagorean-

?m on the one hand and on the other a general lack of

philosophical originality always stunted all these under-

takings. In the mean time the problem was solved by

him who had brought with him into the Platonic theory

1 Clemens, Strom. ,11. 21 (500). Compare concerning Polemo, Cicero,

Acad., II. 42, 131.

2 Clemens, Strom., II. 5 (441).

8 Sext. Erap. Ado. math., XT. 51 f. * Diog. Laert., IV. 18.
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an inborn predilection for medicine and the science of

nature. This perfecter of Greek philosophy was Aristotle

(384-322).

Fr. Biese, Die Philos. des Aristoteles (2 vols., Berlin, 1835-
42) ; A. Rosmini-Serbati, Aristote esposto ed esaminato (Torino,
1858) ; G. H. Lewes, Aristotle, A Chapterfrom the History of
the Science (Lond. 1864; German, Leipzig, 1865) ; G. Grote,
Aristotle (incomplete, but published by Bain and Robertson, 2
vols., London, 1872) ; E. "Wallace, Outlines of the Philosophy
of Aristotle (Oxford, 1883).

The home of Aristotle was Stagira,^ a city in the

neighborhood of Athos, on that Thracian peninsula which

had been colonized ^ chiefly from Clialcis. He came from

an old family of pliysicians. His father, Nicomachus, was

body-physician and a close personal friend of the king,

Amyntas, of Macedon. Detailed reports about the youth

and education of the philosopher are wanting. His edu-

cation was in the charge of his guardian, Proxenus of

Atarneus, after the death of both his parents. He was

only eighteen years old when he entered the Academy in

367, and his connection with it was uninterrupted until

Plato's death, so far as we know. He won a prominent

place in it very quickly, grew early from the position of a

pupil to that of a teacher in the band, was the champion

literary spirit of the school through his brilliant writings

which at once made him famous, and in public lectures

concerning the art of speaking, antagonized Isocrates, to

whose anti-scientific rhetoric the Platonic school had never

been reconciled.^

Concerning the life of Aristotle, see J. C. Buhle, Vita Arist.

per annos digesta, in the Bipontine edition of the works, 1. 80 f.

;

1 Also Stageiros.

'^ Aristotle disposed in his will (Diog. Laert., V. 14) of a piece of prop-

erty in Chalcis, which he perhaps inherited from his mother, Phajstias.

^ In spite of the advances Plato showed to him in the Phcedrus as

always preferable to Lysias.
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A. Stahr, Aristoielia, Part I., on the life of Aristotle (Halle,

1830). Of the ancient biographies of the philosopher, the more
valuable, those of the older Peripatetics, are lost, and onl3' a

few of the later remain.

It is uncertain whether Aristotle grew up in Stagira or in

Pella, the residence of the Macedonian kings. It is as little

determinable when his father died, and where he himself lived

under the tutelage of I'roxenus, — in Stagira or Atarneus.^

AVe are also entirely restricted to the following suppositions as

to his educational training : it is scarcely to be doubted that,

according to tlie family tradition, as the son of the Macedonian
court physician, he was destined by his family for medicine and
received a training for it ; in the intimate relationship existing

between scientific medicine, in which Hippocrates was the

leading spirit, and the Democritan studies of nature, it may be

supposed that these were the first elements in the early educa-

tion of our philosopher. At any rate, he grew up in this atmos-

phere of the science of medicine in northern Greece, and he

owed to it his respect for the results of experience, his keen

perception of fact, and his carefulness as to details in investi-

gation, which contrast him with the Attic philosophers. On
the other hand, it must be said that one must not magnify too

much tlie reach of knowledge tliat his seventeen years in the

Academy brought to him. It was certainly later that Aristotle

got liis immense scientific erudition, — in part, to be sure, during

his attachment to the Academy, but chiefly during his stay in

Atarneus, Mitylene, and Stagira before he began to teach. It

is possible that Aristotle remained true to this scientific incli-

nation while he was in the Academ}', and that he was in part re-

sponsible for gradually causing more attention to be paid to those

matters (§ 37). At first, however, the spirit of the Platonic

school must have turned him in otlier directions, and what we
know of his activity in the twenty 3'eai's of his stud}', of the

form and contents of his writings of that time, the rhetorical

lectures, etc., do not allow us to suppose that such inclinations

predominated in him.

The malicious school gossip which was circulated in later

time al)out tlie relations between Aristotle and his great teacher

sliould be passed over with a deserved silence. See particulars

in Zeller, IIP. 8 f. If one holds himself to that which is safely

testified to, especially in the writings of Aristotle, one finds a

sim[)le human relationship. The pupil looked upon his teacher

^ The later references to Atarneus can be explained by the fact that

llermeias was for a Ions; time an auditor of Plato.
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with great reverence.^ But the more mature he became, the

more independently did he pass judgment upon Plato's philo-

sophical positions. He recognized with accurate glance their es-

sential detects, and he did not conceal his doubts, if his aged

master directed his theor}- upon unfortunate lines. Never-

theless he remained a member of the fraternity with his own
independent circle of activity, and he separated from the school

onlv at the moment when after his master's death perversity

was exalted to principle in the choice of an insignificant head

of the school. Nothing makes against the conclusion that in

these difficult relations Aristotle avoided both extremes, with

that worthy tact that always characterized his actions.

See below concerning the writings of this period. That his

relation to Isocrates was somewhat strained, we see on the one

hand from Cicero's reports {De orat.^ III. 35, 141 ; Orat., 19,

62; compare Quint., III. 114), and on the other from the

shameful pamphlet which a pupil of the orator published against

the philosopher. Aristotle showed here also his noble self-

control, when he later in the Rhetoric did HOt hesitate to give

examples from Isocrates.

After Plato's death Aristotle in company with Xenoc-

rates betook himself to Hermeias, the ruler of Atarneus and

Assus, and a true friend to Aristotle. Aristotle married

his relative, Pythias, later after the tyrant had met an un-

happy end, the victim of Persian treachery. Previously

he seems to have migrated for a time to Mytilene, and

perhaps also for a short time to Athens.^ In 343 he

obeyed the summons of Philip of Macedon to undertake

the education of the then thirteen-year-old Alexander.

Although we are entirely without information concerning

what kind of education this was, yet the entire later life

of Alexander bore the best witness of its effect. Also

later the philosopher remained in the best of relations with

his great pupil, although the treatment of the nephew of

Aristotle, Callisthenes, by the king may have brought a

temporary estrangement.

1 Compare the simple beautiful verses of Aristotle from the elegy

to Eudemus: Olympiod. in Gorg., IGG.

a See Th. Bergk, Rhein. Mus., XXXVII. 359 f.
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The regular instruction of the young prince ceased,

at all events, when he was entrusted hy his father, after

340, with admhiistrative and military duties. The relation

of the philosopher was therefore more independent of the

Macedonian court, and the next years he was engaged for

tlie most part in scientific work in his native city, in inti-

mate companionship with his somewhat younger friend,

Theoi)hrastus, who became a real support to him in the

following time. For when Alexander entered upon his

campaign in Asia and Aristotle saw himself entirely free

of immediate further obligation to him, he went with his

friend to Athens and founded his own school there. This

school, in the universality of its scientific interest, in the

orderliness of its methods of study, and in its systematic

arrangements for joint inquiry, very soon rose above the

Academy, and became the pattern of all the later societies

of scholars of antiquity. Its place was the Lyceum, a

gymnasium consecrated to the Lycian Apollo, from whose

shady walks ^ the school got the name of Peripatetic.

Twelve years (335-323) Aristotle administered this

school in ceaseless activity. When, however, after the

death of Alexander, the Athenians began to rise up against

the Macedonian rule in Greece, the position of the philoso-

pher became dangerous, standing as he did in such close

connections with the royal house. He betook himself to

Chalcis, and in the following year a disease of the stomach

cut short his active and honorable career.

Concerning Hermeias^ of Atarneus, see A. Bockh, Kleine
/Schri/t, VI. 185 ff. ; P. C. Engelbrecht, Ueber die Beziehunge^i zn

Alexander (Eisleben, 1845) ; Rob. Geier (Halle, 1848 and 1856)

;

M. Carriere {Westerynann, 3Ionatsh.^ 1865). Aristotle owed to

^ Probably from the custom of lecturing part of the time amhulando.

See Zeller, IIP. 29 f.

2 In memory of this friend, Aristotle dedicated his hymn upon virtue;

Diog. Laert., V. 7.
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/lis relations with dift'erent courts and to his own eas}- circum-

stances tlie abundance of the scientific expedients which among
other things made his extensive collections possible. The
reports of the ancients concerning the greatness of the sums
placed at his disposal are obviously somewhat overestimated.

One cannot doubt, on the whole, from his court relationships,

the support which he found for his work.
Concerning the relations of the philosopher and his great

pupil, gossip has circulated widely-, just because there has been
wanting any trustworthy information about it. If the friend-

ship in later years was actuall}' somewhat cooler (as Plutarch
also reports, Alexander, 8), j'et it was entire foolishness and slan-

der on the part of later opponents to charge Aristotle with a share
in the supposed poisoning of the king (see Zeller, IIP. 36 f.).

The favorable relations of the philosopher to the Macedonian
court were most clearl}' confirmed by the events after the death
of the king. Doubtful as the single statements here again ma}'
be, it is certain that the philosopher left his circle of activity at

Athens in order to avoid a political danger. How great it had
become can no longer be determined ; for the reports concern-
ing the charges of impiety,^ concerning his defence and the

excuse for his escape in the expression that he wished to spare
the Athenians a second crime against philosophj',— all this

smacks, especially in its details,^ strongly of an attempt to make
Aristotle's end as nearly as possible like that of Socrates.

To every depreciation that the character of Aristotle has

suffered, his system of science stands as the best contradic-

tion. It is a creation of such magnificent proportions and
of such construction that it can have been only the work
of a life filled with the pure love of truth, and even then it is

almost beyond our comprehension. For the Aristotelian

philosophy includes the entire range of knowledge of that

time in such a way that it comprehends all the lines of ear-

lier development at the same time that it considerably elab-

orates the most of these lines. It turns upon all territories

an equal interest and an equal intellectual appreciation.

» See E. Heitz in O. Miiller, Lit. GescJi., IF. 253 f.

^ Compare E. Zeller in Hermes, 1876 ; H. Usener, Die Organisation

der wissenschaftlichen Arbeit bei den Alten : Preuss. Jahrb., LIII. If.

(1884).
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Aristotle met (he deniaiuls of tin; history of science more

completely than Plato. Even in his Ethics the purely theo-

retic and not the practical interest is fundamental. He is the

scientific spirit Kar e^ox^h'- In hini the process of the in-

dependence of the spirit of learning completes itself. He
is, in the wonderful many-sidedness of his activity, the em-

bodiment of Greek science, and he has for that reason

remained "the philosopher" for two thousand years.

Furthermore he became " the philosopher," not as an isolated

thinker, but as the head of his school. The most striking char-

acteristic of his intellectual personality is tlie administrative

ability with which he divided his material, separated and formu-

lated his problems, ordered and co-ordinated the entire scientific

work. This methodizing of scientific activit}' is his greatest

performance. To this end the beginnings already made in the

earlier schools, especiall}' in that of Demoeritus, might well have
been of service. But the universal sketch of a system of science

in the exact statement of methods such as Aristotle gave, first

brings these earlier attempts to their complete fruition. His
conduct of the Lyceum can be looked upon not only as a care-

fulh' arranged and methodically progressive instruction, but also,

above all, it must especially be viewed as an impulsion to inde-

pendent scientific research and organized work.^

The great number of facts and their ordeil}' arrangement are

onl}- to be explained through the combined efforts of man}- forces

guided and schooled bv a common principle. All this appeared
and was developed in the Aristotelian writings. The activity

of the school, which is itself a woi'k of the master, forms an in-

tegral constituent of his great life-work and his works.

The collections of writings transmitted under the name
of Aristotle do not give even an approximately complete

picture of the immense literary activity of the man. They

apparently include, however, with relatively few exceptions,

just that part of his work upon which his philosophical

significance rests, viz., his scientific writings.

1 Compare E. Zeller in Hermes, 1876; H. Usener, Die Organisation

der wissenschuftlichen Arbeit lei den Alten: Preuss. Jahrb., LIII. It
(1884).
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The i)i(\sorv(Ml rcniaiiulcr of the Aristotelian writings forins

still a stateU- pile, even after the genuine have been separated
from the doubtful and spurious. But in extent it is manifestly
only a smaller part of that which came forth from the literary

workshop of the philosopher. P>om the two lists of his writings

that antiquity has preserved (published in the Berlin edition, V.
1463 f.) the one of Diogenes Laertius (V. 22 f.), which was
changed by the anonyuous Megarian, probablj- by Flesychius,

is supposably based u[jon a report of the Peripatetic Hermippus
(about 200 B. c), concerning the Aristotelian collection in the

Alexandrian library. Tlie oilier list originated with the Peripa-

tetic, I'tolemteus, in the second century a. d., and was preserved
partly by Arabic writers (Zeller, 111^ 54).
The traditional collection appears essentially to have come

from the pul)lishcd Aristotelian wi'itiugs, which somewhere in

the middle of the first century b. c. wei'e prepared by Andro-
nicus of Rhodes with the co-operation of the grammarian
Tyraunion. In modern time it was printed first in a Latin
translation in 1489, together with the commentaries of Averroes,

and ill a(;r<'ek translation in Veni(te in 1495 ff. Of the later

editions may be mentioiu'd tlie Bipontine, by Biehle (5 vols.,

incomplete, Bipojut et ArgeiUorati, 1791 f.) ; that of the Berlin

Academy (text recension by Imm. Becker, annotations by
Brandis, fragments by V. Hose, index by Bonitz 5 vols., Berlin,

1831-70) ; the Didot edition by Dlilmer, Bussemaker, and
Ileitz (5 vols., Paris, 1848-74) ; stereotype edition of Tauchnitz

(Leii)zig, 1843). Concerning a special edition of his single

works, see Ueberwcg, V. 18G f. (ierman translations are in

did'erent collections, particular!}' in J. v. Kirchmann's Philos.

BUllothek.

These preserved writings offer problems for solution which
differ from those in the Platonic writings, but are no less diffi-

cult. Indeed, there is but little agreement among the authori-

ties as to the questions involved. The discussion has been
onl}' a little concerned with the chronolog}' of single works ; it

has had more concern with the very doubtful genuineness of

many of them ; it has found its greatest concern with the liter-

ary' character, the origin and purpose of the single writings and
of the collection.

J. G. Biihle, De Uhrorum Aristotelis distrihutione hi exoteri-

cos et acroconaticos (Bipontine ed., I. 105 f.) ; Titze, De Arut.
operum serie et distinctione (Leipzig, 1826) ; Ch. Brandis
(Rhein. Mas., 1827) ; A. Stahr, Aristotelia, Part II., Die
SchicJcsale der Arist. Schriften (Leipzig, 1832) ; L. Spengel,
Abhandl. der bair, Akad. der Wiss., 1837 f. ; V. Eose, De Arist.
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Ubrorum ordine et auctoritate (Berlin, 1854) ; II. Bonitz, Arist.

Stitrfien (Vienna, 1862 f.) ; Jac. Bernays, Ule Dlaloge des

Arist. (Berlin, 1863) ; E. lleitz. Die verlurenen ISchriflen des

Arist. (Leipzig, 1865; ; the same in O. Miiller's Litteratur

GeschicA., IV. 256 f. ; F. Valilcn, Arist. Au/sdtze (Vienna,

1870 f,); R. Shute (Oxford, 1888).

The writings ^ of Aristotle are divided with reference to

their literary character into three classes :
—

(1) The Works published by Aristotle himself, and in-

(ended for a wider circle of readers.

Of these no single work is complete, and only frag-

ments are extant. They originated in the main during

Aristotle's attendance at the Academy, and showed strongly

the influence, even in their titles, of the Platonic philosophy.

They were, on the whole, dialogues, and if they did not also

possess the artistic fancy with which Plato managed this

form, they are striking, nevertheless, in their fresh in-

tuitions, happy inventions, florid diction, as well as in the

richness of their thought.

These e/<8e8o/i,€Voi Xoyot were counted b}' Aristotle, in his occa-

sional mention of them in his didactic writings, as belonging

to the general class of c^^oirepiKol Ao'yot. By this class he seems
to have understood tlie more po|)ular treatment of scientific

questions in antithesis to the methodical and scholastic cultiva-

tion of science. The latter, which centres in the lectures of the

head of the school, appeared later as the acroamatic writings.

Tlie opposition of the exoteric and the acroamatic teaching does
not, then, necessarily signify in itself a difference in content of

doctrine, but onlv a difference in form of presentation. There
is no word about a secret teaching. It may, however, be ac-

cepted as true that the exoteric writings originated when he was
in the Academ}', and the acroamatic, when he was an indepen-
dent teacher ; and from this fact even essential differences are

easily explained. See Zeller, IIP. 112 f ; H. Diels. Sitznnqftber.

der Berl. Akad., 1883 ; II. Susemilil, Jahrbnchf. PhiloL, *1884.

Aristotle owed his literar}- fame in antiquity to his published

1 Excepting the personal writings like the verses, the testament (Diog.

Laert., V. 13 f.), and the letters, of which scarcely anything genuine is

preserved.
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writings, and certainly in all justice if we may judge from the

few preserved specimens.^ Vov if, on account of the "golden

flow " of his words, he is classed with Democritiis and Plato as

a model, '^ nevertheless this praise cannot be applied to the writ-

ings that have been preserved. The " golden How " is so seldom

in these writings that it is more supposable that they are ex-

cerpts from his dialogues that were made either by Aristotle

himself or by some of his pupils.^

The composition of the Aristotelian dialogues is said to have

been distinguished from the Platonic by a less vivid treatment

of the dramatic setting, and also by the circumstance that the

Stagirite himself gave the leading word. In content the}' were

affiliated in part closely to the Platonic dialogues. Thus, the

Eudemus especiall}' appears to have been a detailed cop}' of the

PllOido. Other titles like Trept ^t/caioo-i'vr/s, Fpi'/VAos ^ -n-epl prjToptKy';,

(ro(})L(rr-)]<;, TroAtTtKos, epwTt/co?, (TVjXTrocTLov, Mei-c^eios remind US imme-
diately of the works of Plato and his school. Others refer directly

to popular philosophical discussions, like the three books Trepi

iroirjTiv, Trept irXovrov, irepl ei'^^?; Trept evyej'etas, Trept 7j8orrj<;, Trept

TratSeta?, Trept /SacrtAcia;.* The genuineness of all of these has not

been established, nor is it certain that all were in the form of

the dialogue. It is ver}' improbable that the npoTpcTrrtKo? was
in this form (R. Hirzel, in Hermes, X. 61 f.). The most signifi-

cant, and, as it appears, those most independent of the Platonic

influence among these exoteric writings, are the three books of

the dialogue Trept <^tAocro^tas. (See Bywater, in Jour, of Pliilol.,

1877, 64 f.)

(2) The Comjnlations ; partly critical excerpts from

scientific works (vTro/jLvy/jbara), partly collections of zoologi-

cal, literary-historical, and antiquarian data which Aristotle,

probably with the help of his pupils, used as material for

scientific research and theory.

These also have unfortunately been lost except a very

few fragments, although it appears that at least a portion

of them had been published either by Aristotle himself or

by his pupils.

^ See Cicero, De nat. rlenr., IT. 37, 95.

2 See place in Zeller, Ills, m^ i.

3 See Fr. Blass, Alt. Beredisamkeit, 427 note; also Rhein. Mus.

1875.

* Dedicated to Alexander, as also Trepi anoiKiitv.
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To these last belong the notes of the philosopher concerning

the later lectures (jf Plato : -n-epl TuyaOov and Trepi twi/ eiSwi/. Com-
pare Ch. Brandis, De j^e^'ditis Aristotelis de, bono et ideAs lihris

(Bonn, 1823). There are also reports of some extracts from

the Lait'ii, the Republic^ and the Thwxnis, the ciitical notes about

Alcma'on, the Pythagoreans, — especially about Archytas, —
8pcusippus, and Xenocrates. Also the writings Dp. Melissa

Xowphone Gonjia arose from a like need in the Peripatetic

school. The fruits of this comprehensive study of the history

of philosophy appear in the numerous historical relations which
the Aristotelian didactic writings generally set up in entering

upon the treatment of problems. The 7rpo/iA7/|uaTa serve similar

purposes of instruction and of research, although their present

form is a later conception of the school. Compare C. Prantl,

AbJuotd. der Miinrhn. Almd., VI. 341 f. The same holds

good for all the definitions and diaereses which antiquity then
possessed.

In the magnificent collections which Aristotle planned i.

.

the Lj'ceum must first be menlioned the dvaro/xai', the descrip-

tive basis for zoology, furnished, it seems, with illustrations.

Then there is the collection of the rhetorical theories under the

title T€-)(yu)v (TvvaywyT^. and of the rhetorical models ivOv/Mr]/xara

p-qTofUKii ; besides the collection relating to the history of trage-

dies and comedies, and the questions raised about the diflferent

poets, Homer, Hesiod, Archilochus, Euripides, and others ; fi-

nally, the historical miscellanies: the ttoXltfiat, reports concerning
one hundred fifty-eight Greek state constitutions, vo/u/xa f3ap/3a-

pLKa, StKaidj/jtaTtt twv TroAcfor, and besides 'OAu/ATTtovtKat, TTvOiovlKaL,

irepl evprj/jti.TMV, Trcpl OavpaaLiov uKova-jxaTOiv, TrapoipAai, etc.

Concerning the character of these scientific materials, which
until the present time were aijparentl}^ entirely lost, some years

ago a very surprising disclosure was made, partlj' by the fortunate

discover}' of a most important piece, the TToAcTt/a tmv AOrp'mwv

(pul)li8hed by G. Kaibel and U. v. Wilamowitz-Mollendorf,
P>erlin, 1892 ; translated into German b}' G. Kaibel and A.
Kicssling, .Strassburg, 1891); the literature on it, especiall}' on
its genuineness, has, as may be expected, quickly appeared ; a

complete review can be found in the English edition of J. E.
Sandys (Lond., 1893, p. Ixvii). To be sure, the beginning and
end are wanting, but by far the greatest part is preserved in

nearly a complete continuity. It appears not as a dry collection

of facts, but as a ripe historical work clearh' and perfectl}' devel-

ojjcd. The greatness of conception, the practical simplicit}'

of representation, the accuracy of judgment make it appear
a worthy writing of the master in whose last years its composi-
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tion must have occurred. Should this history of the Athenian
constitution be the work of one of his pupils, then would it

indeed be a new honor for the Lyceum.
Although many of those collections that are attributed to

Aristotle may have come fi'ora his pupils, or perhaps even
later, and although by no means can all those titles refer to

writings of the philosopher himself, they nevertheless give proof
of the versatility and cyclopedic clianuter of the scientific work
of the school. Upon all territories, both historical and scien-

tific, he gave the fruitful impulse to seek out the entire existing

material and to place it in order, and thus to make it available

for scientific treatment. The Lyceum, in its storing of the

treasures of erudition, was, to a higher degree than the Academ}',
the centre of culture of Greece.

(3) Tlie Didactic Writings originating in the school and

intendedfor its use. It is these only that have been pre-

served, and they together make what is known as the col-

lection of Aristotle's works. They are not complete, how-

ever, and in many cases probably not in the original form.

They nevertheless exhibit in the highest degree some

peculiar characteristics. A sharply impressed, delicately

worked out, and consistently developed terminology is com-

mon to them. On the other hand, complete absence of

grace and of assthetic motive of presentation is to be

noted. The scheme of investigation is, on tlie w^iole, the

same : the precise formulation of the problem, the criticism

of opinions which are submitted concerning the problem,

the careful discussion of the single points of view as they

appear, the comprehensive marshalling of the facts, and the

striving for a clear and conclusive result. In all tlieso

respects the Aristotelian writings make a complete antithe-

sis to the Platonic ; the difference being that between sci-

ence and aesthetics. The Aristotelian writings afford

different and therefore less attractive enjoyment. It must

not be forgotten that the excellences of the Aristotelian

works are qualified in many striking ways. The unequal

development, wherein many parts give the impression of

16
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being masterly and final and others of being hasty and

sketchy ; the disorder which predominates in the principal

writings of the transmitted series of books ; the— in part

verbal — repetitions of even lengthy sections ; the unful-

filled promises,— all these facts forbid the belief that the

writings in their present form were intended by Aristotle

for publication ; while, on the other hand, in point of form

and content the interconnection of the works is evident, and

is emphasized by numerous cross references that are often

reciprocal.

All these characteristics are only explicable and are

also fully conceivable upon the hypothesis that Aristotle

entertained the purpose of developing into text-books the

written notes that he had made the basis of his lectures.

These text-books would have been manuals of instruction

for the Lyceum, and would have been given into the hands

of his pupils. In addition it is supposable that Aristotle

undertook this work in direct connection with his lectures,

and about the same time with reference to the sciences

treated by him. He probably pursued this work during

the twelve years of his leadership. Before, however, this

giant work came to an end, death had seized him. Except-

ing the smaller works, which perhaps were waiting to be

included in his larger works, only parts of the Logic— the

Topics in particular— appear to have been completed. It

may also be accepted that the gaps which thus remained

were filled in part by the most intimate pupils, probably

on the basis of their notes of the Aristotelian lectures.

These interpolations were made by different pupils differ-

ently. Thus in the school many redactions of the text

books were handed on, and among such redactions many
later productions of the school slipped in. This went on

until Andronicus of Rhodes published the first edition

(60-50 B. c), which lies at the basis of the present

documents.
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The close relationship between the preserved writings of

Aristotle and his actual teaching is evident, even if we take no
account of such direct evidence as his address to his auditors at

the conclusion of the Topics. The question is only as to a

clearer determination of the relationship, and it would appear as

if all the opinions expressed about the relationship may be justi-

fied to a certain extent. Undoubtedly' the notes of the philoso-

pher form the body of the discourses ;
— not only such sketches

as he might use for his lectures, but on the otlier hand also such
as he had made ready for the text-book.^ The latter set forth

in a wonderful manner the clearness and ripeness of the Aris-

totelian spirit. Other facts, especially the different redactions of

the same book, hardly allow another interpretation than that of

Scaliger, that interpolations from the writings of the auditors

have taken place. In accordance with this theor}' the presence

of such parts or of entire writings which cannot in form or con-

tent be ascribed to Aristotle, is most simply explained.

A verj' venturesome but in itself a not incredible theory was
spread in antiquitj' concerning the fate of the Aristotelian manu-
scripts.^ They were supposed to have fallen with the property

of Theophrastus to his pupil, Neleus of Scepsis in Troas, and
to have been hitlden in a cellar b}' his descendants out of fear

of the mania for collecting of the kings of Pergamus. After-

wards they were found and purchased in a much damaged state

by the Peripatetic Apellicon of Teos and removed to Athens.
When Sulla conquered that city, the writings fell into his hands
and were published at Rome by the grammarian Tyrannion,
and finally by Andronicus of Rhodes. This story does not

explain, of course, the remarkable condition of the transmitted

documents. It is indubitabl}' proved in the case of single writ-

ings— as is obvious— that the Peripatetic school possessed the

scientificall}' most important writings of its founder from the

beginning. On the other hand, it is nevertheless not improb-

able that the rediscovery of the original manuscripts afforded

1 In this fact and in the smaller importance of the copies by his

auditors consists the chief difference between the character of the corpus

Arktolelicum and the somewhat analogous form in which a series ot

Hegel's lectures is presented to us. Hegel had not begun a remodelling

of his Hefte for text-books, while, on the other hand, we owe the most

valuable of the preserved works of Aristotle to the fact that he had

begun such a remodelling.

2 Plutarch, Sulla, 26 ; Stmb., XITI. 1, 54 ; compare E. Essen, Der

Keller zu Skepsis (Stargard, 1880).
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Andronicus not only the occasion but also, as far as the manu-
scripts reached, the distinct ground for his standard edition in

contrast to the school tradition.

Since the didactic writings form internally a perfectly con-

sistent whole, the question about tlie order of their origination

is comparatively unimportant. The question is, moreover, en-

tirelv purposeless, since it maj- be accepted that work upon the

writings was continuously and simultaneously carried on in con-

nection with the lectures repeatedl}' given during the twelve

j-ears of his activit}- as a teacher. It nevertheless appears that

the Logic was the first to be conceived, and relatively to the

others was brought more nearl}" to completion.

Compare with the following Zeller, IIP. 67-109.

The preserved didactic writings are most simply ar-

ranged in the following groups :
—

(a) The Treatises on Logic and Rhetoric— the Cate-

gories, the very doubtful treatise On the Proposition, the

Analytics, and the Topics, including the last and compara-

tively independent book Concerning the Fallacies ; and the

Rhetoric.

The grouping of the logical works, in the customary series,

under tl e name opyavov, occurred first in the Byzantine period.

A special edition is published b}' Th. Waitz (2 vols., Leip.,

1844-4G). The genuineness of the Karayoptai is doubted, espe-

cially by Prantl {Gesch. d. Log., I. 207 f.). The conclusion of

these writings, i. e., concerning post-predicaments, can at all

events not be ascribed to Aristotle, and the remainder of the book
appears to be based upon his sketch onlj' in essentials. IIcpi

ep/x.7^vet'as is subject to Stronger suspicions to which even as early

a writer as Andronicus gave expression. The Analytics is a
masterly logical groundwork, which develops the theory of the

conclusion and of proof iii two parts {avakvTiKo. Trporepa and
uo-repa), each consisting of two books, — the second part being
not so completelv rounded out as the first. Joined to it, as the

most complete of all the works, is the Topics, which treats of

tiie method of probability. In connection with it, as its ninth
book (Waitz), there is -mpl o-oc^to-Ttxwv iXiyx'oi'. There are pre-

served besides a great number of titles of logical-epistemological

theoretical discussions, of which the Aristotelian authorship is

more or less doubtful : Trept ctSoiv Kat ycvoJv, irepl Tu)v dvTLKeifjLevwv,

TTcpt Karae^ao-ews, crvWoyL<Tfj.oi, 6pi(rTiKa, Trcpi tov irpo% Tt, Trcpt Bo^<:,

Trept €Tn<TTrj^r]<;, etc.
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The first two books of the Rhetoric may be regarded as gen-

uine in spite of some difficulties (Spengel in Abh. der Munch.
Akad., VI.). The third is doubtful. The so-called Rhetoric

to Alexander is, on the contrary, generally regarded as spui'i-

ous, but it probabl}' belongs to the Peripatetic school. The
Ehetoric of Theodectes is also mentioned, which was pul)lished

during the life of Aristotle. This work embodied the teachings

of the philosopher, and was probably based upon his lectures.

(h) The Writings on Theoretic Philosophy— the Meta-

physics, which, in Aristotelian terminology was called " first

philosophy " or " theology
;

" besides, the book on mathe-

matics being lost, the Physics, the History of Animals, the

Psychology, and the three minor treatises belonging to

these three.

The Metaphysics (special edition by Brandis, Berlin, 1823
;

Schwegler, with translation and cou)raentary, Tubingen, 1847-

48 ; Bonitz, Bonn, 1848-49 ; translated into German, Berlin.

1890; Greek edition by W. Christ, Leipzig, 1886) has pre-

served its traditional name for the philosophic science of prin-

ciples, because of its place in the ancient collection (/iera ra

From the fourteen preserved books the second (a iXaxTov) is

certainly to be set apart as a school compilation of many parts

welded together. Among the other thirteen books the first,

second, third, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth books (numbered
according to the Berlin edition) form a connected but not a com-
pleted, and also not a finally edited investigation, to which after

a break the ninth book also belongs. The fourth book, which

was cited by Aristotle himself, under the title Trcpt tow Troo-a^ws,

is a school manual containing a discussion of terminology.

The first eight chapters of the tenth and the first half of the

eleventh book are either an Aristotelian sketch or a school-

extract from the chief investigation. The second half of the

eleventh book is an outline of the teaching of the Godhead.

The conclusion of the tenth book is a compilation from the

Physics, obviously not by Aristotle. Books twelve and thirteen

appear to be an older form of the criticism of the Platonic

Ideas. The preserved collection is so much the more unique,

since it is the more probable that it was taken in hand soon

after the death of Aristotle, perhaps by Eudemus.
From the series of mathematical writings only the discussion
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TTtpt dro'/xojv ypafijiuiv is extant, and its transmitted form is

probably spurious.

Of the eight books of lectures on the science of nature, <f)vaiKr)

u»c/joacri9,— the modern name would be " philosoj^hy of nature,"
— books five, six, and eight treat Trepi Kivr'ja-ew^. The earlier

books are concerned with universal principles in the explanation

of nature (-Trepl apxioy) ; the seventh book gives one the impres-

sion of being a preliminary sketch. Astronomy and physics

proper are included as developments : Trepl ovpavov, Trepl yei/ccrews

KOL Kfidopai'; ^ucTcwpoXoytKa. A number of separate treatises are

lost, the fir])(a.vLKa is spurious, and also the Trepl Koajxov. See
below, § 49.

The parallel work to the Trept to, ^wa laopia, of which book ten

is presumably not genuine, is the Trept cfiVTwv, which is lost. On
the other band, some restorations of the former are preserved :

Trept ^(MDV fiopLwv, Trept ^wwv yei/eVeoj?, Trept ^iotov TTopetas.

Among the most mature works belong the three books Trept

ipvxrj'i (published b}- Bartheleni}' St. Hilaire, Paris, 1846 ; A.
Torstrick, Berlin, 1862 ; A.Trendelenburg, 2ded., Berlin, 1877

;

E. Wallace, Cambridge, 1882). With these are collected a

numl)er of treatises on physiological psychology : Trepi atcr^j/o-ew?

Kat al<j6i]Tu>i'
f
TT€pL fivy]fxri<; Kala.va[xvri<Te(u<; ', Trept viryov Kat eypTjyopcrecjs

]

Trepl ivvTTvtwv and Trept t-^s Kad' vttvov fiavTiKrj^ ; Trept fiaKpo/3LUTrjT0<;

KOL ^payy[Si6Tr]T0<i ; Trepl t,oyrj'; koI Oavdrnv ; Trept dvaTrvoT^s. The writ-

ing Trept Trveujuaros owes its origin to the Aristotelian school.

(c) The Writings on Practical and Poetic Philosophi/

:

the Ethics (in the Nicomachean and Eudemean versions),

the Politics, and the Poetics.

Among the preserved forms of the Ethics, the so-called 'H^tKa

MeydAa is essentiall}' only an extract from both the others, of

which, moreover, the ten books of the 'WOtKa NLKOfaix^Ln appear
to be nearest to Aristotle's design. The seven books of the

'UdiKo. ^EvSr'jiieLa appear to be based on the notes of Eudomus.
The identity of the Nicomachean Ethics V.-Vll. and the

Eudemian IV.-VI. allows room for various interpretations of

a mutual supplementation of the two redactions. Of smaller

ethical treatises nothing is preserved. The essay Trept dperwu

Kat KaKiu)v is spurious.

The eight books of the likewise incomplete Politics (published
by Susemihl, Leipzig, 1870) are problematic as to their preserved
order. See literature in Zeller, III''. 672 f Books seven and
eight should undoubtedly come directly after book three. Th^

I
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transposition of books five and six is still in dispute. The
Economics is not genuine.

The fragment Trepi ttoit^tik-t}? is preserved, but onh' in a verj-

fragmentary and altered condition (published by Susemihl,

Leipzig, 1865, and Vahlen, Berlin, 1867 ; G. Teichmiiller,

Aristotelische Forschungen^ Halle, 1860 and 1869).

40. The effort to transform the Socratic-Platonic con-

ceptual philosophy into a theory that will explain the

phenomenal world was the centre of the Aristotelian

philosophy. The conviction that the tasks of science can

be solved only by the Socratic method— the method of

conceptual knowledge — was taken for granted by Aris-

totle, and w^s~ht3 reason for reckoning himself in later time

still within the Platonic circle. The advance, however,

which he made upon Platonism was based on his insight

into the insufficiency of the theory of Ideas to explain

empirical facts. It is true that Plato had in the end very

emphatically asserted that the Ideas, which at first for

him meant only permanent Being, were also the alria of

the world of sense. However, as Aristotle later showed,

Plato had not been able to harmonize this thought with his

first conception of the world of Ideas. Aristotle justly found

the ultimate ground for this inharmony in Plato's funda-

mental ascription of a self-substantial separate reality to the

world of Ideas. This transcendence of the Ideas, which es-

sentially is only a duplication of the empirical world, must
be annulled. The Ideas must not be conceived as different

from the objects of experience and as existing separate

from them. They must be known as the peculiar essence

of existence, as its determining content. Plato's weakness

as well as his greatness lay in his theory of two worlds.

The fundamental thought of Aristotle was that the super-

sensible world of Ideas and the world of sense are identical.

The polemic of Aristotle against the theory of Ideas, espe-
cially in the first, sixth, and twelfth book of the Metaphysics,
concealed the fact to the earlier criticism that his antagonism
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was far outweighed by the importance of the r61e assigned in his

own philosophy to the theory of Ideas ; for his dei)endence on

that theory was an accepted fact by him and the circle of his

pupils, although Aristotle only incidentally alluded to it. The
polemic was directed solely against the xw/no-juos, tlie hypostasiz-

ing of Ideas into a second and higher world. He pointed out

the diniculties involved therein : that the Ideas make neither

motion nor knowledge conceivable, and that their relation to

the world of sense has not been satisfactorily and consistently

defined. In other respects the Stagirite shared throughout the

fundamental conceptions of the Attic philosophy : he defined

the problem of [)lnlosophy to be the knowledge of what really

is,^ and he asserted that this knowledge is not acquired by per-

ception,^ precisely because the things of sense change and are

destroyed.^ He likewise characterized the universal, the con-

cepts, as the content of true knowledge, and accordingly also of

the truly actual.* However, from the beginning Aristotle united

a genetic theory' with his ontology, and he demanded that

science explain the origin of phenomena from what really is.*

He insisted, therefore, that the Ideas l)e so understood that

the}-, as the true essence of sensj objects, make these ol»jects

conceivable. If Aristotle did not solve his problem perfectly,

it was due entirely to his continuous dependence on fundamental
definitions of the Platonic philosopli}'.

See Ch. Weisse, De Platonis et Aristotelis in constituendis

sutnmis philosophioB pri/tcijjcis differentia (Leipzig, 1828) ;

M. Carriere, De Aristotele Platonis amico ejusrpie doctrinmjusto
censore (Gottingen, 1837); Th. Waitz, Platon u. Aristoteles

(Cassel, 1843) ; Fr. Michelis, Pe Aristotele Platoons in idearum
doctrina adrersnrio (Braunsberg, 1864); W. Rosenkrantz, Pie
platonische Ideenlehre und ihre Pekumpfang durch Aristoieles

(Mainz, 1869); G. Teichmijller, Studien{imA), p. 226 f.

Since the essence of things is known by means of class

concepts, the fundamental problem of Aristotelianism is

the relationship of the universal to the particular. When
Aristotle made this fundamental principle of scientific

thought— recognized by Socrates in inspired intuition—
an object of separate preliminary investigation, he created

1 Anal, -post., II. 19, 100 a, 9. « Ibid., I. 31, 87 b, 28.

3 Met., VI. 15, 1039 b, 27.

* Ihid., II. 4, 999 a, 28; II. 6, 1003 a, 13.

6 De an., I. 1, 402 b, 16.
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the science of logic. He introduced this science as a uni-

versal theory of scientific method ^ preliminary to single

practical investigations. In this self-knowledge of science

the historical process of emancipation of the intellectual

life perfects itself into full consciousness. As the " Father

of Logic," Aristotle represented the maturity of Greek

scientific development.

Although Aristotle certainly separated the single branches of
science and fixed upon their relationship of rank, yet the pre-

served documents offer no generally complete division. On the
one hand, he treated the branches pedagogieally, proceeding
from the facts up to their causes, and on the other he inversely'

proceeded from the principles down to the consequences. The
division in the Academ}' at one time was into logical, physical,

and ethical researches,^ at another time into theoretic, practical,

and poetic science,^ while in the Peripatetic school* the division

into theoretic and practical science was customar}'. So much
appears to be certain, viz., that Aristotle introduced the Logic
(Analytics and Topics) as a universal and formal preparation

or methodology for all other branches, since he himself does
not mention it under " theoretic " sciences.^

A. Trendelenburg, Elementa logices Aristotelecp. (3d Ad.,
Berlin, 1876) ; Th. Gumposch, XJther die Logik t(. d. logischen

Schriften des Arist. (Leipzig, 1839) ; H. Hettner, De logices

Aristotelicce speculativo principio (Halle, 1843) ; C. Heyder,
Die Methodologie der arist. Philos. (Erlangen, 1845) ; C.

Prantl, Gesch. d. Logik, I. 87 f. {see Ahhandl. derbayer. AAcuL,
1853) ; F. Kampe, L)ie LJrketmtnisstheorie des Arist. (Leipzig,

1870) ; R. Eucken, D. Methode der arist. li'orschutig (1872,
Berlin) ; R. Biese, D. Erkenntnisslehre des Arist. u. Kant's

(Berlin, 1877).

Tlie principle of the Aristotelian logic is the thought

that just as in natura rerum the universal or conceptually

defined essence is the cause or ground of definition of the

particular, so also the ultimate task of an explanatory

1 Met., III. 3, 1005 a, 33. 2 Top., J. 14, 105 b ^
8 Met., I. 1025 b, 18.

* See Eth. Eud., 1. 1, 1214 a, 10 ; Met., I. 993 b, 20.

5 Met., V. 1, 1026 a, 18, counts as such only physics, mathemaxito,

and theology (metaphysics).
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science consists in deriving (aTroSet^t?) the single from the

iniivcrsal, and thereby in attaining the conceptual necessity

of the empirically actual.^ Scientific explanation consists

in understanding the perceptually known from its causes.

It is the reproduction by the process of knowledge— in

the relationship of ground and cousequent— of the real

relation of the universal cause to its particular result.

However, all knowledge consists ^ only in the union

of concepts (\.6yo>i as avfjuirXoKi] of ovofxa and prjijba)^ that is,

in the premise (rrpoTacjL^^ or in tlie judgment {aTr6^av(n<i),

since either as an affirmative judgment (KardcjiaaL^) it ex-

presses 3 real union or as a negative judgment {a7r64>aa-c^)

real separation of the determinations of content that are

thought in the subject and predicate. So the last task of

all scientific explanation (eVto-T?;/^??) is the derivation

{diroSet^t^) of particular judgments from the universal.

On this account the fheory of the conclusion and proof,

which he himself called the Analytics, formed the centre

of the Aristotelian logic.

The Aristotelian Analytic acquired the appearance of an ab-

stract formal logic through misunderstandings and through the

misapplied development of it by the School in later times. In

truth, it was conceived by Aristotle methodologically in the most
vital relationship to the practical tasks of science ; and therefore

in the Peripatetic school the logical treatises are rightly called

" organic." But just for this reason are they ruled throughout

by a number of epistemological presuppositions concerning that

which really is and the relationsliip of thought to Being. The
highest presupposition, even if not expressly formulated by
Aristotle, is the identity of the forms of apprehending thought

witli the forms of relationship belonging to actuality'.* Thus the

first sj-stematic sketch of logic includes in close union the three

points of view under which this science was later treated.

These are the formal, methodological, and epistemological.

1 Anal, post., I. 2 f. « De cat., 4, 2 a, 6.

8 Met., III. 7, 1012 a, 4.

* See Met., IV. 7, 1017 a, 23; oaa^ws Xeyerai. TocraxSts to (ivai

(rrjfiaivfi.
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One can determine the formal difference between Plato and
Aristotle b}' noting that the point of departure of Plato is the
concept, of Aristotle the judgment. Aristotle sought truth and
error onh' in the union of concepts ^ in so far as such a union
is asserted or denied. If this emphasizes principall}' the quality

of the judgment, yet the syllogistic, as the theory of the estab-

lishment of the judgment, demands a treatment of quantity and
thus a distinction between general and particular judgments
(KaOoXov— ei' fxepu).^ The consideration of judgment from the

points of view of relation and modality was still distant from
Aristotle. When he pointed out that the content of judgment
is the knowledge either of actuality or necessit}- or possibility,*

this assertion rests upon that principal point of view in his

Metaphysics (§ 41), and has nothing to do with modality in its

modern sense (Kant, Critii/ue d. r. Vermmft^ § 9, Kehrb. 92 f.).

But, finally, all researches which Aristotle instituted for distin-

guishing judgments are decided by reference to the theory of
the conclusion, that is, by the question what significance they
can have in the conclusion. As mediating between the two, he
treated in a thoroughgoing way the theories of reasoning:
Anal, prior., I. 2 f.

The Aristotelian syllogistic is the search for that which

can * be derived with perfect certainty from given proposi-

tions. It finds the fundamental form of inference in the

establishing of the particular proposition through the univer-

sal, and the subsumption thereunder (inference by subalter-

nation). To this so-called first figure of the syllogism he

referred its other two forms (cr^^T^/taTa) , which are character-

ized ^ by the different logical place of the middle term

(^ixeo-ov) in both premises {redevra) , and thus mediate in the

conclusion {avfjurepaa^ia) the differing relations of the two

chief concepts (^a.Kpa'). So Aristotle conceived that the

result of the syllogism is always an answer to the question,

whether at all and to what extent one of these concepts

is subsumed under the other; that is, how far the universal

determination of the latter concept holds for the former.

1 De an., III. 6, 430 a, 27. Compare De interpr., I. 16 a, 12.

This thought was hinted at in the dialogue of the Sophist, 259 f.

2 Anal, prior., I. 1, 24 a, 17. 3 Ibid., 2, 25 a, 1.

* Ibid., 1, 24 b, 19. 6 iHii,^ 4_6.
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The syllogistic includes accordingly a system of rules, bj
wbicli, provided universal propositions are established, particu-

lars can be derived from them. According to the purpose of the

philosopher, it would therefore be cstablislied how in theperftcted

science all particular knowledge may be derived from universal

principles and its subject matter be explained. For practice

a universal schematism of proof was accordingl}' given, in

which the tentative efforts of the Sophists for an art of proofs

were carried out to their scientific conclusion. For the Aris-

totelian Analytics with a perfectly conclusive certainty solved

this definitely circumscribed problem, viz., according to what
rules propositions follow from given propositions. It is

therefore conceivable, on the one hand, that this system during

the entire Middle Ages, when science was directed not to research

but to proof, passed as the highest philosophical norm, and on
the other hand that this s^'stem in the Renaissance, which was
filled with a need for new knowledge and sought an ars inveni-

endi, was set aside in every part as insufficient. Indeed the

limitations of the system of Aristotle, like its greatness, consisted

in its attention to the entire process of inference from the point

of view of the subsumptive relations between concepts. It

analyzed these relations, moreover, with absolute completeness.

See Ueberweg, System der Logik, § 100 f.

Proof and inference, which make up the form of the

completed science, presuppose ultimate premises, which are

not derived from more universal propositions but are imme-

diately certain (a/xecra)} These {dp^al aTroSet'^ews) are,^

in part the axioms that rule all knowledge, among which

are the law of contradiction and that of the excluded

middle; in part special propositions, applying to the separate

branches and those arrived at only from the exact knowl-

edge of the objects * themselves.

The highest princii)les of explanatory theory cannot be

accordingly demonstrated, but only strengthened as to their

validity for all particulars. They must be sought out by

* His investigation also concerning contradiction, indirect proof, and

false conclusions answers this end.

2 Anal, past., I. 3, 72 b, 18. 3 /^/^/.^ 7^ 75 a^ 39.
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science in its development (investigation in distinction from

aTTo'Sei^t?). The process of induction (eTrayooyi]), as opposed

to deduction, promotes this attempt. Induction ascends

from the facts of experience (^ifiireipla) and the opinions

(evBo^a) about experience to the universal conceptual defi-

nitions by which the former are explained. This task of

investigation, directed to the establishment of principles, is

called Dialectic 1 by Aristotle. The Topics develop its

method. Its results are not logically certain in themselves,

but only probable. They have, however, the character of

knowledge in so far as they explain phenomena ; while on

the other hand this dialectic, operating as it does with

probable proof Qi7rLx^Lp^/j,aTa') forms, where it is used in the

practical service of politics, the scientific foundation of

rhetoric.

Immediate certaint}' formed an extremely difficult, but also the

most important, tenet of the Aristotelian theory of knowledge. In
contrast to Plato, the Stagirite here distinguished the logical

from the psychological point of view in a ver}- suggestive way.
The ultimate and fundamental propositions, from which all

inference proceeds, are logicall}' undemonstrable, but they are

neither psychologically innate, nor are they gained in early life.

They must rather be won from experience, through which they
cannot be demonstrated but onlj^ presented. What the nature

of these highest principles is, Aristotle did not explain. From
the logical laws valid for all sciences, he mentioned onh' the

above, — especially the principle of contradiction as the most
unconditional and most universal fundamental principle.^ He
emphasized very rightl}- that particular principles belong to the

Sndividual sciences, but he did not develop these in detail.

What Aristotle understood by induction is to be carefuU}' dis-

criminated from the present meaning of the word. He, for in-

itance, did not mean by induction a kind of proof that is different

from the syllogism, but, on the contrary, a method of research

and discovery. From this ver}' fact he was satisfied in its

application with a relativel}' universal (eVt to ttoXv) ever3-where,

where human knowledge does not lead to the absolutely univer-

sal. The syllogistic explanation of all particulars from uni-

» Met., III. 2, 1004 b, 25 ; Top., I. 2, 101 b, 2.

a Met.y III. 3, 1005 b, 17.
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versal principles floated before him as the ultimate ideal of all

science. But, as a matter of fact, the material of experience

reaches in many ways (and everywhere in tlie special sciences)

only to an approximate comprehensiveness, which satisfies the

needs of explanation within empirical limits. At this point

Aristotle caused the investigator of nature to assume the role

that the philosopher is obliged to relinquish.

Another practical point of view, the political, supplements

scientific exactness in the science of rhetoric by means of

instructive persuasiveness {evOvfjrjfia), which is supported upon
what is in general true. Accordingly rhetoric in the scientific

form that Aristotle first gave to it, is in respect to its purpose,

an auxiliary science of politics. But in its content and the

technism developed from it, it is a branch of Dialectic and
the Topics. For if a speech be parliamentary, juridical, or

aesthetic (^av/j(3ovXevTLK6v, 8tKavtKoi', eTrtSetKTiKoi/ yeVos— Rhetoric,

1, 3), it must always begin with popular ideas in order to lead

the auditors to the speaker's goal. We can refer here only in a

general way to the accuracy of the applied ps\"chology with

which Aristotle gave his directions in the Rhetoric.

When Aristotle thus regarded the derivation of the

particular from the universal as the ultimate problem of

science, but maintained that the insight into the highest

principles, though not indeed proved, is sought for and

clarified by the epagogic investigation based upon facts, this

apparent circle of reasoning explains itself from the con-

ception which he held of the human tliinking process and

its relation to the essence of things. He held this, more-

over, in intimate connection with his general view of the

world. For he meant that the historical and psychological

development of human knowledge corresponds inversely to

the metaphysical and logical connection of things, in that

the thinking process, bound as it is to sense perception and

developing from it, is recipient of the phenomena ; and

that then from the phenomena it advances by induction to

a conception of the true essence of things. Out of this as

their fundamental ground the perceivable things arose, and

are therefore to be entirely explained by the perfected

science through the process of deduction.
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The inverted parallelism in which the method of deduction
(Analytics) and that of investigation {Topics) exist in Aris-
tolle's teaching, is explained by his distinction between ps3'cho-

logical and logical relations. That, for instance, which is the

Trporcpov irp6<; ry^as, i. 6., the phenomena, is the urrepov rfj (jbwo-et

;

conversely, that which is the Trponpov rfj <f>v<Tet, i. e., the essence of
the thing, appears in the development of our ideas as the va-repov

Trpos ijpa'?.^ While the relationship between cause and effect is

identical with tliat between ground and consequent for the ideal

of a perfect explanatory science, this relation in the genesis of
knowledge is inverted. In investigation the (sensible and
particular) result is the basis of our knowledge of (conceptual
and universal) cause. As soon as we, in accordance with the
philosopher's explanations, discriminate between the ideal

problems of explanatory science and the actual process of
investigations leading to it, all apparent differences and difficul-

ties of some of his single expressions vanish. Aristotle made
use of his universal metaphysical concepts of possibilit}' and actu-

ality (§ 41, and Zeller, IIP. 198 f.) for conceiving the psycho-
genetic development of perception in his explanatory theory, in

that he assumed that the concept of Essence that has not come
actuall}' into consciousness is latent as an undeveloped possi-

bility in sense representation.

The most important point is that, accordingl}', human knowl-
edge can obtain a conception of the essential and the permanent
only through exact and careful scrutin}- of the facts. In these

teachings Aristotle theoreticall}' adjusted Platonism to empiri-

cal science. Aristotle was not at all the nominalist or empiri-

cist that he has been represented here and there ; but he
showed that the problem which Plato set for himseJf, and which
he made his own, was to be solved only through the widest

elaboration of the facts.

The fundamental philosophical question about the con-

ceptual essence of that which really is, could be solved,

according to Aristotle, only in systematic connection with

the explanation of the facts. The logical form of these

solutions for which all science accordingly strives, is

Definition 2 (6pto-/xo?) in which the permanent essence (ouaia,

TO ri rjv ehai) is established as the ground of the changing

conditions and manifestations (ra aVfi^e^rjKOTa) for every

1 A7inl. post., I. 2, 71 b, 34.

* See especially the sixth book of the Topics.
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single phenomenon ; but at the same time the conceptual

dependence upon the more universal is expressed. The

logical form is therefore the judgment of determination in

which the subject is defined by its superordinated class-con-

cept and by its own specific characteristic. These deter-

minations of concepts are based partly upon deduction and

partly upon induction, but they in turn presuppose ulti-

mately underivable and only illustrable definitions of the

highest class-concepts {yevr}).

Concepts appear thus here as content of immediate knowledge,

and their unfolding (the analytical judgments of Kant) gives

the highest axioms of the deductive theories. See Zeller, III^.

190 f. Here appears a wider development of the Socratic-

Platonic principle for the ex{)lanation of reality. M. Rassow,

Arist. de notionis clefinitio7te doctrina (Berlin, 1843) ; C. Ktihn,

De Jiotionis dejinitione qualem Arist. consHtuerit (Halle, 1844).

The Aristotelian system of concepts has no point of uni-

fication like the Platonic Idea of the Good. As a scientifi-

cally inclined thinker, he remained entirely conscious of

the many possible independent points of departure for

scientific theory, and he demanded only that every branch

of knowledge should grow from his peculiar principle. He,

however, made no attempt to collect and systematically to

arrange the indemonstrable principles {deaei^ dvaTroBecKToi.),

and just as little the resulting immediate premises {irpoTa-

<rei? a/xeaoi).

The possible kinds of predicates, the Categories, are the

highest class-concepts for logical investigation, and are

irreducible. They represent the different points of view

under which the different concepts can be made elements

of a proposition or judgment by virtue of the factual rela-

tions of their contents. Aristotle gave ten ^ categories :

ovaia, iroaoVf ttolov, irpo^ ri, irov, Trore, irotelv, iracr'^^eLv,

KeLcrOaL, e-x^eiv. He sometimes, however, omits the last two.^

1 Top., I. 9, 103 b, 21 ; De cat., 4, 1 b, 25.

2 Anal, post., I. 22, 83 b, 16; Phys., V. 1, 225 b, 5; Met., IV. 7,

1017 a, 24.
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A. Trendelenburg, Gesch. der Kategorienlehre (Berlin,

:846) ; H. Bonitz, Arist. Studien, Part Vl. ; Fr. Brentano,
Von der mannigfachen Bedeutung des Seienden nach Arist.

(Freiburg in Breisgau, 1862) ; W. Schuppe, Die arist.

Kategorien (Gleiwitz, 1866) ; Fr. Zelle, Der Unterschitd in
der Aujff-'assung der Logik bei Arist. u. Kant (Berlin, 1870) ;

G. Bauch, Aristotelische Studien (Dobberan, 1884) ; W.
Luthe, Die arist. Kategorien (Ruhrort, 1874) ; A. Gercke,
JJrsprung der arist. Kategorien {Arch. f. Gesch. d. Ph. , IV.
424 f.).

Metapiiysical motives enter into Aristotle's theory of the cate-

gories no more than into his whole system of logic, which has,

as its most general presupposition, the identity of the Form of
thought with that of Being. The principle of this theory is

manifestly concerned with the office the elements of judgment
(ra Kara ftrjS^/xLav crvfnrXoKrji' Aeyojueva, — cat. 4) are fitted tO

assume in the judgment itself. They are either that whereof
affirmation is made, and which can only be subject, i. e., the
ovata, the Tt ia-TL ; or that which is predicated of the substance,

and is to be thought as actual onl}' in connection with it. Aris-

totle made this contrast of the ova-La to all the other categories

(Anal, post., I. 22, 83 b, 24). Under the a-vi^fSelSrjKOTa he dis-

tinguished (Met., XIII. 2, 1089 a, 10) only modes and relations

(TrdOr), Trpos ri). In the minute enumeration of possible pred-

icates, the advance is unmistakable from quantitative and
qualitative determinations to spatial and temporal relations and
thence to causal relations and dependence. Also the grammati-
cal distinctions of substantive, adjective, adverb, and verb, appear
to play parts in the ten or eight categories. The medial catego-

ries, K€ta6aL and e^etv, were held by the philosopher occasionally

as unnecessary, compared to the active and passive.

41. Aristotle's attempt to reconcile the theory of Ideas

with his emj)iricaL conception of the world is__dfi-V-elop£d

in_Jiis Metaphysics, chiefly in his theory concerning that

which really is (ovcrla). The conviction that only a con-

ceptual universal can be the object of true knowledge, i. e.,

absolute actuality, forbids us thinking the content of tem-

porary, particular perceptions as ovala. On the other

hand, the conviction that the universal does not have a

higher actuality, separated from sense objects, forbids the

hypostasizing of class concepts in the Platonic manner.

17
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True actuality is the individual which is thought of con-

ceptually in contrast to changing states and conditions

(^aufi^e/STjKOTa). Accordingly in it, and only in it, does the

general determination (el8o<;) become actual. The ulti-

mate object of scientific knowledge is neither the particular

form perceived nor the schemata of abstraction, but the

thing which maintains its conceptual essence in the change

of its sensible phenomenal aspects.

In the concept of the ova-La, both antithetical tendencies of

Aristotelian thought come together in such a way that his defini-

tion thereof is as difficult as it is important. Here is a task

which, as it happens, is not facilitated b}- the technical use of

the word oiaua in the preserved writings. Plato gave form to

this concept in antithesis to yevea-ts, and constructed the same
o[)position between Aoyo? and ato-^r/o-t9, and Aristotle remained
everywhere loyal to the same use of the terras. But he gave
objectively to ova-La and accordinglv subjectively to Aoyo? an

entirely different content. He asserted most positivel}' that

complete metaphysical ^reality belongs j>nly te«J,he individuals-!,

as m'er~agrunst' a ITualism (xoipLafta). The cla"ss concepts (e'Sr?

ancTyerTy'^'specTes'and geiiera) are alwaj's onl}- qualities, which

are common to several things, can be actual only in things, and
predicated " of things. The}' subsist not rrapa to. TroXXd but

Kara iroXXwr.^ This factor in the teaching of Aristotle makes
hira later appear as the opponent of scholastic realism, i. e., as

the opponent of the recognition of the metaphysical priority of the

class concepts, and it makes him also appear as a nominalist by
the same sign. This tendency is expressed so strongl}' in the

preserved form of the writing Trept KaTrjyopiwv* that there the

individual things are designated as TrpwraL orcrt'at, beside which
the yeV?/ can be called only by way of derivation SevrcpaL ovatai.

On the other hand, Aristotle distinguished with exactitude every

present perception of phenomenal things from the conceptuallj''

recognizable substances (r/ Kara tw X6yov ovaia).^ He asserted

that these, permanent in contrast to phenomena, are determined

b}' the eloos. The cTSos is true Being : to ti tjv ilvaL iKdaru) Ka\

1 Met., U. 6. 1003 a, 5.

2 Ibid., VI. 13, 1038 b, 8; Anal, post., I. 4, 73 b, 26.

' A nal. post., T. 1 1 , 7 7 a, 5.

* De cat., 5, 2 a, 11. See Met.. TV. 8, 1017 b. lO

6 Met., V. 1, 1025 a, 27.
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T'^v irpwrqv ovcriav.^ This ovo-t'a is, then, the essence which is

determined and recognizable by its universal, permanent
qualities. It is an essence which is the basis of the perceptual

phenomenal forms. Therefore ovaia can sometimes mean es-

sence, sometimes species, sometimes Form, sometimes stuff.

Met., VI. 3, 1028 b, 33 ; Zeller, IIP. 344 f.

Metaphysical reality is, then, to be found between the

class-forms and the perceptual forms : viz., in the concept-

ually determined individual thing. Aristotle attempted to

obviate the difficulty of this manner of representation by

the universal relationship which governs his entire under-

taking : the relationship of matter to Form, of possibility

to its actuality. This mediation between the universal,

conceptual essence of things and its particular, percep-

tual phenomenon, he found in the Principle of Develop-

ment. His conception of the nature process Qyeveai<i)

was : that therein the permanent, original essence (^ovaia)

of things passed over from mere possibility (Svvafxi<;), into

actuality (ivepyeia) ; that this process completes itself

when matter (vXtj), which contains all possibilities in itself,

yields to the Form (elSo?, iiopc^r]) that is latent in it. Aris-

totle took analogies in part from human technical activity,

and in part from the life of organic bodies, for grounding

this theory, and they became to him the fundamental

ideas of his conception of the world.

These fundamental ideas were for Aristotle the universal form
of apperception, under whicli he regarded all things and sought
to solve all problems, — sometimes too in a very schematic way.
When we speak of a formahsm of the Aristotelian method, the
formalism lies in the predominance of these concepts of relation,

^ Met., VI. 1032 b, 1. The apparent terminological contradiction

between this passage and De cat. 5, does not necessarily mean that the

categories are spurious. The contradiction is explained away by the

fact that on the one hand ova'ia means sometimes the perceived thing

{Met., II. 4, 999 b, 14, oxxrla aladriTfj, ibid., VII. 2, 1028 b, 24) some-

times essence, while eI8os, on the other baud, means sometimes species-

concept, sometimes Form.
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which are not always in point of content the same for the

philosopher. This is shown very plainly in their application to

the problematic relation of the particular with the universal. On
the one hand, that is to say, the class forms the undetermined

possibility {inroKeifxevov, aopicrTov) which is not actual for itself

alone : viz., the material which is formed and accordingly actual-

ized in the owna by a specific difierence (reAeurata Siacfiopa).^

On the other hand, these universal determinations are also

the Forms through which and on account of which all actualiza-

tion of the possible is explicable.- There is no doubt that

Aristotle's acceptation of the double meaning (Form and Class-

concept) of the £100? is an important factor in the unsolved

difficulties of the situation.

The examples that Aristotle used ''^ for elucidating this funda-

mental relationship, viz., house, statue, growth of plants, prove
on the one hand that tlie principal motive of this most impor-

tant doctrine was the need of explaining process and change
;

on the other hand, that the philosopher had in mind sometimes
the work of the artisan upon the i)lastic material and sometimes
the organic process of development. The ratification therein

found of the teleological presupposition develo{:ed to a universal

principle of ex[)lnnation. Aristotle is throughout governed by
Plato in this formation of his fundamental principle, and the

ascendency of his pl)ilosophy wholly obscured the mechanical
conception of the world of Democrilus.

In iliis connection Aristotle perfected in tliese concepts of

relation tlie ripest .«3'nthesis of the Heracleitan and Eleatic prin-

ciples that inspired ancient philosoph}'. Those who had tried

to recognize the permanent had, Plato not excepted, not been
able to explain Becoming. Those to whom change was patent

had been able to give to it either no substrate, or no meaning
comprehensible in view of the essence of that which reall}" is.

Aristotle est.ibli.shed the concept of that which possesses Being
as tlie substance tliat realizes itself and is conceived in the pro-

cess froin possil)ility to its actualization. He believed, accord-

ingly, that this definition satisfied liotli the ontological and the

genetic interest of science. The earlier systems, he taught,*

1 Arist. Met., VII 6, 1045 a, 23.

^ Precisely for this reason Aristotle has used oi/aia and ddos many
times as equivalents, while in the stricter meaning the ovcrla is a avvo-

\ov (^ vXtjs Koi e'iduvs.

8 Met., VI. 8, 1033 a, 27 ; VII. 2, 1043 a, 14 ; VIII. 6, 1048 a, 32
;

P//.'/.>-., I. 7, 190 a, 3, etc.

* PItijs., I. 6 ff. ; especially I. 8, 191 a, 34.
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have furnished the proof that Becoming is to be explained as
derived neither out of that which is nor out of that which is not,
nor out of the union of the two. 80 it remained to conceive of
that which is as something which in its inmost essence is in the
process of development. It remained also to formulate the con-
cept of Becoming so that it formed the transition from a condi-
tion of a substratum, that no longer is, to one that not yet is, for
which the transition is essential.

Compare J. C. Glaser, Die Metaphysik des Arist. (Berlin,
1841) ; F. Ravaisson, Essai sur la Metaj^hysique d'Arist. (Paris,
1837-46) ; J. Barthelemy St. Hilaire, De la Meta.physique (Paris,
187y) ; G. v. Hertling, Materie undForm bei Arist. (Bonn, 1871).

The fundamental relation between matter and Form is

applied on the one hand to individual things, and on the

other to relations between things in such a way that insight

into the essence of Becoming (t?as Geschehen) is made to

result from it. In every individual thing Form and matter

a^e^ in such correlation that thei^can T3e"lio's"uch""tlTin'g"as

formless matter or matterless Form. But precisely on this

account they are not to be regarded as distinct pre-existing

potencies which have found their union in the individual;^

but the same unitary essence of the individual, in so far as

it is a potentiality and in so far as it is viewed only as a

possibility, is matter; and in so far as it presents a complete

actuality it is Form. There exist neither pure potentialities

nor perfectly actualized Forms. The ova-la is not merely

Bvvd/xei, nor purely evepyeca. It is rather a potentiality, in

the continuous process of actualization. The temporal

change in its conditions is determined by the changing

measure of this actualization. Aristotle called the poten-

tiality which belongs to the essence of the individual ^ and

comes to reality in the individual, the icrxcirr] vXt].

^ The potential tree and the complete tree do not exist independent

of and before the growing tree. They are only different conceptions of

the thing that is forming itself in the tree.

2 Met., Vll. C, 1045 b, 18 ; VI. 10, 1035 b, 30. The expression is used

in the logical sense. In the descending process from the most universal.
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Oil the other hand, this relationship becomes entirely dif-

ferent whenever it obtains between different individual

thino-s. In this case, where one is the receptive matter and

the other is the moulding Form, the two stand also in a rela-

tion of necessary reciprocity. Yet they exist also indepen-

dent of each other, and only in their union create the new

thino" in that now the one is the matter and the other is the

Forra.^ In all these cases the relation of Form and matter

is only a relative one, because the same thing can be con-

ceived in one aspect as Form and in another aspect as

matter for a higher Form.

There is, therefore, a scale of things in w^hich every indi-

vidual is the Form in respect to what is beneath it and the

matter in respect to what is higher. This system of devel-

opment must, however, have a limit, both below and above :

below in a matter which is no longer Form ; above in a Form

which is no longer matter. The former is stuff-material

{TrpcoTT] vXr)) ; the latter is pure Form or Godhood {to tL r)v

elvai TO TTpwTov). Since, however, matter is pure possibility,

it does not exist for itself, but ever in formed states. It is,

nevertheless, the foundation for the realization of all par-

ticular Forms. On the other hand, the concept of pure Form,

as absolute reality, excludes all matter, all pure possibility,

and signifies accordingly perfect Being.

Aristotle did not expressly formulate the two different uses of

iho schemata of possibility and actuality, matter and Form (poten-

ti ( and actus), but he thoroughly applied them in practice. One

undetermined possibiUty (ttp^tt) vXtj) to ever narrower definition of

essence and logical determination, the specific difference, by which the

individual is distinguished in its genus proximum from other individuals,

is " the last." This difference coincides with the form of the individual.

Yet sometimes this is entirely turned about and designated as npuTr) vXjj

of the individual. See Met., IV. 4, 1014 b, 32.

^ Thus the timber exists, and the thought of the house in the head of

the builder exists, each by itself. The house is the result of the co-

operating influence of the Form of the latter with the material.
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use of these terms is suited to organic development, the other to

technical activit}-. In this difference alone can be explained the

fact that this ditticnlt subject is sometimes so presented as if

(bvvafiis and ivipytia were identical in essence, and only ditfereut

ways of conception or phases of development of the same oiaia

uniting eTSos and vX-q in itself. At other times Form and matter

are represented as separate realities, which influence each other.

There is a kind of reconciliation between both methods of repre-

senting tlie case ; for also in the first method the two factors,

which are separated onl}' in abstracto are yet so treated as if one

influenced the other ;
^ the automatic or self-developing process

is so presented as if it divided itself into a moving Form and a

moved Sluff.-

In presenting matter^ thus on the one hand as the not-yet

actual, on the other, nevertheless, as the unoriginated and inde-

structible* basis (vTTOKeJ/ievov) of all Becoming, in conceiving

the S3stem of the latter as an unbroken progress from possibility

to actualit}-, finally in defining the Godhead as an absolutely

pure exclusion of all possil)iUty from himself, the Aristotelian

philosophy, like the Platonic, established differing grades and
kinds of metaphysical realitv. The lowest is matter whose posi-

tive character is recognized b}' Aristotle in his rejection of the

Democritan-Platouic term ^r/ 6v and in his desire to call it

ariprio-L^ in SO far as it is thought in. abstracto as deprived of all

Form. The highest is the P'orm complete in itself and entirely

changeless, corresponding to the Idea, or ama of Plato. Between

these two extremes there is the whole realm of graded things,

in which and between which, movement passes from the lower to

the higher grades of actuality. Diff'erent grades of knowledge

correspond in Aristotle to tlie different grades of Being. Matter

as the a|Uop<^or, aireipov, and doptcTTOj', is also the deiSc's and the

dyi'wo-Tov.^ Since all systematic knowledge is directed toward

tlie ciSo? and the ovo-ta, and God is pure form and primary es-

sence, the object of the highest and most perfect knowledge is

the Godhead. The things of Becoming must, however, be con-

ceived in that their e'Sos is developed out of their vXt],

^ As shown especially in the activity of the soul
; § 42.

2 Phys., III. 2, 202 a, 9.

* See Jas. Scherler, Darstellung und Wiirdigung des Begriffs der

Materie hei Arist. (Potsdam, 1873).

4 Met, VII. 1, 1042 a, 32 ; 3, 1043 b, 14.

5 Phys., III. 6, 207 a, 25; Met., VI. 10, 1036 a, 8; De ccelo, III. 8,

306 b, 17.
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Motion, Becoming, and Change is a transition from the

condition of possibility to that of actuality, and is based

in part upon the essence of the individuals themselves, in

part upon tlieir relations to one another. Development

belongs accordingly to the nature of things, and is eternal,

without beginning or end.^ Every motion {Klv7]at<i) presup-

poses on the one hand moved material, which is the primal

state of possibility, and on the other hand the moving Form,

which is the final state of actuality. Form is then the cause

of the motion which is to be found ^ in that which really is.

In so far as the ivepyeca creates this process of actualization,

it is also called by Aristotle ivreXexeta. On the other hand,

motion, precisely as transition, is determined not only by that

which is about to become and which exercises the impelling

force ; but also by that out of which it is to become, — by

the matter to be changed and bearing in itself the possibility

of change. Matter stands, however, in an essential relation

to its Form, and has therefore the tendency to realize ^ the

Form. In this, matter reciprocates the influence of Form.

As possibility, it is also possibility for something else, and

in so far it conditions movement to the extent of preventing

perfect realization of tlie Form, and of bringing about inci-

dental results which do not directly follow from the Form.

In this sense matter is the cause of the imperfect jond^ the

accid(iutaL.in viai^re.

Thus, according to Aristotle, two kinds* of causes are

to be distinguished in the explanation of motion : the

formal causes^ami the inateria,L causes. The former are

t^neoToglcaT {ov eveKo) ; the latter are mechanical (e|

^vayKT)^. Pur£Ose_aiid_Jialjir£ril£Cftssi^ of equal im-

portance as principles of the cosmic process. The Platonic

and Democritan explanations of nature are reconciled in

the relation of Form and matter.

1 Phys., VIII. 1, 252 b, 5. « Met., VIII. 8, 1049 b, 24.

» Phijs., T. 9, 192b, 16. * Depart, an., I. 1, 639 b, 11.
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Aristotle incidentally ^ distinguished four principles (dpx^O >•'

explaining^ movement : v\ri, etSo?, vcfi ov,r^X()<;. But tlie three last

are togetiier always contrasted with tiie first. Ti^the three are

so1lTelime^s~sepai-at(rd~rn~tirc realm ol particular processes, they

form nevertheless more frequent!}- onlj' 07ie principle (especial!}'

in the organic development of the individual) in tliat tlje essence

of the fact (eiSos), as the thing to be realized (rcAos), is the mov-
ing force {klvovv).

In this sense as teleological cause the substance or essence is

eutelech}'. The expressions eVe'pyeta and ivreXex^La are gener-

ally indifferently used in Aristotle, and an exact dilference is

hardly attempted, certainly not developed, between the two
words. See Zcller, IIP. 350 f. The etj'uudogy of the word
reXos is obscure : see R. Hirzel, ivreXex^La und ivS^Xex^eia {Rhein.

Museum^ 1884).

The reality, which Aristotle ascribed to matter, appears most
significantly in the reciprocal actions that he gave to it in its

relation to final cause. It is due to the iudcterminateuess of

vXt;,^ that the Forms are imperfectly realized. In this respect

matter is a principle of obstruction. Hence it follows tliat for

Aristotle nature's laws, which originate in the conceptual forms
of things, are not without exceptions, but are valid onl}' lirl to

rroXv.^ In this wa}- he explained unusual phenomena, r^fmra,—
abortions, monstrosities, and the lilie. But furthermore the

positive character of matter appears in that it leads to acciden-

tal results * in motion on account of its indeterminate possi-

bilities, and these accidents are not immediate!}' involved in the
essence or purpose.^ Aristotle named these crv^^e/^rjKOTn,

accidental ; tlieir appearance he called chance, avTOfiarov ;
^ and,

within the region of purposed events, rvxr]''' Aristotle's con-
ception of accident, therefore, is entirely teleological. It is also

logical so far as the purpose is identical witli the concept. See
W. Windelband, Die Lehren vom Zufall (Berlin, 1870) p. 58 f.,

69 ff.

The application of the name avdyK-q to the efficienc}' of tlie

stuflf makes us at once see Aristotle's intention of recogfniziuc:

1 Met., I. 3, 983 a, 26 ; IV. chap. 2 ; Phys., II. 3, 194 b, 23.

2 De gen. an., IV. 10, 778 a, 6,

8 Depart, an., III. 2, 663 b, 28 ; De gen. an., IV. 4, 770 b, 9.

* Phys., II. 4 £P.

6 These happen trapa (f)v(riv {Phyx., II. 6, 197 b, 34), in which (pvais

= oixria = etSof. Compare the expression irapacpvas, Eth. Nic, I. 4,

1096 a, 21.

6 Phijs., II. 6, 197 b, 18. 7 Ibhl, 5, 196 b, 23.
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Ihr Domocritan principle of mechanism, while at the same time

the tcleological activity of the Form is manifestly only a de-

velopment of the Platonic concept of the ama. Democritus

thought that an event is determined only through what pre-

ceded it ; Plato thouglit an event determined by what siiall

issue from it. Aristotle sought to reconcile this antagonism,

and so he attributed to matter one kind of determination and to

form the other kind. His teaching is therefore the last word of

Greek {)hilosopliy on the problem of Becoming (§ 13).

But, however much the philosoplier takes account of the

Democritan motive, yet in this solution the Platonic thought

ol)viously i)reponderates. For not only the higher actuality

belongs to the final cause in contrast to that of the material

cause, but also in their operations they are so distinguished that

all results of value come from the final cause, while all that is

less important comes from the material cause. Matter is the

ground of all imperfection, change, and destruction. To its

positive capacity for obstruction and deflection Aristotle

ascribed, with a far better right, all those consequences with

which Plato overloaded the fir] ov. This preference of the Stagi-

rite for his teacher shows itself also in his introduction of

mechanical causes under the names o-uvamov and ov ow avev,

which are taken from the PhcBclo and the Timmus} In this

way mechanical causes are characterized dii'ectly as causes of

the second class, or accidental causes. Matter alone could not

move, but if it is moved by the Form, it nevertheless is a deter-

mining factor in the movement. Matter is, then, in every

respect a secondary cause.

With this active antagonism the Aristotelian teaching mani-

fests, in spite of its effort at harmony, an ^xpressly dualistic

_character which .ancient thought could noT overcome. For the

independence of existence and activity, attributed to matter in

the explanation of nature, permeates the entire S3'stera along with

his fundamental monistic principle, that matter and Form are

essentially identical, and matter is onl}' a striving toward the

realization of Form. All the oppositions meet finall}^ iu Aris-

totle's conception of God.

Every motion in the world has a (relative) a/3%^', which

is the Form that causes it. Since, however, on account of

its connection with matter, this Form is also itself moved,

the series of causes would have no end ^ unless there

1 Phys., II. 9, 200 a, 5 ; Met., IV. 5, 10 15 a, 20.

2 Mel., XI. 6, 1071 b, 6.
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exists, as an absolute dpxv oi all motion, the pure Form,
the sharer of no mere possibility and therefore of no

motion,— the Godhead. Itself unmoved, it is the cause of

all motion, the irpcorov kcvovv.^ Eternal even as motion ^

itself, unitary and single even as the band of the entire

system ^ of the universe, and unchangeable,* it calls all the

motions of the world forth, but not by its own activity.

That would be a motion in which the Godhead, as without

matter, cannot share.^ But it calls forth all the motion of

the world through the desire of all things for it, and

through the endeavor of all things to actualize Kara to

Bvvarov the Form that is eternally realized in the Godhead.

As the object of desire, it is the cause of all motion : Kivet

o)9 ipoofjuevov.^

The essence of the Godhead is immateriality,'^ perfect in-

corporeality, pure spirituality, vov<i. It is thought, which

has no other content than itself (voTja-ci vorjaewi),^ and

this self-contemplation (Oecopia) is its eternal blessed life.^

God wishes nothing, God does nothing.^o He is absolute

self-consciousness.

In the conception of the Godhead as the absolute Spirit who,
himself unmoved, moves the universe, Aristotle's theory of

nature culminated in such a way that he designated his science

of principles as a theology. The scientitic establishment of

monotheism, which, since Xenophanes, formed a leading theme
"ofGi'eek philosophy, appeared here completed as its ripest

fruit. In its form it is like the so-called cosmological proof;

in its content, through its concept of the Godhead as a pure

spirit, it is far superior to all the earlier attempts. The funda-

mental principles of Plato are just at this point, however,

1 Met., III. 8, 1012 b, 31. " p^^<,., VIII. 6, 258 b, 10.

» Met., XT. <S, 1074 a, 36.

* dvaWoicnTos nnd d-rrados : Met., XT. 7, 1073 a, 11.

6 Ibid., 1072 b, 7. ^ //^,v/.^ io72 a, 26.

' Ibid., 1073 a, 4 : Kf^copicrfxein} tcov alcrdrjToou.

» Ibid., 1074 b, 34 ^ //-/'/.. 1072 b, 24.

^ Eth. Nic., X. 8, 1178 b, 8 ; De caelo, TI. 12, 292 b, 4.
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decisive for Aristotle. For the Aristotelian doctrine centres

'

in (lod all attributes wliich Plato had nsc-rihod to the Ideas, an<l

the way in which the Stagirile deterniiiii'd the relation of(Jod

to the world is only the exact and sharp delinition of the teleo-

logical principle, which Tlato had indicated by the ahia. On
tins account the Aristotelian G-Odiieaii.shimiaJidtk_tUe_lIla.tQnic

Idea the characteristic of transcej.idence . In his_tluioiQg^

Xristotle^ is-tlia perfeciei of PlatuuLc.jmmaterTaTisn). Thought

c^nceTved itself and hypostasized its self-conscTousness as the

essence of the Godhead.
The self-sufllciency of the God of Aristotle, to whose a])S()lute

perfection there can be no want,^ wiiose activity, directed npou

himself and upon naught else, can be no activity nor creation

in our sense of the word, did not satisfy the later religious

need. This idea is, however, the true corner-stone of his

system, and at the same time eloquent testimon}' for the theo-

retic character of the Aristotelian philosophy.

Jul. Simon, De deo Aristotelis (Paris, 1839) ; A. L. Kym,
Die Gotteslehre cles Aristoteles xind das Christentinn (Zurich,

1862) ; L. F. Goetz, Der aristotelische Gottesbegriff, mit Bezug

auf die christliche Gottesidee (Leipzig, 1871).

42. Aristotle looked upon nature as the organic bond

of all individuals, wliich actualize their Form in their

motions, and in their totality are determined by pure Form

as their highest purpose. There is, therefore, only this

one 2 world, and this world is permeated* in its activity

with a purpose both in the motions and relationships of

the individual things. The actualizing of the purposes

of things, however, occurs always through the motion of

matter (^iVj^o-i? or ^era^oki'}). This motion^ is either

change of place {Kara to ttov — (f)opd), or change of

^ Therefore, in contrast to Speusippiip, the Homeric citation is given

in the spirit of monism : ovk ayaQov TroXvKOLpavLr] • eiy Koipavos f'(TTCi>.

Mel., XI. 10, 107G a, 4.

2 He is avrdpxrjs. Ibid., XIII. 4, 1091 b, 16.

8 De ccelo, I. 8, 276 a, 18 ; Met., XL 8, 1074 a, 31.

* P/tys., TI. 2 and 8; De ccelo, I. 4, 271 a, 33 : o 6eds Koi t} 0icrii

oibev fidTrjv noiova-iv. Polit., I. 8, 1256 b, 20.

6 Phys., V. 2, 225 b, 18; U. 1, 192 b, 14.
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quality (^Kara to ttolov — dX\ol(0(Ti<;^, or change in quan-

tity {Kara to iroaov— av^r]cn<; koX (pdiaa).

Ch. Leveque, La physique d'Aristote et la science contem-
poraine (Paris, 1863).

(f>vcrL^ was, in trutli, in Aristotle not a substance, nor an
individual, but a unitar}' somewhat, tlie total teleological life of
the corporeal world. In this sense he spoke of the activities,

purposes, etc., of nature. In connection with his theory of
nature belongs therefore also that of the soul, because, although
not corporeal itself, the soul as Form of the bodj* is its principle

of motion. On the contrary, all those bodies are excluded from
his definition of nature which get their form and motion from
human activit}", and not from their own essence.^

Teleology in Aristotelianism was not onl}' a postulate, but
also a developed theory. It was not at all a mythical imagining,
but an essential doctrinal principle. The Platonic principle in

this theory did not displace the Democritan, but the Democritan
is accepted as a factor, since the mechanical motion having
its basis in the material appears as a means toward the

actualization of the Form.
The teleological fundamental principle, that there is a rela-

tionship of rank and value among phenomena, governs Aris-

totle's conception of the three kinds of motion. Change of
place is the lowest, yet it is indispensable to the higher processes.

For qualitative changes perfect themselves always bv spatial

dislocations, like condensation and rarefaction.^ On the other

hand, growth is always conditioned ^ by the qualitative processes
of assimilation and the consequently necessary spatial changes.
Thus this division makes the gradation into mechanical, chemi-

cal^ and organic processes, in which the higher alwa^'S involves

the lower.

Uhder the class concept of /uera/SoX-q, which is, to be sure,

often made equivalent to Kivrja-ts, Aristotle contrasted origina-

tion (yeVco-i?) and destruction {(f)6opd) to KLvr}a-L<; in the nar-

rower sense. This kind of change concerns, however, onlv the

compounded individual things, since there is no absokite origi-

nation and destruction :
^ further, one of the three kinds of motion

is alwa3'S present in this change.

In his investigation into the fundamental principles of

mechanics, Aristotle came to look upon the world as limited

1 Phys., II. 1, 193 a, 31. 2 yj;,/,^ vill. 7, 260 b, 4.

« Ibid., 260 a, 29; De gen. et corr., I. 5, 320 a, 15.

* Ibid., 3, 317 a, 32.
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in space, but on the other hand as moving in time without

beginning or end. He disallowed reality to empty space,

and denied actio in distans. Motion is possible only through

contact.^

The form of the limited world-all is the most perfect,

i. e., it is a sphere. Within the world there are two funda-

mental kinds of motion,— in a circle and in a straight

line. Of these two, the former, as self-limiting and unitary,

is the more nearly perfect, while the latter involves the

opposition of the centripetal and centrifugal directions.

These primitive spatial motions are distributed among dif-

ferent kinds of matter. The natural medium of the circular

motion is the asther, out of wliich the heavenly bodies are

formed. Motions in straight lines belong to the elements

(aToix^la) of the terrestrial world.

Thus Aristotle separated his world-all into two essen-

tially different systems: the heaven with the regular,

circular motions of the sether, and the earth with the

changing, antagonistic, and straight-line motions of the

elements. The heaven is the place of perfectness, regular-

ity, and changelessness. The earth is the theatre of im-

perfection and of the eternally changing manifold. While

earthly things come and go, while their qualities are

received and lost, while on earth there is increase and

diminution, yet the stars do not Become nor pass away.

Like the blessed gods, they suffer no change, and in un-

changeable revolutions they move in orbits eternally the

same.

In the definition of space (T0V09) as " the boundary of an
enclosing body on the side of the enclosed " ^ Aristotle went
beyond the relative space relationships of particular bodies, but

did not. therefore, reach an intuition of space. In contesting

the notion of the void, he had Democritus ^ particularly in mind.

1 Phys., III. 2, 202 a, 6.

2 Ibid., IV. 4, 211 b, 14 ; De coelo, IV. 3, 310 b, T.

» Phys., IV., 4-6.
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In the dispute as to the reality of space, he contended against

Plato's position, to whose construction of the elements he

opposed ^ the distinction between mathematical and physical

bodies. Ao^ainst the notion of the endlessness of the corporeal

world (aTretpov) he maintained - that the world can be thought

only as complete and perfected, as a fully formed thing. Time,

on the contrary, as the " measure of motion " ^ and as not actual

in itself, but used only for computing,^ is beginningless and

endless, like the motion that belongs necessarily to Being.

Therefore the Aristotelian philosophy offered in opposition to

all earlier philosophy no picture of a creation of the world, and

contended against in this respect the presentation in the Platonic

Timoius.

On the other hand, his philosophy in its essentials was greatly

influenced by the Timceus. For the antagonism, formulated

by Aristotle in an authoritative way for many hundred years, —
the antagonism between the heavenly and the terrestrial world,

— was based entirely upon that which Plato had developed in

his divisions of the world (see Plato), and also upon those

dualistic reflections that had been peculiar to the Pythagoreans

in early times. Aristotle developed these notions in a theoretic

way. He gave the theory greater forcefulness conceptually than

had been the case with Plato's mathematical development of it

;

these notions became transformed at once into qualifications of

value.

Such a theory obtained also in the contrast drawn between

the aether and the four elements. Also in this the Eleatic in-

variability, unoriginatedness, etc., was attributed to the God-
head ® in that he explained the stars as living things moved
by reasoning spirits of a higher and superhuman order® {Oda

a-fxifiara) ? Therefore there must be for these a better matter,

the cether, corresponding to their higher form.

Aristotle's particular conceptions concerning mechanical mo-
tion have no peculiarities. His very anthropomorphic division

into drawing, pushing, carrying, and turning he did not further

develop, and he did not reach the point of formulating laws of

mechanics.

O. Ule, Die liamntheorien des Arist. tmd Kanfs (Halle,

1850) ; A. Torstrick, JJeher des Arist. Abhandlang von der Zeit

{Philol. 1868) ; H. Siebeck, Die Lehre des Arist. von der

1 De ccelo, III. 1, 299 a, 12. 2 phys., III. 5 f.

3 Ihid., IV. 11, 220 a, 3. * Ibid., 14, 223 a, 21.

6 Meteor., I. 3, 339 b, 25. ^ £'^^. j^ic,^ VI. 7, 1141 a, 1.

' Met., XL 8, 1074 a, 30.
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EvoigTceit der Welt {Unters. z. Ph. d. U., 1873) ; Th. Poselger,

Arist. mec/ianischel-'robleme (Haunovci, i881).

The astronomical theory of the kStagirite was, that around

the stationary sphere of tiie earth the hollow spheres revolve

concentrically, in which spheres the moon, sun, live planets,

and the lixed stars are placed. Aristotle conceived that

these last, by virtue of their relatively unchanging position,

have only a common sphere. This heaven of fixed stars

in the outermost circle of the world is set in motion by the

Godhead,^ while the other spheres find the principle of their

movements in their own spirits. Aristotle followed here

Eudoxus and Callippus, the pupil of Eudoxus, when in his

exj)lanation of aberrations he ascribed to the planets a plural-

ity of spheres dependent on one another in their movements.

The star concerned was supposed to have its seat in the

lowest of these spheres. He conceived in his development

of tliis theory fifty-five spheres in all. The motions of the

planets influence the motions of the elements, and in this

way the planets in general influence terrestrial life.

The theory of the spheres in tlie form established under the

name of Aristotle pushed aside the riper conceptions of the

Pythagoreans and Platonists. It itself had to yield later to the

bvpothesis of the epicvcles. J. L. Ideler, Ueber Eudoxus
(AhharuU. d. Berl. Acad., 1830).

Aristotle provided for a later demonology in bis theory of the

snborriinate gods of the spheres of the planets, as on the other

hand his theory of the dependence of earthly existence on the

stiirs gave occasion for astrological superstition. To the chang-

ing i)ositions of the sun, moon, and planets in relation to the

earth, he attributed the character of eternal change, which

in earthly life is to he contrasted with the eternal regularity of

the '' first heaven." -

Aristotle developed the differences between the earthly

elements from their tendencies to move in straight lines in

* Kivei 0)9 tptofifvov, as above mentioned.

2 De gen. et corr., 11. 10, 336 b, 11.
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opposite directions. Fire is the centrifugal, earth the cen-
tripetal element. Between the two there is the air, which
is relatively light, and the water, which is relatively heavy
Therefore the earth has its natural place in the middle
point of the world-all ; and successively toward the peri-

phery of the heaven, stand water, air, and fire.

Hut the elements have qualitative differences as well as

mechanical, and these are not originally and in particular

derived from mathematical differences. In their develop-

ment ^ Aristotle used the same pairs of opposites which had
played a great role already in the most ancient nature-

philosophy and afterward in the younger physiology. These
opposites were warm and cold, dry and moist. Of these

four fundamental kinds of sensation, he called the two
first active and the two last passive, and constructed accord-

ingly out of the four possible combinations the qualities of

the four elements, each one of which must include ^ an active

and passive quality. Fire is warm and dry ; air is warm
and moist ; earth is cold and dry ; water is cold and moist.

No element appears unmixed in any individual thing; on

the contrary, there is a mixture of all elements in each

thing.

Aristotle explained the common elemental meteorological

phenomena by means partly of the mechanical, partly of the

chemical qualities of the elements, using the earlier theories

in a most comprehensive way. Moreover he made a special

study of the distinctly chemical processes, and distinguished

between bodies of equal and of unequal parts, and investi-

gated the origin of new qualities arising from the combina-

tion of simple bodies.

Concerning the predecessors of Aristotle us to the doctrine of

the elemonts, see Zeller, III'. 441, 2. P^or Aristotle to have
assumed the four elements of Emi)edofles is consistent with the

traces elsewhere found of the influence of that philosopher. The

^ Be gen. el. corr., II. 2 and 3. 2 Meteor., IV. 1, 378 b, 12.

18
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assertion as to the primariness of qualities was aimed expressly

against Plato and Democritus, and therewith Aristotle turned

away Iroui mathematical science to an anthropocentric view of

nature. For, inasmuch as the first qualities of the elements

were deduced from tactile sensations, so the wider chemical

investigations were chiefly derived from mixtures of other sense-

qualities, especially from those of taste and smell, but also as

well from those of hearing and sight. In this way the investiga-

tions of physiological psychology {De an., II., and in smaller

treatises) complete the specific chemical treatments which form

Meteorologia, IV.

The contrast of active and passive qualities involved, on the

one hand, the thought of the internal vitality of all bodies. On
the other hand, it led in tlie whole of the system to the applica-

tion which the different kinds of matter receive in the organisms.

Yet the present division into organic and inorganic chemistr}' is

not to be read into his division of olfioioixeprj and dvofioi.ojj,ef)i],

even if the latter were also designated as more completely repre-

senting organic purposiveness.

That, finally, this beginning of chemical science at first had at

its disposal very sporadic and inexact knowledge, and in Aris-

totle was still limited ^ to clumsy methods of experimentation,

like boiling, roasting, etc., cannot be wondered at. Neither does

it detract from the value of the first special treatment of chemical

problems. See Ideler, Meteorologia veterum (Berlin, 1832).

The series of grades of living creatures is determined by

differences of soul, which as the entelechy of the body ^ in

all things is the Form that moves, changes, and fashions

matter. Souls also have a relative ranking.^ The lower

can exist without tlie higher, but the higher only in con-

nection with the lower. The lowest kind of soul is the

vegetative (rb dpeinLKov), which is limited in its functions

to assimilation and propagation, and belongs to plants.

The animal possesses in addition to this the sensitive soul

(to ala-drjTiKov), which at the same time is appetitive {ope-

KTLKov), and has also to some degree the power of locomotion

(kivtjtikov Kara tottov). Man possesses, besides both these

other souls, reason (to BiavorjTLKou re koL vov'i).

1 Meteor., IV^. f. 2 j^g an., II. 1, 412 a, 27.

3 Ibid., 3. 414 b, 29.
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The purposiveness of the organism is explicable from the

activity of the soul. The soul builds ^ for itself out of

matter the body as an organ, or as a system of organs. It

finds its limitations only in conflict with matter, whose

nature-necessity leads to Forms, that are from the circum-

stances purposeless or purpose-thwarting.

The significance of Aristotle as an investigator of nature

lies in his development of organology. Under his principal

tcleological treatment came the questions of systematology,

of morphology, of anatomy and physiology, and of biology,

in a way that was for his time exhaustive and for many cen-

turies authoritative. His philosophical principle was that

nature strives upward from the very first signs of life, which

signs can be seen even in inorganic processes, and that

the striving is expressed in an unbi'oken series from the

lowest kinds of spontaneous creations to the highest form

of terrestrial life which is manifested in man.

When Aristotle conceived the soul as a principle of inde>

pendent motion of the individual, he attributed to it a number
of functions (especiall}' all the vegetative) which pass in the

present-day science as purel}' physiological. The soul was
thought by Aristotle to be incorporeal but nevertheless bound
to matter which is the possibility of its activity and does not

therefore exist for itself alone. It has its seat in a particular

organic matter, — in the Oepfxov or the Tn/evfto., — which is related

to the aether and is supposed to be found in animals in the

blood chiefly. In this doctrine Aristotle allowed himself to be

misled back into the popular view, which was opposed to the in-

sight of Alcmaeon, Democritus, and Plato, that the heart is the

principal organ of the soul ; and the brain plays the secondarj-

r61e of a cooling apparatus for the blood boiled in the heart.

The spiritus animales of later times were developed theoreti-

cally from Aristotle's physiological psycholog}-.

The three grades of life of the soul correspond in general,

although only very vaguely, to Plato's three divisions of the soul.

Yet this doctrine is conceived and developed with much more

1 See classical development of the human form : De part, an., IV, 10,

686 a, 25.
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conceptual sharpness and clearness in Aristotle than in his

predecessor.

Aristotle's predilection for teleology in the realm of the or-

ganic sciences, in which his thoroughgoing treatment of the

facts most brilliantly appears, in no way hindered the care of

his observations and comparisons. It rather sharpened to a

high degree his insight into the anatomical structure of the

organs, their morpliological relations, their physiological func-

tions, and their biological significance. Some mistaken analogies

and unfortunate generalizations, which have been correctly

enough charged against him by modern investigators, cannot

injure the fame which is due him in this field. They are only

the excrescences and imperfections of his great and comprehen-

sive conception. In details he utilized chiefly the previous

works of Democritus, whose mechanical theory, it must be said,

had not stood in the way of his conception and admiration of

the purposefulness of organisms.

See J. B. Meyer, Aristoteles' Tierkunde (Berlin, 1855); Th.
Viatze\, Die Zooloyie des Aristoteles (jn three parts, Reichenberg,

1878-80).

The psychology of Aristotle has two parts, which, al-

though running over into each other, still reveal the pre-

dominance of two distinct scientific points of view: (1) the

general theory of animal souls, a doctrine of the psychical

processes which are possessed in common by animals and

men, although developed in man more richly and more

nearly perfectly
; (2) the doctrine of the i/ov? as the dis-

tinctive possession of man. We can designate these two

views as the empirical and speculative sides of Aristotle's

psychology. The former he treated essentially as an inves-

tigator by carefully recording, ordering, and explaining the

facts. The latter view, on the contrary, was governed

partly by his general metaphysics, partly by his interests

in epistemology and ethics.^

K. Ph. Fischer, De jmncipiis Aristotelicm de anima doctrince

(Erlangen, 1845) ; W. Volkmann, Die GrundzUge der aristo-

^ Aristotle himself distinguished between the physical and philosoph-

iial treatment of the soul : De an., I. 403 b, 9; De part, an., I. 1, 641 a,

17.
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telischen Psychologie (Prague, 1858) ; A. E, Chaignct, Essai

sur la psychologie d'Aristote (Paris, 1883); II. Siebeck,

Geschichte der I'sydiologie, I. 2, pp. 1-127 (Gotha, 1884).

Aristotle found predecessors in empirical psycliology,— wliich

is partly physiological psychology, as we to-day designate it, but

is not entirely" embraced b}' it, — partly in the physicians and later

nature-philosophers, partly in Democritus, and also perhaps in

Plato in the Timceus. But he also betrayed in his theory of the

vovi the inclination which had led all early philosophers to adjust

their conceptions of psychology to their epistemological and

ethical views.

The animal soul is differentiated from the vegetable soul

essentially by its concentration and unity (/xeaoT?;?),' which

is wanting in plants. Sensation is the fundamental form

of activity (^al'a6r]cn<i), which he explained ^ by the con-

cert of action between the active, Form-giving perceived

thing and the passive, impressionable perceiving thing,

—

an action mediated in different senses through different

media. The most primary sense and common to all ani-

mals is the sense of touch, with which Aristotle likewise

classified taste. In value, however, hearing is first.

However, the activity of the special senses is restricted

to receiving those qualities of the external world which are

peculiar to the senses themselves,— senses which are in the

similarity of their material adapted to such reception.

The combination of the psychic elements, nevertheless, into

complete perceptions and the conception of the conditions

of things, which are common to the different senses— the

conception of their number, their spatial and temporal con-

nections, their conditions of motion— takes place through

the central sense organ, the " common-sense " (aladriTjjpiov

KOivov), wliich has its seat in the heart. In this central or-

gan arises our knowledge of our own activities.^ In it the

ideas remain * as <^avTaalaL after the external stimulus has

ceased. Imagination becomes memory (fiv^fMij) as soon as

1 Dc an., II. 11, 424 a, 4. 2 y/^jj^ 5^ 417 a, 6.

» Ibid., m. 2, 425 b, 17. * Ibid., 3, 427 b, 14
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it becomes recognized as the coj)}' of an earlier perception.

The entrance of remembered ideas is conditioned upon the

series in which they are bound together. Upon the basis

of this association of ideas voluntary recollection is possible

in man {dvd/xvr]at<;).^

H. Beck, Arist. de sensint7ii actione (Berlin, 18G0) ; A. Crata-

cap, Arist. de sensibus doctrina (Montpellier, 1866 ) ; CI. Biiumker,

Des Arist. Lelire von dent ciusseren nnd inneren Sitmesvermogen

(Leipzig, 1877) ; J. Neuhjiuser, Arist. Lehre von dem sinnUchen

Erkenntnisvermogen und seinen Organen (Leipzig, 1878) : J.

Freudenthal, Ueher den Begrlff des Wortes <^avTa(TLa hei Aristo-

teles (Gottingen, 1867) ; Fr. Selieiboldt, De imaginatione dis-

quisitio ex Arist. lihris repetita (Leipzig, 1882) ; J. Ziaja, Die

aristotelische Lehre vom Geddchtnis and von der Association der

Vorstellungen (Leobschiitz, 1882).

Aristotle's idea of single processes of perception is condi-

tioned by the general principles of his philosoph}' of natural

science, and is in many ways distinguished from that of his pre-

decessors. The most important point in the theoretic part of

his animal psychology is his insight into the synthetic character

of perception, which is expressed in the hypothesis of the

common-sense. Aristotle did not follow further the valuable

thought that consciousness of activities, i. e., the inner percep-

tion as distinguished from the objects of those activities, is

rooted in this synthesis. In the doctrine of the association of

ideas and in the distinction between voluntary and involuntary

memory he scarcely advances beyond Plato.

Next to the different grades of ideas, desire (opeft<?) is

the second fundamental form of tlie activity of the animal

soul. It originates in the feeling of pleasure or displeasure

(jjBv and Xvirrjpov^, which is derived from the ideas so far

as the content of these promises to fulfil a purpose or not.

Therefore affirmation or negation results, which express

the essence of the practical life of the sovd in pursuit or

in aversion (hiMKeiv— <^evyeiv) .^ In all cases, then, the idea

of the agreeable is the cause of pleasure and desire, and vice

versa. Desire, however, calls ^ forth teleological move-

^ See the writing Trepl ^vrjfxrjs /cat dvaiJ.vT]<T(a>s.

2 De an., III. 7, 431 a, 15. ^ De mot. an., 7, 701 b. 7.
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ments of the organs through their warming or their cooling

which follow physiologically from the intensity of the

feelings of pleasure and displeasure.

In the fundamental division into theoretical and practical *

activities of souls, Aristotle associated feeling with the desire as

a constant accompan3ing phenomenon. Yet he taught, on the

other hand, entirely in the spirit of the Socratic psychology, that

every desire presupposes the idea of its object as something of
value. He represented indeed the genesis of desire as a con-

clusion wherein the momentary content of the idea is subsumed
under a more universal teleological thought.^ The result is,

then, affirmative or negative, as in a conclusion. It is, more-
over, interesting that Aristotle identified the act of agreement
or disagreement in the practical functions of feeling and desire

exactly with the logical terms of affirmative and negative judg-

ments (Kara^ao-ts and aTToc^acrts) • This showed in him, not only
in his psycliology but in his entire teaching, the characteristic

tendenc}- to subordinate the practical under the prevailing

determinations of the theoretical.

All these activities of animal souls constitute in man the

material for the development of the Form peculiar to him,

i. e., the reason (vov<;). No longer a Form of the body, but

rather of the soul, it is purely immaterial, is not to be con-

fused with the body as a potentiality, and as mere Form it

is simple, unchangeable, and incapable of suffering.^ The

vov<i does not originate with the body, as the animal func-

tions of the soul originate. It enters from without* as

a higher, godlike activity, and it therefore alone remains

after the body has passed away.^

The fundamental activity of the soul is thought (^Siavoeia--

6ai),^ and its object is those highest principles, in which

the ultimate ground of all Being and knowing is immediately

(dfieaa) conceived. Only in so far as the reasoning insight

1 This he also calls (9i;/xo? ; Pol., VII. 7, 1327 b, 40: see P. Meyer,

o Bvfios apud Aristotelem Plalonemque, Bonn, 187 7.

2 De mot. an., 7, 701 a, 8 ; Eth. Nic, VII. 5, 1147 a, 26.

8 De 071., Til*. 429 a, 15. * De gen nn., II. 3, 736 b, 27.

6 De an., III. 5, 430 a, 23. « Jbld., III. 4, 429 a, 23.
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can become the cause of desire, is the reason also practi-

cal.^ This higher kind of 6pe^i<i is designated as /3ovX.T)cn<;.

In the human individual, however, the reason is not pure

Form but self-developing Form. Therefore we must again

distinguish also in human reason between its potentiality

and its actuality, between its passive material and its active

Form. Therefore, although Aristotle designated ^ the vovf;

itself as ttolovv, he contrasted it with its potentiality which

is capable of being actualized, as the vov^ iradrjrLKO'i.

This potentiality exists, however, in the theoretic func-

tioning of animal souls, yet only so far as these functions

can become in the human organism the occasion for

reflection upon those highest and immediately certain

principles.^ Historical development of the reason in men
is therefore this,— that through the persistence of sense

impressions (/xoi^r;) * general notions arise (to irpcoTov iv

TTJ -^vxo KaOoXov), and these then form the entire occasion

in the epagogic process for the knowledge of the actual

reason appearing upon the original tabula rasa ^ of the vov<i

7ra6rjTLK6<;. The actualizing of the reason is dependent

upon the physiological process of representation, and it

remains so because the sensuous pictures are always asso-

ciated also with the supersensible product of the thinking

process.®

Jul. Wolf, De inteUectu agente et patiente doctrina (Berlin,

1844) ; W. Biehl, Veber den Begriff des vovs hei Aristoteles

(Linz, 1864) ; F. Brentano, Die Psychologie des Aristoteles

insbesondere seine Lehre vom vovs TrotTyrtKos (Mainz, 1867) ; A.
Bui linger, Aristoteles Nus-Lehre (Dillingen, 1884) ; E. Zeller,

1 De an., III. 10, 433 a, 14. 2 yj^-^^ 5^ 430 a, 12, 19.

8 These functions man shares with the beast ; but among animals

they are not instruments of the reason because the active principle of

reason is wanting. This relation does away with the doubt raised by

Zeller, IIT3. 576 f.

* Anal, post., 11. 19, 99 b, 36. 6 Dg an., III. 4, 429 b, 31.

« Ibid., 7, 431 a, 16.
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Ueher die Lchre da^ Aristofeles vnn der JSicigkeit des Geistes
(jSifzioKjs-Iierichte der Bcrl. Ak., 1882).

'riic difficulties of Aristotle's theory of the i/oJjs lie first in the

fact that the reason in our usual terminology is defined and
treated as the peculiarity of the human soul, but it is thereby so
restricted that it can fall no longer under the class concept of

the soul as " the entelechy of the body." With Aristotle the true

relationship is rather this : that the vous bears the relation to the

human i{/vxy (and in so far this is true of animal souls) as the

animal il/vxy bears to the body.^ In some respect the distinction

is the same in the German between Geist and /Seele, and in the

Middle Ages a similar distinction was made between spiritus

or spiraculuni and anima. Therefore the reason in itself is

thought to be pure actuality, and to have no relation to the

bod}', to come from without into the body and to live after the

body. Aristotle's " possibility " is, on the contrary, the animal

\l/vxr] ; and therefore the vov<; TvaO-qTiKo^; ^ is also mortal (</)6'apTos)

.

On the other hand, the animal i/'i^x^; does not become the vov<i

Tra$7jTLK6<; until by the influence of the vov^ Trotr^rtKo? upon it. In
itself it is empty so far as reasoning knowledge goes, and only
oflfers the occasion for the reasoning knowledge to actualize itself.

On account of this the Aristotelian didactic writings leave in

a ver}' uncertain state the question of individual immortalit}',

concerning which the commentators were in livel}' dispute even
until the Renaissance.^ For doubtless, accoi'ding to the Aris-

totelian definition of a concept, all those psychical contents

which compose the essence of the individual belong to the vov<;

TraOrjTLKo?, which is destroyed with the body. Pure, universal

rational knowledge of the voSs Trotr^TtKo's has remaining in it so

little that is individual, that according to the characteristics that

are ascribed to it — pure actualit}', unchangeableness, and
eternalness — a diflJ'erence between it and the divine spirit can-

not be made out. We cannot decide whether or by what method
Aristotle tried to solve this problem.

But, at any rate, his speculative psychology shows a strong

dependence upon the Platonic, and particularly upon the form of

Platonism in the Tbnceus. In both cases, to the distinction

between a reasoning and an unreasoning part * of the soul there

* So the vovs in Aristotle is called a higher kind of soul: De an., II.

2, 413 b, 26.

2 Ibid., III. 5, 430 a, 24.

^ See Windelband, Gesch. der neueren Phil., I. (Leipzig, 1878), p. 15 f.

* Eth. Nic, I. 13, 1102 a, 27. There is also in Aristotle a povs

XapiOTos'- De an., III. 5, 430 a, 21.
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is added the postulate that the former is iiu mortal and the latter

is mortal with the body.

The psycho-epistemological conception which Aristotle devel-

oped concerning tlie temporal actualizing of the vovs in man,
resembles, also, the Platonic conception. For if the epagogic

processes of i.n'r)/.ir] and ij.nr€LpLa lead to the higiicst principles,

whose certainty rests upon the immediate intuition of the vov<s,

if indeed the natural wa}' from the Trpore/jov Trpo? T///a'^ to the irpo-

Tcpov TTJ cfivacL does not include the grounding of the highest

premises, but ultimately only the occasion I'or immediate intuition

of the same to enter, — tiien tliis theor}' is only the development
and refinement of the Platonic doctrine of diajuiryfrt?.

The Stdvota, the knowledge which the reason possesses, has a

theoretical and practical use {kina-Tri^oviKw and Aoyto-riKov).^ The
former as dioipta leads to l-marrrj^rj. the latter as (^povrym? tOTe;^vT7.

But it is also true that the practical reason in itself is only a

theoretic activity, an insight into the right principles of action.

Whether the individual shall follow that knowledge or not

depends upon his free choice.

L. Schneider, Die UnsterUicJikeitslehre des Aristoteles (Pas-

sau, 1867) ; K. Schlottmann, Das Vergdngliche und JJnver-

gdngliche in der menschUcJien Seele nach Aristoteles (Halle,

1873) ; W. Schrader, Ari.^totle de voluntate dortrina (Branden-

burg, 1847) ; J. Walter, Die Lehre von derpraktiscJien Vemunft
in der griechisclien Philosophie (Jena, 1874).

43. Furthermore, the practical philosophy of Aristotle

was built up on these universal theoretic })rinciples. The

goal of every human action is a Good, to be realized by

activity (irpaKTov dyaOov}. Yet this goal is only a means

to the highest goal. Happiness, on account of which all else

is desired. To perfect euSac/jLoviahe\ong,s also the possession

of the goods of the body, of the outer world, and of success
;

but since these are only accessories, their lack will only give

a certain limitation ^ to the amount of happiness. The

essential condition of happiness, on the contrary, is activ-

ity, and indeed, the activity peculiar to man ; that is, it is

that of reason.^

Now the state (e^t?)^ which renders possible to man the

1 Eth. Nic, VI. 2, 1139 a, 11. ^ ijj;,j^ vil. 14, 1153 b, 17.

» Ibid., I. 6, 1097 b, 24. * Ihiil, TI. 4, HOG b, 11.
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perfect use of his peculiar activity is virtue. Virtue has in

certain bodily qualities its natural aptitude, out of which it

is developed ^ only by use of the reason. From the exercise

of virtue, pleasure ^ follows as a neccssaiy result of perfect

activity.

The problem of the reason is twofold : first, it is concerned

with knowledge ; secondly, with the direction of desire and

action through knowledge. In this way, Aristotle distin-

guished between the dianoetic and ethical virtues.^ The
former are higher. They unfold the pure formal activity

of the vov<i, and give the most noble and perfect pleasure.

The human being finds in them his possible participation

in the divine blessedness.

K. L. Michelet, Die Ethik des Aristoteles (Berlin, 1827) ; G.
Hartenstein, Ueber den vnssenschaftlichen Wert der aristotelischen

Ethik(\n Hist.-philos. Ahhaiidl., Leipzig, 1870); R. Eucken, Ueber
die Methode und die Grundlageji der aristotelischen Ethik
(Frankfort a. M., 1870); P. Paul, An Analysis of Aristotle's

JEthics (London, 1874) ; A. OUe-laprune, De Aristotelece ethices

fxindamento (Paris, 1880). Concerning the Highest Good,
G. Teichmiiller, Die Einheit der aristotelischen Euddmonie
(in Balletin de la classe des sciences hist., etc., de Vacademie de
St, Petersbourg., XVI, 305 ff.). Concerning dianoetic virtues,

see C. Prantl (Miinchen, 1852, GlucJcw.-schr. an Thiersch) and
A. Kuhn (Berlin, 1860).

The sense for what is actual, the thoroughgoing investigation
of facts, and the incHnation to bring qualitative distinctions to

the same touchstone, are shown in the practical philosophv of
Aristotle perhaps more than in his theoretical philosophv. Tlie

Nicomachiean ethics definitely refused to take its point of de-
parture from the abstra(;t Idea of the Good, adopting in its stead
the Good so far as it is an object of human activity (I. 1, 1094 a,

19). In the determination of the concept of liappiness, also,

which to him was obviously the highest good, he included the
possession of material wealth and good fortune, although always
subordinated to the exercise of the reason, if the reason is to

reach complete and untrammelled development. Only this

potential value justifies the consideration of earthlv good in ethics

1 Eth. Nic, VI. 13, 1144 b, 4. 2 y^jj.^ x. 4, 1174 b, 31.

8 Ibid., I. 13, 1103 a, 2.
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The dialectic that had been developed b}' Socrates upon the

question of the relation of pleasure and virtue was completed

with exalted siuiijlicity by Aristotle ; for he taught, in unlago-

nism to the one-sidetl doctrines, that pleasure is never the motive,

but always the result of virtue. Therefore, also, the activity of

the reason unfolding itself in virtue is alwavs the measure of the

worth of the different pleasures (Eth. Nic, X. 3. flf.).

In respect to the psychological characterization of virtue,

Aristotle laid weight upon its conception as a continuous con-

dition and not as a single state. On the other hand, he found a

8iW/xt? for it in bodily qualities, such as the characteristics of

the natural disposition, temperament, inclination, and feelings.

These are also in children and animals, but they are not there

under the rule of the reason.

The dianot^tic virtues are related to theoretical as well as to

practical insiglit. The latter is either Tex^f} as the knowledge of

the right, requisite for artistic creation, or (^pov-qais as the recog-

nition of justice, which recognition is necessary for activity in

public or private life {Eth. Nic, VI. 5ff.). The cfipovrjafi is

also split into (1) crweo-ts, the understanding of objects and rela-

tions which are the cause of its activity, and (2) €u/?oA.ta, the

knowledge of teleological processes. The cro^ta is of more value,

for it is the knowledge having no ulterior purpose, but sought on
account of itself. Its content is highest actuality and first prin-

ciples. Its application to single sciences and departments is

i-n-Lo-Tr/fjir] ; its knowledge of itself is Scdvoia, or the voSs as pure

P'orm. It is that OetDfiM, in which the highest happiness con-

sists {Met., XI. 7, 1072 b. 24 ; see Mh. Mc, X. 7, 1177 a, 13),

and this makes the perfectness of God : 17 Oewpia to i^Skttov koI

upia-Tov. This is ethicalh', as well as metaphysicall}', the funda-

mental principle of the philosophy of Aristotle. It is rooted in

his personality : and is the expression of that pure J03' in knowl-
edge that forms the basis of all science and is the absolute con-

dition of the independence of science. In the logic of Aristotle

Greek science recognized and formulated its essence, and in his

ethics its practicability.

As the dianoetic virtues have their seat in the intellect,

the ethical virtues have theirs in the will. Rational

insight, as experience teaches us, is not alone sufficient for

right action, but there must be added to it the strength of

the will (eyKpaTeia)} in order to give the insight validity

1 Not reckoned among the virtues : Eih. Xic, TV. 15, 1128 b, 33.
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in contrast to the affections and desires. ^ This is only pos-

sible by the will choosing freely what it knows to be good.

Ethical virtue is, then, that continuing state of the will by

means of which practical reason rules the desires. Besides

disposition and insight, virtue also needs for its develop,

ment exercise,^ because the direction of the will must be

established through habit. The 77^0? is developed out of

the e^09.

The control of the desires by the reason consists in the

right mean being chosen^ between the extremes, toward

which uncurbed desires press. It is the task of practical

insight to recognize this right mean in individual rela-

tions by using our knowledge of objects and of human
nature ; and it is the business of virtue to act according

to this insight (^opOo^i \6jo<;').

Out of this principle Aristotle developed from his

accurate knowledge of the world and human kind the

single ethical virtues in a rising series, which seem^ not to

have been systematically grounded, articulated, or deline-

ated. The purely Greek fundamental principle in it is

that of the value of moderation.

A. Trendelenburg, Das Ebenmass^ ein Band der Verwandt-
schaft z%oische7i griecldschen Arclidologie und griechischen

Philosophie (Berlin, 1865).

Although Aristotle regarded right insight as the conditio

sine qua non of riglit action, yet he was still conscious that it is,

after all, the province of the will to follow right insight, and that

the will has the power of doing the wrong thing contrary to right

insight. It is for us to say (c</)' ^.]iCiv) whetlicr we wish to act

well or ill. The investigation concerning fieedom that Aristotle

raade {Eth. Nic.^ III. 1-8) directs itself indeed against the

Socratic intelleetualism, and views the question essentially from

1 See the polemic against the Socratic doctrine, Eth. Nic, VII. 3 ff.

* Ibid., II. 1, 1103 a, 24. s Ibid., 5, 1106 a, 28.

* See, nevertheless, F. Hacker, Das Einleilungx- und Anordnungs-

prinzip der moralixchen Tugendreihe in der nikomacliisclien Ethik (Berlin,

1863); Th. Ziegler, Gesch. der Ethik, I. 116.
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the point of responsibility.^ The question is, how far a human

being can be regarded as the apxy'i of his own activity.^ This

freedom is annulled through ignorance of the facts and through

external force. The Trpoatpecn? is essential to it, which is the

decision through choice between contemplated possibilities.

The dogmatic completeness which characterized the Platonic

ethics was not reached by Aristotle's system. Aristotle made

amends for it by his deep rational insight into the manifold

relations of life. The virtues treated by him are : courage

(ru'8/>€ta), as the mean between fear and daring; temperance

((ro)(l)poavvy]) , between intemperance and insensibleness ; liberal-

ity (€/\.£vi9eptoTi/s), and in larger relationships magnificence

((U€yttXo7rp€7raa), between stinginess and prodigality; high-mind-

edness (^eyaXoij/vxio) , and in affairs of less importance ambi-

tion, between vaingloriousness and self-abasement ; mildness

(Trpaorr;?), between irascibility and indifference; friendliness

(also called <^t/\ia) , between obsequiousness and brusqueness
;

candor (aXT^^eia), between boastfulness and dissembling ; ur-

banity (evrfjaTriXeta), between trifling and moroseness f finally,

justice (StKatoo-ui'T?), which consists in recognizing the rights of

men neither too much nor too little. The philosopher gives an

exhaustive treatment of justice (Eth. Nic, V.), on the one hand

because in a certain sense it comprehends * in itself all the

virtues in respect to our fellows, on the other because it is the

foundation of the political life of society. Its fundamental

principle is equality,^ — either the proportional equality of merit

or the absolute equality of legal rights. Therefore Aristotle

distinguished distributive justice (r6 iv rais Scavojuais or to

^Lavefirp-LKov SiKatoj/), and commutative justice (t6 iv tol^ a-waXXdy-

fiaa-L or TO ^lopOoiTLKov SUatov).'^ Both investigations led to inter-

esting details of political economy and political law.

1 With express reference indeed to criminal law, Eth. Nic, III. 1,

1109 b, 34. Metaphysical aporia from freedom of the will are not yet

considered in this connection ; and only once in connection with the law

of the excluded third term : De interpr., 9, 18 b, 31.

'^ Eth. Nic, 111. 5, 1112 b, 31 ; 3, 1111 a, 73.

3 Also shame (atSws) and sympathy are mentioned by Aristotle in

this series, but they indicate excellences of temperament {Eth. Nic, II.

7, 1108 a, 32); in other words, (})v(TiKa\ dperal.

* Ibid., V. 3, 1129 b, 17. s Hjid., 5, 1130 b, 9.

8 Wherever the latter legally carried out would not satisfy the ethical

need, and where the former takes its place, there reigns the virtue of

fair-mindedness (to eVifUffy).
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A principle in this series of virtues is to be found only in its

content, since the formal mean (/xetrorT^?) is everywhere the same.

The princii)le consists in the gradual advance from the individual

relations toward the social relations and among the latter, from

the external to the more spiritual relations of life. At the be-

ginning stands courage, the virtue of self-preservation of the

individual ; at the end justice, the ethical basis of the state.

Finally, the beautiful representation of friendship, whose ideal

the philosopher found in the common striving for the beautiful

and good {(jaXla)^ forms a transition to the treatment of social

life. He applied this standard to some similar relations of

friendship, to conventional and unconventional social relations,

raising the latter from their utilitarian origin to means for

ethical ennoblement. The same obtains also in regard to the

state. See R. Eucken, Aristoteles' Anschauung von Freund-
schaft und LebensgiXtern (Berlin, 1884) ; also Aristoteles' Urteil

iiber die Menschen {Arch. f. Gesch. d. Ph., III. 541 ff.).

Man, however, who is designed by nature {^wov iroXc-

TiKov') 2 as an essentially social being, can perfect his

activity only in communal life. The natural and funda-

mental form of society is the family (oUla) ; the most

perfect, however, is the state. Since the ethical virtues of

man can develop perfectly ^ only in the life of the state, so

also, although the state arose ^ out of the needs of utility,

the state is essentially and theoretically the actualization of

the highest good of the active man {rduOpurmvov dyaOov).

This idea seemed so important to Aristotle that in the begin-

ning of his Ethics he designated the whole of practical philos-

ophy as TToXiTLK-rj,^ which is divided into tlie theory of the con-

duct of the individual (Ethics) and the theory of the conduct

of the whole (Politics). The relationship is not to be so con-

ceived as if ethics set up an ideal of perfect individuality,

and as if polities then showed how this ideal was developed Ity

society. But as the whole is more valuable and essentially

1 Eth. Nic, VIII. f. 2 p„i^ X. 2, 1 253 a, 3.

8 In the treatment of friendship. Aristotle used freriueiilly the ex-

pression (TvQv. See Eth. Nic, IX. 12, 1171 b, 32.

* See conclusion of Ethics and beginning of Politics.

^ Which he also called philosophical anthropology (^ Trfpi to. drOpwrnvc.

^iXo(ro(^ia) in Eth. Nic .X. 10. 1181 b, 15.
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earlier than the parts, so also a man as an active being attains

in social life a more perfect actuality than in isolation {Eth.

mc, I. 1, 1094 b, 7).

Aristotle agreed with Plato and the author of the dialogue,

Politicus, in the ethico-teleological conception of the life of

the state. But he was thinking here, as in general, not of

the transcendent, but the immanent teleolog}-. His state is

no form of government of superhuman beings, but the perfection

of the earthly life, the full actualization of the natural dis-

position of man. On the other hand, Aristotle was far from

letting man be swallowed up in the state, as was the case with

riato. The individual's participation in the divine holiness of

the OeiDpca remains his independent enjo3ment, even if he must
be guided by social educatio:i to dianoetic and ethical virtue.

While subordinating the citizen to the community, Aristotle

nevertheless gave to him in private life ^ a ver^' much greater

circle of independent activity, since he expressly contended

against the Platonic conception ^ of a community of wives,

children, and property. So his theory of the state held the

hap[)y mean between the socialism of Plato and the individual-

ism of other schools, and it became thereby the ideal expression

of Greek life.

Aristotle gave the same relative independence also to the

family, the natural community', upon which the state is built.

The family is the prototype of the political forms in its relation-

ships of man to wife, parents to children, and to slaves.^ The
conception of marriage reached a height in Aristotle which
antiquity did not surpass. He saw in it an ethical relation-

ship between peers in which only from natural disposition

the man is the determining, the wife the determined element.

81aver\-, which he desired to treat in all humaneness, is an in-

dispensable groundwork fcjr family and political life. He justi-

fu'd it — feeling its practical importance for Greece — l)ecause

only through it the good of leisure (rrxoXr;) ^ is made possible for

the citizen, and this leisure is a condition necessary to the exer-

cise of virtue. He also was of the opinion that natural dis-

position has predetermined one man as slave, another as free

citizen.

See W. Oncken, Die Staatslehre des Aristoteles (Leipzig,

* lie said emphatically that the state consists in individuals that are

in some respects like and in others unlike. Politics, IV. 11, 1295 a, 25.

2 Ihid., II. 2 ff.

8 Elh. Nic, VIII. 12, 1160 b, 22.

* Concerning the word "leisure," spr Fhid., X. 7, 1177b, 4.
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1870) ; C. Bradley, The Politics of Aristotle ; P. Janet, Ris
toire de la science politique (Paris, 1887), I. 165 ff.

The living and perfected virtue of all its citizens is the

final purpose of the state. For the realization ^ of this

purpose we must take the material at hand ; viz., a natural,

historical and concrete society in a particular environment.

Although it is impossible to fix upon a valid norm for the

constitution of all states, nevertheless under all circum-

stances the actual constitution must be measured by the

general purpose of the state, and its worth will be assessed

according to its sufficiency {opOrf) and deficiency (^rj/xaprT]-

fievrj^. The political constitution is an arrangement in

which the rule is in the hands of a justly ordained power.

Therefore the worth of a state depends on the ruling

power keeping the purpose of the state (^t6 kolvov avfx-

(jiepov) in view. Since the rule may be in the hands of

the one or the few or the many, there are^ six possible

forms of political constitutions,— three good and three

that are deficient. The former three are monarchy ( /3a-

(nXela), aristocracy, and "polity" (TroXireta) ;
^ the latter

three are despotism {rvpavvi<i), oligarchy, and democracy

(BTj/jbOKparla).'^ With the fine analysis of an observing

statesman, Aristotle investigated the essential principles of

these different forms, their conditions, their rise, their fall,

and their legitimate transmutation one into another. With

the firm hand of a philosopher he drew his estimate of

these various forms after the " concept " of a state.

1 Pol., VII. 4, 1325 b, 35.

2 Aristotle changed the somewhat external principle of division of

the number of rulers (Ibid., III. 17, 1287 b, 37) by considerations about

the character of the different peoples.

' Ibid., 7, 1279 a, 25.

* What Aristotle here calls TroXiret'a in the narrower sense was later

known as democracy (Sjj/xoKpaTta) . Polybius has a better name for the

AristoteUan democracy, which is ox^oKparla.

19
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Among the good constitutions, monarchy and aristocracy

are the most perfect, since they are the rule of the best

man or men, ethically speaking. Of these, monarchy

would be preferred if we could hope that it would ever

correspond entirely to its concept ; that is, to the rule of

one man who surpasses all others in virtue.^ In reality

the aristocracy offers greater guarantees. Among the

degenerate kinds of constitutions, the rule of the masses

is always less unendurable, that of tyranny the most

abominable.

Under the presupposition of fulfilling all conditions which

were demanded for realizing the political ideal, the idea of

the best state was delineated, whose development Aristotle

began but did not complete.^ The best state must have the

fundamental form of " polity " at least, but the administra-

tion of public affairs must, as in the aristocracy, be in the

hands ^ of the virtuous. It would be a state of peace and

not of war,* and its chief task would be the correct educa-

tion of all its citizens. The citizens would not only be

efficient in practical affairs, but they would ^ also be sen-

sible to beauty and finally capable of the highest enjoyment,

that is, of that which attends knowledge.

The incompleteness of the Aristotelian writings is perhaps
nowhere so much to be regretted as in the Politics, The torso

of this work shows a wonderful thoroughness, a philosophical
penetration of all the political conditions of Hellenic history,

the clearest understanding of the limitations and the develop-
ments of political life. These excellences make all the more
keen our regret that the ideal picture of the state, based on
what he has given, was only proposed and not developed. In

» Pol., V. 10, 1310 b, 31

.

2 /-JjV/., VTT. 4 ff.

' Aristotle distinguished — in a maimer not entirely consistent to

the new theory of the three kinds of power, but yet with an approximate

suitability— to ^ovXtvofxtpov nepl rav koivwv, to TTfpt ras dpxav, to Siko^ov

(Ibid., TV. 14, 1297 b, 41).
* IMd., Vir. 14 f. 6 /jj-^.^ VIII. 2 f.
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the same wa}' the theor}'' of eduction of Aristotle comes to an
abrupt end after a sketch of the elementar3' principles of educa-
tion, suggesting man}' valuable points of view. It put forth in a
clear way that all assthetical training is to bring about the
ethical and theoretical unfolding of what is essentially human.

AVith Aristotle's practical pliilosophy is connected the

Poetics^ the science of the creative activity of man. But
in the preserved writings, this science is developed only on

the side of beauty in fine art, and particularly in reference

to poetry in the Poetics.

J. Bernays, Zioei Ahhandhmgen iiher die aristotelische Theorie
des Dramas (Berlin, 1880) ; A. Doring, Die Kunstlehre des
Aristoteles (Jena, 1876) ; the details of a rich bibliography are
found in Doring, p. 263 ff. ; Ueberweg-Heinze, V. 225.

All art is imitation, and the different arts are to be dis-

tinguished partly by their media, partly by the objects to be

imitated.^ The media of poetry are words, rhythm, and har-

mony .^ The objects of poetry are men and their conduct,

good or bad.^ Tragedy, to whose analysis the preserved

fragment on poetry is essentially limited, presents directly

to the spectator in beautiful language a significant and

complete action througli its different characters.^

The purpose of art, however, is to arouse the emotions of

man in such a way that he may be freed and purified {ku-

Oapai'^) from their power— precisely through their arousal

and intensification. This is possible only when art presents,

not the empirically actual, but that which could be in itself

possible,— so presenting it that it raises the object into

universality,

1 Poet., If. 2 ji/ifj^^ 7^ J447 a, 22. ^ JUd, 2 f.

* Tlie celebrated and much discussed definition of tragedy is (Ibid.,

6, 1449 b, 24) : eariv ovv Tpaycob'ta fiLfirjcris Trpa^fcos <rrrov8aias Kai reXeias,

fieyedos exovarjs, fj^vtrfxevo) Xdycu, )(a>p\^ iKaarov reav (ISav tv rots /xopiots,

SpmvTuv Kol ou 8i aTrayyeXiay, Si' ekeov Koi (po^ov Trepaivovca Tr]V T<ot

ToiovToov TTa6rjp.aT<x)v KuOapviv.
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The ethical result of tragedy, the purification of the passions,

whether the Ka^apo-is is used in religious, medical, or other

analogy, goes accordingly hand in hand with its intellectual

signilicance. Art, like philosophy, presents the actual in its

ideal purity {Poetics, 9, 1451 b, 5), and is more than the mere
facsimile of individual facts, as the icrropia presents them. This

conception of the universal significance annuls the emotions of

fear and sympathy through wiiich tragedj' has to operate.

Tlie long strife over the meaning of the Aristotelian definition

of tragedy has gradual!}' resolved itself into the belief that

the healthiness which this Ka^apcrts brings with it rests upon
this idealizing of the aesthetic result, — upon an exaltation to

immediate knowledge of the universal.

Thus Aristotle fulfilled upon this territory, in contrast to the

greatest poetic performances of his nation, the task of its

philosoph}', which is no other than the attainment of the self-

consciousness of Hellenic culture.
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B. HELLENIC-ROMAN PHILOSOPHY

44. If in the philosophy of Aristotle the essence of Greek

civilization was reduced to conceptual expression, yet it

appeared when the sun of Greece was setting. The philos-

ophy of Aristotle was the legacy of dying Greece to the

following generations of man.

The spiritual decay of the Grecian civilization at the time

of its Enlightenment had advanced in ever-widening circles,

and from then on led to its external destruction. Already,

since the conclusion of the Peloponnesian war, which de-

stroyed forever the vitality of Athens, the centre of Greek

culture, the influence of the Persian power in the politics

of Greece had been dominant. Moreover, out of this

lamentable situation Greece got freedom only through

subjection to the Macedonian kingdom. Likewise in

the succeeding time Greece in intermittent and inconse-

quential movements could only occasionally stagger to an

independence amid the vicissitudes of the Hellenic king-

doms, especially of Macedonia. Finally, however, it

entirely lost its political independence by its being incor-

porated into the Roman Empire, in order to save here and

there a wretched respectability.

But precisely througli its political decadence Greece ful-

filled in a higher sense the problems of its civilization.

The kingly pupil of the ripest Greek philosopher had

borne the victorious Greek spirit into the far East with

his conquering arms. In the enormous mingling of the

peoples, which was begun by his campaign of conquest and

furthered by the varying battles of his successors, did

Greek culture become the common possession of the ancient

world, and finally the commanding spirit of the Roman
Empire, and the eternal possession of humanity.

After the creative period of Greek philosophy there fol-
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lowed, therefore, centuries of criticism, appropriation,

readjustment, and remodelling. This second section of the

history of ancient thought is incomparably much poorer in

content, although covering a longer period of time. Every

conceptual principle for comprehending and judging reality

had been presented by Greek science in its youthful in-

si)iration. There only remained for the epigones to see

their way clearly in their variously animated world, to

employ the previously discovered points of view in every

possible way, to combine the inherited thought, and to

make this combination fruitful for the purposes of the new

situations of life.

The ver}' little originality which the Hellenic-Roman philoso-

ph}' shows in contrast to Greek philosophy is true even of neo-

Platonism, its most significant intellectual phenomenon. In
all the independence which its religious principle seemed to

give to it, neo-Platonism remained inextricably boinid to the

thought of Plato and Aristotle.

From the critiral point of viei'', which is the authority' for

the divisions of this survey, Hellenic-Roman philosophy appears

to be only a gleaning of Greek philosophy. It is only the

"after-effects" (Brandis) of Greek philosoph}- in the Hellenic

and Roman realms. Among these after-effects the great

systems of Stoicism and Epicureanism are to be reckoned, not

only because they took root and blossomed in those times

when the divisions between Greek and barbarian began to

break down, but especiall}' also for these two reasons : (1) be-

cause the}', though with great refinement in details, represented

in general onl}' a new distortion of the old principles which
the original development of Greek thought, until Aristotle, had
gained ; (2) because they made this distortion in a typical

manner from the new points of view of individual jjractical

ivisdom.

On the wliole, the second section of this history is less im-
portant to philosophy than to the history of civilization and
literature. This is a natural result of the fact that in this

period the literary sources, although ver}' far from pure, are

nevertheless very much richer. Therefore on this account this

period is extraordinarily rich in interesting, difficult, and various

problems still unsolved, although its product of pliilosophical

principles and fundamental concepts is relatively small.
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With this relative deficiency in originality we note the

appearance in the post-Aristotelian philosophy of the great

school-associations, with their wholesale scientific produc-

tions, rather than of single personalities. It is true, detailed

research also here betrays individual shadings in the con-

struction of single theories, although often indeed seen

with difficulty and not with full certainty
; yet such varia-

tions stand in value and significance far behind the

great and general antagonisms of the school systems.

Moreover, such antagonisms are much less those of

scientific theory than those of the conception of life and

its conduct.

The post-Aristotelian philosophy showed, therefore, the

peculiar phenomenon of the practical convictions of differ-

ent schools existing in sharp conflict, while the peculiar

scientific differences became gradually obliterated. Scien-

tific activity was turned to special researches, and found

neutral ground partly in nature studies, partly in history,

especially the history of literature. Upon this neutral

ground, although with a certain agreement in fundamental

conceptions and methods, the representatives of the differ-

ent schools were in active rivalry. This ardent cultivation

of the special sciences had the most universal results of

Greek philosophy for its obviously valid fundamental prin-

ciples, and interest in metaphysical problems passed more

and more into the background. Erudition pressed out

the spirit of speculation. The special sciences became

independent.

The beginning of this specialization in science already existed

in the Abderite, the Platonic, and particularly the Aristotelian

schools. In the Hellenic period specialization was, however,
the more remarkable because the period was wanting in great

determining personalities and organizing fundamental prin-

ciples. This popular impulse for specialization was limited

neither to Athens nor to Greece. Rhodes, Alexandria, Per-

gamus, Antioch, Tarsus, etc., became scientific centres, in
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which scholarly work by means of great libraries and collections

was l)eing systematical!}' carried on. Later Rome, and finally

also IJyzantium, entered into the competition.

That now, however, the conflict between the schools was

no longer waged over theoretical but practical philosophy,

was due not only to the fact that Aristotle had given the

final word to the speculative movement, but also to the

changing ciiaracter of the times and the changing philo-

sophical demands. The more the Greek national life and

spirit faded through the universal mixing of nations and

their destinies, so much the more the individual retired

within himself and away from the changing external

world. From the great maelstrom of things he sought to

save as much as possible of inward peace of mind and sure

happiness, and to secure them within the quiet of his in-

dividual life. This, then, in Hellenic time is what was

expected from philosophy : it should be the director of life
;

it should teach the individual how to be free from the

world and to stand independent by himself. The deter-

mining, fundamental point of view of philosophy became

that oi practical wisdom.

The Greek Enlightenment showed tendencies in this direction

in the teachings of Socrates, especially, however, in the teachings

of the Cynics and Cyrenaics, which expressed through their atom-
istic principles the dismemberment of Greek society (see § 29 f.).

Opposed to this the great svstems of Greek science, especially

Platonism and Aristotelianism, had maintained the higher thought
with the essential political tendencT of their ethics. The post-

Aristotelian pliilosophy even in the schools of both masters
turned to the ethics of the individual. The antagonisms that

developed between them concerned fundamental!}- only their

su])tleties and the enriched developments of the simple types
wliich Greek life in its bloom had brought forth.

Wliile then the essence of Greek philosoph}' was exclusively

directed to a unified conceptual knowledge of the world, the

scien(;e of the succeeding centuries divided (1) into specializa-

tion into single branches, for which methodical bases had been
established ; and (2) into a philosophy which made all knowl-
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edge an ancillar}' maiden to the art of living, and was concerned
entirely in setting up an ideal of a perfect, free, and happy
man. This art of living still retained the name of philosophy,
and it is only this side of the scientific life of antiquity which
is to be followed out further in this place.^

Individualistic ethics, which the post-Aristotelian schools

made the burden of their philosophy, was virtually called to

restore to the cultured world of antiquity the religion lost

in the Greek Renaissance. Its fundamental problem ^ was

on this account the release of man from the power of the

outer world and the vicissitudes of life. But virtue, as the

Stoics and Epicureans taught it, did not prove adequate to

be the solution of this problem ; thus philosophy also be-

came drawn into the great religious movement which had

possessed the races of the Roman Empire. In that move-

ment the terrified mind seized upon all kinds of religious

forms and cults, and eagerly pressed on to a saving con-

viction. The more this tendency became predominant in

philosophy, and the more philosophical interest passed from

ethics to religion, so much the more did Platonism, the

specific religious form of philosophy, come into the fore-

ground. Its transcendent metaphysics, its separation of

the material and immaterial worlds, its teleological prin-

ciple, which regarded the life of nature and man with

reference to a divine cosmic purpose, made it seem called

to give scientific form to the amalgamation of religions.

Its concept of the world was equal to absorbing the reli-

gious forms of the Orient. It gave the philosophic material

with which Christianity, the new religion, constituted itself

into a didactic system. Out of it the Hellenic world tried,

finally, to create its own religion as the daughter of science.

^ For the development of the special sciences since Aristotle one

should consult the respective parts of this manuah
2 See K. Fischer, Gesch. der neueren Philos., I. (2 ed., Mannheim,

1865), p. 33 f.
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This gradual transmutation of ethics into religion divided

the Hellenic-Roman philosophy into two parts (see above,

Introduction); in the former of which the ethical interest

predominated; in the latter, the religious interest ; Syncretic

riatonism made the transition. The controversies between

the schools and their adjustment in Skepticism and Eclecti-

cism, preceded the transition period. Patristics on the

one Iiand, and neo-Platonism on the other came after this

transition.

1. The Controversies of the Schools.

45. The development of the Peripatetic school took a

similar course to that of the Academy (§ 38). It had in

fact, at first, its significant centre in the person of the old

friend and coadjutor of its founder; to wit, in Theophrastus.

Theophrastus knew how to direct the activities of the school,

liow to inspire the development of the sciences in the true

spirit of the master, and how to give to the Lyceum an

eminent position in the intellectual life of Athens through

the brilliancy of his lectures. Yet for him in his recasting

and supplementation of the Aristotelian doctrine, and also

for the majority of his associates, the empirical outweighed

the philosophical interest, and so more and more the school

tended to the specialization of scientific work. Thus Theo-

jjhrastus developed the science of botany especially ; Aris-

toxenus,the theory of music; Dica^archus, historical sciences.

History seems to have taken the most space in the scien-

tific work of the school. Literary-historical and scientific-

historical work were especially carried on in this and the

succeeding generations of the Peripatetic school, and to

such a degree that this school is designated as the unique

centre of the above very learned but little creative spirit.

The ethical questions, also, were treated by all these men,
and especially by Eudemus, more particularly upon their
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empirical side and with reference to popular morality. On
the other hand, however, the ethical questions were sub-

ordinated to a theological interest, in which metaphysical

demands seem to have been centred. Influenced doubtless

by Platonic and Pythagorean doctrines, Eudemus inclined

to emphasize the transcendence of the divine Being, and in

a similar manner to maintain the speculative psychology of

Aristotle with the transcendence (^^wpLa^io'i) of the reason.

There was another tendency, which, beginning with The-

ophrastus, ran counter to the above, and developed the

principle of immanence, both metaphysically and psycho-

logically. This tendency grew to a thoroughgoing pan-

theism and naturalism in the person of Strato, who from

287 to 269 followed Theophrastus as head of the school.

When Strato explained the concept of pure Form meta-

physically and psychologically as unnecessary and equally

as impossible as that of pure matter, he practically identified

God and the world on the one hand, and on the other

thought and perception. The whole world-system and all

particular events therein are only explainable by the quali-

ties and forces in things under the law of mechanical

necessity. Warmth is the most important force among
these, both in the macrocosm and in the microcosm. The

soul is the unifying reasoning power {TjyefjiovLKop), and it

has the senses as its organs. Thus the activity of sensa-

tion is never complete without thought. Thought, however,

on its side is limited to the given perceptual content.

The theory of Strato seems to be, on the whole, a victory

for the Democritan element that was in the Aristotelian

doctrine, although in particular assertions Strato approaches

very near the Stoic philosophy,

W. Lyngg, Die peripatetische Schule (in Philosophische

Studien, Cbristiania, 1878) ; H. Siebeck, Die Umbildung der

peripatetischen Naturphilosophie i/i die der Stoiker .{Unters.

z. Philos. d. Gr., 2 ed., 181-252).
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Tlieophrastiis, fiom Eresus in Lesbos, was about twelve 3eais

younger than Aristotle. He probalily got acquainted * with

Aristutio in the Academy, and he ren)ained a lifelong friend to

tlic iStagirite. Me shared the residence of Aristotle after the

latter bade adieu to the Macedonian court, and was his right-

hand man in the administration of the Lyceum. Theophrastus

afterwards assumed the conduct of the Lyceum himself, and

directed it witii the greatest success. An attempt to drive the

philosophical schools out of Athens (8U(J b.c.) seems to have

failed solel}' by reason of the respect in which he was held

(F. A. Hoflfmann, De lege contra philosophos imprimis The-

ophnistum auctore Sophode Athenis lata, Carlsruhe, 1842).

There have been preserved of his numerous works (list in Diog.

Laert., V. 42 ff.) the two botanical works, -n-epl (f)VT(ov laropias

and Trept (f)VTwv atrtoir, — of the greatest importance, since the

corresponding works of Aristotle are lost, — certain fragments

of his metaphysics, of the history' of physics, besides some
minor treatises. The tjOlkoI ^j^apaKx^pe?, a description of moral

failings based on many observations, are a selection from the

ethical work of this philosopher. These are published by J. G.

Schneider (Leipzig, 1818) ; Fr. Wimmer (Breslau, 1842-62)

;

a portion of the metaphysics in Chr. Brandis' iSeparat-ausgabe

(lev aristotelischen (Berlin, 1823), p. 308 ff. ; also newly published

by H. Usener (Bonn, 1890) ; Characters, Diibner (Paris,

1842) and E. Petersen (Leip., 1859) ; Philippson, vXrj dvOpMirivq

(Berlin, 1831) ; H. Usener, Avalecta Theopkrastea (Bonn,

1858) ; the same in XVI. volume of Hhein. Mus.; Jac. Bernays,

Th.'s Schrift ilber die I^riimmigkeit (Berlin, 1866) ; H. Diels,

Box. Gr.^ p. 475 ff. ; E. Meyer, Gesch. der Botanik, p. 164 ft".
;

Th. Goraperz, Ueber die Charactere Th.'s ( Wiener Sitz.-Ber.,

Berlin, 1888).

The naturalism of Theophrastus seems to be expressed in his

subsumption of thought under that of motion (kiVt^o-i?), although

he did not materialize the concept in the Democritan manner.

The dubious consequences, that followed for the Aristotelian

concept of God, seem to have been expressl}' deduced first by
JStrato.

The significance of Theophrastus lies in the realm of science,

and it is to be regretted that only few fragments of his history

of natural science have been preserved {cjiva-LKr] to-ropta). On
the whole he contented himself with the perfecting of the Aris-

totelian system, and he probably remained its most complete

representative. The results in logic also, which he reached

1 Diog. Laert., V. 36.
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with the aid of Eudemus, concerning the modality of the judg-

ment and the theory of the hypothetical syllogism, are only of

minor importance.

Eudemus of Rhodes seems to have been a man of less signifi-

cance, although he also possessed encyclopedic knowledge and
wrote extensive works, later widely used, on the history of

geometry, arithmetic, and astronomy. Spengel has collected

the fragments of P^udemus' writings (Berlin, 1870). See A.
Th. H. Fritzsche, De Eudumi lihodii vita et scriptis (Regens-
burg, 1851, in connection with the edition of the ethics). His
theological bias likewise appears to some degree in his elabora-

tion of the Aristotelian ethics. His departure from its funda-

mental political idea is seen in his insertion of economics between
ethics and politics.

Aristoxeuus of Tarentum was stimulated by the Pythagorean
doctrine, which he carried into psychology and ethics. He is

especialh' notable in the field of the history and theory of music.

Besides the fragments, there has in particular been preserved
his writing, Trept apfjLovLKwv cttolx^uov, published b}' P. Marquardt
(Berlin, 1868), translated into German, with annotations bj- R.
Westphal (Leipzig, 1883) ; see W. L. Mahne, De Aristoxeno
(Amsterdam, 1793) ; C. v. Jan (Landsberg a. W., 1870). The
fragments of the historical works of the Peripatetics in general
have been published by C. Miiller, Fragmenta historicorum
grcecorum, II. (Paris, 1848).

Apostasy from the theoretic ideals of Aristotle began to
appear already in Dicaearch of Messene, in his preference for

the practical life which was of interest indeed to the historian

and political theorist. From his numerous works in political

and literary history, among which the /3tos 'EAXaSos is the most
important, and also from his TptTroAtrt/co?, only small portions
have been preserved. M. Fuhr, Diccearchi qvm snpersunt
(Darm.stadt, 1841) ; F. Osann, Beitrclge, 11. (Cassel, 1839).
The more original genius, Strato of Lampsacus, was called

"the physicist," and this shows how actually independent he
became of Aristotle. lie threw aside all the Platonic ira ma-
terialism that Aristotle had retained, — the pure spirituality of
God and the supersensible origin and character of the human
reason. Even if he thereby threw away the keystone of the
Aristotelian teleology, Strato was, on the other hand, op{)Osed to

the Democritan mechanical atomism. He found the explanation
of the world in the inherent qualities and foi'ces (8ui/a/u.ei?) of
particular things. He designated the fundamental forces (npxai)

as heat and cold. Of the two, heat plays the more important
and creative role. The renewal of the old Ionic modes of repre-
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sentation is thus completed in the Peripatetic school, and it also

at the same time found expression among the Stoics. It was

a return characteristic of tlie time of the epigones. G. Kodier,

La jihysique de /Strata d. Lamp. (Paris, 1891).

In the following generations the Peripatetic school be-

came completely absorbed, so far as we know, in the

specialized investigations of Alexandrian erudition, in which

its champions played an important role. Under Andronicus

of Rhodes, the eleventh head of the school after the founder,

the school made a great effort for philosophical autonomy.

The publications of Andronicus marked the beginning of a

systematic reproduction, interpretation, and defence of the

original teaching of Aristotle. This activity continued then

through the following centuries, and found in Alexander

of Aphrodisias (200 a. d.) its most distinguished repre-

sentative. The activity was maintained to later time, until

the Peripatetic school was lost in neo-Platonism.

A great number of names of Peripatetic philosophers have
come clf)wn to us from the company around Tlieophrastus and
Strato, as well as names of some of both the nearer and the

more remote pupils of the latter. These latter have in the

main no longer significance for us : CIcarchus of Soli (M.
Weber, Breslau, 1880), Pasicles of Rhodes, who was presum-
ably' the author of the second book of the Metaphysics, Phanias
of Eresus (A. Voisin, Gant. , 1824), Demetrius of Phalerus

(Ch. Ostermann, Hersfeld, 1847, and Fulda, 1857), Hipparchus
of Stagira, Duris of Samos, Chamaeleon of Heraclea (Ko|)ke,

P.erlin, 1846) ; Lyco of Troas, who succeeded Strato (269-226)
as head of the school, whose successor was Aristo of Ceos ;

Aristo of Cos, Critolaus, who belonged ^ to the embass}' to

Rome, 155 b. c. ; and, finally, Diodorus of Tj-re.

From the works of the Peripatetics dealing with the history of
literature and the specific history of philosophy, the /3tot of TTer-

mippus and Satyrus (200 b. c), the AiaSo^ai tCov (f)i\()a-ncf)wv of

Sotion, and the abstract of the last by Ileracleides Lembus
(about 150) deserve especial mention. The later writers, who
form our secondar}' sources, have drawn upon these works.

^ Cicero, Acad., II. 45, 137 ; see Wiskemann (Hersfeld, 1867).
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The serviceable work of Andronicus was further carried on
chiefly b}' his pupil, Boethus of Sidon, nevertheless in a spirit

akin to that of Strato and the Stoics. The later exegetes,
like Nicolaus of Damascus, and later Aspasius, Adrastus, Her-
minus, Sosigenes, held rather to tlie logical writings of Aristotle.

A comprehensive, philosophical, and competent appreciation
and exposition of his teaching is first found in the commenta-
ries of Alexander of Aphrodisias, "the exegete." Among his

commentaries those upon the Analytics prior I. ^ Topics^ Mete-
reology, De sensfi, and especially the Metaphysics have been
preserved. The last is in the Bonitz edition (Berlin, 1847).
See J. Freudenthal, Abhandl. der Berl. Akad. d. Wiss., 1885.
In his own writings (Trepl i/zi-x^??— Trepl diJ.apfj.evys— (fyvcriKwv kuI

rjOiKwv arropLU)v kuI Xvaewv, et al.), he defends his naturalistic in-

terpretation of Aristotle, especial I}' against the Stoics.

46. The most important scientific system that the Greek

epigones developed was Stoicism. Its founder was Zeno of

Citium, a man perhaps of Semitic or half-Semitic origin.

Captivated but not satisfied by the Cynic Crates, he listened

in Athens also to the Megarian Stilpo, and the Platonists

Xenocrates and Polemo. After long preparation he opened

his school in the Uroa iroLKiXr} in the last decade of the

fourth century, and from this place his society got its name.

His countryman, Persasus, as well as Cleanthes of Assus,

who was Zeno's successor as scholarch, Aristo of Chios,

Herillus of Carthage, and Sphgerus from the Bosphorus, are

named among liis pupils. These from a philosophical point

of view stand far behind the third head of the school,

Chrysippus of Soli in Cicilia, who was really the chief

literary representative of the school. Among his numerous

followers there appeared later Zeno of Tarsus, Diogenes of

Seleucia, a Babylonian living in Rome in 155, and Antipater

of Tarsus. In connection with the Stoic school, Eratosthe-

nes and Apollodorus stand among the great scholars of the

Alexandrian epoch.

For a general history of the Stoa, see Dietr. Tiedemann, Sys.

der stoischen philos. (3 vols., Leipzig, 1776); F. Ravaisson, Essai

sur le Sto'icisme (Paris, 1856) ; R. Hirzel, Untersuchungen zu
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C/fo*o'.s' phihs. ScJiriften (2 vols., Leipzig, 1882) ; G. P. Wey-
«'uklt, Die Philos. dtr Stoa nach ihreni We.'ien undihren Schick-

salen (Leipzig, 1883) ; P. Ogcreau, Essai sur le si/ateine philos. du
Sto'icifinic (Paris, 1885). Tlie chief source for the older Stoics,

whose original literature is nearly entirely lost, is found in Diog.

Laert., VIL, who breaks off in the midst of an exposition of

Chrysippus. His statements go back in substance to Antigonus-

Carystius (see U. v. Wilaniowiz-MiUlendorfi", Berlin, 1881).

The Stoa was characterized as the tyj)ical philosophy of Hel-

jenisiu, from the fact that it was created and developed in Athens

on the principles of Attic philosophy, and by men that originated

in the mixed races of the East. Likewise, it was of great moment
for the general progress of the world that this particular doctrine

was afterwards extended and most vigorously developed in the

Roman Empire.

Zeno of Cition, the son of Mnaseas, 340-265 — for the diffi-

cult chronology see E. Rhode and Th. Gomperz, Bhein. 3Ius.,

1878 f.— was a merchant whose residence in Athens was perhaps

occasioned b}- a shipwreck. He entered the different schools,

and co-ordinated their teaching with painstaking care. His
writings (see list of Diog. Laert., VIL 4) deal with the most
varied subjects, yet their form is not remarkable. See Ed.
\Vellmann, Die Philos. des Sioikers Zeno (Leipzig, 1873) ; C.

AVachsmuth, Coinnientationes I., H. de Zeno Citii et Cleanth.

Assio (Gottingen, 1874) ; A. C. Pearson, The Fragments of
Zeno and Cleanthes (London. 1890).

N. Saal, De AHstone, Cldo et Herillo Carth. commentatio
(Cologne, 1852) ; H. Heinze, Ariston v. Chios bei Plutarch
und Horaz^ and O. Hense, Ariston v. Chios (Rhein. 3Ius., 1890,
497 ff. and 541 ff.).

Cleanthes, who is said to have performed menial work by
night in order to listen to Zeno by day, is in his simplicity,

perseverance, and austerity a type of the Cynic Wise Man, but
he is insignificant as a philosopher. His hymn to Zeus is

preserved and published by Sturz-Merzdorf (Leipzig, 1835).
See F. Mohnike, Aleanthes der Stoiker (Greifswald, 1814).
The scientific systematizer of the Stoic doctrine is Chrysippus

(280-206), a copious writer of great dialectic ability. The
titles of his writings are listed in Diog. Laert., VII. 189 ff.

See F. N. G. Baguet, De Chnsipjri vita doctrina et reliquiis
(Loewen, 1822) ; A. Gercke, Chnjsippea (Jahrb. f. PhiloL,
1885). For further information, see Zeller, IV^. 39, 44, 47 f.

A second period of the Stoic philosophy, in which it

made a nearer approach to the Peripatetic and Platonic
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teaching, began in the middle of the second century B. c.

with Panaetius of Rhodes, who introduced Stoicism into

Rome. Boethus of Sidon worked beside him, animated

by a similar spirit. After him his pupil Posidonius, of

Apamea in Syria, directed the school in Rhodes with

great success.

Panaetius (180-110) won in Rome the friendship of men like

Laelius and Seipio Africanus tlie Younger, and accompanied
the latter on his mission as ambassador, in 143 to Alexandria.
He became seholarch in Athens later. He brought the IStoa

into great repute and made its success assured in Rome. This
success was promoted by his forming Stoicism into a kind of
philosophy of universal culture for the needs of the Roman
Empire. He amehorated its original severity, he accommodated
it to other great systems, he expressed the system itself in a
clever and tasteful way. His chief writing, according to Cicero,

was TTept Tov Kadr'jKovTo^. See F. G. van Lynden (Le3den, 1802).
His contemporary ^ Boethus of Sidon partially followed the

doctrine of Strato and Aristotle in theology and ps3'cholog3'.

The eclectic tendenc\' api)eared still stronger in Posidonius
(135-150). He was listened to with delight by the aristocratic

Roman youth in Rhodes, where after extended journeys he had
settled as head of the school. See J. Bake. Posidonii RhocUi
reliquice doct7'ince (Leyden, 1810) ; P. Topelmann, De Posklonio
Mh. reruvi scriptore (Bonn, 1867) ; R. Scheppig, De Posidonio
Apamensi, rerum, gentium, terrarvm scriptore (Berlin, 1870)

;

P. Corssen, De Posidonio Phodii. 31. T. Ciceronis in libr. I.

Tusc. auctore (Bonn, 1878). In his comprehensive erudition

and manj-sided interests, Posidonius is the most successful

representative of syncretism, that blending of Stoic, Platonic,

and Aristotelian doctrines. He is also the most important of

those who prepared the way for the Alexandrian philosophy.

A thorough examination of his work in detail seems to be the

most important and most difficult desideratum for the history

of Hellenic philosophy.

For a list of the Stoics of this period, see Zeller, IV^. 585 ff.

See A. Schmekel, Die Philos. der mittleren Stoa (Berlin, 1892).

During the time of the empire, Stoicism became merely

a popular moral philosophy ; but even in this condition it

joined together the noblest convictions of antiquity in an

1 Zeller, IV^. 4G, 1.

20
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impressive form and manner, and it directed the moral

feeling along religious paths. Seneca, Epictetus, and

Marcus Aurclius appeared as its chief representatives at

this time.

Lucius Annieus Seneca, son of the rhetorician M. Anneeus
Seneca, was born about 4 a. d. in Cordova. He was educated

in Rome and called to different offices of state, lie was the

teacher of Nero, and condemned to death by his pupil in 65 A. d.

He has expressed most completel}' the monitorv charncter of

later Stoicism in liis sententious writings, — to which the name
of scientilic researches cannot be unqualifiedly applied. Besides

his uniujpoi'tant Quoestiones vaturalen^ there ai-e prt served De
provideyttia., De constantin sapientis, De ira, De consolatioiie,

De brevitate vitce, De o(io, De vita beata, JJe tranquillitate

animi, De clementid., De beneticiis, and the Epistolce tnorales.

Also in his strongly declamatory tragedies there is involved this

same conception of life. Complete sets of his works are pub-

lished by Fickert (3 vols., Leipzig, 1842-45) and Haase (3

vols., Leipzig, 1852 f.) ; German translation b}- Moser and
Pauly (17 vols., Stuttgart, 1828-55), English translation or para-

phrase bv T. Long (London, 1014) ; see Holzherr, Die PhiloK.,

L. A. Seneca (Tubingen, 1858 f.) ; Alfr. Martens, De L. A.
SeneccB vita et de tempore quo scripta eius pldlosophica

composita sint (Altona, 1871); H. Siedler, De L. A. /Senecce

philosophia morali (Jena, 1878) ; W. Eibbock, X. A. Seneca

der Philosoph %i. sein VerJidltniss zu F.picnr^ Plato ii. dem
Christenthani (Hannover, 1887). Further in the history of the

bibliography, see Uebcrweg, 244 f. , especially for the writings

cited elsewhere about his relationship to Christianity, of which
the most important are edited by F. Chr. Baur, Seneca und
Paulas (1858), printed in three dissertations and published b}'

Zeller (Leipzig, 1875).
The satirical poet Persieus, the erudite Heracleitus, and L.

Annoeus Cornutus, who systematically developed the allegorical

significance of myths in a theological writing, are mentioned
among the man}- names of Stoics, and in particular, C. Muso-
nius Rufus, who confined himself more close)}' to the practical

teaching of virtue. Compare F. AVendland, Qncestiones muso7ii-

anm (Berlin, 1880).

His pupil is Epictetus, the notable slave of a freedman of

Nero. He later became free himself, and lived in Nicopolis in

Epirus, when the leaders in philosophy were proscribed by
Domitian. His lectures were puljlished by Arrian as Atarpi^Scu
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and 'Eyx^£ipi8iov, and in modern times bj' J. Schweighauser
(Leipzig, 1799 ; in the appendix is the comnientarj' of Siraplicius

to the Encheiridion, 1800). See J. Spangenberg, Die Lehre des

Epiktet (Hanau, 1849) ; H M. Schranka, Der Stoiker Epictet

u. seine J^hllos. (Frankfort a. O., 1885) ; R. Asmus, Questi07i.es

EpictetecB (Freiburg, 1888) ; H. Schenkl, Die epikteteischen

Fragmente (Vienna, 1888) ; A. Bonhofer, Epictet u. d. Stoa
(Stuttgart, 1891).

The last significant expression of the Stoic literature is the

Meditations (to. cts iavrov) of the noblest of Roman emperors.
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (121-180). These are edited by J,

Stich (Leipzig, 1882), and translated into German by A. Witt-
stock (Leipzig, 1879) [English translation by G. Long, Bohn's
Library', The Thoughts of the Emperor, M. Aurelius Antoninus'].

See A. Bach, De M. Aurelio imperatore jihilosophante (Leipzig,

1826) ; M. E. de Suckau, Etude sur 3farc Aiirele, sa vie et sa

doctrine (Paris, 1858) ; A. Braune, M. AxireVs Meditationen
(Altenburg, 1878) ; P. B. Watson, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
(London, 1884).

The more Stoicism took to moralizing, the more did its

Cynic inheritance begin to preponderate. Thus, in the first and
second centuries after Christ, Cynicism revived in the persons

of those wandering preachers who went from cit}' to city in the

costume of the i)hilosopher with obtrusive inconsiderateness and
in affectation of beggary. They were eccentric figures, but are

of more interest to the student of history' than of science. The
chief types are Demetrius, a contemporary of Seneca ; Oinomaus
of Gadara

;
particularly, however, Demonax, concerning whom

we have information in a writing, reported under Lucian's name
(see also F. V. Fritsche, Defragm.. Demoyi. philos., Rostock and
Leipzig, 1866), and Perigrinus Proteus, whose extraordinary

end has been pictured by Lucian. See J. Bernays, Lukian v.

die Kyniker (Berlin, 1879).

Stoicism, as originally presented, especially by Chrysip

pus, was a perfectly well-rounded scientific system, which

gradually grew lax in some particular doctrines, and finally

vanished into a philosophically colorless moralizing. Yet

it must be admitted that from the very beginning it was

wanting in such organic coherence of its parts as one finds

in the separate Greek philosophical systems. In the teach-

ing of Zeno and Chrysippus a number of the elements of

the earlier sciences are closely interwoven without making
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the texture logically necessary and consistent. The Eclectic

development, then, which the Stoic school took, was not a

fate that came to it from without, but the necessary conse-

quence of its inner constitution.

However man}- analogous relalions maj' exist between the

different parts of tlie Stoic teaching, 3-et one must not make the

mistake of thinking that its ethical teaching of submission to

natural law might not have been as compatible to an idealistic

metaphysic as to its materialism. It is, moreover, equally

certain that the Stoics' anthropological principle of the identity

of the human soul and the divine reason might have been placed

at the basis of a rationalistic theory of knowledge, just as well as

at the basis of their sensualism and nominalism. The theories

of the Stoa are not an organic creation, but woven together with

care and cleverness. The}' make a well-connected S3stem, but

are not homogeneous. They could afterwards, therefore, be
separated with relative ease.

The scholastic division of philosophy into logic, physics,

and ethics was likewise especially distinct among the Stoics.

The main point in their teaching lies in their ethics. To
teach virtue as the art of living was for them the entire

purpose and essence of philosophy. Virtue was conceived

by them entirely in its practical meaning of right action.

Only so far as this definition of virtue was identical with the

Socratic " correct knowledge," did the first division, ethics,

need the other two divisions, logic and physics, for its basis.

The development of special sciences corresponded so little

witii the originally established general relationship of the three

divisions, and the Stoic logic and physics stood in such loose

connection with its ethics, that it is perfectly conceivable how
Aristo, a member of the school standing at first close to pure
Cynicism, should estimate these collateral sul»jects of ethics as

useless. It is not remarkable, either, that tlie ph^-sical and
logical doctrines of the old Stoa were changed for others and
then laid entirely aside. The care with which [)hysics and logic

were pursued in the old Stoa in contrast with ethics shows
rather that the scientific interest of the school had not been
fully lost. To this interest, which was expressed in the numer-
ous special works— particularly the historical— Herillus com-
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mitted himself, when he declared science in the Aristotelian

sense to be the highest good.

G. J. Diehl, Zur Etliik des Stoikers Zeno (Mainz, 1877) ; F.

Ravaisson, De la morale du Stoicisme (Paris, 1850) ; M. Ileinze,

Stoica ethica ad origines suas relata (Naumburg, 1862) ; Kiis-

ter, Orundzuge der stoischeyi Tugendlehre (Berlin, 1864) ;

Th. Ziegler, Gesch. der Ethih., I. 167 ff.

The central point in Stoicism is the Ideal of the Wise

Man. Stoicism drew its picture of the normal man after

the model of Socrates and Antisthenes. It was its funda-

mental motive to picture the perfect man in absolute free-

dom from the changes of this world. This ideal was

consequently first defined negatively as the independence of

will and conduct from the passions {Affekte'). This apathy

(emotionlessness) of the Wise Man consists in his refusal

to submit {avyKaTuOeaii;') to the excess of natural im-

pulse, from which excess the passion springs. This re-

fusal makes up the judgment of worth and the functioning

of the will. The Wise Man feels impulse, but he does not let

it grow into a passion, and he regards the exciting object as

neither a good nor an evil. For to him virtue is not only the

highest but the only good, and in this he is a true Cynic.

M. Heinze, Stoicorum de ajfectibus doctrina (Berlin, 1861) ;

O. Apelt, Die stoischen Definitionen der Affekte und Poseido-
nius (Jahrb. f. Pliilol. 1885).

One must regard it as a result of the ethical psychology of
Aristotle, that the Stoics so turned the Cynic unity of virtue

and knowledge that they found the essence of passion in the

judgment of worth, inasmuch as tliis jndgment is immediately
identical with feeling and willing. To desire, and to regard

something as a good, are two ex[)rcssions for the same thing.

The excess of impulse {opfx-q n-Xeci'd^ovo-a) leads the powers of the

soul (rjyefjLovLKov) into false judgment, and at the same time to a
reasonless and unnatural excitement (aXoyos Kal irapa. cjiva-tv ij/vxfj'i

KLv-qa-fi), and in this very thing consists the excitement, -n-ddo^ (per-

turhatio). The Stoa distinguished four fundamental kinds of

unnatural excitement : pleasure, trouble, desire, and fear. They
and their subordinate classes were treated as diseases from
which the Wise Man is free, for he has true health.
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Since the passions consist in false judgments and men'

tal disturbance, so the virtue of the Wise Man, positively

defined, consists in reasonable insight and the resulting

power of will. A'irtuc is the reason determining itself

theoretically and practically {recta ratio). Whether man
will let loose this or that passion in himself, depends

on him. That is to say, the matter is not determined by

external events, but through his own inner nature.

" Nature " (c^uo-i?), which, according to the fundamental

principle of the Stoics, is identical with reason (\o70'?), forms

the content of insight, and obedience to insight consti-

tutes virtue. By " Nature " is meant partly the universal

nature of things, partly human nature. While passion is

unnatural and unreasonable, the Wise Man acts naturally

and reasonably when he makes his will to agree with the

universal law of nature, and when he subordinates himself

to that law. But in this subordination he is only acting as

the reason of man requires. The ethical principle of the

Stoa was obedience to the ivorld law, and in this way it pos-

sessed a religious coloring.

The ethical dualism of the Stoics, with its contrast between
nature and what is contrary to nature, and with its identification

of reason and nature, goes back to the Sophistic Enhghtenment.
It avoided, however, the sharpened Cynic antithesis between
civilization and nature. It rather referred what is contrary to

nature to the preponderance of the individual impulse, and it

characterized the natural as reason dwelHng in each and all

alike. The latter thought, which led to the conventional reli-

gious principle of subjection to the world-reason, is an obvious
revival of the logos doctrine of Heracleitus.
The possibility of unnatural and unreasonable phenomena, as

they are supposed to appear in the passions, is absohitely irre-

concilable with the metaphysical development of the Stoics' doc-
trine, and with their idea of fate and providence. Their ethical

dualism and metaphysical monism stand in absolute contra-

diction. This difficulty came to the Stoics in the form of the

problem of the freedom of the will and the responsibility of

conscience. These are ethical postulates whose union with

mechanical necessity made difficulties for them, and difficulties

I
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fliat were solvable only in appearance. In respect to these diffi-

culties they had to defend themselves against the attacks of

Epicurus and Carneades.

In designating the 6/xoAoyoi;/A€Vws t^ ^I'o-et t,w as the positive

content of virtue, and in representing at the same time the cosmic
universal law as " Nature," the Stoic lacked a principle of morals

that had real content. Consequently, on the one hand in the

Stoic school, human nature was substituted for </)uo-ts, — at all

events, according to Chrysippus, with reference to its unit}' with

the world reason. On the other hand, the purely formal charac-

ter of the consistency and of the harmon}' of the reason was
accentuated (siraplj' 6/xoA.oyov/xeVws). In this sense, suggestive

of the "categorical imperative," was Stoicism accepted by the

iron statesmen of Rome. Nevertheless, in the Stoic metaphys-
ics, the formula of subjection to tlie world reason remained an
empty form which found its living content first in the Christian

doctrine of love.

The Stoics were little able to make theoretically clear their

antithesis of the reasonable and the unnatural, yet they rendered
the service of introducing into moral philosophy the principle of

duty by the accentuation of this antithesis, and bj- defining vir-

tue as subjection to cosmic law ; and furthermore of having laid

a greater stress upon the antithesis between that which is and
that which ought to be. Wholly consonant with this is the

pessimism which the\' for the most part held concerning the

great mass of mankind and the circumstances of life.

The Socratic concept of virtue, that the Stoa held, concentrated
into practical insight (<Pi)'.jv7](tl^) the whole of moral life, and allowed
the existence of a plurality of virtues only in the sense of the

application to man}' objects of this single fundamental virtue of in-

sight. In this way, for instance, the four Platonic cardinal virtues

were derived. Yet herein the Stoic clung to the thought of the

unity of virtue to such a degree that all the particular forms of

virtue exist in inseparable union. They form not only the en-

during characteristic (dta^ecrts) of the Wise Man, but they also

animate his every action.

The unity and perfectness, which the Stoics like the Me-

garians and Cvnics regarded as essential in the concept of

virtue, and in the ideal of the Wise Man, led them in the

first thoroughgoing statement of their system to say that

this ideal is reached either entirely or not at all. In neither

goodness nor badness are there degrees of ethical value.
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Men arc either good (^aTrovSaloi'), or bad (^aOXoi), and t(i

the kilter belong all who do not attain the ideal of wisdom.

It makes no difference whether they be near to it or far

from it. They are all fools, — spiritually sick. Thus for

the older Stoics all virtuous actions [KaropOoo/xara) were

ethically of equal value, and likewise all sins (a^aprj/yuaTa).

With the same rigorism the Stoics declared virtue as the

only good, vice as the only evil, and all between as (dSi-

d(f)opa) indifferent things.

The last definition led to many serious consequences in ap-
plied etliics in which the Stoics agreed with the Cynics, although,

it must be said, in tlieory more than in practice. Since the

Stoics assessed the disposition ethically, they therefore made the

Wise Man indifferent in principle to external conventional forms
of performance or non-performance. In their theorv of goods,
they made a polemic attack, especially against the Peripatetic

recognition of tlie importance wliich the goods of fortune were
supposed to have for perfect happiness. Especial!}' prominent
is their treatment of life as an aSia(f>f>poi', which tlieoretically and
practically represented suicide as permissible for the Wise Man.

This rigoristic dualism could not last long, and so the

school gradually inserted the striving, earnest man
(TrpoK&TTTwv) betw^een the Wise Man and the fool, and the

fitting action (jo KaOrjicov^ between virtue and sin. The

school distinguished in the great interval which lies between

the highest good and the evil, the rrrporj^iJbeva from the

aiTOTTpori'ypueva.

On the whole, the Stoics are the most outspoken doctrinaires

tliat antiquity witnessed. The Stoa was a school of character

building and also a school in reckless stubbornness (Cato). In

the development of the school there entered with the different

indivicbials many varieties and compromises of doctrine accord-

ing to impending practical needs. These changes kept pace

witli the approach of the school to the teaching of the Lyceum
and the Academy. Thereupon the perfectly unpedagogical

character was gradually strijjped off, which the representation

of the ideal of the Wise Man originall}' had, and in its place in

later times came the reverse and admonitory teaching, how one
should become a Wise Man.
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KaTopOwfia, the conduct of a Wise Man, coming from a good dis-

position, and KadrfKov^ the activity of the ordinaiy ambitions man
adjusted to external requirements, stand somewhat in the rela-

tionship which modern ethics marks between morality and
legality. The setting up of this distinction shows how the

realized ideal of the Wise Man was making way to the more
modest ambition of approximating that ideal.

The individualistic tendency expressed in the ideal of

the self-sufficient Wise Man, is counterbalanced by the

concept of the subordination of the individual to the

cosmic law and the society of rational beings. The

Stoics recognized, therefore, the social needs of man as

natural and reasonable. They saw the realization of those

needs simply on the one side in the friendship of individual

Wise Men, and on the other in the rational communion of all

men. Whatever lies between— that is, the national life in

its different political forms— passed for them more or less as

of historical indifference {dBidcfiopov^. The Wise Man bows

to this as a temporal necessity, but he holds aloof from it

as far as possible. Historico-national distinctions vanish

before that reason, which gives equal laws and equal rights

to all. The point of view of the Stoic Wise Man was that of

the cosmopolitan.

For the remarkable synthesis of individualism and nniver-

salism which characterized the Stoa, it is to be noted that the

school soon passed in its social theory from individualism to

the most general principle of association. The later Eclectic

Stoics in particular were concerned with the theory of the state,

and followed Aristotle in many things. But the ideal of the

school remained still the citizenship of the world, the fraternity

of all men, the ethico-legal equalization of all distinctions of

condition and race. From this thought proceeded the begin-

nings of the idea of natural or reasonable right, which later

were laid as fundamental in the scientific theory of Roman
right. ^ The}' reflect in theoretical form the levelling of those

1 See M. Voigt, Die Lehre vom jus naturale, etc. bei den Romern

(Leipzig, 1856) to p. 81 ff.
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historical distinctions, which was completed for antiquit}' about
the beginning of this era, and thus sliow Stoicism to be the ideal

philosophy of the Konian Empire.^

To this ethical teaching there was joined in a most re-

markable manner an outspoken materialistic metaphysics.

The monistic tendency, expressed in the metaphysics, was

united with the ethical principle, and was dcveloj)ed in an

open polemic against the Aristotelian dualism. Uncreative

themselves, the Stoics accepted the naive materialism of

the pre-Socratic philosophy in the form of Heracleitanism.

They expressly taught tliat nothing is real except the

corporeal. They, however, recognized, in regard to the

relationships of individual things, the Aristotelian duality

of a passive and an active principle, a moved matter and a

moving force (jrda'xpv and iroiovv'). They give to the uni-

fying cosmic foi'ce all the characteristics of the Heracleitan

X6709 and the Anaxagorean vov<i. But they emphasize

particularly the materiality of this reasonable cosmic force.

Tn their confessed materialism, the Stoics went nearly to the

childish consequence of looking upon all qualities, forces, and
activities of bodies as again themselves bodies which were
supposed to inhere spatially in the tirst bodies (>cpao-is 8t' oXon).

This reminds us in some measure of the homoiomeriai of

Anaxagoras. The Stoics also regarded time quanta and the

like, as bodies— assertions that show nothing more than the

doctrinaire wilfulness of the authors. See H. Siebeck on
the subject.

The Stoics, like Hcraclcitus, found in fire the unifying

cosmic force, which is Cod,— which is changed by its own
inner rational law into the world. They conceived fully

that fire was the identity of the corporeal primeval matter

and the rational spirit, and in this way they fell back from

1 Cicero especially (Z)e rep. and De leg.) developed the Stoic thought

of the <j)v(Tfi dUaiov as the lex naturce bom in all men ; but also he has

attempted to be just to the historical moments of jurisprudence. See K.

Hildenbrand, Gesch. u. System der Tleclit.'<- u. S'aatsphHos., I. 523 £f.
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fche dualism of the time of the epigones to the naively

vague monism of the jn-evious time. Fire is therefore on

the one hand the original corporeal substrate, the a/3%^ of

the Milesians. On the other it is the {)rinieval spirit, the

world-soul, the reason moving and forming all things,

permeating and governing, like a divine living breath

(irvev/xa}, the entire world of phenomena proceeding from

it. It is indeed the creative world-reason, the \o7o?

(nr€pfiaTiK6<;.

Fire has differentiated air, water, and earth from itself

at the beginning of things, so that the two more volatile

elements stand as the active and forming principle, in

contrast to the two heavier as matter. In the cosmic devel-

opment the primitive fire is destined gradually to reabsorb

the world of variety into itself, and will finally consume it

in a universal catastrophe (eKTrvpcoaK). The complete

cosmic cycle is so perfectly determined in all particulars

by the divine Being that it is exactly repeated periodically.

In so far as the Godhead acts like a body under the law of

mechanical necessity, is this absolute determination of the

movements of all individuals Fate (^ecfMap/ievT}}. In so far

as it acts as a purposeful spirit it takes on the garb of

Providence (Trpovoio), and the Stoic evidently means by

this that nature can yield only perfect and teleological

forms and relationships.

In all this we do not meet new concepts or new ways of

stating facts. The Ueracleitan principle is comhincd with the

Platonic and Aristotelian concepts without being scientifically

more serviceable. No scientific contribution worthy of the

name can be found among the Stoics. In particular cases, as

in astronomy, the Stoics join themselves in essentials with the
Peripatetics. On the whole, in their treatment of these questions,

they show a relapse from the inductive science of Aristotle to

the old metaphysics.

The pantheistic character of this conception of nature led the

Stoic to a nature religion, which nt the same time is a religion

of reason. A characteristic monument to this is the hymn to
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Zeus of Ck'fliithes (preserved in Stob. Ecl.^ I. 30). In the

same spirit they made the most comprehensive use of the alle-

gorical interpretation of myths. 'J'eleology was so connected

with this interpretation, and was so attenuated to a small an-

thropomorphic spirit in praise of the arrangements useful for

human needs, that it anticipated to a great degree the tasteless

philosophy of the eighteentli century. The great ethical prin-

ciples of the Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy diminished in

the hands of the Stoics to a miserable utilitarian theory, which
was the more characteristic the less it found a point of support

in the Stoic doctrine of goods.

It is of particular interest to note how the Stoics began to

work a positive religion into their natural religion ; for they

treated, by the use of the nature-myth interpretation, the gods
and diemons of the popular faith as special forms of the original

divine force. The\' came in this way to a systematic theologj- of

polytheism, and theA' subjoined to it their widely accepted theory

of divination, based on the principle of a universal teleology.

The pantheism and determinism in Stoicism stood finally in

absolute contradiction with its ethical dualism. The former was
as optimistic as the latter was pessimi.'^^tic. That everything

bad happens Trapu c^ivatv was treated as ethicall}' fundamental,

although according to their metaphysical principle it was impos-

sible. This contradiction seems to have come in some measuie
to the consciousness of some of the Stoics. In response to the

sharp attacks of their opponents, particularh* of Carneades, it

was the occasion for evasions tending toward such questions as

the reconciliation of evil with a divine omnipotence, which we
have later designated as theodicy. On the one hand, the Stoics

attempted to disclaim the realit}' of evil, and then on the other

to make sin and suffering the teleologicall}' indispensable parts

of the good and perfectly organized universe.

The anthropology of Stoicism was consistent with its uni-

versal physical postulates. The body, teloologically put

together out of crass elements, is permeated through and

through, and in all its functions ruled by the soul. The
soul is the warm breath {TvvevfMa euOepfMov), whicli, as an

emanation of the divine soul of the world, forms the uni-

tary, living guiding force of man (ro rjje/xovLKov'). It con-

stitutes his reason ; it is the cause of his physiological

functions, of his sjiooch, of liis imagination and desires;

and it has its seat in the breast.
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Ludw. Stein, Die Psychologie cler Stoa (2 vols., Berlin,

1886-88).
Tlie essential identity of the human and divine soul (taught

also by the pre-Socratics) was carried out b}' the Stoics, espe-

cially on ethical and religious lines. The analogy seemed suitably

drawn between the relation of the human soul to its body, and
the divine reason to the unirerse.

Tiie Stoics consistently ascribed to the soul of man no abso-

lute immortality. At the most they gave to it a permanence
until tlie e/cTTi-pojcrt?, the absorption of all things in the divine.

Yet some Stoics reserved this last i)rivilege only for the souls

of the Wise, while the (ftavXot were dissipated both in soul and
body.

In the Stoic anthropolog}', as in their entire system, the fun-

damental contradiction was this : their theoretic doctrine allowed
to appear as mechanically necessary that very rationality which
according to their ethical postulate was requisite to the formation
of the ideal, so that the actual incompleteness of the ideal is incon-

ci'ivable. From this is explained the fact that the whole theoretic

philosophy of the Stoa was subjected to the point of view of

that insight which guides the perfectly Wise Man in his con-
duct. The same contradiction showed itself in the Stoic episte-

rnology, where the emanation from God (yi(f)VTov Tn'cr/xa) was
represented as a tabula rasa. The tahida rasa does not already

possess its rational content, as one would expect from this

teaching, but wins its content gradually by the action of the

senses.^

We must go back to the Cynic opposition to the Academy
to understand how the Stoics can combine a sensualistic

and nominalistic theory of knowledge with their doctrine of

a cosmic reason. The Stoics sought in their nominalism,

even as extrinsically as in their ethics, to give to their funda-

mental principle of individuality the concept of universal

validity,— a validity from which they could in neither situ-

ation escape. The soul is originally like a tablet of wax, on

which nothing is written, and in which ideas {(^avTaaiai)

1 There was therefore an easy union possible with Stoic metaphysics,

when the later eclectic populur philosophy (Cicero) said that knowledge,

particularly that of practical truths, was God-implanted, universal to

humanity, antl equally innate.
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appear through the influence of things. Every original

idea is an impression (TuTrtocrt?) on the soul, or a change in

it— as Chrysippus said, in order to refine this crude materi-

alism. On that account this idea always refers to par-

ticuUir things or conditions. Concepts (evvocai) are, however,

pictures aroused by memory and the reasoning faculty

rendered possible by the memory. They are purely sub-

jective, and, therefore, nothing actual corresponds to

them, as in the case of the perceptions. Yet the Stoa

vaguely tried to find in them the essence of all scientific

knowledge.-^

Concepts originate in perception, in part involuntarily

from the very necessity of the mental mechanism, in part

with conscious premeditation. The former are a natural

production, and are common to all alike (koivoI ewoiai).

This class is therefore to be regarded as the norm of ra-

tional knowledge, and as the valid ^9res^/7:>jpos^Y^o7^ {irpoXijylri';).

In this se)ise the consensus gentium plays a great rule

in Stoic argumentation, especially in ethics and religion.

For the consensus gentium is a common property of concepts

existing for all men with equal necessity.

As regards the scientific construction of concepts, the

Stoics busied themselves with great, and, for the most part,

very unfruitful formalism in their detailed study of the

Aristotelian logic. They combined this study with that of

grammar. In treating of the hypothetical character of

logical truth, which they emphasized especially in their

theory of the syllogism, they needed a criterion of truth for

those original Ideas, from which the logical work of thought

is supposed to proceed. They found such an one only in

immediate evidence^ according to which single Ideas force

themselves upon the soul and compel its assent (^a-vyKard'

6e<Ti<i). An idea of this sort they called ^avraala KaraXTj-

1 See Zeller, IV^. 77 ff.
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imK-)]} They found it either in clear and certain percep-

tions or in the kolvoI ewotai.

R. Hirzel, De logica Stoicorum (Berlin, 1879) ; V. Brochard,
Sur la logique du Sto'icisme (Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., V.
449 ff.).

Under tlie collective name of logic, which the}' first employed
in the stud}' of terras, the Stoics grouped grammatical and rhe-

torical studies. Tliey — especially Chrysippus — investigated

many grammatical problems, and decided a great man}' of the

questions of fact and terminology for more than for antiquit}-.

Compare Lersch, Die Sprachpldlosophie d. Allen (Bonn, 1841) ;

Schomaun, Die Lelire von den Hedeteilen, nach den Allen dar-

gestellt u. beurteilt (Berlin, 1863) ; Steinthal, Gesch. d. Sprach-
iviss. hei d. Griechen %ind Romern (Berlin, 1863).

Concerning the formal logic of the Stoics, see C. Prantl,

Gesch. d. Log.., I. 401 ff. When the Stoics distinguished studies

concerned with the criterion of truth from those concei-ned with

correct syllogistic method, they transmuted the Aristotelian logic

into a purely formal science. They were stranded, however, in

empty sophistry, which was unavoidable in such a limited con-

ception. The Aristotelian analytic always is the frame on which

the}' stretch out their artificial system with its unnecessary ter-

minological changes. They have added nothing significant.

Even in their simplification of the theory of the categories Aris-

totle himself had preceded them. They recognized only the fol-

lowing four categories : VTroKiLiJ.a'ov, ttolov, ttojs e'xo^S Trpos Tt TTojs

exov. substratum, quality, condition and relation. See A. Tren-
delenburg, Gesch. cler Kategorienlehre (Berlin, 1846), p. 217 ff.

The distinction of involuntary, universal ideas that enter the

mechanism of representation, from those formed with scientific

consciousness ( Lotze, ior//fc, 1874, § 14), has psychological and
logical valne, but its epistemological use by the Stoics is an
unha[)py one. Thoy also, however, according to their ethical

principle, first ascribed full certainty to science as a system of

fully developed concepts: Diog. Laert., VII. 47; Stob. Eel.,

II. 128.

See W. Luthe, Die Erkenntnisslehre der Sloiker (Leipzig,

1890).

47. "With less i)liilosopliical originality, hut with a greater

degree of unity and compactness, Epicureanism was the

1 Of the difficulty with this term,— the comprehension of the actual

from the side of the spirit, or tlie comprehensibility of the sj)irit from the

.side of what is actual, see Bonnhofer, Epil'tet unci die S!oa, p. 288 ff.
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form ill which the Cyrenaic conception of life found devel-

opment just as Stoicism was the development of Cynicism.

In contrast, however, to the multiform eclecticism which

characterized the Stoa in the persons of many of its active

scientific champions through the centuries, Epicureanism

was born mature in its founder as a complete method of

living. Its numberless disciples in all antiquity changed

it scarcely more than in its uiicsscntials.

Consequently, apart from Epicurus himself, who founded

the school in his garden in Athens in 306, there are no

independent thinkers of the school to be named. We may
name some literary representatives : Metrodorus of Lamp-
sacus, the friend of the founder ; Colotes of the same city

;

Zeno of Sidon (100 b. c.) ; Pha^drus, whom Cicero heard

in Rome about 90 b. c. ; Philodenms of Gadara and more
especially the Roman poet Titus Lucretius Cams.

See P. Gassendi, De vita, moribus et doctrina Epicuri (Lcyden,

1647); G. Prezza, Epicnro e VEpicureismo (Florence, 1877);
M. Guyau, La morale d'Epicjtre (Paris, 1878) ; P. v. Gizycki,

Ueber das Leben und die Moralxihilosophie des Ep)ihur {W2i\\q.,

1879); W. Wallace, Epicureanism (London, 1880) ; R. Schwen,
Ueber griech. u. rbm. Ej^icnreismus (Tarnowitz, 1881).

As original sources, besides what is left b}' Epicurus, there

are the didactic poem of Lucretius, De rerum yiatura (edited by
Lachniann, Berlin, 1850, and Jac. Bernajs, Leipzig, 1852), and
the writings found in Llerculaneum, particularly of Philodemus:
Hercidanensium volumAnum qucB supersimt (first series, Naples,
1793-1855, second since 1861). Compare D. Comparetti, La
villa dei Pisoni (Naples, 1879) ; Th. Gomperz, Herkulanen-
sisclie Stndien (Leipzig, 1865 f. , Wiener Sitzmigsberichte, 1876,

1879). Secondary antique sources are Cicero (De ^finibus and
De natura deorum), Seneca, and Diogenes Laertius, B. 10.

Epicurus was born 341 in Samos of an Athenian of the deme-
Gai-gettos. His father seems to have been a school-teacher.

Epicurus grew up in simple circumstances. He had read some
philosophers, especially Democritus, and perhaps also listened

to some of his older contemporaries in Athens. But he had not
at an}- rate enjoyed a thorough education, when, having tried

his hand as a teacher in Mytilene and Lampsacus, he afterwards
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/ounded his school in Athens, which was later named after the

garden in which it was held (ol dirb tmv Ky]7ru>v ; horti). His
teaching was opportune, easily understood, popular, and in har-

mony with the spirit of the time. It is thus explicable how he
found wide acceptance equally with the more serious schools

of science. Owing to his personal charm, and because he did

not make so high and strict demands either upon the life or
thought of his auditors as others made, he became greatly

esteemed as the head of the school. As such he worked until

his death in 270. He wrote much,^ only a little of which has

been preserved. Of the thirty-seven books of Tnpl (pvaeoj^ only

two were found in the Herculanean library
;
(published bj' Orelli,

Leipzig, 1818.) In addition three didactic letters and the

Kvptai 86$aL, besides man}' more or less extensive fragments,

have been found. H. Usener has published a notably complete
and orderly collection, excepting the two books vrcpi ^uVcws
b}' the name Epiciirea (Leipzig, 1887).

Epicurus' confidant and celebrated colleague, Metrodorus, died

before him. See A. Duening, De M. Epicurei vitaet scriptis, cum
fragm., Leipzig, 1870, Alfr. Korte, Metrodori fragm., Leipzig,

1890). The headship of the school passed directly then from

Epicurus to Hermarchus. From that time on, numerous pupils

and heads of the school are mentioned (see Zeller, IV^ 368-

378), but seldom in such a wa}' as to lead us to know their dis-

tinction as philosophers. We know Colotes from the treatise

which Plutarch aims against him, as the cham[)ion of the school

;

Zeno and Phaedrus from the reports of Cicero ; also Philodemus,

whose works in part were found in Herculaneum. See the liter-

ature in Ueberweg-Heinze, I^. 264 f. , especially' H. v. Arnim,
Fhilodemea (Halle, 1888).

Especially at Rome, where C. Amafinius (middle of second cen-

tury, B. c.) had first naturalized Epicureanism to a considerable

degree, the theory found man}' supporters, and most of all in

its poetical presentation in Lucretius (97-54). See H. Lotze,
Qucestiones Lucretiayim (Philol., 1852) ; C. Martha, Le poeme
de Lucrece (Paris, 1873) : J. Woltjer, L. philosopMa cmnfontibus
comjyarata (Groningen, 1877).

Concerning the development of the school, see R. Hirzel,

Unters. zu Cicero's philosophischen Schriften, T. 98 ff.

The ethics of Epicurns was a reproduction of hedonism

(§ 30) in a form riper in so far as the more youthful fresh-

ness of the Aristippan doctrine of sense-pleasure made way

1 See Diog. Laert., X. 26 ff.

21
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for deeper reflection, such as already existed among the

later Cyrenaics. The limitation of philosophy to a search

for the means of attaining individual happiness was most

boldly expressed by Epicurus, and was developed utterly

regardless of every other interest, especially of science.

Science and virtue are nothing that should be prized in

themselves. They have worth only as indispensable means

for the attainment of pleasure, and pleasure is the natural

and obvious goal of every desire.

Pleasure is not only positive pleasure in the narrower

sense which arises out of a motion that satisfies the need

{rjSovrj ev KLvqaet). It is the more valuable pleasure of

painlessness, which goes with the state of more nearly_43er-

fect rest ^ Q'jooin] KaraarrjfjiaTi/ci]), a state consequent upon

the satisfaction of wants. The latter affords doubtless

a certain pleasure, but perfect happiness {/j,aKaplo)<i ^v}i/)

can be found only in a state in which every want is absent.

Happiness is health to the body and repose {drapa^la) of

the soul : StKaioavprj'i Kap7rb<; fxeyLaTo<i drapa^ia.^

Epicurus showed his deficiency in scientific training in the

anibiguit}' of his expressions, and in his lack of logical clearness.

His deficiency also appears in his disdain of all theoretical occu-

pations. He had no appreciation of scientific investigations

which serve no use. Mathematics, history, the special natural

sciences were closed to hitn. The theory of pleasure that he

called ethics, strictly included his entire philosophy. Physics,

which had a determined ethical task to perform, and was pur-

sued only so far as it performed it, was only ancillary ; and
as a help in preparation for this, a little logic was deemed
necessary.

It has given rise to much confusion, because Epicurus con-

sidered 1780V77 sometimes as a positive pleasure arising from the

satisfaction of all want, and because he sometimes used the word
in the more general sense when he meant the more valued ataraxy

(arapa^t'a). The introduction of the latter idea probably can be

traced back to Democritus. When the 7rd6i] are designated as

1 Olymp. in Plato's Phileb., 274 (also Fr. 416).

8 Clem. Strom., VI. 2 (also Fr. 519).
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storms, and ya\/;i/io-/xo? as tranquillity (Diow. Laert., X. 83), we
are reminded of the manner of expression of the great Abderite.

This Epicurean arapa^ta has only an outward resemblance to tlic

Stoic apathy. The former is the virtue of ethical indifference

to all passions ; the latter is passionlessness, which is based
upon the perfect satisfaction of all desire. On this account it

was looked upon, both by P2picureans and Cynics, as acquired

only through a limitation of desire.

Therefore p]picurus distinguished formall}' three classes of
wants: natural and indispensable ; natural and perhaps dispen-

sable ; and finally, imaginary, which are neither natural nor in-

dispensable. Without satisfying the first, man cannot live

;

without satisfying the second, he cannot be happy ; the third

are to be disregarded. Thus the opposition which the Cyrenaics
urged between the natural and the conventional was taken up.

Its strenuousness was diminished, however, in so far as the P^pi-

cureans gave a place to much in the second category', which the

Cyrenaics were compelled to discard, because they recognized
onl}^ the first categor}-.

Feeling (Tra^o?) can only decide as to what exists in

any particular pleasure. We need, in order to counteract

this, to reflect upon the course of life, and to assess the

different pleasures so as to bring out also their conse-

quences.' Such an estimate is possible only through the

rational insight, the fundamental virtue of the Wise Man
(^p6v7)ai<i'). This virtue was developed into different single

virtues, according to the different problems to be assessed.

Through it the Wise Man is able to estimate the different

impulses according to their value for perfect satisfaction.

He is able to appreciate expectations and fears at their true

value, to free himself from illusionary ideas, feelings, and

desires, and to find in the proper balance of enjoyment that

serenity of soul which is allotted only to him.

The Epicurean ideal of the Wise Man is represented in

nearly the same particulars as the Stoical Wise Man. The
Wise Man is to the Epicureans also as free as the gods.

By his reflective insight, rising superior to the course of

1 Eus. Pra:p cv., 11, 21 (also Fr. 442).
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the world and of external fate, he finds happiness only in

himself and in his virtue, which once acquired can never

be lost. Yet the Epicurean descri))tion is made in some-

what brighter colors than the Stoic, rather more pleasing

and more joyous. But even if they avoided the sombrencss

of the Stoics, they were, on the other hand, rather lacking

in vigor : the Stoic feeling of duty was wanting, as were

both the submission of the individual to universal law and

the consciousness of responsibility. Epicurus prized, it is

true, spiritual above bodily satisfactions, because they are

better qualified to lead to the ideal of rest to the soul. In-

deed, he recommended what he himself to a high degree

possessed, — a pure and noble morality, social refinement,

benevolence, and consideration toward all. But all this is

commended to us, because every kind of roughness of deport-

ment must appear to an educated Greek as inharmonious

with the {esthetic enjoyment of existence, which had become

to him a natural want. The wisdom of life of the Epi-

cureans was aesthetic self-enjoyment. Their egoism became

delicate and refined, but nevertheless it was still egoism.

The conce[)t of c}>f)nv7}(rL<; appealed in Epicurns's theory almost
exactly as it appeared in tliat of Aristippus, onl}' the matter of
measuring the consequences of particular pleasures is rather more
em})ha.size(l than in p]picurus. Merely upon tliis distinction of

consequences Epicurus founded his preference for spiritual pleas-

ures over ])odily pleasures, and not upon an original distinction

of worth. He insisted, in accordance with his sensualistic psy-

chology, that the spiritual pleasures reduce in their simplest

terms to bodily (crdp$) ^ pleasures.

The fundamental characteristics of the ethical atomism of

Epicurus are shown most clearly in his treatment of social

relations. He recognized no natural community of man-

kind, but he treated all the mutual relations of individuals

(1) as those which depend upon the will of the individuals,

and (2) those which depend upon a rational consider-

1 Alhen., XIT. 546 (also Fr. 409).
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ation of useful consequences. He regarded these human
relations not as higher powers, but only as self-chosen

means for individual happiness. In this spirit he dissuaded

the Wise Man from entering upon marriage, because it

threatens him with care and responsibility. So also he

recommended avoidance of public life. He regarded the

state as a union ^ that has arisen out of the need of mutual

protection, and created by the rational reflection of tbe

individuals. The functions of the state are conditioned in

their entirety by the point of view of general utility. This

purpose of law brings about certain universal principles as

everywhere necessary, but law takes a variety of forms of

single laws under different circumstances.

Friendship is the only social relationship worthy of the

Wise Man. It rests indeed, too, upon the calculation of

mutual usefulness. Among wise and virtuous men, how-

ever, it rises to a disinterested communion, and in it the

happiness of the individual reaches its zenith.

It is thoroughly characteristic of the Epicurean conception of
life, for its social ideal to be a purely individual relationship,

viz., friendship. Friendship was particularly cultivated in

this school, and in connection with its view of the Wise Man
friendship easily got an insipid character of mutual admiration.

The Xa^e ^iwcras is the reverse side of it, wherein indifference to

political interest and responsihilit}-, the selfish isolation of the

individual, decay of national loyalty, is raised t3 a principle.

With this egoistic withdrawal into private life. Epicureanism be-

came the " common sense " philosophy of the Roman world.

For the strongest basis of despotism is that desire for enjoy-

ment with which every individual seeks in the quiet of his own
life to save as much individual comfort as possible out of the

universal confusion.

The utilitarian politics of Epicurus has also its germ in that

of the Sophists. Yet Epicurus seems to have been the first to

carry politics out consistently, and thus also to have developed

^ Diog. Laert., X. 150 (from the Kxipiai So^ai) : to r^y ^i^o-fcof hUaiov

fO-Ti aiifij3o\ov Tov avucpipovTos (Is to fir] ^XdnTeiv uXXijXovs /i'jSe /3Xa-

UTfadai.
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the leading principle of political compact (a-wOr^Kt]). It was by

the use of this thooiy that the Enlightenment of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuric;s tried to conceive the state as the pro-

duct of the selfish reason of individuals who were without a,

state. There was, therefore, for E{)icurus such a thing as right

and wrong only where this soit of agreement about universal

utilit}' takes place between individuals.^ Lucretius has repre-

sented in a typical manner this supposed transition of man
from a state of savagery to a state of society (V. 922 fT.).

If the insight of the reason shall afford peace of soul to

the Wise Man, it accomplishes this principally by freeing

him through correct knowledge from all superstition, erro-

neous representations of the nature of things, and therefore

from all related idle fears and hopes which could falsely

determine the will. In so far the insight is this (jjpoi'rjo-iq,

being not only practical but theoretical in its purpose. To
this end we need a physical view of the world which ex-

cludes all myths and miracles, all transcendent, religious,

supersensible, and teleological aspects. Epicurus finds such

a view in Democritus.

Compare Alb. Lange, Gesch. cles Materkdismus, (2 ed. Iser-

lohn, 1873, I. 74 ff., 97 ff.). Familiarity with the theory of

Democritus is said to have been made possible to Epicurus

through Nausiphanes. At any rate, it is the most significant

scientific influence which he experienced. Yet he is far from
understanding and taking up into himself the bod}' of thought
of the Democritan system. lie selected from the cosmology of

Democritus what appeared useful for his shallow pseudo-enlight-

enment, and he left untouched what was really pliilosophicall}'

significant. The identification of his physical and metaphysical
theory with that of Democritus has undoubtedly done the

most to hinder an earlier recognition of the scientific greatness

of Democritus.

The renewal of Atomism by Epicurus is betrayed in the

theory that nothing is real except the void and the atoms,

and that every event consists merely of the motion of the

atoms in empty space. Epicurus refused, however, to ac-

^ Kvpiui. du^ai, 32 f. ; Diog. Laert., X. 150.
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cept the fundamental thought of Democritus of the pure

mechanical necessity of all motion. He replaced the origi-

nally irregular motion of the atoms in tlie absolutely direc-

tionless and boundless space, such as Democritus taught, by

an originally uniform motion from above downward, which

the senses appeared ^ to represent to him as absolutely

given. Tliis is the rain of atoms? Since the intermingling

of the atoms could not in this way, however, be explained,

he asserted that single atoms arbitrarily deviated in a very

slight degree from the direct fall. In consequence, collis-

ions and vortices arose, from which the atom-complexes

and finally the worlds came. Thus the cosmic theory of

Epicurus again blended with that of Democritus and ser-

vilely followed it from tliis point on. Yet he depended

on the theory of Democritus only in its most general

characteristics of anti-teleology and anti-spiritualism. He
took pains to explain that it is a matter of indifference

how one answers particular scientific questions.^

That this gross representation of an absolute fall of the atoms
is not of Deraocritan origin, but a new tbeoiy of Epicurus, can
be safely accepted after the researches of Brieger and Liop-

mann ; so also, Lewes, Hist, of Philos., I. 101 ; Guyau, Morale
d' Epicure, p. 74 ; Plutarch, Plac, I. 3, 26 (Box., 285) ; Cicero,

De Jin., I. 6, 17 ff. ; De fato, 20, 46 ff. When Lucretius (II.

225 ff.) made a polemic against the view that earlier was held

as Deraocritan, which alleged that the collision of the atoms could

be explained by the quicker fall of the heavier ones, he had in

mind supposablj' the hypothesis of other P^picureans. These
latter wished to proceed as determinists guided by the funda-

mental principle of the master, and this seems to have been at

one time the inclination in the school. It is not, indeed, im-

possible that Epicurus in part used also this more mechanical
method of explanation side b}- side with the acceptance of in-

finitesimal (iXoLXiCTTov) declinations. (Cicero, De fato, 10, 22.)

Arbitrary self-deviation from the peri)endicular fall— a theory

with which Epicurus destroyed entirely the theory of Democ-

1 Diog. Laert., X. 60. 2 Luere., De rer. nat., II. 222.

» Diog. Laert., X. 87 ff.
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i-itiis— 19 only the solution of a self-created difficult}'. That
Epicurus prepared for himself this difficulty is to be explained

from his anxi(>us adherence to the truth of the senses. The
way in which he explained it was suited to his ethical conception

of the metaphysical independence of the individual. He made
the deviation of the atoms from the perpendicular fall analogous

to the voluntary activit}- of man. He showed himself to be in

both cases the opponent of Democritus' leading idea of the

tlfxapix€ii]. (Cicero, De fato, 10, 23.)

This anti-teleological conception, which Lucretius especially

developed in details, and extended in an Empedoclean fashion

to the apparently' teleological organic forms, seemed to the

Epicureans to be absolute deliverance from superstition. They
spoke as little of natural religion as of positive religion. On tlie

other hand, Epicurus developed a Democritan thought in order

to imagine blissful gods in the intermundia, the empt}' space
between the numberless worlds. These gods, undisturbed as

the}' arc in tlicse w'orlds, appear in the eternal enjoyment of

their self-satisfying peace as a glorified actualization of the ideal

of the Wise Man who does not reach a state of perfection on
earth.

A gross sensualistic epistemology was joined to the

materialistic metaphysics of Epicurus. The soul, whose

materiality and mortality he especially emphasized, receives

all the content of its ideas from sense perception. Sense,

therefore, with its immediate evidence (^evdpyei-a) is the

only criterion of truth. If concepts (7rpo\7;-\/rei?) arise

through the aggregation of similar perceptions, and if out

of these upon reflection concerning the causes of phenom-

ena, opinions (^Bo^ai) and accepted views (uTroXy-xIrec';^ are

developed, the only criterion of their truth is in their re-

peated confirmation by perception.

The Logic of Epicurus, or, as he called it, the Canonic, is lim-

ited to such meagre definitions. See Th. Tohte, Epikufs Krite-
rien der Wahrheit (Clausthal, 1874). He purposely avoided the

theories of concepts and syllogisms. In his school Philodemus
accomplished something in the scientific construction of the

hypothesis and the inductive method : see Fr. Bahnsch, Des
EpicAireers PJiil Schrift, Trent a-rj/jLCMv kol o-rjixeLwa-ewi', Lyck, 1879) ;

T?. Pliilippson, De phil. libro, Trcpi a-qp-umv kol (n7/x€ia)o-£ojv et Epi'
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cureorum doctrhia loglea (Berlin, 1881); P. Natorp, Forschungen,

209 f¥. In the interest of this methodology which aimed at a

theory of empirical knowledge, the later Epicureans merged
with the younger Skeptics (§ 48). But in contrast tc^ the out-

spoken positivism of the latter, the Epicureans held to the con-

viction that scientific concepts were formed to give us on the

one side the probabilities of the imperceptible causes of phe-

nomena (aS-qXov), and on the other the expectations about the

future (Trpoa-fxivov) through the comparison of facts.

2. Skepticism and Syncretism.

The strife concerning philosophical truth which waged

fiercely between the four great schools, not only in Athens,

but also in other intellectual centres, especially in Alexandria

and Rome, necessarily presented to unprejudiced minds

the skeptical question about the possibility and limits of

human knowledge. This would certainly have happened,

even if the question had not already come up in the earlier

development of Greek philosophy, and if it had not re-

mained a current opinion since the time of the Sophists.

It is perfectly comprehensible that the skeptical way of

thinking should be consolidated during these school-

controversies, and in contrast with them should become

more and more systematic. At the same time, however,

skepticism succumbed to the universal spirit of the time,

when it was brought into most intimate relations with the

question of the wise way of living.

K. F. Stiludlin, Gesch/chfe. n. Geist des Skepticismus (Leipzig,

1794-95) ; N. Maccoli, The Greek Skeptics fro lu Fi/rrho to Sextus

(London and Cambridge, 18G9) ; V. Brochard, Les sceptiques

Grecs (Paris, 1887).

48. The first to perfect the system and ethics of Skepti-

cism was Pyrrho of Elis, whose working years were con-

temporaneous with the origin of the Stoic and Epicurean

schools. He seems to have confined himself essentially

to personal instruction, while the literary champion of his
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thought seems to have been his pupil, Timon of Phlius.

The doctrine of skepticism was of such a nature that no

school could form around it, and so it vanished with the

next generation from the field of literature.

Ch. Waddington, Fyrrhon et le Pyrrhonisme (Paris, 1877) ;

U. Ilirzel, Untersuclmngen zu Cicero's philos. jSchriften, HI. 1 ff.

;

1'. Natorp, Forschungen,, 127 ff.

Concerning Pyrrho's life little is known. He lived from 365

to 275 approximately. That he was acquainted in his home with

the P^lean-Eretrian school, the Megarian Sophism (§ 28), is

probable. It is very doubtful whether or not this happened

through the medium of Bryso, said to be the son of Stilpo.

A safer datum is that he joined the Alexandrian campaign witli

the Democritan, Auaxarehus. lie later lived and taught at his

home. No writings of his are known.
When one speaks of the school of Skeptics, it lies in the na-

ture of the case that one does not mean an organized society for

scientific work, like the four others. Although moreover the

Greek historians here also speak of diadochi, yet for this as for

later time it must be remembered that only the most distin-

guished representatives of the skeptical manner of thought

{ayoiy-q) are meant. Among these Timon is of the first rank,

while the other names in the time succeeding Pyrrho (Zeller,

IV. 483) are of no importance. Timon lived between 320
and 230 in Athens in his last years, and from his rich literar}'

activity are preserved particular!}' fragments of his m'XkoL, in

which he derides the philosophers. See C. Wachsmuth, De
Timone Phliasio ceterisque sillographis Greeds with the frag-

ments (Leipzig, 1859).

The direct derivation of Pyrrhonism from Sophistry

shows itself partly in its reliance on Protagorean relativism,

and partly in its reproduction of the Skeptical arguments

found in the Cynic and Megarian teaching. As regards

the relativity of all perceptions and opinions, Pyrrho as-

serted that if sense and reason were deceptive singly, no

truth could be expected from the two in combination.

Perception does not give us things as they are, but as

they appear in accidental relations. All opinions, not

excepting the ethical, are conventional (y6^(p), and not
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of natural necessity. Thei'efore any assertion can be

maintained against the opposite. Of contradictory propo-

sitions one is not more valid (ou fidWou} than the other.

We should on this account express nothing, but should

withhold (iTfix^iv) our judgment. Since we know nothing of

things, things are also indifferent {d8id(f}opa) to us. He
that abstains from judgment is secure against a disturbed

condition of mind resulting from mistaken views. The
moral worth of the abstinence of judgment (eTroxv) consists

in the fact that it alone can produce equanimity {drapa^ia),

which is likewise the moral ideal of the Skeptics.

The equal emphasis on drapa^ta liy Epicurus and Pyrrho, ac-

companied by a most distinct disinclination to science, coincides

with the idea of a common source of the two theories in tlie

younger Democritans, Anaxarchus and Nausiphanes. But
nothing is certain about it. That the Demoeritan view of the

world rather than that of the teleologieal systems would neces-

sarily further an ethical quietism, is plain. But the hedonistic

tendency and the one-sided emphasis of the Protagorean relativ-

ism— which was subordinated in Democritus — may be charac-

terized as a falling awaj' from Democritus and a relapse into

Sophism.
Even if the so-called ten tropes in which later Skepticism formu-

lated its relativity of perception, should not be stated in this form
in Pyrrho, nevertheless the Protagorean principle involved is

current throughout his teaching. That he took pains to bring
Skepticism into some sort of a system is to be seen from the
division which Timon made, to wit, that there is a distinction

between the constitution of things, our right relation to them,
and the profit that we have to expect from them. That the last

is the proper goal of the entire teaching is self-evident. The ara-

pa$La is the happiness of the skeptic. The e-n-oxr] not only In the
theoretical, but also in the practical sense is meant as the abstain-

ing from judgment in general, also from judgment of worth, and
therefore from desire and feeling. It reminds us of the Stoic
apathy which was also a restraint of assent. In either case the
ideal of the Wise Man is equally foreign to life, and a denial of
life. The liroxq (called also dKaTaX-qipLo) was regarded as the

central and characteristic concept of the system. Its adherents
were designated on that account l^eKTiKnC.

In this Skeptical theory it is of importance to note that the
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will is emphasized as a moment in judgment. The denial of the

(rvyKHTaOtaL'i (scc p. 318) is posslblc onlv becausc affirmation or

denial, as well in thcoielic jiidiijnient even as in the ai)proval or

di.s:i[)proval of natural feeling and impidse, is an act of will, and

tlierefore £</>' >//i.tV. This is a theory common to Skeptics and

Stoics. It is uncertain how far the former philosophers are

dependent on the latter.

Skepticism took a scientific and practically more avail-

able form at the time when it temporarily succeeded to

an ascendency over one of the great schools. Through

Arccsilaus, who followed Crates as leader and died 241, it

was introduced into the Platonic society, and maintained

itself there for pei-haps a century and a half, a period which

is customarily called that of the Middle Academy. The

most significant representative of the school at that time

was Carneades of Cyrene, who died 129 b. c. after a long

leadership.

From the entire Middle Academy only these two personalities

distinctly appear. Neither seems to have left anything in writ-

ing. The theor}' of Arcesilaus was written down by his pupil

and successor, Lacydes. Clitomaehus, who died about 110,

stood in the same relation to Carneades. We know about these

two only indirectly, especiall}' through Cicero, Sextus Empiricus,

and Diogenes.

Arcesilaus (written also Arcesilas), born about 315 in Pitane

in iEolia, had listened to Theophrastus and the Academicians.

He also came under the influence of the Megarians, and prob-

ably of Pyrrho. He was notable, moreover, as a keen and
witt}- orator. See A. Geffers, De Arcesila (Gottingen, 1841) ;

ibid., De Arcesilce successoribus (Gottingen, 1845).

In scientific significance and authority, Carneades towers above
him, — Carneades, the great opponent of the Stoics, whose writ-

ings ho had carefully studied, and in his brilliant lectures re-

futed. He appeared in Rome in the year 155 with the embassy
of philosophers, and gave there a deeply impressive example of

the in ntramque jMi'tem cUsputare in his two discourses for and
against justice. Compare Roulez, De Carneade (Ghent, 1824).

For the names of the above, see Zeller, IV^ 498, 523 ff.

The Academy Skeptics seem to have made the nega-

tive part of Pyrrho's theory their own,— and in the main
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.a unchanged form. In using this negative doctrine in its

essentials in their polemic against the Stoics, they directed

their arguments chiefly against the theory of a crite-

rion of truth. In this respect Carneades took the lead

with his destructive dialectic by showing how little the

subjective moment of assent (^a-vyKarddeac^;^ is a safe

determiner of truth or falseness, and by investigating thor-

oughly the numerous difficulties of the theory of the

KaraXTjiTTCKr) c^avTaata (ideas carrying conviction). But

he also directed his attack against the guaranty of the

truth in logical reasoning. He showed how every proof

demands a new proof for the validity of its premises,

which leads to an infinite regress, since there is no imme-

diate certainty.

It is astonishing how little these Platonists seem to have
cared for the rationalism of their original school. They did not

lead their rationalism into the field against the Stoic sensual-

ism — nay, they even sacrificed it, for their radical Skepticism

holds rational knowledge impossible. They did not seem ex-

pressly to confute rationalism, but they silently neglected it

as passe. When it is said of Arcesilaus (Sextus Empiricus,
Pyrrh. Hyp., I. 234 f.) that he used skepticism simply on
the one side as a polemic and on the other as mental gym-
nastics, but within the innermost circle of the school he
held fast to Platonism, the statement is so far true that the

Academ}- took the skeptical arguments onh' as welcome instru-

ments against the continnousl}' pressing competition of the

Stoa. But in doing so, nevertheless, the Academy became
estranged from its own positive teaching. It is not impossible,

but perfectly probable, that even if the above were a fact in

regard to the leaders of the school, in the school itself the

Platonic tradition was kept alive as before. The strength of

the polemic interest among the leaders is shown in Carneades,

who raised with these formal objections many practical ones
against the Stoics. He combated particularlj', and occasionally

with great acumen, their theology, teleology, determinism, and
theory of natural right.

In the Middle Academy the eiroxn (see p. 331) is the result-

ant of these views. Meanwhile Carneades and Arcesilaus
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saw that the iiroxn was impossible in practice. In order to

act, man must consent to certain ideas, and if he renounces

truth, he must be satisfied with probability (^evXoyov, d\r}d€<i

4>aii'6fi€voi>)- Neither ethical principles nor the knowledge

of single relations will bring undoubted certainty, but the

will is moved by indistinct and not fully evident ideas.

Therefore everything depends on judging correctly the

degree of probability of different ideas. There are many
such degrees, three in particular. The lowest degree of

probability is present in an idea that is plausible in itself

alone (iridav?]^ ; the higher in such an idea as without con-

tradictions can be joined to tlie whole body of ideas to

which it belongs QmOavr) koI direpicr'rracrTO'^^ ; the highest

is present in every individual of such a body of ideas when
all the parts have been tested as to their mutual congru-

ence (TTiOauT} Kal d'Tr€pl(T7raaT0<i koi 'TrepKoBev/jbivr}).

The content which Carneades gave to this practical prob-

ability is thoroughly consistent with the doctrine of goods

in the Older Academy. The entire system therefore is an

attempt to destroy dogmatism through skepticism and to

found a system of morals for the Academy.

This fact, which indeed accorded with the spirit of the time, is

to be emphasized : — tlmt the theory of probability of the Middle
Academy originated from an ethical, and not from a logical in-

terest. It was applied only to ethical questions. This does not,

however, prevent our recognizing that Carneades, to whom we
particularly owe the development of this theory, proceeded in his

work in great part upon the basis of the Aristotelian topics,

and always with great acuteness. The chief source is Sextus
Empiricus, Adv. viath., VII. 166 ff.

Later Skepticism disassociated itself from the Academy,

in which dogmatic eclectic tendencies became ascendant,

and was propagated especially in the circles of the medi-

cal empiricists. The representatives of this theory were

-^nesidemus, Agrippa, and Sextus Empiricus.

Concerniner the careers of these men there is little information.
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See P. L. Haas, De philosophorum scepticorum sxiccessionibus

(Wiirzburg, 1875) ; and PL Pappenheim, Archiv f. Gesch. d.

Phil., I. 37 ff., who puts the locality of the later Skepticism in

" a city of the East, unknown to us." ^nesidemus of Cnossus

taught in Alexandria, and wrote UvppweLoL Adyot, which he dedi-

cated to the Academician L. Tubero, of which Photius pre-

pared an abridgment still extant. If tiiis Tubero was the friend

of Cicero, one must put the activity of ^nesidemus at the latest

in the middle of the first centur}', or a little earlier. This is,

however, not fully certain. Zeller places him at the beginning

of our era, and Macoll at 130 a. d. The calculations according

to the Diadochi are doubtful on account of the uncertaint}' of

the duration of the school of Skeptics. See E. Saisset, Le scep-

ticisme: Enesidhne, Pascal, Kant (Paris, 1867) ; P. Natorp,

Forscliungen, 63 ff., 256 ff.

We know about Agrippa only by the mention of his theor}^ of

the five tropes. The names onl}' of man}' of the other Skeptics

are preserved (Zeller, V^. 2 ff.).

Neither the native place nor residence of Sextus Empiricus

(200 A, D.) is known. His writings, on the other hand, form the

most complete bod}' of skeptical theories. The Hvppwvuoi iiro-

TVTTwcreLs in three books are preserved, and also two other works,

which are usually grouped under the title of Adversus mathema-
ticos. Of these works, one (Books 1-6) treats of the science

of general culture, of grammar, rhetoric, geometry, arithmetic,

astronomy, and music; the other (Books 7-11) criticises the

logical, physical, and ethical theories of philosophers from a
skeptical point of view. See E. Pappenheim, De Sext. Emp.
Ubrorum numero et ordine (Berlin, 1871) ; ibid., Lebensrerhdlt-

nisse des Scxt. Emp. (Berlin, 1875). The same author has also

translated and annotated the sketches of Pyrrho (Leipzig, 1877);
S. Haas, Leben des Sext. Emp. (Burgiiausen, 1883) ; ibid.,

Ueber die Schriften des Sext. Emp. (Freising, 1883).

This later Skepticism moved exactly on the general lines

of the older, and it sought in vain to disown dependence

upon the Middle Academy. It particularized the Protag-

orean objections to knowledge based on sensation, and, in-

deed, as appears first in u^Enesidemns, there were considered

ten so-called rpoiroi. These are badly arranged, but have

for their purpose partly the discussion of the relativity of

the perceiving subject, partly that of the perceived object,

and partly that of the relationship between the two. The
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.'ive tropes presented by Agrippa are of more importance.

To the theory of the relativity of perceptions (6 airo rod

7rp6<; Ti TpoTTo?), and to the conflict among opinions (6

d-TTo T?;? 8ia(fi(t)vta<;), he added the thought developed by

Carneades, that proof demands either an endless regress

from the premises (6 et? aireipov eV/SaWcof), or presupposes

unallowed and unproved premises (6 viroOeriKo^'). He
finally added that scientific method supports its proof upon

assumi)tions which themselves could only be verified by

the thing to be proved. These opinions of Agrippa led his

followers to the reduction of the skeptical theory to two

tropes. Knowledge would be possible either through im-

mediate or mediate certainty ; the former is not possible,

because the relativity of all representations fails of a cri-

terion, and the second would be possible only if it found

its premises in the first.^

There is the mooted question whether among all the Skeptics

iP^nesidemus actuallv, as Sextus also seems to report, found in

the general Sophistic theory of the la-ocrdivcLa rwv Aoywv, that is,

that tlie affirmation and negation of eveiy proposition can be
equally well defended, a bridge to the reproduction of the meta-
physical opinion of the reality of opposites. This would con-

nect it with the Heracleitan thought, and Zeller seems to be
decided (V^. 34 ff.) that the ancient reporters have made a mis-
take. See E. Pappenheim, Der angebliche HeraMitistnus des

^nesidemus (Berlin, 1889).

The new tropes, which Agrippa introduced in a clever wa}',

are arrayed especially against the Aristotelian theory of the

a/xerra, that is, of immediate certainty, and are closely allied to

that doubt, which in modern times has been made b}'' Mill
against the syllogism. The dilficiilty is that the particular judg-
ment, which is supposed to be based on the syllogism, is itself

necessary for a basis of the general premise. (See Sext. Em p.,

Pj/rrh. hyp., II. 194 ff. ; J. S. Mill, Logic, II. 3, § 2 ; Chr.
Sigwart, Logik, 1. § 55, 3.

Connected with the opinions of the empirical schools of ph}'-

sicians, who in denying all causal theories limited themselves
entirely to medical observations (rv/pr/trts), there is the more

1 Sext. Emp., Pijrrh. hjp., I. 178.
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devefoped treatment, which the Skeptics since ^nesidemus
bestowed upon the concept of causahty, in discovering many
dialectical and metaphysical difficulties. Relativity, the time

relation between cause and effect, the plurality of causes for

every event, the inadequacy of hypotheses which themselves

demand causal explanation, etc., are among these difficulties.

See C. Hartenstein, Ueher die Lehren der antiken Skepsis

(Zeitschrift f. Philos. u. philos. Kritik, 1888, vol. 93).

49. The four great schools of philosophy which existed

side by side in Athens — the Academy, Lyceum, Stoa, and

the Gardens— made violent, nay, passionate war upon each

other in the third and second centuries. Long afterward the

opposition was so outspoken that after the time of Marcus

Aurelius special chairs in the " university " of Athens

were endowed by the government for them. Through this

mutual contact the different theories were so far recon-

ciled that in the first century before Christ the tendency

appeared in these schools to emphasize less their disagree-

ments, to render prominent their points of unity, and to

unite them upon that common ground which exists in the

most highly generalized ethics. The tendency appeared

least of all in the Epicurean school, for that school was

relatively stationary.

The Stoa was the first, in conformity to its original na*

ture, to incline to such syncretic views. After the time of

Panaetius and Posidonius, it adopted into its teaching many
Platonic and Aristotelian doctrines, while it tempered its

ethical rigorism, and enriched its scientific interests. The
teleological principle proved a most efficient cement, and

on this account Epicureanism remained to a greater or less

degree excluded from this syncretic process.

How far on the other hand the advances on the part

of the Aristotelian school could be under the circumstances,

the pseudo-Aristotelian writing irepl Koafxov ^ shows. This

* Published in the works of Aristotle, p. 391 £E.

.22
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was written probably by a Peripatetic, and supposably at

the beginning of this era It contained the interesting at-

tempt at uniting Aristotelian theism and Stoic pantheism

in a way that recognized the transcendence of the divine

spirit, and derived the teleologically arranged world from

its omnipresent creative power. It is to be noticed that

tliis view gave to power a value independent of the divine

spirit.

Corapare the literatnre in Zeller, IV^. 631, 3. as well as the

exposition following it ; see also the same in Sitzungs-Berichte

of the Berlin Akademie, 1885. p. 399 ff. Zeller regards as a

menu between tlie Peripatetie and Platonic ethics (IV^. 647 f.)

the pseudo-Aristotelian treatise irepl aperwy Kal KUKtwi'.

To the discrimination between the transcendent essence and the

immanent power of God, there is appended, in the writing Trepl

Kocr/xov, a conception related to the Stoic theolog}'. This is con-

cerned with the degrees of divine power in which the peripatetic

teaching of Trvivjxa forms the natural and philosophical link.

The union of the tcleological systems that existed in later

times seems to have been first announced in the Academy.

In that school Philo of Larissa (87 b. c. in Rome) went

from Skej)ticism to dogmatism when he asserted that in

all the polemic expressions of the school teleology had
always remained its esoteric teaching. But his representa-

tion of this teleology resembled genuine Platonism only in

very slight degree. His more distinguished pupil, Antiochus

of Ascalon, to whom Cicero was auditor in Athens in the

winter of 79-78 b. c, championed the opinion that Plato-

nism and Aristotelianism were only different aspects of the

same thing, and that this thing also definitely reappears

with some terminological changes in Stoicism.

J. Grysar, Die Akademiker Philon mid Antiochus (Cologne,
1849) ; C. F. Hermann, De Pliilone Larissaio (Gottingen, 1851,
55) ; C. Chappe, De Anfiochl Ascalonitce vita et doctrina (Paris,

1854) ; R. Hoyer, De Antioclio Ascahnita (Bonn, 1883).
The IMatonism of this third, or of the fourth and fifth Acad-

emies, is only to I)c found in its ethical teaching. Even Anti-
ochus himself set aside the theory of Ideas, although he was
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much more energetic than Philo during the breach with the

Skeptics of the school. Metaphysics and physics both remained
in the background for these two men, and both epistemology

and ethics were quite as Stoic as Platonic. The Alexandrians,

Eudorus, Arius Didyoius, and Potamo, are said to be continuers

of the movement of Antiochus.

In their adoption of the Greek philosophy the Romans
naturally gave to it a thoroughly eclectic form. When, after

conquering their first aversion, they went into the school

of Greek science, they went to it in their peculiarly prac-

tical way with the need for ethical orientation, and for that

general culture in ethics such as a statesman might ask.

Undisturbed by the technicalities and hair-splittings of the

" controversies of the schools," they selected in the differ-

ent systems what was suited to their needs. They com-

pleted this choice from the point of view that the truth

must be found in a practically useful conviction illumi-

nating all with its natural evidence. The probabilism

of the Middle Academy and the Stoic teaching of consen-

sus gentium, however, for the most part furnished the

point of view, which may be called of the " healthy human
understanding."

It was Cicero's merit to have given his countrymen a

tasteful presentation of Greek philosophy in the above accep-

tation of the term. His friend Yarro and the School of the

Sextians, which flourished for a brief period at the begin-

ning of this era, may be mentioned with him. Cicero, who
was without independent philosophical significance, had

great success in naturalizing the philosophical content of

Greek thought in Latin literature, and in thus making it

fruitful even beyond Roman civilization.

E. Zeller, Ueber die Religion unci Philosophie hei den Miimern
(Vi)'ch. Holtz. Vortr., Berlin, 18G6) ; Durand de Laur, Le mouve-
ment de la pensee philosophique depuis Ciceron jusqu'd, Tacite

(Paris, 1874).

The fear which the stricter Romans entertained that the new
learning would undermine the traditional morals of society led
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to a decree of the Senate in 161 b. c. which banished philoso-

phers and rhetoricians from Rome. But in the middle of this

century the flow of Greek philosophy into Roman intellectual

life began and went on uninterruptedly. At first the philo-

sophic message came through the Greek teachers in Rome,
then through the custom among tlie younger Romans of per-

fecting their education in the centres of Greek science, — in

Athens, Rhodes, and Alexandria ; and, doubtless, not the least

of these influences was tiie embassy of Athenian philosophers,

Carneades, Critolaus, and Diogenes (15G-155 b. c).

M. Tullius Cicero (106-43) had listened to Greek philos-

ophers of all the schools in Athens and Rhodes, and he had
read much, so that in his latter years, when he made Greek
philosophy speak the Roman tongue (romiscli reden), a rich

material stood at his command. Out of this, without much
scientific discrimination, but with tact for what was suitable

for Rome, he brought his books together fairly quickly. Those
preserved are: Academica (partly), De finihus bonorum et ma-
lorum^ Disputationes Tuscnlance, De officiis, Paradoxa, De
amicitia, De senectute, De natura deorvm, De fato (imperfect),

De divinatione, De republica (partly). Only fragments of

Jlortensius, Consolatio, De legibus remain. Cicero made no
secret that he was essentially setting forth the Greek originals,

and in many cases we can determine his sources. F'rom the

rich literature (see Ueberweg-Heinze, V. 283 f.) we may men-
tion A. B. Krische, ForscJmngen, Vol. I. ; Die theologischen

Lehren der griechischen Deiiker, eine Priifung der Darstellung

Cicero's (Gottingen, 1840) ; J. F. Herbart, Ueber die Philoso-

phie des Cicero (1811, Complete Works, XII. 167 ff.) ; R.
Klihner, 3f. T. Cicero in philosophiam ejusque partes merita

(Hamburg, 1825) ; C. F. Hermann, De interpretatioyie Timcei
diologi a Ciceronis relida (Gottingen, 1842) ; J. Klein, De
fontihus Topicorum, Ciceronis (Bonn, 1844) ; Th. Schiche, De
fnntibns librorum Ciceronis qui sunt dp divinatione (Jena, 1875) ;

K. Ilartfcldor, Die Quellen von Cicero's De divinatione (Frei-

burg i. 1>., 1878) ; especially R. Hirzel, Untersuchungen zu
Cicero's philos. Schriften (3 vols., Leipzig, 1877-83).

In his epistemology Cicero adhered to the Middle Academy's
teaching as the most moderate, elegant, and important method
of philosophizing. Metaphysically he was a Skeptic, and was
mdifferent in tlie main to physical problems. Probability how-
ever did not satisfy him as an ethical criterion, but he appealed
to the Stoic consensus gentium both in ethics and in the allied

topics of natural religion, — that is, as to immortality, the exist-

ence of God, and providence. Nevertheless he conceived the
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KOLval evvoiat not in the sense of the Stoic n-poXrjipei'i (see p. 318),
but rather as innate and natural, and therefore immediately cer-

tain convictions ; and his strength rests in a noble representa-

tion of these.

Likewise his friend, the learned M. Terentius Varro (116-27),
made such a profound study of Greek philosophy as to enable
him to distinguish two hundred and eighty-eight Greek sects.

He found the suitable synthesis of these in the eclecticism of

Antiochus of Ascalon, to which he, in the spirit of Panaetius,

added somewhat more Stoicism. He took in particular from
PauiEtius the distinction between a philosophical, a poetical,

and a popular religion. His fragments offer much yet for the

history of Hellenistic philosophy. See E. Norden, Beitrdge,

p. 428 f.

Yet nearer to Stoicism stand the Sextians, whose first mem-
ber, Quintus Sextus, lived as early as in the Augustinian age.

His son, who bore his name, and Sotion of Alexandria followed

him. The latter was a revered teacher of Seneca and of several

others (Zeller, IV^. 676 f.). The school soon became extinct,

because, as it appears, it rested on the personal impression
made by the dignified moral instruction of the Sextians. Some
of their Sentences are still in a Syrian version (Gildemeister,

Bonn, 1873). The Stoic morals form the essential content of

these /Sentences, interspersed, nevertheless, with old Pythago-
rean precepts, supposedly through the intiuence of Sotion.

The Eclectic popular philosophy, not as a school, but as the

conviction of cultured men, was propagated throughout an-

tiquity nearly in the manner that Cicero had presented it.

Its most remarkable later literarj' representative of this la

the well-known physician Claudius Galenus (died about 200).

He has immortalized his name in the history of formal logic,

through the unfortunate discovery of the fourth figure of the

syllogism, named after him. See K. Sprengel, Beitrdge zur

Geschichte der Medici7i, I. 117 ff. Ch. Daremberg, Essai sur

Galien considere comme philosoj)he (Paris and Leipzig, 1848)

;

a series of discussions by E. Chauvet (Caen and Paris, 1860-

82) ; Ueberweg, Logik, § 103.

50. It was a result of the Sophistic Enlightenment and

its destruction of all belief in the supernatural that Pla-

tonic immaterialism could not at first find fast footing in

the circles of Greek and Roman civilization; and that,

therefore, all the different schools united in laying the

whole strength of their convictions in ethics, while cherish-
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ill"- their coldly rational natural religion. In the mean

time, however, among the Roman peoples, the religious

spirit grew to a mighty desire for a saving faith. It began

to invade philosophy also more and more. The masses

lost the Hellenic trust in the satisfactoriness of earthly

existence. In its place there entered that feverish longing

i'or a higher mysterious satisfaction, which longing showed

itself in the groping about after all cults that were foreign

and fantastic. In this way belief in the self-sufficiency of

the "Wise Man vanished from philosophy, and yielded to

that expectancy that a higher power would give a bless-

edness and release from the world,— a thing that virtue

could not guarantee. When the consciousness of the old

world, broken as it were, thus rose in its longing for super-

natural help, philosophy passed out of the sensualism and

rationalism, which had governed the post-Aristotelian

time, into Mysticism. From its inmost need philosophy

seized then upon that conception of the world which

contrasted the sensible and supersensible worlds : viz.,

upon Platonism.

The centre of this movement was Alexandria, where in

liveliest intercourse of the people of the Orient and Occi-

dent the amalgamation of religions was completed on the

grandest scale. Here, at the beginning of our era, two

tendencies in mystic religious Platonism became prominent.

One of these accorded more with the Greek, the other with

the Oriental life. They were the so-called neo-Pythagorean-

ism and the Judaic-Alexandrian philosophy. Both seem to

have gone back to the attempt to develop into a scientific

theory, with the help of Platonism, the views which had

been fundamental in the Pythagorean mysteries.

J. Simon, Histoire de Vecole cV Alexandrie (Paris, 1843 ff.);

E. Matler, Essai sur Vecole d'Alexandrie (Paris, 1840 ff.) ; E.
Vacherot, Histoire critique de Vecole d'Alexandrie (Paris, 1846
ff.) ; Bee W. J. Thiersch, Politik u. Philos. in ihrem Verhdltnis
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zur Religion unter Trajan, Hadrian, u. den Antoninen (Marburg,

1853) ; Th. Ziegler, Ueber die Entstehang der Alexandrischen

Philos. (Philologenversainmlnng, 1882).

That the so-called neo-Pythagoreauism is only a branch of

eclectic religious Platonism is obvious from the content of the

theory. It has very little to do with the original Pythagorean

philosophy (§ 24), but the more with the religious spirit of the

Pythagorean mysteries. But neo-Pythagoreanism shares (Zeller,

V^. 325 ff.) this with the Jewish sect of Essenes to such a degree

that the origin of the Elssenes and their new religious concep-

tion may be sought in the contact of Judaism with these Orphic-

Pythagorean mysteries. The practical consequence of this

contact was in Palestine the origination of the Essenes ; the

theoretic consequence was in Alexandria the philosophy of

Philo.

The Pythagorean band, which in the course of the fourth

century b. c. lost its character as a school of philosophy,

but, as we may suppose, had always retained its character

as one of the Mysteries and as an asceticism, reappeared in

the first century B. c. with philosophic teachings. These

were, it must be said, essentially of a religious cast, and

were developed during the next two centuries in a very

large literature, which the band foisted almost altogether

upon Pythagoras or other older Pythagoreans, especially

Archytas. Among the personalities who represented this

direction of thought, and were therefore called neo-Py-

thagoreans, were P. Nigidius Figulus, a friend of Cicero,

Sotion, a friend of the Sextians (§ 49), and particularly

Apollonius of Tyana, Moderatus of Gades, and, in later

times, Nicomachus of Gerasa and Numenius of Apamea.

See M. Hertz, De Nigidii FiguU studiis atque operibus CBerlin^

1845) ; also dissertations by Breysig (Berlin, 1854) and Klein

(Bonn, 1861).
Apollonius was the ideal of neo Pythagorean wisdom to him-

self and to others, and he appeared with great eclat at the time
of Nero as the founder of a religion. His life is oddly embel-
lished by Philostratus (220) (published by Westermann, Paris,

1848, and Kayser, Leipzig, 1870-71). See Chr. Baur, Apollonius
von Tyana und Christus (in three editions, Leipzig, 1876) ;

Ueberweg-Heinzc, 1'. 300 f.
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Numenius, who lived in the second lialf of tlie second cen-

tury, was already under Philo's intluence, and probably also

under that of the Gnostics. The doctrine of the three gods is

characteristic of him: (1) the supreme and supersensible;

(2) the demiurge giving form to material things
; (3) the uni-

verse thus formed. (See F. Thedinga, I>e Numenii philos. plat.,

Bonn, 1875.) AVe possess only the arithmetical and musical

works of his younger contemporary Nicomachus. For the spu-

rious literature essentially accounted for by a need of authority

for the school, see in Fr. Beckmann, De Pythagoreorum reliquiis

(Berlin, 1844); Zeller, V\ 100 £f.

Neo-Pythagoreanism joined monotheism to its fantastic

cult of gods and dasmons in entirely tlie same way in which

we meet this in the old Pythagoreans, in Plato, and in a

systematic way among the Stoics. But neo-Pythagorean-

ism transformed its monotheism with the help of the Pla-

tonic-Aristotelian teaching into a reverence for God as a

pure spirit, which man has to serve not by outward sacri-

fice and act but in spirit, with silent prayer, with virtue

and wisdom. Apollonius travelled about the ancient world

as the proclaimer of this pure knowledge of God and this

higher worship. Pythagoras and he were honored as the

perfect men in whom God had revealed himself. The sci-

entific significance of the school, however, consisted in the

fact that it united with this cult a philosophical point of

view. One finds, indeed, this point of view in all its essen-

tials in Plato, Aristotle, and in part in the Stoa
;
yet it is

distinguished from the other, one-sided moralizing impulse

of the time by its lively theoretic interests, which, although

dependent and unproductive, extended to logical and phys-

ical questions as well.

A sharp dualism of spirit and matter is the fundamental

postulate in this theory in the sense that the former is the

good, pure principle in life, and the latter the bad, unholy

principle. Although God is here likewise pictured in

Stoical fashion as the rrrvev/Ma immanent in the whole

world, nevertheless he must, on the other hand, be free
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from all contact with matter which might pollute him.

Consequently he cannot directly act upon matter, hut the

demiurge for this purpose is introduced as a mediator

between God and matter (Tima^us). The Ideas according

to which God perfects the world passed for the neo-Pythago-

reans only as archetypes in the divine spirit. They became,

in a similarly fantastic way, partly identified with the

Pythagorean numbers, partly set in some secret relation-

ship, as they had begun to be regarded by Plato and his

immediate pupils. At the same time they are the forms of

matter in the Aristotelian sense. In the graded interval

between God and matter, the daemons and stellar gods

find place above men.

The anthropological dualism of the neo-Pythagoreans is

consistent with their metaphysical dualism. The spirit is

punished by being confined in a corporeal prison, and can

free itself again through purification and expiation, through

mortification of the flesh, and through godly life. The Pla-

tonic theory of the three parts of the soul is blended w'th

the Aristotelian teaching of the vou<; (Timaeus), and im-

mortality is represented in the (partially conscious) mythical

form of transmigration. The moral and religious problem

is how to suppress the senses. In the solution of this prob-

lem man is helped by mediating daemons and by divine

revelation, which speaks in holy men like Pythagoras and
ApoUonius.

Pythagoras is said to have revealed such doctrine to his

band and to have veiled it iu his theory of numbers, Plato to

have borrowed it from him. The later neo-Pythagoreans. par-

ticularly Numenius, referred the revelation still further back to

Moses. This is due to Philo's influence.

The authoritative importance which the fundamental opposi-

tion of good and bad has for the neo-Pythagorean idea of the

world makes this philosophy appear au offshoot of the Old
Academy. Its historical transition is through eclectic Plato-

nism, supposably iu the form that Posidonius connected it in

Stoicism. See R. Heinze, Xenocrates, p. 156.
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The (livergcuce of nco-Pythagoreanism from the Platonic

iiK'lapliysics consisted essentially in its stripping the Ideas (and

numbers) of their metaphysical independence and in making

them thoughts in the divine mind, 'i'hls is also the authorita-

tive conception for neo-Platonism. The far-reaching signifi-

cance of this change consisted in the fact that the immaterial

substance was thought as spirit, as conscious Immanence. The

beo-inuing of this tliought is U> be found in the Aristotelian

lof/o-is vo?/o-€aj?, its wider preparation in the Stoic doctrine which

contrasted the content of the ideas (to Xcktov) as incorporeal

to the objects, all of which are corporeal. This tendency

reached its perfect development in Philo's concept of the divine

personality.

yNeo-Pvthagoreanism was t\\e first system which expressed the

principle of authority in the form of divine revelation^ and thus

against sensualism and rationalism it initiated the mystic di-

rection of ancient thought. The saints of this philosophical

religion are divinely favored men, to whom the pure doctrine

has in part been given. Theoretically this new source of knowl-

edge was designated still as voCs, as the immediate intuition of

the intelligible (vot/toV). It is to be distinguished from the

Sittvoia, or the knowledge of the understanding, as also from the

Sofa and the alo-Brjo-i^.

Dajmonology was the theoretic basis for the peculiar amal-

gamation of this monotheism with the Mysteries. It rested

upon the need of bridging the chasm between God's tran-

scendence and the world. But it offered the possibility of

uniting all the fantastic faiths and cults into one system.

The detailed system of divination which the neo-Pythagoreans

got from the Stoics was united with this theory.

The peculiar blending of Platonisui and Judaism was

also closely related to the above neo-Pythagoreauism, and

was completed at the beginning of our era in the so-called

Alexandrian religious philosophy. Philo of Alexandria

was its leader.

A. Gfrorer, Philo und die alex. Theosophie (2 ed., Stuttgart,

183.0) ; F. Diihne, Die jiidisch.-alex. Religionsphilosophie (Halle,

iy.'J4); M. Wolff, Die philonische Philosophie (2 ed., Gothen-
burg, 18.58). Concerning the Aoyos doctrine, see F. Keferstein,

Phi/o's Lehre von dem (jottlichen Mitleliresen (Leipzig, 1846);
J. Bucher, Philonische Studieii (Tubingen, 1848) ; Ferd. De-
lauuey, Philo d'Alex. (Paris, 18G7) ; J. ileville, Le logos d'apres
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Philo (Geneva, 1877) ; Histories of Juclaisin by Just, Graetz,

and Abr. Geiger; Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes Israel; Doruer,
Entiolckelungs'jesch. der Lelire von der Person Christi u. andere
dogmengesch. Werke ,' see Ueberweg-IIeiuze, V. 292 f.

Philo (born about 25 b. c. and died 50 a. d.) came from one
of the most influential Jewish families in Alexandria. He
headed the embassy in 39 and 40 that the Alexandrian Jews
sent to Caligula. His writings, among which there is much
that is doubtful and spurious, have been published by Th. Man-
gey (London, 1742), C. E. Ricliter (Leipzig, 1838 fif.), and
stereotyped by Tauchnitz (Leipzig, 1851 ff.). See Ch. G. L.
Grossman, Qucestiones Fhilonem (Leipzig, 1829, and other edi-

tions) ; Jac. Bernays, Die unter Pldlos Werken stehende Sclirifl

iiber die Eicigheit der Welt (published by Berlin Academy,
1877) ; concerning the writing Tre.pl tov iravra a-n-ov^alov €tvat iXev-

Oepov, see K. Ausfeld (Gottingen, 1887) and P. "VVendland,

Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., I. 509 ff. ; H. v. Arnim, Quellen-

Studien zu Philo (Berlin, 1889) ; J. Drummond, Philo Judceus
(London, 1888) ; M. Freudenthal, Die Erkenntidstheorie Philo's

(Berlin, 1891).

As early as the middle of the second century before this era

there can be seen influences of Greek philosophy, especially

Platonic, Stoic, and Aristotelian theories, at work in the inter-

pretation of the Jewish scriptures (Aristobulus, Aristeas,

etc.). All doctrines of any essential importance are included
by Philo.

In the philosophy of Philo, the theory of the transcen-

dence of God is more distinct than in any other form of

Alexandrian thought. God is so far beyond all finiteness

that he can be defined only negatively through the denial

of every empirical quality (aTroto?), and wholly abstractly,

as an absolute Being {rb oi>,— according to the Platonic

principle also ro ryevvncajrarov'). This absolute Being is

beyond all human ideas of pcrfectness, even beyond virtue

and wisdom. Nevertheless the divine Being is the force

that forms the universe by his goodness and rules it with

his might.^ Since God cannot enter into direct relations

with impure and evil matter which in contrast to him
is passive, potencies (Bwdfieis;) go out from him with which

^ The references here are similar to those in the writing 7rf//i kuo-^ov
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he forms and directs the world. These (Stoical) potencies

were identified on the one hand with the Platonic Ideas, and,

on the other, with the angels of the Jewish religion. Their

unity however, is the Logos, the second God, the con-

tent on the one hand, of all original Ideas {Xojoq ivScddeTo<i

= ao(f)ia'), and, on the other, of the teleological formative

forces (\0709 7rpo(})optK6<i) that reveal God's presence in

the world.

In man, as the microcosm, the spirit (i/ov?) in its eternal

heritage stands in contrast to the body of mortality {a-dp^).

It is so involved by its o^n guilt that it can only get

release from the universal sinfulness by divine help. Its

problem is how to become like the pure spirit of God. Its

attainment of indifference to all desires, modelled after the

Stoic apathy, and its purification which rises above this

ethical ideal into knowledge (the Aristotelian dianoetic

virtue) arc upward steps toward that highest blessedness

which is only reached in an ecstatic state of absorption in

the divine Being, with the full surrender of one's individu-

ality. This supra-conscious ecstasy (eVo-rao-fc) is accorded

as a revelation and gift of God only to the most perfect

men.

Platonic and Stoic thories, and incidentally also the Aris-

totelian, were mingled in the Philosophy of Philo in the most
complicated manner. With an abundant employment of the

Stoic method of allegorical myth-interpretation he read these

theories into the primitive records of his religion, i. e., into the

teaching of Moses. He found not only in Moses but in the

teachings of Greek philosophy that revelation of God to which
human knowledge alone can never attain. In these religious

revelations Philo distinguished the corporeal and spiritual, the

verbal and conceptual sense. God has to reveal himself to

sensuous man in a manner that man may comprehend. There-
fore it is the task of philosophy (or theology) to reinterpret the
religious records into a system of conceptual insight. Compare
Siegfried, PJtilo von Alex, als Ausleger des alien Testaments
(Jena, 1875).

The later so-called "negative theology," which in Philo re-
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garded God as the absolutely inconceivable and inexpressible,

corresponded to the theory of ecstasy in which also the human
spirit was conceived to be lifted out of everything limited

and representable, and thereby itself became God (a7ro6eova-6aL,

deificatio).

The mediation between the neo-Pythagorean transcendence
and the Stoic immanence was in the divine potencies. These
on the one side inhere in God as Ideas, and on the other work
upon matter as independently active potencies. The Logos has
also the same specious double aspect of a divine potency and
an independent personality. The need of a unifying mediation
between God and the world is consistently conceived in the

conception of the Logos.

Finally, in a similar manner, the Platonists of the first

and second centuries of this era, under the influence of the

neo-Pythagorean teaching, perfected a mysticism which sub-

stituted a confident faith in divine revelation for the ethical

Wisdom of the earlier philosophy. The exponents of this

are Plutarch of Chajronea and Apuleius of Madaura.

See Zeller, V^ 203 ff
. ; Ueberweg-Heinze, 303 ff . To this

religious eclectic circle belong the writings current under the

name of Hermes- Trismegistus. See R. Pietschmann, Hermes
Trismegistus (Leipzig, 1875).

Plutarch's philosophical writings (Moralia) form, in the edi-

tion of Dlibner (Paris, 1841), volumes IIL and IV. See R.
Volkmann, Leben, Schrifteti unci Philos. des Plutarch's (2 ed.,

Berlin, 1872) ; E. Dascaritis, Die Psychologie u. Pddagogik des

Plutarch's (Gotha, 1889) ; C. Giesen, De Plutarcho contra

Stoicos disputationihiis (Milnster, 1890) ; von Willamowitz-
Mollendorf, Zu Plutarch^ Gastmahl der siehen Weisen (in the

Hermes, 1890). There belongs in the same connection with the

philosophical writings of Apuleius (collected by Hildebrand,
Leipzig, 1842) his well-known romance, the Golden Ass, whose
sharp satire seems to be based allegorically upon the neo-

Pythagorean mystic view of the world and life.

3. Patristics.

The religious Platonism of the first centuries of our era,

in the breadth and variety of its assimilations of the most

different religious convictions, showed a change in the
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philosophical point of view. Science as well as philosophy

was placed in the service of a feverish religious need.

Philosophy was no longer to be an ethical art of life but a

religion. When, on the other hand, science was beginning

to be weary of the problem, the new religion began its tri-

umphant march through the ancient world.

The Gospel originally took no note of science ; it was

neither its friend nor foe, and its attitude to the ancient

political state was like its attitude to science. It had, nev-

ertheless, to assume more of a positive relation to both, the

more it spread, following its own natural impulse among

the people on the Mediterranean Sea. In both cases the

course of things was as follows : the Church, in its need of

self-justification, found itself in positive contact with the

world, and assimilated gradually the ancient life ; thus

it finally overcame Greek science as well as the Roman
state,^— an impossible result unless Christianity reacted

in turn and adopted the essentials of antiquity for its own.

The philosophical secularizing of the Gospel which went

on parallel with the organization and political growth of the

church was called Patristics, and extended from the second

to the fourth and fifth centuries after Christ.

Patristics in the general history of philosophy is usually sep-

arated from the development of ancient thought, and then is

afterwards generally treated as the beginning of Christian phi-

losophy. It is not our purpose to pass judgment upon the

propriety and usefulness of the usual arrangement, when we
make tliis sketch deviate from that arrangement, or when we
draw the most general outlines of Patristic philosophy. This
sketch is made, not only because the Patristic philosophy be-

longs in its time relations to antiquity,^ but the principal reason

1 See K. J. Neumann, Der romische Staat und die allgemeine Kirche

bis auf Diokletian, I. (Leipzig, 1S90).

* These actual relations show themselves so strong that the present

author develops the arrangement introduced here, in his general Ge-

schichte der Philosophie ; and lie has found them by far the best for the

exposition of scientific development in the first centuries of our era.
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is that in it is to be seen a final development of ancient thought
corresponding throughout to neo-Platonism. It is obvious that

all specific theological moments are left out of account, and the

survey is limited strictly within philosophical bounds. There is

certainly not much of philosophical originality to be expected
in this period. Originality can be found to some extent only

among the Gnostics and in Origen. Patristics is only a variation

and development of Greek thought, and then only from a re-

ligious point of view, — a point of view in which ardent long-

ing has given place to the firm conviction of faith.

With the text-books on the history of philosophy we must
compare the following histories of the church and of dogmatics,
if we would understand this subject. See Harnack, Lehrbuch
der Dogmengeschichte, Vol. I. (Freiburg i. B., 1886); Deutinger,

Geist der Christlichen Ueberlieferung (Regensburg, 1850-51)

;

A. Ritschl, Die Eatstehung der cdtkatoUsche Kirche (2 ed.,

Bonn, 1857) ; F. Chr. Baur, Das Christentum der ersten drei

Jahrhunderfe (Tubingen, 1860) ; Joh. Alzog, Grundriss der

Patrologie (3 ed., Freiburg i, B., 1876) ; Alb. Stockl, Geschichte

der Philosopliie der patristischen Zeit (Wiirzburg, 1859); Joh.
Huber, Die Philosophie der Kirchenvater (Munich, 1859) ; E.

Havet, Le christianisme et ses origines (2 vol., Paris, 1871) ;

Fr. Overbeck, Xflier die Anfdnge derpatristischen Litferatur (in

Hist. Zeitschriff, 1882). The sources of Patristic literature

are most completely collected by J. P. Migne in his collection:

Patrologice cursus completus (Paris, since 1860).

The occasion for Christianity taking some position toward

Greek science arose partly out of its polemically apologetic

interests^ partly out of those that were dogmatic and con-

structive. With its missionary spirit Christianity stepped

out upon a scientifically blase world in which even the less

educated people had learned to flee from their religious

doubt to philosophy, and in which philosophy was trying to

vouchsafe to those in religious need a contentment that

had been lost to the world. Christianity entered at the

same time into the religious controversies where, under

these circumstances, the victory would belong to tiiat party

which absorbed most completely the culture of antiquity.

It therefore followed that the new religion had to defend

its faith theoretically against the mockery and contempt of
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heathen wisdom, but at the same time it had to vindicate

itself as the fulfilment of human need of salvation. The

Apologists undertook to accomplish this.

On the other hand, the unity and purity of the Christian

conceptions threatened to be lost with the spreading of the

community, on account of the many ways in which those

conceptions came into contact with the religious elements

of the Graeco-Roman and Oriental philosophies. The church

needed for its inner constitution not only the simple regula

Jidei, but also a fundamentally scientific expression of this

formula, a fixed and conceptually developed system of dog-

matics. The Gnostics were the first to attempt such a

philosophical structure for Christianity. But inasmuch as

they at the first step made a striking departure from the

rule of faith, the solution of their problem fell into the

hands of the Alexandrian School of Catechists, which cre-

ated for Christianity its scientific dogma from the ripest

thought of the Grecian world,

51. To a philosophical vindication of Christianity, natur-

ally only such members of that communion could be called

who had a mastery over the thought of Greek and Roman
philosophy. But even these men, if their purpose was to

rationalize the new religion, would be necessarily inclined

to bring the content of the new faith as near as possible to

the results of ancient science, and to read into the old

philosophy the teachings of the new faith. Unintention-

ally, therefore, the Gospel was hcllenized by the Apolo-

gists, the most important of whom are Justin Martyr,

Athenagoras, and, among the Romans, Minucius Felix,

and, later, Lactantius.

Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum seculi secundi, published
by Otto (Jena, since 1842).
Of the predecessors of Justin, we must notice Aristides of

Athens especially, whose fragments (publislied in Venice, 1878)
contain a philosophical argumentation for Christianity as a re-

vealed monotheism.
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Flavius Justin Martyr of Sichem (Flavia Neapolis), in Sa-
maria, a man of Greek origin and culture, after investigating

several contemporaneous systems of science, came to the con=
viction that only the Christian faith was the true philosophy.

He suffered death at Rome (163-166) for defence of this doc-
trine. Of his writings (see first volumes of Otto's edition) the

Dialogue loith the Jew Tn'phon and both the Apologies are gen-
uine. See K. Semisch, Justin der Mdrtyrer (Breslau, 1840-42)

;

B. Aube, St. Justin, philosopJie et maHyr (Paris, 1861); M. v.

Engelhardt, Das Christentlnim Justin d. Miirtyrer (Erlangen,

1858). Justin's two Apologies have been translated into Ger-
man and analyzed by H. Veit.

Athenagoras of Athens addressed to Marcus Aurelius (176-
177) his irpeajS^ia irepl Xptcrrtai wi'. There is also preserved his

TTcpt dvao-Tao-ews twv veKpiov (in Otto's edition. Vol. VII.). See
Th. A. Clarissa, De Athenag. vita scrijjtis et doctrina (Leyden,
1819) ; F. Schurbring, Die Philosophie des Athenag. (Bern,
1882).

The conception which Theophilus of Antioch (about 180)
embodied in his address to Autolycus in writing (Corpus, Vol.
VIII.) is related to the above. The Apology of Melito of Sardis
and Apollinaris of Hierapolis is likewise related.

The apologetic dialogue, Octavius (about 200), of Minucius
Felix (published in the Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum lati-

norum, by C. Halm, Vienna, 1867) presents Christianity nearly

entirely in the sense of ethical rationalism. See A. Soulet,

Essai sur V Octavius de Min. Fel. (Strassburg, 1867) ; R. Kiihl,

Der Oktavius d. Min. Fel. (Leipzig, 1882).

Similar ideas are found in beautiful form, but without philo-

sophical significance in the rhetorician Firmianus Lactantius
(died about 325). He undertook in his chief work, the Institu-

tiones divince, to make a system of Christian morals, whose
individual characteristics wei'e to be found strewn in Greek
philosophy, which nevertheless in their totality could only be
conceived as ultimately grounded through a divine illumina-

tion. See J. G. Th. Miiller, QucBstiones Lactayitiece (Gottingen,

1875).

These hellenizing apologists sought to prove that Chris-

tianity was the only "true philosophy," in that it guaranteed

not only correct knowledge but also right living and true

holiness here and hereafter. They based the pre-eminence

of Christian philosophy upon the perfect revelation of God
in Jesus Christ. For only through divine inspiration does

23
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the rational come to man, who is buried in the wicked

sense-world and is in the toils of daemons. Nevertheless

inspiration has been active from the beginning in human

life. p]verything that the great teachers of Greece — Py-

thagoras, Socrates, Plato— have known of the truth, they

have owed not solely to their own reason. They have, in

part, got it directly through divine revelation, and, in part,

indirectly through the inspired teaching of Moses and the

prophets, whom they were said to have used. But all these

revelations are only sporadic and embryonic (X6709 o-Trep-

fiariKo^'). In Jesus first is the divine Logos perfectly and

completely revealed and become man. For the Godhead,

who is nameless and inexpressible in itself, has unfolded

his entire essence in his Son.

The peculiarity of the teaching of these men, especially of

Justin, is the thorougbgoiag and detailed identification of rea-

son and revelation. The way was prepared in the Stoic Logos-
concept for this and in its transformation at the hands of

Philo, in which the materialistic character of the Aoyo? was
stripped off and only the omnipresent character of the divine

spirit in nature and history remained. When, therefore, Justin

found nearly all the moments of Christian truth, the ethical

bearing of which he strongly emphasized, already in ancient

philosophy, when he opined that something of the truth of sal-

vation as a natural endowment (e/xcfiVTov) has come to all people
by divine grace, he was regarding as inspired what is natural

and rational according to Greek science. Therefore in that

teaching approved by him and sanctioned as Christian, he
found partly an immediate revelation, partly an appropriation
of the statements of Moses and the prophets, of whom he
thought Plato had ample knowledge. Philo had already done
this before Justin. On the other hand, in contrast to the in-

definite search for a revelation which characterized neo-Pythago-
reanism and the other forms of mystic Platonism, the Apologists
had the enormous advantage of a faith in a determinate, abso-
lute, positive, and historical revelation in Jesus Christ. In their

representing him, they united the Logos conception of Philo
with the ethical religious meaning of the Jewish ideal of a
Messiah. They designated him, therefore, as the " second
God," created by the Father, in whom divine revelation had
been incarnated.
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The metaphysical dualism of the Apologists stood in intimate

relation to their tlieory of inspiration. Tiiey metaphysically set

the a/Aopc^os vXr] over against the Godhead, who forms the world
through the Logos, entirely in a Platonic and neo-Pythagoreaa
sense. The end of this is to conceive matter as in every way
reasonless and bad. Thus results, as their fundamental prin-

ciple, the following : the Logos, as the content of divine revela-

tion, has appeared in Jesus Christ the man in order to redeem
man fallen in sin, and to establish the kingdom of God.

52. The desire to transmute faith (Tr/o-Tt?) and its au-

thoritative content into conceptual knowledge {yva)a-i<;) be-

gan very early in the Christian communion. The Pauline

epistles show this. It was completed in a larger way at

the beginning of the second century within the Syriac-

Alexandrian circles of Christians. Here neo-Pythagorean,

Platonic, and Philonic thought met in a heightened fancy,

the occasion of which was the Syriac mixture of Oriental

and Occidental cults and mythologies. The rivalry of re-

ligions was reduced in the presentation of these Gnostics

to a Christian philosophy of religion, whose disciples, being

chiefly the members of the communion steeped in Hellenic

culture, constituted themselves in many localities as unique

Mysteries. They perfected an idealism with the fantastic

mythological formulae of the East, and lost, on this account,

all sympathy with the majority of the Christian commun-
ion, so that they were finally set aside as heretics. The
leaders of Gnosticism were Saturninus, Carpocrates, Basil-

ides, Valentinus, and Bardcsancs.

A. W. Neauder, Genetische Entvnckelunfj der vornehmsten
gnostischen Systeme (Berlin, 1818); F>. Matter, Histoire critiqite

(111 gnosticisme (2 ed., Paris, 1843) ; F. Chr. Baur, Die clirist-

liche Gnosis oder Religio)isphilosopliie (Tubingen, 1835) ; A.
Lipsius, Der Gnostizismas (Leipzig, 18G0 ; separately published

in Ersch u. Gruber, Vol. 71) ; IL S. Mansel, T/ip Gnostic

Heresies (London, 1875) ; A. Elarnack, Zur Qadlenkritik der

Geschichte des Gnostizismus (Leipzig, 1873) ; A. Ililgenfeld,

Die Ketzergeschirhfe des UrdirisUmfiims (Jena, 1884) ; M. Joel,

BHcke in die Reliqionsr/eschichte zu Avfang des zweiten Jahr-
hunderts (^Breslau,' 1880-1883).
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Of the conditious of life of the eminent Gnostics but little

is known. Only very few fragments of their writings are

preserved. Among these is particularly the Trto-Tts cro(/)ia of an
unknown author from the circle of Valentinians (published by
retermann, Berlin, 1851). As for the rest, the knowledge we
have of the doctrine of these men is limited to what their op-

ponents say about them, especially Irenieus {eXey^o's koI dva-

T/joTTv) T/}b i//£i^Sa)i'i;^ou yvwo-ews, Leipzig, 1853), Ilippolytus (eXcy^os

Kara iraawi' a'tpea-ewi', Oxford, 1851), Justin, Tertullian {adversus

Valenti)ii(i)ios)^ Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Eusebius,

Augustine, and Saturninus, who came from Antioch and taught

in the time of Hadrian. Carpocrates floui'ished about 130 in

Alexandria, and was contemporary to Basilides the Syrian.

The career of the most notable of these men, Valentinus, falls

somewhat later. Valentinus lived at Rome and died in Cyprus
about 160. Bardesanes was born in Mesopotamia and lived

155-225.

See Uhlhorn, Das hasilidianische System (Gottingen, 1855) ;

G. Heinrici, Die valent'inianisclie Gliosis u. die heU. Schrift

(Berlin, 1871); Fr. Lipsius, Valentinus u. seine ScliuLe (Jahrb.

f.prot. Tlieol., 1887); G. Kostlin, Das r/nost. System des Bucks
TTioTis (To^ia {Theol. Jahrb. IWringen, 1854) ; A. Hilgenfeld, Bar-
desanes der letzte Gnostiker (Leipzig, 1864).

The fundamental principle which secures to the Gnostics

a permanent place in the history of philosophy in spite of

the scnsualistic and mythological fancifulncss with which

they developed this principle, is their plan on a great scale

of a philosophy of history. This plan originated in their

fundamental religious thought. Since Christianity wished

to conceive itself as a victory both over Judaism and

Heathenism, the Gnostic interpreted the battle of religions

allcgorically as a battle of the gods of these religions.

They interpreted this battle intellectually also into a tlieory

that upon the appearance of the Redeemer not only the de-

velopment of the human race but also the history of the uni-

verse reached its denouement. This denouement, however,

is the fnndamenfal ])art of Christianity: the redemption of

the wicked thro7u/h the perfect revelation of the highest God
ihrnnyh Jesus ChriM.

The transformation of all nature philosophy into ethical-
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religious categories is consequently the fundamental form

of the philosophy of the Gnostics. They undertook at first

with a radical one-sidedness to conceive the universe en

tirely from a religious point of view. They thought of the

cosmic process as a strife between good and evil, which is

ended in the redemption of the world by Christ, giving the

good the victory.

So far as this antithesis was logically conceived, it ap-

peared in the form of a neo-Pythagorean dualism of spirit

and matter. In the mythological embodiment of it, how-

ever, which took up by far the greatest space in the Gnos-

tic systems, the heathen daemons and the god of the Old

Testament, who had the form of the Platonic demiurge,

were considered the powers of this world to be overcome.

They were brought into opposition to the true God, who
conquered them by the revelation of Jesus, to the same ex-

tent as other religions are brought in opposition to Chris-

tianity.

The beginnings of the Greek natural sciences were of such a

nature that there seemed to be no possibility of giving a satis-

factory answer, even in the great teleologieal systems, to the

question of the significance of historical development in its en-

tirety. The science that was wanting to them was the philosophy

of history, and of this want the world must needs become con-

scious when ancient culture was in its senility. The Gnostics

are therefore the first •philosophers of history. Since there

stands as the centre of their philosophy of history the Christian

principle of the salvation of the world by Jesus Christ, they
must be acknowledged as philosophers of Christian history and
religion, in spite of their deviation from later orthodoxy.
The conquest of Judaism by Christianity was thus mytholo-

gized by men like Cerinthus, the Syrian Cerdo, and particu-

larly Marcion and his pupil Apelles. The God of the Old
Testament who formed the world and gave the Judaic law was
conceived as a daemon lower than the highest God, who was
revealed by Christ. The former is recognizable in nature and
in the Old Testament ; the latter is inexpressible and unknow-
able; the former is only just, the latter is good, — an ethical

distinction emphasized by Marcion particularly.
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This way of representiui:; things led the Gnostics into a dual-

ism between good ai dbad, spirit and matter. The dualism be-

tween spirit and matter was developed in a true Hellenic

fashion with a most decided leaning to neo-Pythagoreau syncre-

tism by Carpocrates, but by Saturninus, and particularly by

Basilides (see Irenttus), by means of Oriental mythology. Accord-

ing to the astronomical dualism of the Pytiiagorean and Aris-

totelian thought, tiie space between God and tlie world is tilled

by whole races of diemons and angelf that are arranged ac-

cording to numerical symbols. The lowest of these is far

enougli distant from the divine perfectuess so that the lowest

can liave relationship with the impure material, and as demiurge

form tiie world. In this world tlien, as already in the spirit

world, the battle of the perfect and imperfect, of light and
darkness, waged until the Aoyos, the voZs, Christ, the most per-

fect of the a;ons, came down to the world of the flesh to re-

lease the spirit shut up in matter. This is the fundamental

idea of Gnosticism, and its different mythological shadings are

of no philosophical importance.

Their anthropology in a corresponding manner distinguished

in man the material of sense {vXr])i the daemonic soul (tl/vxv),

and the divine spirit (-Trvevfjia). According, then, to the preva-

lence of one of these three elements man is either spiritual,

psychic, or material, — a distinction which was incidentally

identified by Valentinus with that between Christianity, Ju-
daism, and Heathendom.

This dualism originated apparently in the Alexandrian, that

is, the Hellenic, circle, and assimilated later some analogies from
Parseeism. Manichfeism arose later (third century) from the

influence of the Gnostics upon the religions of the East. It

was an extreme dualistic religion, and played an important role

in the intellectual controversies of the following centuries (F.

Chr. Banr, Das vianichdisclte Rdlcjionssystem (Tlibingen,

1831); O. Flugel, Mani u. seine Lehre (Leipzig, 1862); A.
Geyler, Das Si/stem des Manichaismns (Jena, 1875).

This dualism accorded with the Christian's ethical convic-
tions as well as with those growing out of his need of redemp-
tion ; but not with his metaphysical principles, which could
recognize no other power in the world besides the living God
and be consistent with its Jewish traditions. The monistic
feeling naturally turned away from the dualism of Greek
thought and tried to overcome it. Later forms of Gnos-
ticism approached Monism, which predominated among the
orthodox churchmen. At the same time it sought to explain
dualism by u theory of emanation from the divinity, and it had
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as its model the Stoic theory of the change of the cosmic fire

into its elements. It itself ia turn thus became the model for
neo-Platonism. The school of Basilides, if the statement of
Hippolytus refers to it, followed out this motive, and it was
perhaps iutiuenced by the notable Gnostic, Valentinus.

Valentinus undertook first to transfer the antithesis to the
original divine being ( Tvpo-n-aTwp) . He called it the eternal
Depth (JSvOo'i), which created out of its underived and unspeak-
able content (o-iyi^ _ eVi/ota) in the first place the irX-rjpoifia , the
world of Ideas. From this world, one Idea, croc^ta, falls on
account of its unbridled longing for the Father and creates
the sense world ^ through the demiurge. There was here at-

tempted for the first time in entirely mythical form the conquest
of Greek dualism and the establishment of an idealistic mon-
ism, which was a fantastic precreation of ueo-Platonism.

In their teaching and their cult the Gnostic mysteries

were so far distant from the Christian Church which had

been continuously developing its organization, that Gnosti-

cism was placed under the ban as heresy. Its bold plii-

losophy of religion called forth on the one hand an ex-

treme reaction against turning faith into a science, and

on the other a polemical limitation of dogma to the

simplest content of the regula fidei. Tatian and Tertul-

lian are to be named here : the one as the radical cham-

pion of Orientalism, which beheld in all Greek culture the

work of the Devil ; the other as the ingenious and narrow-

minded opponent of rationalism. Tertullian pushed the

anthropological dualism so far as to maintain that the

truth in the Gospel is confirmed just because it contradicts

human reason. Credo quia ahsurdum. Contemporaneously

with Tertullian and Tatian, IrentBus (140-200) and his

pupil Hippolytus combated the anti-Judaic philosophy of

history of the Gnostics with the Pauline theory of a divine

method of education. According to this theory the Judaic

Law was " our schoolmaster to bring us to Christ." They

also formulated a religious philosophy of history in that

[} Windelband, History of Philosophy, 251, n 2. — Tr.]
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thcj conceived the historical process as a teleological series

of acts ol" divine redemption, which expresses in the con-

ception of tlie church (tWXr/crta) the ideal community of

mankind. Tiiis anti-Gnosticism was not able to maintain

itself without help from Greek philosophy (Stoicism in

Tertullian, Philonism inlrenasus and Hippolytus) and even

from (Jnosticism itself, especially in Tatian, who later

went over entirely to Valentinian Gnosticism.

Tatian was an Assyrian. His treatise, Trpos "EXXT/vas, which

used the Justinian reflections for a polemic against all phi-

losophy and set up against the Greek pretended wisdom the

faith of the barbarians, is to be found in Otto's collection.

Vol. VI. (Jena, 1.S51), printed lately by E. Schwartz (Leipzig,

1888). See Daniel, Tertullian der Apologet (Ilalle, 1837).

Tertullian (lGO-220), in his last years champion of the Mon-
tauists, is the Christian Stoic. His strict, relentless morality

and his abrupt contrast of sensationalism and morality is con-

joined with a fantastic materialism and sensualism. His
numerous writings, partly apologetic, partly polemic, partly hor-

tatory, are published by F. Oehler (Leipzig, 1853 flf.). Compare
A. W. Neander, Antignosticus ; Geist des TertuRian und Ein-
leitv.ng in dessen ScJiriften (2 ed., Berlin, 1849) ; A. Hauek,
Tert'dlian''s Leben und ScJiriften (Erlangeu, 1877) ; G. R.

Hauschild, Tertullian's Psychologie vnd Erkenntniss-Theorle
(Leipzig, 1880).

This same spirit, but without the paradoxical originality of

Tertullian, oceurred later in the African Rhetorician, Arnobius,
who wrote his thesis Adversus gentes about 300 (published by
A. Reifferscheid in the Corpus scrlptoram eccl. lat., Vienna,
1875). He and Tertullian uphold in a tj^pical way the theory
that orthodoxy, intending to demonstrate authority, grace,

and revelation to be absolutely necessary for men, suppresses
the natural intelligence as far as possible, and makes com-
m(Mi cause with sensualism and its skeptical consequences.

Excepting some fragments, the writings of Irena?us exist

only in Latin translations. See Bohringer, Die Kirche Christi

(Zurich, 1861), I. 271 ff. ; H. Ziegler, Irenaeus, der Blschof von
Lijoa (Berlin, 1871) ; A. Gouilloud, St. Irenaeus et son temps
(Lyon, 1876). The work of Hippolytus, whose first book was
earlier than the (^iXoo-o^ou^eva of Origen, is published by Duncker
and Schneidewin (Gottingen, 1859). See Bunseu, Hippolytus
und seine Zelt (2 vols., Leipzig, 1852 f.).
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53. The scientific statement of the religion of the Chris-

tian church likewise took final form in Alexandria in the

use of the Gnostic and the Apologetic theories hy the

School of Catechists. Clement of Alexandria (about 200)

and Origen, the founder of Christian theology, were the

leaders of this school.

Guerike, De schola, quce Alexandrice floruit catecJietica (Halle,

1824 f.) ; C. W. Hasselbach, I)e schola, quce Alexandrice floruit

catechetica (Stettin, 1S2G) ; further the writings of E. Matter, J.

Simon, I. Vacherot.

The three chief writings that are preserved of Clement are

Xoyos TrpoTpeTTTi/cos Trpos EAAvyras, Tratoayoj^os and orpw/xaTets. The
last has especial significance in the history of philosophy.

Clement's dependence on Philo appears clearly in his teaching.

It is mutatis mutandis the application of ttie principles of Pliilo

to Christendom, and it is related to Christendom in exactly the

same way as Philo's teaching to Judaism. Although there-

fore not throughout philosophically independent, Clement has

the great significance that through him and the more orig-

inal form of his theory in Origen, eclectic Platonism, strongly

mixed as it was with Stoical elements, was definitely crystal-

lized into Christian dogma. See Dahne, De yvwo-ci Clementis
Alex, et de vestigiis neo^datonicce philosophice in ea obviis (Leip-

zig, 1831) ; J. Reinkens, De fide et yvwcru Clementis (Breslau,

1850) and De Clemente presbytero Alexandrino (Breslau, 1851) ;

Liimmer, Clement Alex, de Aoyw doctrina (Leipzig, 1855)

;

Hebert-Duperron, Essai sur la poUmique et la pjliilosophie de
Clement (Pans, 1855); J. Cognat, Clement d'Alexandrie sa
doctrine et sa polemlque (Paris, 1858) ; H. Treische, De yvwo-ti

Clementis Alex. (Jena, 1871).
Origen (185-254), whose surname was the Adamantine,

appeared early as teacher in the School of Catechists that had
been directed by Clement. He attended afterward the lectures

of Ammonius Saccus (§ 54). He had to endure much persecu-
tion on account of his teaching, and, driven from Alexandria,
he spent his old age in Csesarea and Tyre. The most important
philosophical writings of his are Trcpi apxiiv and Kara Ke'Ao-ou.

Celsus, a Platonic philosopher, wrote between 170 and 180 his

dkr]6r)<; Aoyos, which was partly a reconstruction of the opposing
thesis of Origen, and contained an arsenal of verbal weapons
against Christianity. See Th. Keim, Celsus"s ivahres Wort (Zurich,

1873); E. Pelagaut, ^tude sur CeUe (Lyon, 1878); Origen's

thesis concerning Principles is preserved almost exclusively in
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the Latin version by Rufinus. See Migne, vol. 11-17 ; G. Tho-

niasius, Orlyenes (Niirnberg, 1837) ; Kedepenning, Origines^

cine JJarstelluiKj seines Lcbans u. seiner Lehre (2 vols., Bonn,

lg41_46) ; J. Denis, Be la pJiilosojjhie d^ Origene (Fa.r\Sy 1884)

;

A. Harnuck, Dogutengeschichte^ I. 512 ff.

Anticipated thus by Clement, Christian theology was

founded by Origen as a scientific system. For if the church

then and later took offence at some of Origen's doctrines

and supplanted them, yet his philosophical point of view

and his conceptual structure remained in a manner authori-

tative for the permanent foundation of Christian dogma in

the shape into which he had developed it from the ideas of

the Alexandrian school. Origen has the significance that

in trying to transform Tricrra into yvMai'i (he called it also

crocpla), he was not carried away from the Christian fun-

damental principles by mythical speculation or by philo-

sophical theories. So far as its purpose is concerned, his

teaching is then wholly parallel to Gnosticism. But while

the Gnostic boldly and deliberately created a separate and

individual form of Christianity, the Alexandrian school of

Catechists gradually began a scientific organization of the

universal Christian faith from within itself, and Origen

drew with steady hand the fundamental outlines within

whose limits later detailed developments were made.

The regula fidei and the canon accepted by the church of the

Holy Writ of the Old and New Testament were therefore for

Origen the source and measure of religious knowledge. The
science of faith is the methodical explanation of the Gospel.
After the manner of Philo, Origen said this method consisted in

tJte translation of historical into ronceptu<d relations. The
historical element in revelation is only the " somatic " meaning
of revelation, and is intelligible to the masses. The " psychic

"

meaning of revelation is its moral interpretation, and is especially

applicable to the Old Testament. Above both is the " pneu-
matic " meaning of the philosophical teaching expressed in Holy
Writ. If thereby an esoteric is distinguished from an exoteric
Christianity ()(pio-Ttaj'os o-w/AartKos), Origen justified himself by
claiming that revelation, equal everywhere in its content, is
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suited in its form to the different endowments and stages of
development of the mind. As, therefore, the true spirit of the

Old Testament was first revealed in the Gospel, so ever behind
the New Testament is the eternal pneumatic gospel to be
sought, which is now, for the first time, revealed only to a few,
by the grace of God.

As the leading principle of the teaching of Origen, stands

the concept of God as the pure spirit, who in perfect

changelessness and unity (em?— fMovd<i) above all Beings

{eireKeiva tt]'? ovaia<;) is recognizable as the everlasting

author of all things, but in his entire fulness transcends all

human knowledge. His essential characteristic is the abso-

lute causality of his will. Creativeness is an essential ele-

ment of his being, and therefore his creative activity is as

eternal as himself. On account of his unique unchange-

ableness, nevertheless, his creative activity cannot deal

directly with ever-changing individual things, but only

with the eternal revelation of his own essence, with his

image the Logos (o \6yo<i'). The Logos is expressly con-

ceived by Origen as a person, as an hypostasized being.

He is indeed not 6 ^eo<?, but still ^eo?, a Sevrepa 6e6<;, and

the Holy Spirit stands related to him as he is related to the

Father. The X0709 is related to the world as the IBia

IBewv, the archetype according to which the divine will

creates all things. Creation then is also everlasting, and

made up of the endless number of spirits who are destined

to participate in divine blessedness, and all of whom shall

finally become part of the divine essence (OeoTrotovixevoi).

They are endowed, however, with freedom, to which is due

the fact that they each to a greater or less degree, in his

own manner, fall away from the divine essence. For their

purification God created matter, and thus do the spirits in

heaven become materialized and graded according to their

worth: the angels, the stars, mankind, and evil daemons.

In a characteristic and specifically Christian way, and in

opposition to Hellenic intellectualism, Origen emphasized the
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will and the metaphysical meaning attached to it. The wiii of

(!od ui)i)ears here as tlie eternal necessary development of his

being, but the wills of the spirits, as free temporal choice. The
two stand in a mutual relation that i>i the Platonic system
obtains bi'tu'cen ova-la and yeVtcrts. In contrast to the unchange-
ableness and unity of the divine will, the freedom of will of the

spirits includes the principle of variety, of change, in a word,
of nature processes. Freedom is the ground both of sin and
of materiality. So Origen made it possible to join with his

conce|)tion of the absolute causality of God, which conception

forbids the originality of matter, the existence of wickedness,

sense, and imperfection. He reconciled ethical transcendence
with physical immanence, — God as creator, but not creator of

evil. Faith in divine omnipotence and the consciousness of sin

are the two fundamental antithetical principles of Christian

metaphysics. Origen mediated between them by his conception
of freedom.

Eternal creation involves the acceptation of an endless series

of aeons, and of world sj^stems, wherein fall and redemption
are continually repeated in new individuals. Yet this difficult

point is not further treated by Origen, but is avoided on ac-

count of the concentration of his attention upon the realm of
spirits.

The fallen spirits strive to rise from matter, to which

they are condemned for purification, and to return to their

divine source. In their own freedom do they aspire on

account of the divine essence within them, which is never

entirely lost, however deeply they may be abased. But

they do not have to act without the help of grace, which

was always active in man as a revelation from heaven, and

is revealed perfectly in the person of Jesus. One recog-

nizes that a propedeutic value was given by Origen here,

after the manner of the Apologists, to the heathen philoso-

phy, especially to Platonism and Stoicism. The eternal

\0709 has connected itself with the l)lamcless ^jrv^v ^^ Jesus

in a divine-human unity. Through his suffering he has

presented redemption as a temporal fact for the whole

body of believers, but through his essence the ti'ue illumina-

tion has been brought to those especially clioscn (the ])non-

matically inspired). With his help, the eternal spirit has
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attained different grades of redemption : faith,— the reli-

gious understanding of the perceptual world,— knowledge

of the ^,0709, and finally absolute absorption in the God-

head. Through the conjoined action of freedom and grace,

all souls shall finally be redeemed, material existence shall

vanish, and salvation of all things be perfected in God
{uTroKaTacrTaat^).

These are the conceptual principles of Christian theology, as
Oi-igeii developed them. They show that Christianity seized

the ideas of ancient philosophy and revised it with its own
religious principle. The changes which dogmatic develop-
ment made in the system pertain especially to eschatology
and Christology. As to Christology, Origen emphasized more
the cosmological than the soteriological aspect of the Aoyo?, and
neither is fully developed. The battles waged over his theory
in the third and fourth centuries until the perfect consolidation

of the Catholic dogma, q^re attributable to specific theological

motives, and change^H6ne of his fundamental philosophical

principles. ^x-

4. Neo-Platonism.

The Hellenistic thought that ran parallel to Christian

scientific faith was neo-Platonisra. Out of the same circles

of Alexandrian culture, in which all the forms of Greek

science and all religions met, arose two contemporaneous

theories,— the theory of Origen and that of Plotinus. As
we can see in Gnosticism a kind of procreation of Christian

theology, so in the eclectic Platonism influenced by Philo

(particularly in Numenius) can we also see a preparation

for neo-Platonism.

Neo-Platonisra and Christian theology had a community

of purpose and a common origin. Both were scientific

systems that methodically developed a religious conviction

and sought to prove that this conviction was the only true

source of salvation for the soul needing redemption.

But there is a great difference between the two. Chris-
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tian theology was not only suppoi'ted, but also gradually

regulated, by the religious consciousness of a community

organizing itself into a church. Neo-Platonism was a doc-

trine thought out and defended by individual philoso-

phers, which spread to associations of scholars, and then

sought to profit by contact with all kinds of mysteries.

Christian theology was the scientific external form of a

faith that had already mightily developed. Nco-Platonism

was an erudite religion, which tried incidentally to assimi-

late all the then existing cults. Although the scientific

strength of neo-Platonism was certainly not loss than that

of Christianity, this attempt at assimilation was the cause

of its downfall.

The historical unfolding of neo-Platonism was in three

stages. In the first stage it was essentially a scientific

theory. In the next it was a systematic theology of poly-

theism, and in this it was in pronounced opposition to

Christianity. After it had gone to pieces in this way, it

sought in its third stage to become a scholastic recapitula-

tion of the entire Greek philosophy. We are accustomed

to designate these different phases as the Alexandrian, the

Syrian, and the Athenian schools, and to place, as the head

of each respectively, Plotinus, Jamblichus, and Proclus.

See E. Matter, J. Simon, and Vacherot; Barthelemy Saint-

Hilaire, Sur le concours ouvert par Vacademie, etc., sur
Vecole d'Alexandrie (Paris, 1845) ; K. Vogt, Neoplatonism/us u.

Christentuw (Berlin, 1836) ; K. Steiuhart (in Pauly's Realen-

ci/klopadie des Mass. Altertums) ; R. Hamerling, £Ji?i Wort uber

die Nenplatoniker (with examples translated into German,
Triest, 1858) ; H. Kellner, Hdle7iismus u. Christentum oder die

ffeistiffe Reaktion des antiken Heidentums gcgsn das Cliristen-

tum (Cologne, 1866) ; A. Harnack, Dogm evgeschichte, I. 663 ff.

54. The founder of neo-Platonism was Plotinus, born

204 A. D. in Lycopolis in Egypt. He received his philo-

sophical education in Alexandria, especially at the hands

of a certain Ammonius Saccus. He took part in the expe-
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dition of the Emperor Gordiaii in his Persian campaign in

order to pursue scientific studies in the Orient. About 244

he appeared with great ^clat as a teacher in Rome, and

died in 269 at a country estate in Campania. Among
his pupils were Amelius, and especially the publisher of

his documents, Porphyry.

Ancient traditions designate the porter Ammonins (175-
242) as the founder of neo-Platonism. He abandoned Chris-

tianity for Hellenism, and held impressive lectures in Alexan-
dria. Among his pupils were said to be, besides Flotinus and
the Christian Origen, Herennins (Erennins), Origen the

Platonist, and the rhetorician and critic Longinus (213-273).
Nothing is, however, at all certain about the teaching of Am-
monius, and these so-called pnpils travel such theoretically

different ways that there is no good reason to speak of Ammo-
nius as the founder of the specific philosophy of Flotinus. See
W. Lyngg, Die Lehre des Ammonins (publication of Gesell-

schnft d. Wissenschdft at Christiania, 1874).

The Platonist Origen is not the Patristic, as G. A. Heigl
supposes. See Der Bcricht des Porphyrins iiber Origenes

(Regensburg, 1835) ; G-. Helferich, Uiitersuclningen aus der

Gebiet der Idass. Altrrthamswissenschaft (Heidelberg, 1860).

He asserted (probably iu opposition to Nuuienius) the identity

of God with that of the world builder. See his writing oTt/Aovo?

iroL7)Tr]<; 6 /8acriA.ct's. Compare Zeller, V^. 461, 2.

Ets TO. fie-acf^va-LKa is the name of a document transmitted
under the name of Herennius, but it is a compilation of mnch
later origin. See A. jMai, Classiconiin Aactorum, IX. ; E. Heitz
(Berlin Sitzunrjsherichte, 1889).

Longinus, who taught in Athens, held fast to the pure Pla-

tonic teaching of the reality of Ideas independent of the
Spirit, and was opposed to Plotinus' interpretation. In spite

of many doubters on the point, he is presumably the author of

a treatise under his name, Trepl v[l/ov^ (published by J. Vahleu,
1887). The rhetorical phases of the subject seem to have been
of chief interest to the author; yet the treatise has real value
beyond this, for it developed in the highest spiritual aiid intel-

lectual manner the aesthetic concept of the sublime as not only
independent of the idea of the beautiful and co-ordinate with it,

but also in its numerous variations and applications. This
treatise had a very great influence on the aesthetic theory and
criticism of later time.
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If, ill comparing the great systems of Origen and Plotinus,

one wishes to draw a conclusion as to tlie doctrine of their

common tcaclier, one meets only the most universal principles

of tlie Alexandrian religion-philosophies, and even then perhaps

only the fundamental principles of overcoming metaphysically

the dualism which forms the presupposition of that {)hilosophy.

There is not even a hint that would let us trace these philoso-

phies bacic to Ammonius. He existed rather in the air, so far

as the development of Alexandrian thought was concerned.

The form of Ammonius is historically as colorless as perchance

the view ascribed to him that Aristotelianism and Platonism are

in essential agreement. See Zeller, V^ 454 ff.

Plotinus found so great recognition in the highest circles of

Rome that he desired to found a city of philosophers in Cam
pania, with the help of the P^mperor Gallienus. It was to be

called Platonopolis. It was to be arranged after the model of

the Republic, and would be a retreat for religious contemplation,

an Hellenic cloister. But it came to naught. Plotinus was
active in a literary way only in his old age, and he wrote his

doctrine in single treatises and groups of such. They were
classified by his pupil. Porphyry, in six enneads, and published.

They were translated into Latin by Marsilius Ficinus (Florence,

1492), and into Greek and Latin (Basel, 1580); new publica-

tions of them are : Oxford, 1835, Paris, 1855 ; Leipzig (by
Kirchhoff), 1856 ; Beriin (by H. Mtiller), 1878-80. There is

also a German translation of them (Leipzig, 1883-84) by
Volkmann.

See K. Steinhart (in Pauly's Realencyldopadie) ; H. Kirchner,
Die Fhilosojiltiedes Plotin's (Halle, 1854); A. Richter, iV("?//>A/-

tonische Studie?!, five volumes (Halle, 1864-67); H. v. Kleist,

Plotinische Studien (Heidelberg, 1883).
Porphyry, probably born and certainly brought up in Tyre,

became the true disciple of Plotinus in Rome. Besides pre-

senting and defending the doctrine of Plotinus, he busied
himself especially with making commentaries on the Platonic
and Aristotelian writings, and particularly on the logic of the
latter. His Eio-ayroy^ cis Tas KaTT/yooujs is preserved. It is pub-
lished by Busse (Berlin, 1887). Tliis becnme exceedingly im-
portant for the INIiddle Ages, as was also his biography of
Plotinus (see Kirchhoff and Mailer's publication of the works
of Plotinus) and his smaller single writings. See bibliography in

Ueberweg-Heinze, P. 313. See also the Parisian Plotinus edition.

The problem of the Alexandrian philosophy of religion

was the same for the Hellene as for the Christian. In the
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development of ancient thought, tlie individualization and

the contemplativeness of the spiritual life kept equal pace,

and created finally the burning desire to conceive the

divine essence immediately and wholly with the inner-

most activity of the soul,— to unite oneself entirely and

undividedly with that essence. But the more that con-

fidence in the ancient forms of mythical representation

vanished, the farther off, the more unknown, and the more

incomprehensible appeared the divine essence. The Chris-

tian faith overcame this difficulty by the principle of love
;

the mythical religion by the interpolation of countless

grades between God and matter ; science, by attempting to

conceive the totality of things as a series in diminishing

perfection from the one all-creative divine power, and, con-

versely, by looking upon the entire cosmic life as the simi-

larly graded returning series of things completed in God.

The neo-Pythagorean dualism Avas to be overcome both

ethically and metaphysically and therein Plotinus and Ori-

gen agreed. But while the latter, absorbed in the mysteries

of the fall into sin and the redemption, analyzed the entire

physical existence in ethical and religious terms, the former

strove to make conceptual in the terms of sense the spir-

itual unity of the universe. Whereas the return to God
according to the conception of Origen formed a tremendous

historical cosmic process for the entire spiritual realm, it

was limited by Plotinus to the mysterious ecstasy of the

individual.

Metaphysics and ethics to Plotinus were, then, in inverted

parallelism : ethics teaches the way of salvation to be the

same series of stages of development toward an end, which

is known in metaphysics as the process of origination from

a beginning.

To Plotinus the Godhead is the original Being (to

irpcoTov') superior to all oppositions, inaccessible to all defm-

itive characterization, wholly unspeakable {dpprjTov). As
24
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absolute unity it is superior to all oppositions, especially to

those of thought (1/6770-4?) and Being (ova-La). Only by

relative determinations can it be conceived as a cosmic

final cause (to dyadov) and a cosmic force {irpaurr] Suva fits),

as pure, substratum-less Qsubstratlos}, creating activity. As

such, it creates the world out of itself in an eternal, time-

less, and necessary process. Tt is present in all creatures,

yet it is separate and distinct from plurality. Itself eter-

nally finished, it lets the fulness of things proceed from it-

self without division of itself or losing anything of its

essence. The emanation of the world from the Godhead

is an Overflowing in which the Godhead is as unchanged as

light when it throws its gleam into the depths of the dark-

ness. But as its gleam becomes less and less strong with

the increase of distance from its source, so the creations of

the Godhead are only a reflection of its glory, which re-

flection becomes less and less bright and finally ends in

darkness.

The attempt to reconcile the monistic causality of God
with the fact of the imperfection of individual things, and on
the other hand of reconciling (religious) transcendence with
(Stoical) pantheism, became also very prominent in Plotinus.

Hia " dynamic pantheism " completed an abstract monotheism
which sought to regard the Godhead neither as spirit, soul, nor
matter, nor in fact under any category. Yet the theory con-
ceived the Godhead, though entirely contentless, as the origin

of all determinations and as superior to them all. The light

in the darkness is an illustration
;
yet this simile defines also

the thought of the philosopher from his point of view.

There are three particular steps in which emanation pro-

ceeds from the divine being : spirit, soul, matter. Spirit

(vov<i) as the image {eiKon') of the One bears in itself the

principle of duality. For all thinking, even consciousness

of self, involves the opposition of subject and object, of

thought-activity and thought-content (vot]t6v). The vov^

having its source in the Godhead is indeed a unitary,
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self-related, intuitive function. Nevertheless it includes

within itself the entire manifold of objects, the Ideas

which are the archetypes of individuals. These are then

designated as single spiritual potencies (voZ). They are in

the Pov<; and form in it the A:6a-yu,o? vorjTOf, but as efficient

powers they are at the same time the particular causes of

events.

From reflection upon the essential duality of the activity

and the content of thought, there resulted the fact that the

neo-Platonists were the first to formulate and investigate

with exactness the psychological conception of consciousness

(<jvvaLaOr](TL?). The Aristotelian theory of ulcrdrjTijpiov koIkov

gave them a point of departure which they happily further

followed out. The distinction between the unconscious content
of an idea and the activity to be directed upon that content is

current in their psychology and was their most important service.

See H. Siebeck, Gesch. der Psych. ^ I. b, 331 ff.

This distinction naturally ceases to apply to the divine vov<i

in so far as it thinks its entire content of ideas as eternally

actual. In Aristotelian Phraseology, Plotinus said that the

duality (eTep6T7]<;) within the Spirit's essence presupposes the

antithesis of thought-form (yorjcns:) and thought-content (v\r]

vorjTtKi']), — a content which is distinguished nevertheless from
sense-content by the fact that it is formed without residuum
and in timeless ivepyeta.

" Matter " is here the principle of plurality, and Plotinus
followed this thought also so far as to develop the manifold of

Ideas in a Pythagorean number-speculation. In this the Idea
is however no longer the Platonic class concept, but the (Stoic)

archetype of the particular thing.

In respect to the intelligible world the Aristotelian categories

were cast aside in so far as they refer to spatial and temporal
relations and especially empirical events. For these Plotinus
substituted five fundamental conceptions which were experimen-
tally treated in the dialogue Sojohist (254 b) as KOLvtuvia twv
loewr : ov, o-Tatri?, KtvTjcn?, ravroTT/s, ireporr]?.

So far as Ideas are causes of events, they are called Xoyoi, as

for that matter the vov<; of Plotinus has throughout to take the

place of the Xoyos of the Philouic and Christian philosophy.

See M. Heinze, T>ie Lehre vom Logos, p. 306 ff.

The Soul (ylrvxn) stands in the same relation to the Spirit

as the Spirit to the eV. Since, although it belongs to the
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world of light, it stands on the bounds of the world of

darkness, there is a duality in it: (1) unity and (2) divisi-

bility, the higher and the lower souls. This duality is

predicated in the first place of the world-soul, which Plo-

tiniis divided into two potencies, and the lower part, the

<f>v<Tc<i, as a directly formative power (dea/jbo) creates the

body of the world and enters into it. It is the same with

the individual souls into which the world-soul has dis-

charged itself. There exists also in mankind the super-

sensible soul, to which were ascribed the functions of the

Aristotelian t-oj}?. (See above.) This has pre-existed, and

shall after death undergo metempsychosis according to its

deserts. This soul is to be distinguished from the lower

soul which has built up the body as an instrument of its

working power and is present in all its parts as well as

in its sensational and functional activities.

As the light gradually fades away into darkness, the

streaming out of the divine essence degenerates finally in

matter. Plotinus regarded matter expressly as fir) 6v in

the sense that it has no metaphysical dualistic independ-

ence in relation to the Godhead. It is the absolute

(rT€pr)ai<i, the irevia iravreXt]';, and as airovarCa tov a'yadov it

is also irpwrov KaKov. Plotinus founded his theodicy upon

these negative determinations. Whatever is true, is divine

and good : the bad is only what belongs to the iir] ov. By
the same necessity with which the gleaming of light is lost

in the darkness, souls were supposed to create matter out

of themselves and enter into it as formative powers.

The world of sense phenomena has an existence that is

just as eternal as the soul. In a circular process of me-

chanical development it unrolls the archetypes of Ideas.

Then follows not merely a teleological conception of na-

ture, but a downright magical one. Every event is an activ-

ity of the soul : the pure world-soul creates gods, star-spirits,

and the (/)ucri9-d8emons out of itself. In the mysterious
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co-operation of the whole is the individual sympathetically

bound and prophetically to be foreseen. All investigation

of nature was here annulled, but the door to all forms of

faith and superstition was opened.

This comprehensive view of nature, however, was under

these premises cleft in two. The entrance of the soul into

the matter created by it is its fall into the darkness, its

alienation from the divine source of light. The world of

sense is bad and irrational. Yet, on the other hand, the

world of sense is formed by the soul which enters into it as

\6yo9 <nrepixaTiK6<i, and to that extent is it reasonable and

beautiful. In this respect Plotinus, in spite of the dualistic

point of departure made necessary by his religious problem,

held distinctly to the Greek conception of the beauty of the

world of sense, and he knew how to connect it in the most

happy way with the fundamental outlines of his picture of

the world. When he enthusiastically praised, in opposition

particularly to the Gnostic disdain of nature, the harmony,

soulfulness and perfection of the world, and proved this

out of his idealistic construction of the world, he gave us a

metaphysical aesthetic. Beautiful is the object of sense

when it makes its Xoyof;, its ideal form, its etSo<?, appear in a

perceptible form. Beautiful is the world because down to

the lowest deeps it is permeated and illuminated by the

divine essence.

Like a last farewell to the Grecian world was this theory of
the beautiful which Plotinus brought into close conuection with
the ultimate principles of his system, and which he used for the

first time as an integral part of a system of philosoph}'. To be
sure, he strongly used Platonic and Aristotelian thoughts in it.

But even the theory of the beautiful was not so fully developed
by Plato, nor was it so essential a moment of Plato's as of

Plotinus's system. The celebrated Ennead, I. 6, is doubtless
the most original scientific achievement of Plotinus. The dis-

tinction of bodily and spiritual beauty, the contrast between
the beauty of nature and of art, the organic insertion of aesthet-

ics partly into his metaphysical system and partly into the de-
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velopmeiit of his ethics and psychology — all these are great

points of view which Plotinus is the first conceptually to define.

See Ed. JMuller, Gesch. der Theorie der Kunst hei den Alteri, II.

285 ff. (Berlin, 1837) ; K. Zimmermauu, Gesch. der uEsthetik

(Vienna, 1858), 122 ff. ; R. Volkmann, Die Hohe der antiken

JEsthetik oder Plotin's Abhandl. vom Schonen (Stettin, 18G0)

;

E. Breuning, Die Lehre vom Schonen bei Plotin (Gottingen,

1804) ; A. J. Vitringa, De egregio, quod in rebus corporeis con-

stituit Plotinus pulcri principio (Amsterdam, 1864) ; J. Walter,

Gesch. der ^sthetik in Alterthun (Leipzig, 1893), pp. 73G-

786.

Plotinus set out from the opposite point of view in his

ethics, when he designated the share that men have in

the divine life and their independence of the world as

their goal ; and also when he conceived of the freeing of

the soul from the hody and its purification from sense —
in a word, the turning away from the material— as the fun-

damental ethical task. There is not lacking a positive sup-

plement to this negative morality although only in small

measure did the philosopher indeed fmd such positive suj -

pleraentation in ethical or, as he called it, political virtues.

Conduct was of little value to him, for it binds the soul to

the material world. Social and political integrity is only a

preparation by which the soul learns how to become free

from the power of sense. Therefore the teaching of Plo-

tinus was also without significance for political life. His

attempt to realize the Platonic Republic seemed to be not a

political experiment but the realizing of a condition in

which chosen men could live their true lives of " contem-

plation."

The return of the soul to God consists in its soaring to

the vov<i from which it came. Pure sense-perception offers

little help to the soul for this return ; reflection affords

rather more. The most potent incentive is found in love

for the beautiful, the Platonic epw?, w^hen the soul turns

from sense impressions to the illuminating Idea. He who
has an immediate recognition of the pure Idea, is pressing
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on to higher perfection. Yet true blessedness is nevertlie-

less attained only when man in an ecstasy (eVcrrao-tsO tran-

scending thought for a more complete contact and union

{dcfiT], airXcoai';') with the divine unity, forgets himself and

the objective world and becomes one with the Godhead in

such moments of consecration.

Plotinus regarded this highest holiness as a grace which
comes only to few, and to these but seldom. He granted that

the culture of positive religion is a help to the attainment of this

ecstatic condition, although in other respects he opposed posi-

tive religion. This help, however, had earlier seemed essential

to Porphyry, and among the later members of the school it be-

came the all-important thing.

55. A pupil of Porphyry, the Syrian Jamblichus, used the

philosophy of Plotinus as the groundwork of a speculative

theology of polytheism, which co-ordinated all the cults of

ancient religions in a systematic whole, and while exclud-

ing Christianity attempted to consider the religious move-

ment as complete. Among the enthusiastic supporters of

this speculative theology are Theodorus of Asine, Maximus

of Ephesus, the Emperor Julian, his friend Sallustius, and

the martyr Hypatia.

Jamblichus came from Chaleis in Coele-Syria, and listened to

Porphyry and his pupil Anatolius in Rome. He himself went
to Syria as a teacher and religious reformer, and had very soon

a numerous school, which exalted him as a worker of miracles.

Nothing further is known of his life, and his death also is only

approximately set about 330. His literary activity was limited

almost entirely to commentaries on Plato and Aristotle, as well

as on the theological works of the Orphics, Chaldaeans, and the

Pythagoreans. Portions of his exposition of Pythagoreanism
are preserved : Trept toD UvOayopiKov $t.ov (published by Kiessling,

Leipzig, 1815 f., and Westermann, Paris, 1850) ; Aoyos irpoTpeir-

TiKos €ts (f>L\oao(f)Lav (Kiessling, Leipzig, 1813) ; irepl t^s kolvtj?

fjLadrjfxaTLKTJ^ iTrLcrT^fxr]<s (Villoison, Venice, 1781) ; Trcpi T^s NiKo-

fJLd.\ov a.pL6fJ.rjTtKrjs etcraywyry and to. OeoXoyovfxeva Trj<; api9p.T]TLKrj<;

(Fr. Ast, Leipzig, 1817). Related (and probably erroneously

ascribed to him) is De mysteriis ^gyptiormn (by Parthey, Ber
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liu, 1857) ; see Ilarless, D((s Buck von den dgi/ptischen Myste-

rien (Munich, 1858) ; II. Kellner, Analyse der Schrift des

Jamblichits J)e Mysleriis (in Theol. Quartalsschrift, 1867).

yEdesius, Clirysautliius, Priscus, Sopater, Eusebius, Dexip-

piis are otiier meni])ers of the school. A writing of Dexippus
concerning the Aristotelian categories is preserved (edited by
Spengel, JMunich, 1859). Some of the biographies of philoso-

phers of the time by Eunapius of Sardis are also preserved

(edited by Boissonade, Amsterdam, 1822). Maximiis pla3'ed a

great r61e at the court of P^mperor Julian, whose short reign

marks the zenith of the power of this Syrian school. Precisely

these same court connections drove the school into its hopeless

war with Christianity. Julian himself was a devoted follower

of Jamblichus. Tlie letters published under his name are spuri-

ous. His views appear in his speeches and in the fragments of

his thesis against the Christians. Jtdiani contra Christianos

quae supersunt (E. J. Neuman, Leipzig, 1880 ; translated into

German, Leipzig, 1880) ; other editions of his writings by E.
Talbot (Paris, 1863) and F. C. Hertlein (2 vols., Leipzig, 1875
£f.). See A. W. Neander, Ueber den Kaiser Jidian u. seine

Zeitalter (Leipzig, 1812) ; W. S. Teuffel, De Jidiano Imp.
Christianismi conlenilore et osore (Tubingen, 184:-1); D. Fr.

Strauss, Julian der Abtrilnnige, der Romantiker auf deni Thron
der Cdsaren (Mannheim, 1847) ; Auer, Kaiser Julian (Vienna,

1855) ; W. Mangold, Julian der Abtriimiige (Stuttgart, 1862) ;

C. Semisch, Julian der AbtrUnnige (Breslau, 1862) ; Fr. Lubker,
Julian's Kampf u. Ende (Hamburg, 1864) ; A. Miicke, Julian
nach den Quellen (Gotha, 1866-68) ; A. Naville, Julien VApo-
stat et sa philos. du polytheisme (Neufchatel, 1877) ; F. Rode,
Gesch. der Reaction Julian's gegen die christliche Kirclie (Jena,

1877) . A compendium by Sallust of the theology of Jamblichus
is preserved (published by Orelli, Zurich, 1821).

Concerning Ilypatia, see Rich. Hoche (in Philol. 1860); St.

Wolff (Czernowitz, 1879) ; H. Ligier (Dijon, 1880). Her pupil
was the bishop Synesius, who tried to unite Neo-Platonism to
Christianity in a unique way. See R. Volkmann, Synesios von
Kyrene (Berlin, 1869).

The theology of Jamblichus included no new point of

view for philosophy. His metaphysics and ethics were en-

tirely those of Plotinus so far as the treatment is conceptual.

Kut this was exactly what did not satisfy the theologian.

Born in a land of the greatest religious eclecticism, a land

where Christian Gnosticism had arisen, he wished to -trans-
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form this philosophy into an amalgamation of all religions.

Since he regarded the ordinances of the Mysteries and the

activities of all their fantastic cults as indis}3ensable for

sinning man in solving moral and religious problems, he

used the neo-Platonic metaphysic only for inserting by alle-

gorical interpretation the forms of gods of all religions in

the intermediate grades which Plotinus had supposed to lie

between the human soul and God. In order to find place

for this fantastic pantheon, he had to increase consider-

ably the number of these intermediaries ; and in order to

bring the entire world of gods into a system, he had noth-

ing better to use than the Pythagorean number-scheme.

The passing success that this theory had in the cultured and
political world shows only the obstinacy with which the Hel-
lenic, as opposed to the Christian world, held fast to the hope
of solving the religious problem from withiu itself ; and Julian

also, who gave historical significance to this fantastic theory,

can only thus be understood.

The details of this polytheism, and indeed those of the theurgic

undertakings of Jamblichus and his pupils, are philosophically

unimportant. Even his fancy of setting the Travrrj apprjTo<; dpxv
over the ev of Plotinus, which, bare of qualities, must not also

be identified with the dya^ov, is still only aimless sophistry.

Plotinus set up the opposition of subject and object in the

voCs, and Jamblichus made out of this opposition the Koo-ynos

voT/To's and the koV/aos vocpo?. These are two worlds which are

peopled with their own gods, and are again trebly divided.

Some of his pupils further developed these divisions, and in

this showed a preference for the triad schema, as did Jam-
blichus also to a certain extent.

56. The failure of this philosophical restoration of the

old religions frightened neo-Platonism back to erudite

studies, the centre of which again appeared finally at

Athens. Through the influence of Plutarch of Athens

and his pupils Syrianus and Hierocles, the school turned

back to the study of Plato and Aristotle. In the person

of its leader Proclus (410-485) it tried to systematize iu a
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dialectic way the entire historical content of Greek philo-

sophic thought.

The commentators stand out advantageously against the

background of fantastic theories of the time. As Themis-

tius previously, so Simplicius and Philoponus now, trans-

mitted their learned compilations of the works of Aristotle,

which became of value to subsequent time. But when the

pupils of Proclus— Marinus and Damascius — undertook

to develop the system of their master, then they fell victims

to unfruitful quibbling. The effect of this was unfortunate

in proportion as the diction was bombastic and assertive.

The power of Greek thought was extinguislied. The

simple magnificent spirit of Greek philosophy had, to speak

after the manner of Plotinus, grown so weak through all

the Hellenic emanations that it passed away into its op-

posite, into ostentatious vapidity.

The edict by which the Emperor Justinian in 529 closed

the Academy, confiscated its property, and prohibited lec-

tures on Greek philosophy in Athens, was the official certi-

fication of the death of ancient philosophy.

Plutarch was called '
' The Great " by his pupils after the

neo-Platonic manner of excessively admiring the leaders of

their school. By this title he is generally distinguished from
his really more significant namesake. He died soon after 430.

He seems to have been particularly interested in psychological

questions, and he further developed a theory of consciousness,

defining it as the activity of the reason in sense perception.

Of the Syrian commentaries on Aristotle's writings, that

upon a part of the Mdaphysics is preserved and i^ublished in

the fifth volume of the Berlin edition of Aristotle (p. 837 ff.).

The commentary of Hierocles on the Golden Poem of the Py-
thagoreans is in Mullach's Fragments (I. 408 ff.) ; Photius has
preserved extracts from Hierocles' writing, TrepI Trporota?.

Hierocles and his pu[)il Theosebius worked in Alexandria, and
Syrianus was scholarch in Athens.

Proclus was tlie intimate pupil and follower of Syrianus.
He was of Lycian family, born in Constantinople, educated in

Alexandria under Olympiodorus the Aristotelian, and was re-
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vered as head of the school by his pupils with extravagant de-

votion. His life was written by his pupil Marinas {Cobet's

Edlt'um of Diorj. Laert.). Among the works of Proclus (see J.

Freudenthal in the Hermes, 1881, and Zeller, V. 778 ff.), espe-

cially noteworthy is irepl rr^s Kara nXaTwva ^eoXoyi'as ; and there

are also the commentaries on the Timceus, Hejniblic, and Par'

menides. These are collected by V. Cousin (Paris, 1820-25),

with Supplement (Paris, 1864). See A. Berger, Froclus, exjiosi-

tion de sa doctrine (Paris, 1840); H. Kirchner, De Frocli

Tnetaphyslca (Berlin, 1846) ; K. Steinhart, article in Paulifs

Realencyclopdd ie.

Of the pupils of Proclus there are mentioned, besides his

successor Mariuus, Hermias, who wrote a commentary on the

Phaedrus; the son of Hermias, Ammonius, who edited the

writings of Aristotle ; the mathematician Asclepiodotus, and
further, Isidorus, Hegias, and Zenodotus. The biography of

Isidorus by Damascius is partly preserved in the writings of

Photius.

The last scholarch of the Academy was Damascius, who,
like Isidorus, returned to the fantastic theories of Jamblichus.

He was born in Damascus and studied in Alexandria and
Athens. After the closing of the school he emigrated with

Simplicius and other neo-Platonists to Persia. They returned

soon, however, after some hard experiences. Of his writings we
possess, besides fragments of various commentaries and his

biography of Isodorus, also a portion of his writing Trcpt rwv
TTpwTojv apx^^v (published by J. Kapp, Frankfort on the Main,
1826, with details of his personality), and also the conclusion of

his commentary on the Parvienides. This commentary shows
markedly the influence of Proclus. See Ch. E. Ruelle, Le
Philosophe Damiiscius (Paris, 1861, and also in Arch. f. Gesch.

d. Ph. 1890) ; E. Heitz (particularly), Dcr Phllos. Damascius
(in Strassburger Abhandl. zur Phtlos., Freiburg i. B. und Tu-
bingen, 1884).

Among the commentators who occupied a position of greater

independence toward the neo-Platonic theory was Themistius,
called 6 ({xfypaSq'; on account of his remarkable manner of presen-

tation. He lived about 317-387, and taught in Constantinople.

Those of his preserved paraphrases upon Aristotle are upon
the second Analytics, the Physics, and the Psychology (pub-

lished by Spengel, Leipzig, 1866). The paraphrase erroneously
ascribed to him on the first Analytics can be found in the Ber-

lin edition of commentators (M. Wallies, Berlin, 1884). See
V. Rose (in the Hermes, 1867).

Of the commentaries of Simplicius the Cilician, who. next to
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Alexander of Aphrodisias, was the most notable expounder of

Aristotle and the contemporary and companion of Damascius,

there are preserved those upon the first four books of the Fhi/sics

(published by H. Diels, Berlin, 1882), and his commentary on

J)e ralo (published by S. Karstein, Utrecht, 1865), on De aiiivia

(pul)lished by M. Hayduck, Berlin, 1882), on the Categories

(Basel, 1551), and on Epietetus' Enrheiridion.

By the side of Priscianus and Asclepius there was the younger
Olympiodorus, whose commentaries on the Gorgias, Philebus,

Ffuedo, and first Alcibiades (with the life of Plato) are preserved.

There was also John Philiponus, of whose numerous commenta-
ries (Venice, 1527 f.) those on the Physics have been published in

the Berlin collection by Vitelli (1887).

Of still greater significance than these men for our present

knowledge of ancient ])hilosophy there was a neo-Platonist,

who, a contemporary to them, came out of the movement in

the East. This was Boethius, who was condemned in 525.

Although calling himself a Christian, he recognized only the

arguments of ancient science in his treatise, De consolatlonc

'philosopliifz (published by R. Peiper, Leipzig, 1871). His
translations and expositions of Aristotle's Logic, and of the Isa-

goge of Porphyry belong among the important writings on
philosophy in the early Middle Ages. See F. Nitzsch, Das
St/stem des Boethius (Berlin, 1860) ; H. Usener, Anekdoton
llolderi (Bonn, 1877) ; A. Hilderbrand, Boethius u. seine Stel-

lung zum Ghristenthum (Regensburg, 1885).

The peculiarity of the work of Proclus was his union of

mythological fancifulness with barren formulism, of his

insatiable desire for faith with the gift of dialectic combina-

tion. He was a theologian to the same extent as was Jam-

blichus, but he constructed for his teaching a philosophical

schematism which was carried out with exactness even to

the smallest detail. He got the content of his teaching from

authority : from the barbarian and Hellenic religions, and in

addition from the great pliilosophers, especially Plato,

Plotinus, and Jamblichus. He had himself initiated into

all the mysteries, and no superstition however childish was
so bad as to be rejected by him. He did not rest until he

had given a place in his universal system to every such

significant thought ; and he was the true systematizer of

Heathendom and the scholastic of Hellenism.
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The fundamentally constructive thought in his system was
its abstract expression for the universal problem of neo-

Platonism : the problem to make comprehensible the de-

velopment of the One into the Many and the return of the

Many into the One. The manifold effect is similar to the

unitary cause, and yet different from it ; and this contra-

diction is reconciled by the fact that the effect strives by

means of that very similarity to return to the cause from

its state of separation from the cause. Hence these three

moments, permanence, going-forth, and return {fiovrj, 7rp6o8o<;,

i7rt(TTpo(fi7]), are essential in every event. This is the lead-

ing idea of the conception of nature of Plotinus, who had

also added the further principle that the return is through

the same phases as the going-forth. Proclus, however,

applied this triadic schematism with a powerful dialectic to

every distinct phase of development in nature, and repeated

it again and again even in treatment of the finest details.

Every form of his metaphysical theology divides into three

parts, each of which is again subjected to the same dialectic

fate ad infinitum.

A certain formal likeness is obvious between this method of

Proclus and the thesis, antithesis, and synthesis of Fichte,

Schelling, and Hegel. It must not be overlooked, however,
that by the latter the relationship is considered as between con-

cepts, by the former between mythical potencies. But Hegel
and Proclus are particularly alike in striving to systematize a

very large given content of ideas in a dialectic way. (W.
Windelband, Gesch. der neueren Philos. , II. 306 ff.)

The development of the world out of the Godhead was,

then, represented by Proclus as a system of triadic chains,

in which the descent is from the universal to the particu-

lar, from the simple to the complex, from the perfect to

the imperfect. At the apex stands the original One, the

original Good, which is raised above all determinations,

entirely inexpressible, and only figuratively represented as

the One, the Good, the atnov. Out of this One emanate
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(even before the vov<;) a limited, but, for our knowledge, an

indeterminable number of unities (emSe?) which are also

unrecognizable. These are above Being, life, and reason,

and are gods having power over the world.

These Henades had this theological significance for Proclus,

that they place at his disposal a great number of supernatural

incognizable gods. Metaphysically these appear in place of the

second ev of Jamblichus. Another "Somewhat" accordingly

perhaps plays a part here. Proclus is, like Porphyry, an

outspoken realist in the spirit of the Middle Ages. The uni-

versal stands over against the particular as a higher and more
nearly primitive actuality. Cause is identical with the universal,

and the highest cause, the tv, is identical with the highest, most
nearly characterless abstraction. One might, accordingly, sup-

pose these simple abstract concepts to be the Henades, over

and above which conceptions only the "Somewhat" remains.

They have then a meaning similar to the Spinozistic attributes

of the divuie substance.

The Spirit is divided, in the scheme of Proclus, into the

vot}t6v, the vorjTOV afjca Kol voepov, and the voepov. The
Plotinian distinction between thought content and thought

activity is fundamental here, but it is, however, at once dis-

regarded on account of the theological construction. For

here the votjtov is divided into three parts, in which the

concepts of vrepa?, uTreipov, and /xlktSv are combined re-

spectively with TraTTjp, SvvafjLL<?, and v6rjai<;. Further, the

concepts of ovcria and virap^a, of ^cor] and alcov are com-

bined in so multifarious a relationshij), and with so many
interchangeable meanings that a whole army of gods re-

sults. This same play repeats itself in the second sphere,

and in part with the same categories. In the third sphere

there are the seven Hebdomades of intellectual gods,

among which, for example, the Olympians appear.

This entire construction, which in accordance with the

same scheme is carried in the psychical world to gods,

daemons, and heroes, has no real intellectual motive at its

basis. It is a kind of philosophical "mummification" of
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Hellenism, This is partly due to the dialectic architectonic,

and partly to the need of giving to every form of i)oly-

theism its place in the hierarchy of mythological formulae

into which Proclus had translated the Greek conceptual

world.

The physics and ethics of Proclus show little individuality.

He stood far off from the first, and adduced only this new
thought that the material is not derived from the psychical, but
directly from the arreipov of the first intelligible triad, and that
it is fancifully formed by the lower world-soul, the ^vo-is. His
attempt in ethics is to lower the metaphysical dignity of the

human soul and to make it appear thereby the more needy of

the help of positive religious exercise and of divine and daemonic
grace. Proclus thinks, therefore, that the characteristic of the

soul is its freedom, and therefore its guilt. The steps of its

redemption are here also "political" virtue, scientific knowl-
edge, divine illumination, faith, and finally ecstasy (jxavla) for

which a peculiar power of the soul is presupposed.

The two great streams of theosophy which burst forth

from Alexandria, on the one hand, into Christian theology,

on the other into neo-Platonism, were not long separate

from each other. Although neo-Platonism was destroyed

by scholasticism, it sent its thought through a thousand

channels into the orthodox as well as the heterodox de-

velopment of Christian thought after Origen. Both systems

of thought found their perfect reconciliation in an original

thinker, who was the philosopher of Christianity,— Augus-

tine. The doctrine of Augustine, however, was much more

than a receptacle for the confluent streams of Hellenic-

Roman philosophy. It was rather the living fountain of

the thought of the future. His was an initiating rather

than a consummating work, and therefore lie does not

belong to the history of ancient philosophy.
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